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1. Preface: How do we deal with
life challenges?

You are invited to see how Joanna deals with the challenges in her life.
Can she begin again and enjoy a fulfilled existence? With a sceptical
eye, you can accompany her on her personal search for answers: Is
there life after death? Do we meet our deceased relatives and friends
again? Is clairvoyance possible? From what source does a medium draw
knowledge? Come and join her on this journey.
I present this book as a pillow to absorb your tears. Immerse yourself in
the story. Perhaps like Joanna, you too are asking questions and seeking
answers.
Joanna experiences a traumatic event in her life. Like many others after
the death of a loved one, she had strange thoughts and dreams and
noticed coincidences and peculiarities. You may find yourself in this
book, if you too have had these perceptions and experiences. Many
people when asked if there is life after death reply, "Yes, I think there is
something."
Each chapter of the book begins with a philosophical dialogue. Jaune
and Violette discuss philosophy in every-day language. They talk about
philosophers from ancient Greece and Rome. If you are curious to extend
your knowledge of the quoted scriptures you can, for example, follow
the trail of the classical philologist Thomas Taylor (15th May 1758 - 1st
November 1835).
Joanna discovers that the longed-for philosophy was accessible to certain
educational groups in antiquity. It is known by the quoted scholars
that they were gifted with clairvoyance. However, she only becomes
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1. Preface

aware of this philosophical tradition as she gets older. She matures by
means of traditional assessments to personal experiences with philosophy,
astrology and mantic (a general term for divination). Joanna finds the
search exciting; she reads books by an ancient philosopher that answer
her questions: Plotinus. He developed stands that connect transcendent
reality with life: the free will, the fate, the existence of the soul. In
his Platonic Academy he refers to the ancient triumvirate Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle and elaborates on all important topics. He and his
prior colleges continue the philosophy and tradition of Pythagoras which
has a lasting influence on the thinking of the ‘Fathers’ of the Church
(Augustin, Thomas Aquinas).
Joanna lives her life intuitively, a talent worth discovering. Her life is
guided spiritually, a life that is both tragic and beautiful, as in the fairy
tale of Hansel and Gretel, when they found their way home using ‘bright
pebbles’.
This phrase is a personal gift for your life: You will be guided! But
you may have to make changes in how you see your life before you
understand its meaning.
In summary: Joanna experiences a personal disaster, but finds her way in
life again. To make progress, she had no choice but to trust her intuitive
side. She continues to learn from her experiences, to meditate and
consult with good spiritual media. Finally, she brings her ‘experiences’
together as one does with a jigsaw puzzle.
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Rose
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2. What is a good life?

2.1. Are our life structures deliberately chosen?

“The Greeks called us Daimonions, the Romans Genii. We were so
popular that they built temples and cult sites for us. Today people are
rediscovering us. We are referred to as ‘Guides’ or ‘Helpers’. We are
‘Jaune’ and ‘Violette’.”

The genii hover in the air to look at the life of a young girl. Violette:
“I wish for Joanna that curiosity drives her to philosophy. She should
read Plato and Plutarch and discover who we are.”

Jaune: “At first she will study something artistic, uncertainty is a
good driver. What a pity she did not want to be born - the circumstances
of that can be studied in Glaucon’s story. At the end of his work ’The
Republic’, the divine Plato presided over the student of Socrates Glaucon.
He had an amazing story to tell about a dead soldier who was killed on
the battlefield and was due to be burned a few days later but just woke
up in time.”

Violette: “Unfortunately that story is only known to a few people on
earth.”

Jaune: “For many, it would be a consolation, because his soul had
already withdrawn from his body. Listen as I tell the story again. In
this unusual incident he found others who had already passed. He joined
them and together they moved on, to a beautiful place. There his guide
took him aside, told him that when learned everything, he would have
to go back to earth.”

Violette asks: “Did he remember?”
Jaune continues: “Yes, surprisingly well. He could describe a court of
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2. What is a good life?

justice, similar to the ‘Last Judgement’, but you already know that. He
witnessed a meeting of those who were familiar and unfamiliar to each
other. They talked to one another. One of the newcomers described
how it is now in the material world. Those who had been living in
Transcendence for some time told of their existence. His spiritual guide
then took him to a new location. He saw a goddess; she was a child of
what had to be done in divine order of necessity. On her lap rested a
glowing figure. This invited the souls in front of her to choose a fateful
image. Everyone was promised virtue. Unfortunately, not everyone
knows what a great gift that is. Everyone would get according to one’s
dignity. The cards were thrown so that each of the assembled creatures
could pick one.

All forms of life have been explained by the light form previously: the
most diverse living beings, all characters, and all social classes, even the
most diverse physical constitutions and varied forms of everyone.

Then the soldier kept watch as the cards were chosen. Depending on
the state of development of their souls each chose with greed or reason.
Who decides already for the life form the tyrant takes? What use is
wealth if the suffering of others is a part of its gain? He began to wonder
who could come up with such a spectacle.

A former celebrity sought existence in secret, a poor man finally
wanted to enjoy the benefits of prosperity. After the selection, there
was yet another challenge, a desert had to be crossed. A few days later,
the group around the soldier was led to where a bright, pure, coloured
luminous flux shone. The light beamed at the ends of the Spindle of
Necessity, through which all sorts of spheres moved. There they met
Lachesis, who gave everyone a genius to control their fate. After that,
they reached another level that increased their thirst. Finally, they came
to the bank of the river, named Carefree, where they could quench their
thirst. The sensible ones held back by fear of forgetting everything...
from then on, they were distributed like shooting stars to their places of
life. He just woke up in time.”

12



2. What is a good life?

Read Plato, Republic (614B) , (615ff) ;

It was Thursday. Joanna entered an old apartment, which was set
up as a doctor’s office. In the reception was the desk of secretary, who
administered the group practice for the psychologists. It was the day of
the young woman’s appointment. She gave her name and walked across
the creaking floor to the armchairs beside a small side table to sit down.

She had skipped the last of her school lessons for today. The high
school certificate was due soon and she could probably handle that as
a few missed hours would not matter. She liked the community of her
classmates and loved going to school. She could not handle the strict
English teacher, but she treasured the language. She had tried again and
again to free herself from the opinion of her teachers. The art teacher
particularly liked her. He invited her to extra sessions to help her with
drawing human figures. On one such afternoon he put his arm around
her, and she was startled.

Suddenly a door swung open beside her. A man approached and
said “Hello Joanna! My name is Olsen, nice to see you. Please come
with me to the therapy room.” She followed him into a brightly lit room
with a high ceiling and tasteful décor. To her left was a designer sofa,
over which hung an oriental rug with small, sewn-in mirrors. Through
the large dark wooden windows on the right one could look in both
directions to the city. The therapist offered her one of the two black
leather armchairs. The wall behind was decorated with large paintings
which were intuitively painted. Joanna was so busy gazing at the room
that she was not at all aware of her feelings at that moment.

Reluctantly she sat down on the offered chair while Mr. Olsen sat
opposite from her. There was a box of tissues in front of him on the table.
She noted this and thought of the many tears that must have already
been shed here. It would not happen to her. She studied the man
wondering what to make of him. His appearance was simple, somewhat
like an accountant in an American thriller, she mused. She imagined
that a camera would soon pan to show the beautiful room from different
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2. What is a good life?

perspective.
“Joanna, please tell me what brings you here,” he said. The therapist’s

question brought her back to reality. Where should she start? Could
she tell him about the fear of death that has overshadowed her whole
childhood and youth? Would he react like her mother, who couldn’t talk
about the problem? What if he says that it cannot be treated or that
he cannot answer this question? She was searching for some easy way to
say this when she came up with her own metaphor: “In my imagination
I see nothing but trams, but none can take me with them. In trying to
understand this I sat down at a station once to experience this futile
situation for myself. That’s when I realized that I could not do this on
my own.”

“Can you tell me a bit about yourself?” he asked. Immediately, Joanna
was flooded with memories. She was silent for a while, then she began
with the most vivid image: “As a small child I often lay in my bed,
afraid of being alone and dying. Perhaps the sudden disappearance
of my grandfather and my grandmother who passed away when I was
young, may have affected me. I especially remember the mother of my
mother. She was happy when I came to her bed in the morning, but one
day she was not there anymore. At that time, I was a pre-schooler, and
nothing helped me to allay the fear. “Mum,” I asked cautiously as we
walked - it took a great effort on my part, “What is it about dying?”
The question, I sensed immediately was unpleasant to her, evasively she
said that nobody knew. I understood that such questions were best
avoided.

Once when I was alone with my father and sister, the unbearable
incomprehensibility of death rose in me, and it developed into a kind of
physical restlessness. Now I know that it was an anxiety attack.

In my memory it is clear, that the topic would not be entertained,
neither with by my father nor by my sister, who was then eight years
older. The restlessness drove me to pace up and down the hall or back
to my bedroom to lie down and finally to the others. It was a terrible
fear that I wanted to escape. No one noticed my distress.”

14



2. What is a good life?

The psychologist wrote down keywords and looked at Joanna. By
now she felt that she had his full attention. “I had a lot of toys, such as
a doll’s house and a grocery, everything that a child needed for play. My
nursery room was a kingdom where I liked to play alone. There in that
very room I can remember good times with my mother and father.” “Do
you have any other memories of your fear?” “I regretted coming into
this life. Often there were times in bed at night when I tried to get back
to the earliest point in my perception. With my childlike imagination, I
kept asking myself questions: When did my own thinking begin? How
was it before I was born? How did this life begin? I simply could not
recall the beginning of my own thinking.

Joanna hesitated for a moment, and then continued: “There was
something redeeming later, that must have been before I was eight. At
night, when the fear of death became too great, I repeated in myself the
words of Jesus: ‘Today you will be in Paradise with me!’ He allegedly
said it to the person who was repentant beside him on the cross. Through
constant repetition, this put an end to my own agony. Although this
man was a thief in life, Jesus did not speak of purgatory. He was even
promised an immediate existence in paradise! The founder of the religion
was the highest authority for me, and he needed to know what he was
talking about!” “Are your parents very religious?” “I’m the one in the
family who went to church most frequently.” “Would you like to tell me
one of your earliest experiences?” “It must have been at the age of four.
On excursions, I was happy when my aunt Elisabeth was allowed to
come along. We once visited a park in which there was a pond. There
was a plastic fish floating in the water, I liked it, it was nice to play
with it. We left the pond, but my aunt insisted that I take the fish
with me. Reluctantly, I did that with the feeling to have stolen a fish in
the castle pond. The reassurance of the adults did not help me. The
feeling of guilt was always present. The paternal grandmother was a
good orientation for my conscience. She used to look at small yellow
notebooks with me that had been flipped through many times. With
schematic illustrations in black and white drawings of the soul and the
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2. What is a good life?

heart, they showed the protection of the Trinity, as well as the dangers of
the devil. This grotesque manikin on animal legs, symbolical and witty
for me, was more mysterious than scary. You still find those drawings
in mystic books. Often the parish priest came to visit, I especially liked
that. He remained in our community until I was fifteen.

I also have very good memories of him and a community nurse who
used to organize enjoyable social afternoons.” “Did you feel comfortable
with your grandmother?” “Yes! The grandmother had a nice garden with
a swing for me. In the living room was a grey old knight’s castle. Here I
could carry on staging the stories of my nursery. Granny often went to
the library with me and picked out suitable picture books. One volume
she had to reserve for me again and again: It showed the everyday life
of a girl in Japan. The photographs were so beautiful I almost had the
illusion that I had visited her. She wore a kimono on festive days, and
on the day of 3rd march the Hina Matsuri festival special dolls were
brought out of the shrine. These precious figures symbolize royal life.
Altogether, the photos about the way of life, the living in monasteries
and the beautiful gardens remained an unfathomable mystery to me.
To this day, the culture is very attractive to me. Even when with my
grandmother my worst fears overtook me. A vision often caught up with
me there. It seemed to me that my body was buried alive near a lake.
So I liked the distraction with my aunt Elisabeth, where I had fun with
my cousin who taught me how to dance.”

A small smile appeared involuntarily in Joanna’s eyes. “She lived ten
minutes away. Her husband had not returned from the war. Strangely,
I found that one side of her double bed was always covered. When
asked, “Auntie, why can’t I sleep in it?” I got the answer, “No, your
Uncle Martin will sleep in it when he comes back from war.” She did
the accounting for a couple who dealt with newspapers and sweets. She
painted witches with me, sewed clothes for my teddy or we both baked
cakes together. This aunt regularly took me to fairs as part of her job.
There she gave me a pack of tickets for going on the roundabout. From
time to time we also sat in one of the wooden caravans, inhabited by
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2. What is a good life?

the traveling people. Noble and playful, the wooden windows of their
caravans decorated with lace curtains, and comfortably furnished. To
this day, I still dream of travelling in one of those caravans.

When all the adults were busy, I sat in the shop of the couple, with
Ms Antonia. There was a heated bench, where I read comic books in
peace and quiet. The kiosk was just opposite the church.” “Why did
your mother have so little time for you?”

“I was once told that the apartment in my grandmother’s house was
too small when I was born. So, my parents built a house. But an
heritage dispute with her sister probably meant that her share was lower
than initially calculated. It was so little that she had no choice but
return to work. From then on, my aunt looked after me. It was a big
burden for my mother. My sister Ulrike was already in high school, she
was easier to cope with. Whenever we had an argument I felt that Mom
preferred to take sides with my sister. Later on, I remember us having
more in common. We went shopping and had a good time. When I was
around fourteen, I shared all my spare time with my girlfriend and she
was like a sister of same age.”

“What did you like about your family?”
“Holidays were always nice. There was a good feeling of togetherness.

Typically for the time we travelled all Mediterranean countries. The
parents satisfied their thirst for education in places of artistic or historical
importance, in monasteries, churches, castles, interesting places and so
on. I love my mother very much, but she often seemed unhappy to me.
Maybe it was the frequent arguments with my father. This atmosphere
was quite stressful.”

“How did you react?” “With helplessness, I wanted to support her,
which of course I couldn’t. I used to go to my room or visit friends
outside the family. It was boring at home, actually, so I tried to escape
the oppressive atmosphere.” “Okay, Joanna, we’ll have to continue our
session another time. I can offer you a place in a talk-therapy. Can you
make it, five o’clock on Tuesday night?” “Yes, thank you, I’m glad!”

The girl left the therapy room while the psychologist completed his
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2. What is a good life?

notes. ‘She was a typical young girl of that time in the fifties. There were
good and bad times. Rebuilding the homeland, working to secure an
income was the main effort. What kind of mother was she?’ He thought.
‘She gave the daughter a lot of freedom, but must have been suffering
torments herself. She worked part-time, which made the daughter feel
closer to the caring aunt. Overloaded, busy, she probably took on
responsibility for everything.

The father was barely mentioned. The child had unconventional
thoughts and desires with a penchant of rebellion. Of course, that meant
more stress for the mother. It was obvious that caring for the older sister
was easier. The family had been a contented team of three until the
latecomer arrived eight years later. She didn’t fit easily into the existing
group. Had these post-war parents any knowledge of psychology, many
of the conflicts would have been avoided. They did not understand
the predisposition of the younger daughter. In her distress, the girl
organized the necessary help for herself.’

He sighed and thought to himself: ‘Unfortunately, only now does
psychology reach across all strata of society and it is spreading. As of
now, it is foreseeable that the number of therapy places will not suffice.’
Mr. Olsen was sure that his decision to include Joanna as a latecomer
in his existing group was the right one: The group would be a mirror
image of her family system.

2.2. Our talent support us.

“Are you familiar with the discussion that Socrates had with Cebes and
Simmias before his death?” Violette asks.

“Yes, of course, they discuss the uncertain worldly conception of
life after death,” Jaune replies. “Socrates was very relaxed in this
regard! First, he explains to his students that learning in life leads
to what you already know, something like a premonition. They must
have already noticed that they handle some skills more easily, some
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2. What is a good life?

with greater difficulty. This is especially the case with great talents as
abilities develop naturally with little or no input. Sometimes it seems
that by this immortal soul connection that life on earth has already
been experienced. In the face of Socrates death, the students expect
reasonable thoughts about what happens to the soul after the body
becomes lifeless. There follows a lengthy argument with his students,
which I will discuss later.”

“Jaune, did he really explain to his students what is awaiting them?”
“No, Violette, Socrates was a philosopher and stuck to the game of

knowledge and logic. He considers what happens when life begins. By
further developing on former skills and talents the new-born will prosper.
They will help them to cope with challenges in life.”

Violette: “Well, then people know that their talents have to be
developed? A musicologist understands Mozart’s talent in this way.”

“Unfortunately, that will only convince musicians,” answers Jaune.
“Do not forget Michelangelo, only an artist can measure how great he
was.”

Read Plato, Phaedo (73A) , (77B) ;

The following Tuesday, a mixed group of girls and boys sat in a circle.
Mr. Olsen spoke very naturally: “You’ll recall that I said that a new
participant will join us soon. Here she is, Joanna, please tell the others
something about yourself.” The young woman spoke in the same way
that she did at school. But when she addresses the boys and girls, she
sounded hollow and inarticulate. She heard the words and the stories
that came with them, but she failed to communicate. She did not
understand her own reserve. During the meetings she observed and
became vaguely aware of the hidden traumas in the other adolescents.

Joanna came here to try to understand her depression and the problems
that caused it. As a dedicated follower of anti-authoritarian education
she didn’t understand why the young people allowed their families to set
limits for them. Her own questions about life were mostly solved by her
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2. What is a good life?

thought processes. Now here, for the first time, she clearly registered
her own problem. In one of the subsequent sessions, she experienced for
the first time the connection between spoken words and feelings. Was
that why she was so often considered hurtful and difficult?

An image formed in her inner eye illustrated the education of her early
years. She was sitting in a chair, but the backrest was useless. That is,
she could not rely on the education in her parents’ house, although her
mother talked a lot about it. Only late in life would she be able to cope
with these two aspects of life: allow feelings and find support in others.

In another one-to-one session with the psychologist she found answers
to other questions and understood. “I don’t really get the psychological
problems of the other participants as they all have good homes,” she
said. Mr. Olsen nodded and looked at her thoughtfully. “Yes, that’s
right, but it just looks that way. Simply put, in one family, the feelings
are expressed only in the music, in the other, the parents argue through
the child. Both can perceive themselves so badly, but that’s necessary
to find their own pathway.” “Is that the same with me?” “Yes, you have
quarrels at home, but the difficulties of your youth are different, as you
felt isolated in your family. On the other hand, you have developed the
ability to be independent. You make new contacts quickly and that tells
me a lot about your childhood with many psychological issues. Joanna,
feel into yourself. When I mention your confidant, who do you see?”

“I can think of Thea at once. Soon after my grandmother’s death,
the beautiful garden and the old toys suddenly all disappeared. Nobody
thought that I played with them. Nobody acknowledged the grief for
the missing grandma and her beloved environment. But then a new
relationship developed. Thea grew up abroad.”

Joanna remembered the dream wedding of her cousin, the son of
another aunt. The psychologist had awakened the memory of a bad
family quarrel. Thea’s wealthy parents encouraged a relationship to
ensure a good match. After the wedding, the girl moved far away from
home. She found the cultural differences daunting, but her loneliness
was eased by leaning on her dream prince. Soon Joanna got to know
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2. What is a good life?

the bride quite well. Thea faced the kinship with her unusual mentality.
To feel comfortable in the new environment, she brought with her many
things from her home country. The relatives welcomed this exotic girl,
but the enthusiastic family members soon realized that this wife would
not do. Lonely, yet with belief in her prince she stuck it out and he
enjoyed their closeness. At last her baby was born and the ambivalent
attitude to the young mother by the family changed. Joanna was often
confused and silently worried about her.

She was attracted to this fairy from abroad. Her older sister and
Thea were the same age, but as different from each other as sobriety and
imagination could be. In the beginning she met the new girl at family
gatherings. Thea listened curiously as Joanna’s sister Ulrike talked
about parties and study, a phase in her life that this young mother had
missed out. She moved into town a short time later with her husband
and baby. Joanna just had to take the bus to visit her. She admired the
new home, the curtains, the furniture, the antiques; everything there
inspired the imagination of the eleven-year-old. This cosy way of life
radiated love, which was a stark contrast to the sombre style of the
sixties in her home.

Slowly Joanna emerged from her thoughts: “Mr. Olsen you are right,
there was someone who listened to me with great understanding that
was Thea, my cousin’s wife. I helped to look after her little children,
and I could talk to her about everything. She was an asset to me. My
much older cousins also gave me, the latecomer, a glimpse of the outer
world. They talked about what was going on in distant places: studying,
dancing, performing pranks, making and listening to music, repairing
engines of cars, driving with scooters. Somehow this was part of how
it would be when I got older. That gave me a clear insight into the
colourful student’s life that I would have.” “Do you want to study at a
university?” “First, I want to start with something artistic like pottery,
and then choose a course to study at the Art Academy. The thought
has been with me for a long time. People who can make a living by
design are my role models. In my teens young people were attracted
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by a nearby youth house. I also went there by tram. There were craft
teachers who patiently showed us how to work with batik, ceramics and
jewellery in their ateliers. Later, I took painting lessons at an evening
school and went to the sculpture workshop in the basement.” “What else
you want to do after you graduate? What interests you?” “In addition
to art, I love architecture, religion and psychology!” “Why do you want
to begin by doing pottery?” “I want to be independent with a craft, so I
have a better chance of getting a study place at the academy. Financially
I want do everything to get away from home as fast as possible. I already
earn some money from office jobs.” “You know, I am acquainted with a
retired professor, show him your work. He can assess your talents. Call
him, he’ll take time for you. Then we’ll meet again for the next group
session.”

There was no other choice, she accepted the psychologist’s advice
and made an appointment. This courageous move, to be judged by an
unknown professor caused her great agony. A lot of workpieces and
drawings had to be put together. Was she talented enough for the desired
subject? When she stood before him, all her fears evaporated. The
elderly gentleman lived in an imaginatively decorated house, surrounded
by garden and many art objects. After the initial welcome, he led Joanna
into the living room. He carefully examined her works, which she had
laid out on the floor. They talked about the source of her ideas and
then he highly praised her creations. He looked at her: “You can apply
to study! I have a very good former student, to whom I would like to
send you. He can help to develop your talent.”

She was pleased that she had put herself out there during the short
visit. But her family was not supportive. Sister Ulrike wrote and asked
if she had gone crazy. No one in the family had previously developed a
creative ability. She should give up on this desire.

Joanna backed away from the influence of her sister and mother. While
the young daughter was looking for professional support, the mother
had also become active. She wanted her daughter to become a teacher,
that’s what she meant by a good job. This threw the daughter into
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confusion. She was grateful to her mother for her efforts and yet felt
that this ambition was not right for her. The young rebel recognized
the mother’s motivation, prompted by the fact that she herself had not
become a teacher like her great-aunts. With all her strength, Joanna
held out against this pressure and left home. Furthermore, she attended
her therapy sessions, but unfortunately the psychologist soon dissolved
the group. She did not really understand the therapy process. However,
her self-confidence developed because of her new job, which also earned
her some money. She looked after the child of a youth psychologist. She
learned from this experience. She was earning and learning at the same
time and she started to discover the psychology of C.G. Jung.

Inwardly, she continued to feel insecure. It was like an emptiness in
her, or was it a fear of rejection? With such a degree of self-doubts, she
didn’t feel confident enough to travel to India after graduation and she
did not want to live in California with hippies, like some of her friends
and peers did. Opening herself to foreign thinking through religion,
following a guru or getting involved in a political movement were all
out of the question. She had only one objective, to get a place at the
Academy of Art as soon as possible.

*
She did not allow her natural self to come through because she feared a
forceful rejection. To be totally yourself means that others may hurt or
reject you, which was unfortunately Joanna’s experience and she had to
accept this reaction. Unfortunate misunderstandings led to feelings of
guilt, and thoughts plaguing her as a result. The feeling that she might
hurt someone was unbearable to her, but how could she prevent that
from happening when she was not aware of the effect of her words? Some
considered her insensitive and others oversensitive, said the psychologist.
She retreated to avoid further conflict in interpersonal relationships. She
felt very anxious as she struggled to manage conversation with others.
She dearly longed to become aware of and skilled in the exchange of
words. The psychic conflict became her invisible corset restricting her
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to a specific path. After a great deal of self-observation, she eventually
found something worth living for. The first liberating step for Joanna
was to consciously feel the energy of the person to whom she was
speaking. If someone exuded rejection or impatience she lost control
on her thoughts and sentences. This divided people into those who
patiently paid attention and those whose rejection she acutely felt.

With Thea she felt that she could speak freely without worrying, the
sentences automatically made sense. Later in her development, she could
sense her opponent’s attitude easily in conversation and began to trust
her own feelings.

2.3. Astrological symbols

“Astrology is a good means to understanding fate,” says Violette. “In
Roman antiquity, in Poseidonius and Plotinus, it is counted among the
mantic systems. Mantic was then the umbrella term for natural and
artificial prophecy. The natural divination corresponds to the Inner
Voice. Artificial prediction using an oracle served e.g. observing the
clouds or the techniques of the astrologers.”

Jaune: “Plotinus understands astrology as a symbolic language. The
principles of the astronomical symbols are understandable by the mythol-
ogy of the Greeks, they resemble letters that come in ever new contexts.
In the myths the star gods reveal their personal qualities.

In the horoscope of the new-born, the wise man then reads fate and
deduces from it the destiny of a soul. This happened to Pythagoras and
Socrates. If a person then accepts his destiny as desired, he can go one
step further and ask, what is leading me into this so wanted existence?
What will direct me to achieve my destiny? Does the questioner not
suspect a hidden existence? In the context of the beginning of destiny,
Plotinus speaks of the individual soul, which must fulfil its tasks in this
world, in this cosmos. The philosopher refers to the transcendence, a
second world beyond the visible stars.
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In this the Greeks are often misunderstood; the gods we get to know
in the mythologies represent the life of the star gods. Astrology is a star
religion! This knowledge helps us to understand destiny in the material
world. The earth is the lowest hypostasis of four, and above the star
gods Plotinus calls the highest hypostasis: ‘One being, the One’.”

Jaune continues: “It is the one and the many at the same time or the
many and the one. From the point of view of the material world this
remains incomprehensible, but the observation of light and sun lead to
comparable results. This star, the sun has an inner source, which at the
same time is radiating its sunlight. People feel the sunbeam and yet
they are far from the source.”

“Jaune, there is a whole philosophical dimension to it!”
“Yes, Violette,” says Jaune lovingly to Violette. “The soul comes

to us, that is, it rises after death, and then it considers the mistakes
made through ignorance. How is the balance of destiny achieved again?
Life is atonement for what went wrong. Try to understand it this way:
Humanity seeks in error and strives for the good until the reason develops.
The universe is subject to the divine order.”

Read Plotinus, On Fate , First Treatise On Providence , Second

Treatise On Providence , Ennead III, 1-3;

Karl Reinhardt, Poseidonios, p.422ff .

Joanna had successfully completed the entrance examination to the
Academy of Arts! She felt an overwhelming sense of achievement.

The study of art satisfied her desire for independence. With each
artistic work, for which she received recognition, she hoped to master
the desired exam. She was sometimes envied for where she studied,
which only demonstrated how far she had already come and the happy
circumstances in which she found herself. Slowly, she started to realise
how to achieve financial independence by using by using her skills
elsewhere. Joanna’s circle of friends had grown larger. She had moved
to her first apartment shortly after she had graduated. This became the
time when Joanna found her own meaning for life.
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On a sunny day she wanted to go for a walk, so she went to the
nearby cemetery. The following day, she had an appointment with the
psychologist: “What did you do yesterday, it was a beautiful Sunday?”
“I was in a cemetery to the south of the city: I wanted to better get
in touch with myself.” Mr. Olsen: “Can’t you just let yourself live?”
“There’s a movie I found myself in. The heroes met at funerals because
it’s a place where you can find true feelings are expressed.”

“Have you ever tried meditation?” asked Mr. Olsen. “Oh yes, with
a friend when I was seventeen, I went to a Christian institute to study
Zen meditation and then I came across the biography of Yogananda, I
was very impressed by this biography. Do you know this book?” “Tell
me, why it touched you?” “He talks about his teacher Sri Yugteschwar.
Even though he had died, he still managed to visit his student one night.
Yogananda saw him in supernatural splendour, the teacher said to him:
‘I am truly risen, not earthly, but in an astral world.’ He announced
that Yogananda would arrive there as well. There, the bodies consist
of biophotons and live in consciousness and sensation. At the speed of
light, we travel to another place. The astral world consists of fine light
and colourful vibrations. Astral suns and moons are more beautiful
than you can imagine. The good and evil daimonions live in separate
levels. There are also plant and animal beings. A change from one
state to another is possible for all living things. Can you imagine how
that inspired my thinking? Therefore, meditation was a way to follow
Yogananda from this early age. But now my everyday life is so irregular
that I cannot even calm down.”

“Just start with fifteen minutes at a set time, and do that regularly,
that’s enough for a start. Better leave your problems to those up there,
and then see what happens. However, do not forget to close your aura
afterwards, especially if you go to cemeteries for recreation. You have
the ability to pour your energy to others on the principle of a watering
can.” “I can accept that, because I feel different when I am here in
therapy. But what leads me to it?” “The emptiness you felt early in life.
You are moved to lose yourself and fill in the void as soon as it becomes
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noticeable in a conversation. You then provide a kind of intermediation
by thinking and start to lose yourself. I give you that picture: It would
be good for you to slowly form your ’skin’. However, it does not help if
it gets too thick, so I would advise against long-term therapy. Better
that you start to walk in your new area of life by yourself. It may not
be necessary to uncover painful sensations from childhood. Here is a
book on self-analysis through writing. Please read it and bring it back
to me next time.”

Joanna got some guidance from her psychologist and she commu-
nicated increasingly positive feelings to him. ‘Is that correct?’ She
wondered. ‘Yes, that’s part of the therapy.’ From then on Joanna wrote
everything that moved her into a diary. So, she would continue the
cooperation. From time to time she could stop by and discuss her diary
notes with her therapist. She did.

*
The wife of her cousin soon felt disappointed by marriage. The arguments
with her husband often caused some drama. Thea was a tall slim, dark-
haired woman. Following each quarrel, she drove to the city centre
to buy beautiful clothes, while her two children were at school. Was
that a waste? No, she was just following her mother’s advice, which
was to continue to be attractive to her husband. Joanna looked on
as the arguments robbed her of her strength. She understood Thea’s
sensitivity, but also felt the weakness, something missing, which was
causing a change. Often, she lay in bed resting, reading her books. Like
Joanna, she just wanted to avoid conflict and make things right. But
sometimes it is better to understand what is going on and take a stand.

One afternoon she was sitting with her relative: “Thea, Mr. Olsen
has given me a book and advised me to write down my experiences
and perceptions.” “Is your therapy over?” “No, not exactly, the group
therapy is over because three of us graduated from high school and the
psychologist thinks a break is now needed.” “But what are you going
to do, where are you going to now?” “He will give me one-to-one hours.
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Whenever my writing raises problems, I can make an appointment with
him, and discuss them.” “Joanna, I met with a friend of a natural health
practitioner who is familiar with astrology. For myself, I was amazed by
what she could read in it. Would you like to go there?” “Is it expensive?”
“No, she does it for her patients to support their diagnosis. I’ll call her
and make an appointment.”

Two weeks later Joanna entered the treatment room. It looked like a
doctor’s office. “You are related to Thea! I have your horoscope here.
It’s not drawn exactly because I did not understand your exact birth
time,” said the health practitioner. “The exact time is five-thirty.” “Oh,
that’s good, I’m glad.” The naturopath used a pencil to draw triangles
from one planetary point to the next. “I’m happy, it looks so much
better now, that the houses change for the better. First I start with
health, then I come to the early years and then I look towards your
future.”

She got favourable prognoses about her physique, which would not
cause any difficulties, provided she observed certain rules. “Your child-
hood made you a little sad, make sure it does not pull you down too
much.” “My depression has already brought me into psychotherapy.”
“You did well, it was necessary. You also have a jovial side, please don’t
stop yourself from having fun. You can guess things, but it can also
be a tremendous delusion, you have to consider all possibilities.” The
alternative practitioner also gave her tips for the future and offered to
deepen the conversation for the horoscope at any time by making an
appointment. Since the young girl did not have a car, she just made one
visit to the countryside. Joanna left the practice with the hand-drawn
birth chart.

That moment changed everything. For a start, she was happy because
she had received new support. Although she had been a difficult child,
this was partly due to her surroundings. This was a whole new approach:
What leads to earthly existence? Her problems were visible and read-
able in the astrological chart. One thing was quite clear, something
was already decided at the time of her birth. It felt good, a kind of
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explanation for her difficult youth. The student still had feelings of guilt
when her concentration was bad. It became easier to understand later.
It was just as the astrologer described: You can guess something and
still be completely wrong.

What was the conclusion of the astrological conversation? That one’s
fate is already decided at birth? She knew a girl who was born the same
day as herself. But she grew up in a child-friendly family. Didn’t the
therapist react with relief, when she gave her the exact time of her birth?
“The houses changed...?” Ok, the exact birth-time was just as important,
as the date. That made a difference to the girl. Her childhood memory
returned to her, her deep regret that she had come into this life at all.
Yogananda’s point confirmed that parents were responsible for childhood
and adolescence from conception. Grateful for the chance that led to her
astrological consultation, she gave her relative the book on Yogananda.
Maybe this knowledge would be of further help to her.

She herself bought a textbook on astrology as the meaning of the
signs made her curious. In any case, she wanted to hear the opinion of
the psychologist on the next occasion!

“Mr. Olsen, can you tell me why I got a therapy place right away?” “It
was your voice on the phone, I knew that you needed help urgently.” “In
the meantime I’ve had my radix drawn.” “Well, when are you going to
show it to me?” the psychologist asked. “Do you understand astrological
drawing and interpretation?” She pulled the paper out of her pocket. Mr.
Olsen studied the drawing and after a while he gave his interpretation.

“This visual world to which you have access must be made available
to society through artistic or other means. This leads me to believe
that analysis does not really help. This is a horoscope with a big
challenge, see what heights and depths you should connect: tradition
and individuation!” She was taken aback, but she took him seriously, he
had said it and she would not forget it, especially in difficult times. “You
know, it’s good to find that everything in your environment interests me:
art, meditation and even astrology! I should feel so good now, as this
gives meaning to my life. But my mother continues to worry me. She is
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very unhappy because I left home.” “Joanna, you must not forget, that
it was a great achievement for you to leave home. Your parents have
their problems and you have your own. You cannot solve their meaning
of life! When they get older you will have time to take care of them.”

Did she understand him correctly? Was that a confirmation that she
did the right thing? Finding her way in life was not the biggest problem,
but leaving the sad mother behind was difficult. More and more she
pursued her own goals. Distance formed between herself and her parents.
But acting against her parents’ wishes had consequences. She berated
herself for thinking only of herself. What dreamlike security had led
Joanna to find this psychologist? His direction and the horoscope helped
and with his support she was able to make her own decisions. The
psychologist acknowledged her achievements.

Overall, however, she realized that her life was not going smoothly,
there were plenty of obstacles. Later, she recalled the gecko-footed male
in Grandmother’s writings. The guy, who tries to live in the heart.
From the perspective of the Jewish tradition, this male was translated
as ‘the obstacle’. In the Hellenistic tradition, in Plotinus books, the evil
in the world is equated with ‘shortage.’ Is there a connection? That was
Goethe’s great achievement, a courageous step right at the beginning of
the book ‘Faust’. A meeting of the devil, Mephistopheles with the scholar
Faust is described. He introduces himself to the perplexed teacher: “I
am a part of that power which always wants evil but always creates the
good . . . so everything is . . . what you call . . . the evil, my real element.”
Subsequently he explains to the doctor that he was able to enter the
study room through the poorly drawn pentagram. It is mostly unknown
what ancient knowledge is hidden here: the sign of the Pythagoreans.
Here you find the proportion of the Golden Ratio in art and it also leads
to astrology.

More than twenty years later, an English medium was to summarize
Joanna’s childhood start as follows: “Straightforward parents, from
whom one can stand out more easily. You had a strong will, even as a
child. That was understandable, you were the old soul and your mother
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was going to be strong in her life. You were the independent being. You
didn’t want others to tell you what to do. Consequently, that means
stress for the parents, but now you can relax the relationship.” (Reading,
Pentecost 1998).

2.4. The Meditation

Violette smiles: “In the Western world, there are many opinions about
meditation, people think, it comes from the East.”

Jaune: “Plotinus describes the mental process in a very similar way,
as to how one deals with thinking. The soul’s desire for ’the One’ is
fundamental, whether in the East or in the West. He speaks of a spiritual
path from which one leaves the sensual, physical perception. It is no way
a science and certainly not a way of thinking. The goal of the soul is to
rise to spirit, to ascend and to experience the possibilities of the spirit.
Later, this is referred to in the history of philosophy under the ’Cloud
of Not Knowing’. Out of respect Plotinus avoids, wherever possible, the
term ’God’, because the goal is the experience of the own inwardness in
which the Areté works. Areté allows the rise of the soul to the Nous

and the One.”
“Does that mean the West has its own tradition?” asks Violette.
“Let’s follow the thinking of Thomas Aquinas. In his work ‘De Anima’,

he relies on Aristotle and writes that the soul possesses the ’intelligible
world’ as power. The soul appears in the form of an astral body and
after its separation from the body, after death it continues its thinking
and willing.” Jaune replies and continues: “Well-known today is Meister
Eckhart. Brave for the period around 1300, he succeeded in saying:
‘For those who want to enter into God’s depth, they have to first reach
their own innermost being.’ He is a special source for those interested in
mysticism. The principle of meditation means to him that one becomes
free from sensory impressions and every idea. This continues into the
mysterious theological writing of the 14th century: the ’Cloud of Not
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Knowing’. The title addresses the essentials. In meditation, the seeker
must leave behind the everyday chatter. He learns to observe his thoughts
instead of following the impulse to think further, as if concentrating
at a sea of fog. The text was hidden in an English monastery library,
and later revealed anonymously. The author did not want to be named.
These approaches, both ancient and late medieval, correspond in their
contemplative view to Zen meditation of the East: ’The art of following
one’s own being without thinking.’”

“A salutary art for the soul,” concludes Violette.

Read Plotinus, On the Good or the One, Ennead VI, 9 ;

Joanna sat comfortably at her desk. She thought of the ups and
downs of her childhood. The question of this time was how to cope
with uncertainty and loneliness. Why not write down what crises young
people go through until they succeed in mastering life? In the diary,
which was suggested by the psychologist, she recorded many things
that otherwise would have evaporated over the years. From an inner
perspective, she looked at fears, lack of concentration, unmet needs and
much disorder. If she later read the diary pages, she was astonished by
the clarity of her observations. So far her way was exhausting, she had
coped a lot to get here. The family home was near, but she was far from
looking for refuge there in her discomfort. Only feelings of guilt drove
her to her family to take care of her mother. Joanna kept her thoughts
in herself. The constantly worried mother would not have been a good
counsellor. Far too well recognized the responsible woman, the life of
her daughter was difficult. Their lives drifted away from each other. She
did not drive home like her comrades on the weekends.

Did Joanna know that she had a lot of stamina compared to others?
For friends, she exuded strength. It was out of question to give up, she
had found encouragement. The student wanted to live the belief in a
good life. She had to endure some difficult hours and days. A feeling
for personal development grew in her, she said to herself: “I want to
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manage my life path.” The beautiful room in which she followed her
thoughts gave her the necessary security. It was a good place, where she
felt free from dark fears.

Friendships still did not make her feel secure, even though Mr. Olsen
had advised her to make contact with likeminded to share her develop-
ment. He also gave her an explanation for this psychological condition:
“It was your fear that was unbearable as a child, so you shut yourself
away!” The phrase often helped her to better understand relationship
problems. She followed the advice to meditate regularly. In her early
student days Joanna joined a Zen meditation group. One of the pastors
she already knew from the encounter when she was seventeen years. So
the group was very well accompanied by corrections during the exercises,
additional guidance was provided by two women, a doctor and a social
worker. The teachers had recently finished a seminar with the famous
Enomiya Lassalle in Japan. Yoga exercises prior to meditation strength-
ened one’s ability to concentrate. The students received basic knowledge
from their role models, thereby making the exercise a memorable body
and conscious experience. Joanna had no idea what stable foundation
the exercises prepared for later in life. It was a place initially for devel-
oping and experimenting and suitable for dancing in light trance state.
She regularly attended the evenings. Once she was invited by the doctor
for dinner.

This woman had dreamt about meeting Joanna in Jerusalem, which
was why she gave her a book about the city: “I always take my dreams
seriously. Unfortunately, I have to finish my work with you students.
The stern Zen-seat does not do me any good with my back. That’s why
I’m lying on the floor with a knee-roll. I’ll take that because it’s good for
my body." During the meal the two talked about the past and the future.
One sentence from that evening entertainment helped Joanna to see
herself. It taught her how much this wise woman sought to understand
her: "You are the epitome of defencelessness for me." There was also a
suitable event for that.

At a later meditation evening one of her contributions had simply
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become too much for a fellow student. He accused her of always wanting
to be the centre of attention. Had she ventured too far and lost her cover?
The blow had become a painful memory. Typical of such situations,
she could not remember what was being said afterwards, because she
immediately withdrew internally. To her the outside world was no longer
perceivable at such moments. Only late in her life did she pursue the
trail of paralyzing injury to her parents’ home.

At the beginning of the education, a faithful boyfriend found access
to her. When moving out of her parents’ house, Harry had already
helped, he also wanted to live alone. Intuitively, she had met the right
partner, after a year, the two moved together and married. Did that
make her life more bearable? Harry and his family gave her a new
sense of security, his understanding was downright tempting, because
he endured her depressive lifestyle. He and she started a common
home and she willingly leaned on him. He, too, was on the look-out
to discover his life-purpose, but had too little courage to contradict
his new girlfriend. Actually, the two were still very immature. In a
partnership, one has to deal with one’s own weaknesses and those of the
partner, but if one knows his own problems too little, it quickly becomes
a battleground. Joanna lost herself, the childhood fear rekindled. She
became increasingly depressed while her husband dreamed of children.

That was no solution for Joanna. What it meant to have children,
she knew from her side job the childcare. Although she loved children
above all else, after only three afternoons in the psychologist’s house,
she found art studies like a recovery. Her mental health warned her of
more responsibility.

That would not have worked well to manage the time-consuming
artistic training and at the same time to start a family. The idea drove
her into a corner, she had to break out. Harry found a woman with
whom he could have children. That was the result of this marriage, they
became divorced.

The interim exam was due. Now she had to seriously find a topic that
brought her creative streak to light. The art study had no ready-made
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patterns to offer. No student could lean on role models here, he would
have been called an epigone at once. The classmates personally searched
for their topics, for which their professor only gave advice. The sentence
’You can relax while working, art helps to do so’ was indeed a popular
opinion, but Joanna became only angry! Only later could she understand
and represent the truth in that sentence. She fought it through, she did
not give up and found a topic that was applauded by the professors.
Her topic ’introspection’ evolved towards the different rolls in life and
the mortal shell that people leave behind. That was already the content
that she pursued in her old age, only the maturing process was still
missing.

She began to differentiate between two artistic concepts: the one which
was more suitable for the public and the second the art of inner creative
development. The concept of art began to develop in society at that
time. There was uncertainty on all sides. Two directions were possible,
either art was self-awareness or someone mirrored a social phenomenon,
which for the followers of this artist took on almost religious traits. With
her education, she found herself in the middle of disorientation and could
neither articulate nor overlook her own process. Her way of bringing
her inwardness, doing and thinking into art completely captured her.
Intuitively, she guessed the way to pursue it, but she would never be
able to make a living from it. The art business required the young
genius performer, gallery owners looked for the recognizable product of
an artist similar to Andy Warhol who had found his way in his early
days. She would have failed at these mechanisms of the gallery market.
Sometimes she felt drowned by the many ideas. To develop them, you
need space and time. It took time until she became aware of the need
for constant change, which did not fit the art market. Her professor
once tried to talk to her: "I know where you want to go, but you’re
not there yet." He made it clear that she would achieve the necessary
security later. That meant she had to change her education. She was
looking for a viable solution for the future. She found new security in a
suitable professional class.
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*
Longingly, she thought of Thea. The friend was working together with
well-known puppeteers. Joanna would have loved to follow this path as
well. But she could not imagine any connection in her vision of art and
the fascination with fairy tales and puppetry.

2.5. A wise clairvoyant Lady

Jaune: “All cultures cultivate mantic systems. They give guidance in this
world, but only very mature seers can recognize the connections. Plotinus
embodies both the philosopher’s and the seer’s abilities. He foresaw
some development of his protégés. For him as for the philosophers of the
Platonic Academy in Rome like him the spiritual connection between
the two worlds was obvious. Plotinus professes oracle and clairvoyance,
for him the recognition of the future is a natural ability. The seeker for
advice can get a necessary orientation through a view of the future, even
if the clairvoyant cannot give the reasons for it. In artificial mantic of
which astrology is part of, the scholar should interpret the signs of the
cosmos in the sky.

At that time, it was customary to announce (?) the character of the
new born by astrology or oracle before the child developed. Plotinus
justifies this practice with the words: ‘Being and image are different in
appearance, yet they correspond.’ He quotes the traditions of Pythagoras
and Plato, who even relate the stars to development of music. Plotinus
continues to hold on to the association of the material and spiritual world.
In this sense, the philosophical teacher continues: ‘If the assumption of
correspondences between fate and stars is correct, then predictability
derives from it.’”

Violette adds regretfully: “At that time, the quality of oracles was
lamented in the late Hellenistic period. Even experts had no explanation
for their decline. People today know that a culture can only develop
what it appreciates.”
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Read Plotinus, First Treatise On Providence , Second Treatise On

Providence , Ennead III, 2-3;

Joanna looked out the window, which filled the whole gable. This
phase of her life was marked by an existential change. She still enjoyed
the well-kept residential area, from here she could survey the city. It was
spring, the sun was shining, and everywhere were white blossoms on the
trees. This season happily left behind the stressful months. With every
breath she inhaled the fresh clear air. In (She) thought: “It would be
good to fly away if only my body was not such a burden. The warmth
up here, the gentle breeze that comes in through the window, could
carry me off.”

The relationship with Harry was already over. Despite the difficult
circumstances, she managed to complete the first interim exam at the
beginning of the year. It was a difficult period, working day and night on
an artistic series (Means several workpieces which respond to each other).
She spent her free time in fantasies and daydreams. She plunged into
fairy tales which were set in the snowy wintertime, or Joanna invented
stories and she wrote them down without thinking. She thought a lot
about her uncle, who would have liked a daughter like herself. In her
mind Joanna visited the relatives. Led by visions, she walked around the
beautiful house. She climbed the stairs with the wrought-iron railing.
The great hall above culminated in a brightly lit Art Nouveau window
was the completion. It was the month of February, his birthday and
her family members gathered at the festive table, she visualised her
favourite cake, Pineapple Pie with cream. She smelled the coffee in the
old house. In her mind she tasted the cake as it melted on her tongue.
She heard the polished wooden floorboards creaking in the high rooms
as she walked through the living room to an old-fashioned window. Her
eyes fell on the nearby park. The mischievous-looking uncle, a little
vain, now came with her aunt to greet his guests. Her aunt took her in
her arms as she had grown very close to her heart. Joanna liked to sit
in the lap of the petite aunt.
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At the time of the exam, this uncle was in the hospital, he was seriously
ill. It was possible to see his sickroom looking down from the hill. She
visited him and brought him painted pictures to remind him of the rural
homeland, until one night she had a dream:

He, my aunt and I sat at a bridge in front of a gate,
built like the old Tuebingen castle made of reddish-brown
sandstone. He got up slowly, said goodbye to his wife, and
said to me: ‘I‘ll go to where nobody expects me.’ I watched
him walking to the gate.

Her uncle had died. Over twenty years later, an English Medium
mentioned this time of fantasies and farewell in death. “When you were
about twenty-four, you had a traumatic change. You came in contact
with the spiritual world and you’ve went through that time with their
help and your intuition.”

*
Thea exclaimed: “Joanna, I must tell you something. In the tram I was
sitting opposite an older woman, she was so delicate and frail, about
seventy, we talked intensively, and then she gave me her phone number.
I already made an appointment with her. During our conversation, she
told me about my life, things which she could not have known. What a
mystery! Where did she get her knowledge from.” “Do you think I can
visit her?” “Yes, that will help you and it does not cost much. Have
a try.” Joanna scribbled the phone number on a sheet of paper and
sketched the way to find the house. “I will make an appointment as soon
as possible.” Joanna quickly contacted the lady. “Hagen,” she answered.
“My friend Thea told me about you. Can I come to get some advice
from you?” “Yes of course, tell me your name again, come on . . . ” she
explained the way to her apartment.

On one of the following days Joanna entered a genteel apartment,
the well-groomed, grey-haired woman invited her into the living room.
With her fragile-looking figure she walked to a small table, where they
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sat opposite to each other at a bright window. The decor was of period
furniture.

“Show me your hands.” The lady looked at her and spoke something
that characterized the hand, then she asked for a small sample of personal
handwriting. Every future session would begin with this little ritual.
Joanna briefly described the reason for the visit. She did not talk about
the inner unrest, the visualizations and dreams. But she talked about
her insecurity about what the right job should be for her.

Ms Hagen talked and turned to her very friendly and at the same
time with professional distance to her. “Life is hard work, happiness
comes from time to time to keep you going. Do not take things too
seriously. Sometimes you feel like giving up when the dark thoughts just
pull you down. Occasionally let your bright side lead. You definitely
have to finish your education, especially the exam. You are not created
for the life struggle of self-employment. You have high idealistic goals
and you are capable of attaining them. You have to remain independent
as everyday life would wear you down.”

The medium undoubtedly gave advice to pursue a secure career. She
was sent by heaven. In her confident manner, the lady radiated authority.
The encounter gave Joanna the means to master challenges in studies
and everyday life. She encouraged her to more consciously perceive
her own talents in order to persevere. Her missing ‘skin,’ which gave
her little protection, was somehow anesthetized for some weeks. She
was again able to walk through the city without the need to escape
exhausted from the many impressions felt in her student room. During
the visit, Ms Hagen gave assurance: “It was good that you separated
as everyday life would have overwhelmed you. Your studies and an
own family would have cost too much energy. There are three children
possible, but keep in mind, they may not develop as you expect. They
may have their own interests that run counter to yours. Actually, you
need to stay financially independent in your decisions. Please never give
that up, your partners may lack idealism. You do not want to put aside
your high spiritual goals in this life.”
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Again, the question arose: How did this medium have a vision that
affirmed her marriage as a deviation? Ms Hagen even gave her further
guidance on her distant goals. Joanna’s scientific mind reasoned. Is
there an explanation as to why the astrologer, the psychologist and the
medium came to similar conclusions? Astonished, she noted parallels,
despite all the possible variations that life normally offers. It was like
an agreement. On the one hand, there was her joviality and on the
other hand pondering musings, and mentioning of the spiritual goals
... why this consensus? It was not written on her forehead. But with
Ms Hagen she heard further more: “Children are not part of your good
fortune. What would frighten others, freed her from an invisible burden.
She was not an egoist, but her many inadequacies motivated her need
for development. She loved to hear the confirmations. Increasingly
fascinated by the encounter with clairvoyance, she wanted to get to
know everything about the faculty. She felt there had to be more to life
than just biological existence, and her goal was to fathom life.

The self-confidence grew, new friends appeared. Suddenly, acquain-
tances with fellow students from various specialist classes started. They
liked working with her. She discovered security in the funny troupe with
whom she spent the rest of her studies. They experimented with tech-
niques from Surrealism or discussed Wittgenstein’s impact on modern
art. A popular method was sometimes to sit down in the evenings in a
cosy café and to create ‘novels’ based on surrealist models. One after
the other wrote a sentence on a piece of paper without reading what
the predecessor had written. They were astonished when the incoherent
sentences in retrospect conveyed a meaningful tenor. Together, they
shared access to the personal understanding of modern art. The young
student began to feel comfortable between the ideas of art and philos-
ophy. She had encountered what the psychologist’s advice suggested:
“Look out for new helpful friends at the study site.” The circle of the
‘lunatics’ accepted each other. Mastery of the second (final) exam came
easily. Among artists friendships or love affairs were just as problematic.

In this setting she was equally perplexed by this or that relationship.
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Joanna sought help again, worried about her helplessness. She went to
Ms Hagen and waited to see what she could say about the photographs
she had brought: “Forget the ’Italian salad’, she told. “He still needs
time to find himself.” With that she comforted Joanna, who just felt
unhappy.

Or: “The young man floats over things, he . . . not one foot on the
ground because of the idealism.” Probably exaggerated deliberately, so
that Joanna’s farewell caused less pain. However, Ms Hagen always
repeated her advice: “You must remain financially independent, even in
a partnership. The men do not necessarily share your high goals and a
partner who prevents you from growing, such a guy cannot love you in
the long run. There will come a time when you want to give up your
profession . . . or to be released as far as possible. You are unsuitable in
the hard struggle for existence, and yet you are practical about what
you do.”

The quality of such a clairvoyant woman may be appreciated who
has experienced hearing the right message at the right moment! Once,
Joanna met customers from far away. Why was Ms Hagen not famous?
Luckily, Thea soon became friends with the wise lady and knew about
the clairvoyant’s point of view: “A journalist from television wanted to
do reportage on her work, but she refused. She does not want to go
public. She prefers to live freely and contentedly with her cat.” Many
of her statements became a cornerstone for Thea and Joanna. In her
ingenious way, she squeezed everything into consultation sentences which
were never forgotten.

*
A very different start in life experienced by a young man named Peter,
a hundred kilometres away. He was fortunate enough that his parents
financed requests for a car, study and travel. He might have continued
the business and be just as successfully as his father. He had friends
that he could bring home anytime and the family was very generous.
There were plenty of people around to help. The faithful housemaid
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had an ear for his needs and any lovesickness. He did not have to
accept humiliating jobs when money ran short. If he faltered at any
point, the surroundings were changed. He didn’t have the opportunity
to learn from his difficulties. Education lacked the sense of achievement,
the feeling of acting independently which develops self-esteem. The
innovative father knew how to build up a fortune in a post-war country.
Nobody needed to tell him what was right and what was wrong. The
son had grown into a situation that offered the ‘right solution’. The
necessary self-awareness to handle material problems, fell by the wayside.
He never discovered the deeper meaning of his life but (or) tried to
explore difficulties by himself.

The admirable protection of his family and the father who at that
time kept conflicts from his son, would have pleased Joanna, too. Who
would not like to draw this card, if you remember the story of Glaucon,
when necessity is throwing the cards?

*
Every person hides or shows disabilities. Joanna discovered a new
perspective, often, during her artistic training, she thought of the woman
with Down syndrome, who conjured up wonderful batiks in the craft
atelier of the former youth house. You could ask her for technical advice,
she commented on the work of the others with a very healthy attitude.
She just had experience in her field. The woman had found a place for
herself. In modern world the uncomfortable restriction does not fit into
any success-oriented work process because it slows everything down. It
is forgotten that these people bring us into a deeper engagement with
life.

During a vacation on the North Sea coast, she discovered a large piece
of driftwood on the beach in a stormy wind. She remembered the artist
in the batik atelier. At last an old miscalculation could be dispensed
with. In the right environment, one can recognize the beauty of the
imperfect. Any disability would be just as noticeable here as a piece
of flotsam, which had received its patina from the sea. Here in nature,
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everything was under a new concept of beauty. Difficulties shape people
in an individual way, as with the piece of wood cut from the sea. This
corresponds to the excerpt from a newspaper. Under the image of a
sailboat on the sea which was photographed from above, she read the
sentence: “The balance of the patient in therapy remains insecure. They
are like travellers, without a compass. Their destination is hidden, the
orientation difficult. The journey to oneself - a journey into the blue of
the soul is adventurous. Many are surprised about the place of arrival.”
(Author unknown)

At the end of her studies Joanna had a special dream. It felt like she
had really experienced it:

I’ve been asked with a group of unknown people in a rect-
angular prayer room. On one narrow side he had a kind of
stage. All around the walls hung yellow, glowing curtains.
In front of the walls along the curtains there stood simple but
beautiful light stone benches to sit on. We enjoyed being here
and looked at the beautiful room. A few unspectacular-looking
older people entered a kind of stage and talked to us. Behind
the raised stage was another yellow curtain. Behind these
we were called individually. There I was asked: “Do you
still have questions about the course of your life so far?” I
said no. I knew, at that moment, that I was on the right
track with my abilities. My creativity was the engine for my
development.
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3.1. The Protector

“Jaune, I want to understand your concept of virtue! In the story of
Glaucon, it is said that whoever honours virtue benefits when choosing
a new destiny. So that means that goodness is worth striving for.”

Jaune smiles: “I see the first difficulty, because the one that chooses
begins with what is already known. We talked about talents, Violette.
The souls are in resonance with what is vibrating within, that is, what
has already developed. Aristotle, the more secular student of Plato,
explains it this way: Everyone wants to act well, the artist, the craftsman
and the employee. That means everyone wants to solve the problem of
work, guided by an internal desire for the good.”

Violette: “Is that what everybody is striving for?”
“Most of them understand happiness as something to strive for, mean-

ing just to feel well. Even the sensitive expect to find happiness from a
good life. When defining the concept of happiness, the general public
and the wise differ in meaning. Violette have a look at the word. For the
ancient Greeks Eudaimonia means ’good spirit in me’, which is not what
people understand by happiness nowadays. The majority will explain
happiness differently because they seek wealth. Unfortunately, most of
them forget that this is an interim step. The intended blessing of wealth
is only a means to what makes one happy. However, Eudaimonia, the
bliss in antiquity corresponds more to a desire for good in the soul. It
means that the greatest goodness cannot be achieved through wealth. It
is a self-sufficient state of the soul. Aristotle compares Eudaimonia to a
perfect condition where one does not constantly thirst for more. “
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“Jaune, do they feel that on earth? The Inner Spark of Eternal Bliss
will be difficult to achieve.”

“Aristotle knew that and argued with earthly consideration. The
understanding of Eudaimonia must be developed slowly in one’s own
soul by well-balanced action.”

“How do you achieve that?” Violette asks.
“Onn acts as one pleases. One should become more and more aware of

one’s psyche in order to act reasonably. If mistakes are made, then one
will act better in future. The affect-driven action that leads one astray
is modified according to the ability of the soul. So, there is constant
striving for good and prudent action. It is the working for the psyche
to find optimal solutions for itself. Therefore, the philosopher draws a
conclusion: Essential for man is the activity of the soul, which is oriented
on the logos and which makes one human. In more detail, he should feel
the soul’s impulse, the Areté, to get a sense of that efficiency within
his soul, his virtue. However, this knowledge is not enough, because
he must become aware of the good again and again in everyday action.
Aristotle paints a picture: One swallow does not make a summer.”

“Jaune, I would like to summarize this as follows: You are arguing
that what the Greeks call Areté is the power and competence of the soul.
It is the driving force for the good. In contrast, the happiness concept
of the general public refers to satisfying the passions. This only feeds
the affective soul part of the ignorant, and leads him away from the
path along which his highest level of soul or his virtue wants to guide.
Plotinus says that the spiritual guide has to intervene when the soul
deviates from its soul-path. The struggle is to overcome the passions by
the ability of Areté. The role model for successful freedom of affects is
Socrates.”

Read Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics (1094a) (1095a) (1097a,

b) (1098a) ;

The opportunity of employment after graduation did not look good.
Prior to taking her exam Joanna consulted Ms Hagen, who said: “You
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can do it. You will make your own living and you’re lucky: You have a
protector in this life - have you met him yet?” “No!” “Then you’ll meet
him soon.” Joanna did not dare ask who that might be. She wanted
to enjoy the thought, secretly hoping that she would find someone to
help her in everyday life. Who should protect her? Was it someone, as
happened in childhood, who suddenly appeared on the playground and
was ready to fight for her? At that time, she stood out from the others
at school with her accessories and different clothes, because her mother
preferred to buy them in posh city centre shops. In fact, she had not
known the boy at all. He went to the adjacent school but kept an eye
out so that nothing would happen to her. He grinned at her, a finger
in his mouth, but always appeared when she was in difficulty. After
elementary school, she lost contact with him.

A few days later Joanna called her friend Thea. She burst out imme-
diately when Thea picked up the phone: “Do you know that Ms Hagen
was right again! I did it; I got a job on probation!” “Where are you
now?” “I live in the countryside near Neuburg, an hour’s drive away
from you. The contract is only for six months. I’m in a shared flat.” “So
the prediction was correct, as you got the job!” “The work is a start,
but I’m very lonely here and my private life is problematic. There’s is
nobody here that I know or can spontaneously visit. It’s all very stiff as
you only get formal invitations. That’s too rigid for me. I live by the
rule that I must not return home from the pub before midnight.”

“I wouldn’t dare find someone that way, just talk to strangers, how
do you do that?” “There’s nothing else I can do, it’s my training, but I
miss my student friends. I feel like I’ve been banned to the countryside.
Some pubs play music in the evening, music I would never listen to
voluntarily. If there’s nothing else to do, I go swimming.” “Have you
met anyone yet?” “It’s improving, one or two I know by sight. In such a
small town you meet people from almost all walks of life. But where is
the intimacy, the spontaneous dropping in and talking? I’ll come to see
you soon.” “Yes, your welcome. Since the divorce, I’m alone a lot, the
kids have their school friends, but I visit Ms Hagen on a regular basis. I
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have not given up hope of a new man - she also says someone is coming.”
Joanna had been in the small town for three months. One evening, she

was at the bar of her favourite pub and chatted with a friend. It was a
meeting place for the hang-gliders in that area. A man broke away from
his own group and joined her. She guessed, despite his relaxed manner
of speaking, that he had a few glasses of wine. “What’s a girl like you
doing here? What brought you to this place?” “My job!” “We have
something in common so. My boss asked me to come here to rescue his
company! But today we had to entertain our business partners. They
arrived earlier, but their morale is so low that you can only tolerate it
with good wine. Shall we go somewhere together to dance?” “Across
the street is a place you may not yet know!” There were only a few
guests in the rooftop of a tall office building and from the well-placed
loudspeakers could be heard his favourite song: ’Up where we belong,
the eagles cry on a mountain high’. They danced to this quiet music and
she enjoyed his warm embrace, the dim light just right for her. Back at
the bar they continued the conversation. He was brilliant at entertaining
others with his stories. They tumbled out of him, complete scripts about
wild adventures. A new world opened for her! When he walked her back
to her car, he suddenly said: “A girl like you should have someone to
look after you!” Perhaps he was just flirting, but a bell rang for Joanna
and she thought: ’Does he realise what he’s saying? She recalled Ms
Hagen’s remark and immediately it became clear to her: “You are lucky
to have a protector in this life.” She was afraid to ask herself, ‘Is this
the beginning of a new relationship?’

Eventually, she was permanently employed by a large architectural
firm. However living in Neuburg, cut off from all previous relationships,
remained a great challenge. Sometimes she imaged herself as a bird
that had fallen out of the nest. In this phase, two aspects existed side
by side in her. She energetically pursued her profession, which made
her financially independent. Her private life was less rosy. Who could
she trust? At home with her parents she talked about the new job,
which was acceptable and made her sound successful. It gave them
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something to tell relatives and friends. But her true feelings were shared
only with her friend Thea. She went to the pub in the evenings making
friendly conversation, which needed practice. Her inner thoughts were
unsuitable for small talk, so she kept them to herself. In fact, she
assumed that no one was interested. To converse, in the captivating
manner of the stranger with whom she had danced on the rooftop one
evening, was inconceivable to her. Her experiences did not hold the
listener who quickly lost interest, just when she was about to elaborate.
And so, it continued like that for the rest of her time in Neuburg. One
evening when she was on her way to a ’practice evening’ at a pub, her
acquaintance from the unusual pub stopped by. Kathrine, her flatmate,
was at home and opened the door to him. Later she passed his greetings
on to Joanna. “A gentleman called earlier, and he was disappointed
not to find you home. Something more serious perhaps? He left his
business-card, you might like to call him?”

Their meetings became more frequent, more intense and she showed
Arnold the beauty of the place in an artistic-historical way. He taught
her the basics of surfing, as she challenged herself with a new sport.
Joanna was in love! Her new boyfriend was twelve years older than her
and was fanatical about extreme sports. It took a long time for them to
grow into a stable relationship. From the outset, she was aware of his
circumstances. Arnold was married and had two children. What was
wholesome about the relationship? He told her many things. Did she
feel guilty? Of course - everything felt new. The man was very different
from what was familiar to her, completely different from the boys she
knew during her studies, and that was reassuring.

She wanted to know immediately what was in store for her, so she
arranged an appointment with Ms Hagen. In the meantime, she collected
photos and an example of his handwriting for the consultation. “I’ve
met someone. He is not free and has two children,” she admitted. The
wise woman began to read from text and photos: “He could not stay at
home with his wife. There is something upsetting him, however he will
stay with her for the sake of the children and for old times’ sake. But
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in this instance the weak controls the strong. He likes to know that his
children are being looked after, and his wife is a good mother. He would
have left her already if it were not for the children. When he is with
you, he enjoys life. You both fit together well, this relationship is like
recreation for both of you. Enjoy your best years. Nobody can hold this
man, not his wife, and neither can you - he’ll progress in his career.”

Arnold was very intuitive. They decided to move in together and took
walks in the area to find the right apartment. One day he looked at a
new house and said, “I want to live there, and we’ll have a wonderful
view. Let’s see who owns the house, when I call tomorrow.” Next day
she answered the phone: “Listen, you cannot believe it, we have the
flat and the price is reasonable as well.” They moved into a beautiful
spacious home. On all sides was an extended view through the large
windows. Joanna skilfully and quickly decorated with colourful fabrics
and beautiful old furniture. In the evening, they often went through the
huge rooms, moving from window to window admiring the view. It was
typical for him to enjoy playful nonsense talk, to help leave his work
behind. An adventurous young man was revealed to her and a time of
recreation began. She discovered how exhausting her previous life had
been. She slept a lot. Because of this relationship her sleep problems
and her eating disorder, which had been a constant source of discomfort
since childhood, left her.

Arnold was somehow carved from the same wood as Joanna. Since
early childhood he had defended himself against authorities that tried
to obstruct him. He did not mind rejecting the expectations of others.
When he saw through social role-constraints, he would comment in a
humorous way as it came to mind. Only two types of people put him to
flight, the complicated and the lethargic. In the new business he was
part of the management. It was an opportunity for development, not
only because of the money, but because he also wanted to make some
changes. When he dealt with officials for operational reasons, he sat
at his desk with his arms crossed, grinning and full of anticipation. He
enjoyed playing different roles, sometimes naïve, and when necessary,
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very competent. He especially loved such challenges, because later they
became topic of conversation, making for a fun evening as he brilliantly
entertained everyone. Joanna was thrilled with these bold, challenging
performances. It was his competence that helped to solve problems
generally. Secretly she adopted his attitude for the benefit of personal
affirmation. When she was sitting across from someone she needed to
impress, she kept repeating the phrase: ‘Please approve or stay quiet.’
His confident manner encouraged her, and he praised her independence,
or laughed heartily when it became too capricious. Gradually she
internalized the phrase, ‘You’re doing all right.’ Finally, Joanna’s life fell
into places. Every second weekend Arnold drove to stay with his family
two days. A sports world opened for her and she learned to windsurf,
as well as motor flying, climbing, mountain biking and horseback riding.
Arnold was a passionate hang-glider but in winter they switched to
skiing.

He learned about art and architecture from her, and they were just
about to build a house when life was overtaken by Ms Hagen’s prediction.
After two years of living together Arnold was offered promotion in another
country. Was it the end of their relationship? What about the shared
house? The model of the modern building was on the shelf of her study.
It was to be built according to the latest standards with a solar system
and circulating ventilation. Her dreams evaporated.

*
Her life settled down again following a move to a smaller apartment.
She held on to her familiar job, her planned independence. Arnold
probably thought the friendship would crumble. They tried to see
each other regularly, but the distance was problematic. To keep the
relationship going they took turns making the long journey to see
each other. Sometimes they travelled separately to meet at an agreed
destination. In between they had telephone contact. Neither of them
could let go. To compensate for her loneliness in evenings, she began
studying again as she wanted to expand her philosophical knowledge. Her
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decision was made up of two parts, practical philosophy at the university
and a working group with a teacher of astrology. These studies provided
the opportunity for spending more time with her relatives.

Arnold suffered increasingly from the occupational loneliness and
welcomed her comforting support to resolve professional conflicts. She
told him how she was expanding her knowledge by studies and visiting
mediums. He gratefully accepted her advice concerning his own life, in
relation to his children and his work.

One weekend they went to meet a palm reader. A nice woman spent
a whole afternoon with the two of them. She made handprints and read
directly from their hands. She had news for Joanna: “You have different
starting points in your right and left hand. You were born with a very
beautiful intuition line, which provides you with an unconscious pictorial
world. In this existence, you are challenged to master your life path
with great discipline, in order to become more compassionate. There
will be a break in your resume, but you can accumulate energy and hold
your ground when faced with problems in life. I can see a life partner,
who enters when you are in your mid-forties, the previous relationships
not really being ruled by the heart. It is a development that you must
make. You are an old soul.”

She had predicted a long way ahead. But the young woman was
horrified when she heard about a 45-year-old woman in love. It would
be after the millennium before she would find a partner! When would it
happen? This prospect was difficult to accept. For homework she was
required to develop discipline and compassion! Wasn’t that sobering?
“How long will it be before I can live with a partner?” She asked and
got a hopeful answer: “It means that you’ll work on your love skills
until then, to discover what it means to love heartily.” Joanna began to
understand, it wasn’t a mystery to her. Ms Hagen had also warned her
about an early marriage, as it would not last. But what she heard now
was so far off in the future!

Arnold also had a good plan for himself, but he spoke about it only
in hints: “We will probably not live together again soon. We’ll have to
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wait and see what the future holds,” he said evasively.
Secretly, they were aware that the relationship would end sooner or

later, so they decided to continue with their friendship. He was very
open to her kind of counselling world. The friend respected it and knew
too well that without his intuition he would never have got to be where
he was.

Joanna wanted to hear the opinion of her astrology teacher, so she
booked a consultation with him to get more information about her
partnership comparison. “Joanna, he is spoiling you! He distributes his
gifts like a king but lacks a partner who supports him in his profound
purpose. His life plan does not fit with yours. If he meets the right
woman, he will leave you, and possibly his family as well, to finally to
take responsibility for himself.” “I will think about it and discuss what
it means for us with him.” At that point, neither Arnold nor Joanna
wanted to accept a change. But there were other hints in this regard.

A friendship had developed between Thea and Ms Hagen, so much
so that in the end this lady had a greatl influence on her family life.
The two met for shopping once a week, they always went to the same
café, and the younger woman read texts from wisdom literature to
the frail lady. They often discussed the findings of Krishnamurti, who
separated from the Theosophical Society in 1930. The psychic presence
of the clairvoyant lady began to stabilize Thea and her daughters, the
older girlfriend was just fine. During her precious visits, Joanna felt
removed from the outside world when listening to Ms Hagen. It was
an anchorage for her storm prone sailboat, a place of rest in a lovely
harbour. Somehow, Joanna felt secure by having access to this unusual
way of thinking - it was an escape from her daily business life. Some
evenings when driving home to Neuburg it seemed to her that she lived
in the diaspora.
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3.2. Every person is twofold.

“Jaune, Plotin is difficult to understand. Only those who experience
it can describe the twofold nature of their souls. Plotinus, Porphyry
and Mani, the founder of Manichaeism mention the brief union of these
soul parts. During earthly existence the other part remains in the spirit
world, like a copy. The experience enables a person understand the
soul.”

Jaune: “The man born in this world usually sees his body as the only
one. Let’s look at the virtue that we have tried to illustrate. Plotinus
calls it the force that does not submit to the earthly potency. It helps
to deal with destiny when bad things challenge us. If this is the case,
people should not become victims of their own affection or passion. We
must consider the Areté as the opposite pole to our affections. Better
not to let oneself be carried away by the world’s view, that this existence
is the only thing worth preserving. Those people do not recognize the
confinement of the earthly soul part. But we know, delicately interlinked,
the transcendent part experiences the spirit world simultaneously. In
the spirit world man is subject to the pure order of the good. In the
darkness of the world, or as Plato explains in the cave parable, one
follows destiny. Once you have achieved your goals, you may give up
the compound state in which the body has the upper hand.”

Read Plotinus, On Matter, Ennead II, 4 ;

Plato, Phaedo (117) ;

The psychological strain of having to cope, in a rural place without
Arnold, was noticeably obvious. This explains why she wanted to get
a second consultation with a new medium. She made enquiries and a
girlfriend of a well-known clairvoyant woman was recommended to her.
The encounter took place in Switzerland.

Joanna made an appointment which allowed for the long drive. It was
a heavenly journey through rolling hills and cow pastures. On arrival,
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she stood in front of a greenish house with a garden, not far from Lake
Lucerne. Everything here radiated a world in which she would have
gladly lingered. But as Joanna had already discovered, it would take
some time. The medium Ms Brunner welcomed her warmly, asking:
“How was your trip?” Then the young client was shown to an empty
room save for two chairs. They sat one and a half meters apart. On
being asked if she wanted a record, Joanna said “Yes.” The clairvoyant
first relaxed and looked for insights, then began to speak. This delicate
woman proceeded very calmly. She was older than Joanna, but her
age was difficult to guess. In conversation her eyes appeared friendly
but insistent at the same time, she was very much present. She spoke:
“There is a woman from the spirit world, not very tall, with a slim figure,
grey hair, with many lines on her face and somewhat grandmotherly.
She is excited, but happy about contact in this way. An illness confined
her to bed before she died. She sat at the table in the evening, and then
it came to an end. Was it a stroke?” “Yes.” “She immediately found
herself in a very beautiful world. She is showing me a place near a
river. She wants to show her attachment to you.” The young woman was
confused, is there a river nearby, she was not aware of? It was not until
later that the young client realized that her apartment was less than a
kilometre away from a river. Even the river name was associated with
the town where she worked. She also realized how confusing it must be
for a medium when things are mentioned that the client is unaware of
at the moment.

Joanna was thinking back as she had good memory of the family
events. She wondered if the described way of death related to her
paternal grandmother. She had fallen on slippery ice and following
recovery had visited her children. She had died one evening sitting at
her daughter’s table. Ms Brunner went on. “You have not been very
happy lately and crying a lot. She wants to help you from the spirit
world. My guide demonstrates the changes in your life. You keep asking
yourself how you should continue? You are impatient and you’d like to
break out of the situation.”
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“I’d like to move into a castle, it would be a long way from my work,
but there would be plenty of space for me to paint,” the younger lady
explained.

“It’s possible to move far away and change your life. But, you should
probably stay in town, as your grandma says. The job you do is right
for you. In the present apartment there is lack of freedom, but for ease
of change make sure that your workplace is not too far away. The castle
is too far away and would isolate you. Apparently, on the outskirts of
your town there is a better option. Then you can sort out your circle of
friends and meet up with those you find attractive.”

“Yes, I always feel a little misunderstood in company.” “You are who
you are. As you fulfil your life you may feel true joy and follow it, that’s
the way to go. Do you have a question?” Ms Brunner asked.

“Can you tell me something about my relationship with my boyfriend?
Is there any chance for us to have a home together in the future?” she
asked. Ms Brunner: “He lives in another place. - He is taller than you
and has dark hair. - He likes you very much! - There was a relationship
in a previous life between you. You were a noble woman and he was your
guard, when you went out. Today it’s the other way around, his position
is up there in society. At first, he won’t initially change anything in his
family life. We have a phrase: ’leave the church in the village’, so to
speak. He doesn’t want to lose contact while his children are young.”
The medium paused. “You’re getting to know yourself better. How do
you visualise your partner in the future? You might not even recognize
him. You must first learn to experience yourself. Think about it. What
is a partner? He must be committed, but equal to you. Now, I notice
a tendency to hyperactivity.” “Oh, I study philosophy and meet with
a group of astrologers, yet I’m often very unsure about my insights.”
“The input comes from the spiritual world. The higher knowledge will
grow, but the little self must become quiet. It’s easy to ask, how do you
know that, but increasingly, the Higher Self takes the lead. In spiritual
development you involuntarily get into an inner struggle. The process
takes a considerable amount of time. Accept what you get.”
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On the way home Joanna listened to the record of the mediumistic
conversation with Ms Brunner again. What she had learned, wasn’t it
just overwhelming? Her deceased grandmother was worried about her.
The medium had described the dying process that occurred when she
was nine years of age. Then the pain as her boyfriend left the country
and a description of a past life when she first met Arnold. The young
woman resisted the idea of transmigration and its impact on the present.
That had to be digested first. At least Ms Brunner had correctly descried
Arnold and her current situation! The suggestion to stay at the place
was good, but a move to the outskirts was imminent. She herself was
relieved to be able to maintain her occupation and her surroundings.
Following the five-hour drive home she opened the mailbox and found a
letter from the housing company that owned the apartment.

Feeling very annoyed she read: ‘We either offer the apartment for sale
or a rent increase is inevitable. A representative will contact you.’ That
was the right moment, confirmation that the medium was correct. She
looked forward to finding a new flat with lots of space on the outskirts of
town. This medium had served her well, the conversation made her feel
confident. She had been made aware of the current phase of life, which
offered plenty of opportunity. There was no danger of getting bogged
down because of the information she had received. On the contrary,
she was determined to develop her personality. The observations about
Arnold she kept to herself, because ordinary people would consider this
wishful thinking on the part of a ‘retarded person’ and ridiculous if
admitted publicly. Once again, she had followed her intuition, found
someone to examine her life situation and got guidance. Not long
afterwards, her health deteriorated. Bronchitis forced her to rest for
two weeks. She realized how good it felt to be on her own without
distraction. She spent her time reading. One night, an unusual thing
happened. She left her body. Who could believe that? Who else but
her boyfriend would be willing to take her seriously? “Arnold, do you
have time?” She asked. “I must tell you what happened to me a few
nights ago. I was recovering from the sickness when I suddenly hovered
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above myself. My consciousness was in the body above me. I looked
down at my body in the bed facing me. I hugged myself as I was lifting
my body up. Floating above myself, I felt surrounded by love and that I
had never experienced before. It was feeling of unconditional love, which
confirms and forgives everything.

This was a ‘heavenly feeling of love’ in which I floated, embracing
myself at the same time. It was not earthly it was a completely new
experience. After a little while I was back in bed. The experience was
so profound that it lasted several days. Since then, the realization that
this is a kind of second existence, my own spiritual accompaniment, is
always with me, even if it is not apparent in everyday life. But after
death we will meet again and unite, she is my spiritual twin. "

Spiritual Twin

“Isn’t that strange,” said Arnold. “I know something similar, when you
experience a perception as reality. It happened in my youth, fantasies in
my mind which are difficult to describe. I was just twelve years of age
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when I left my body and met unimaginable figures. A life-threatening
illness confined me to the bed and I have not experienced it since.” What
Arnold described included other visions that were different from Joanna’s
spiritual experience. She paused for a moment before answering. “These
are mental processes that sound like statements from the Tibetan Book of
the Dead, and maybe you should read it.” On his next visit, he studied
this wisdom literature assiduously and later became an enthusiastic
follower of C.G. Jung. Joanna couldn’t find anything for a long time,
which helped to explain the event she had experienced. So, it remained
stored as ‘experiential knowledge’ in her memory. It was important to
her that this was an unshakeable experience. She had been allowed to
experience a dimension that she should recall at any time, an existence
hidden from everyday life.

*
Joanna’s attitude to her acquaintances was whimsical. There were
curious questions from outsiders: “Why do you live in a relationship
without happy end?” they asked. From a distance it appeared that she
undertook exotic travels with a man who revered her. Girlfriends envied
her exclusive lifestyle. She was a colourful bird. Some told her that the
clothes she designed herself were too extravagant for the town. Arnold
reacted dryly: “Seen from the outside we live a romance, which people
only know from television. They forget about your extensive education,
where else should I find this?”

More than ten years later, (July 1998), an English medium gave her
a reading. Her maternal grandmother referred to this time ten years
before: “Grandma enjoys being with you, she is happy for experiences
she did not have when alive. She wishes you every opportunity from her
heart. Have you ever made clothes? - Did you show them to others? -
She liked that! - She was there and experienced it through you. You
achieved something then.”
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*
At Joanna’s workplace, her skills were questioned. Should she dare to
try something new? She knew from her studies the guiding principle:
‘Nature does not make great leaps.’ Change therefore remained within
the bounds of her possibilities. She assumed that in another job, her
work would be appreciated more. And so, she got the chance of a
second employment contract. Her boss reacted angrily when Joanna
sought a reduced workload. It was like a game of chess. She was glad,
because the move enabled her to keep her independence. When her
old employment contract expired, she still had a secure foothold locally.
Joanna worried about her ability to cope with the extra effort? She
sought another consultation. Where to go to? Ms Hagen was ill. The
astrologer preferred to concentrate on the psychological side! With the
nice hand-reader she had learned a lot about her personality, but little
about her surroundings. In order to ask about her life situation and
the relationship with her fellow human beings, the Swiss medium was
the best. She decided to take photos from her jobs, show them to the
medium and then wait and see what happens.

3.3. The Spiritual Guide

“It is a great pleasure for me Violette that our protégé is about to discover
us. She is unaware that we have already been working together for a long
time. I work with her and influence her thoughts. We provide spiritual
guidance until her return. Through me the next levels of hypostases
work. It is not action, not mastery, it is the effect. She starts to think
about perception, and the associated thinking. She still cannot cope
with her affects, but she is already oriented to reason and enjoys the
quiet mind. But spirit can only unfold in her if she masters the next
stage and succeeds in choosing the middle ground or balance between
the extremes.”

“Jaune, what a pleasure! We have protected her so far. She will
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eventually discover why she has chosen our spiritual companionship.
She will hear the phrase: Everything involves spiritual guidance. The
unconscious, the inanimate, the soulful, the daimonions or genii all the
way up to the heroes, or angels as the Christians call them. All work
according to a hierarchical order.”

“You know, Violette, Socrates has referred to the term Inner Voice. His
pupil Plato teaches philosophy by means of dialogues between Socrates
and his students. The philosopher explains that the Daimonion is his
guardian spirit. Its task is to intervene in life by warning against adverse
actions. He also classifies his Daimonion as superior to the Logos. That
is why the Government of Athens accuses him of seducing the youth,
which eventually leads to his trial and execution. After the prosecution
he refuses all assistance to escape. He wants to obey the laws of the
state he lives in, even if he is persecuted. He represents his philosophical
life consistently, whatever his fate. Convinced of the survival of the soul
after death, he passes without fear after his last prayer.”

“This comfort should be known to all! Each person has a spiritual
guidance, offering support in realizing one’s destiny. The strength of
this connection depends on the human being,” concludes Violette.

Read Plotinus, On Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4 ;

Plato, Phaedo ;

Joanna was thirty-three when she set off again to meet Ms Brunner
in Switzerland. The medium concentrated on her inner viewing: “At
the moment you are very restless and looking for a safe place. I see a
plan that was abandoned and then improved on. What’s your question?”
“Was it a good decision to work two employment contracts?”

“Your spiritual guide is behind you. He tells me that you know the
answer because you have been encouraged to do so. You are spontaneous,
very direct, you play with open cards. This spontaneity emits something
unstable to others. That’s what people are likely to interpret incorrectly.
Make sure your friends are more in harmony with you. When you present
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yourself as you are, you attract people who are right for your energy.
The people who reject you have to face this challenge themselves, that’s
their problem. You can still stay spontaneous. More and more, you
must try to get a sense of your inner guidance, learn to trust that you
will be guided.”

That was soothing. The young woman should not condescend to fit
in! On the contrary – it was essential that she should live according to
her personality.

“You want to work with your higher self.” Joanna looked up in surprise.
She had not told the lady about her mystical experience. Uncertain if
the medium meant her nocturnal experience, Joanna did not want to
talk about it. That would ‘feed’ the medium. Soul, psyche and Higher
Self, these terms mean the same to some people. She distrusted those
who talked about it. She wanted to wait until she could deal with the
terms independently. “Last time you told me about my grandmother, is
she my Spiritual Guide?” “No, the relatives are only sometimes present,
they have their own lives in the spirit world, but they are there when
you need help. The Spiritual Helpers are always there for you when you
need help, but they are not always around you.” “Can you tell me about
the relationship with my Spiritual Guide?”

“Yes! But first you have to understand some general things about it.
When a person opens to the spiritual world, when someone like you goes
through it all by yourself, spiritual helpers arrive to protect you. At the
same time when you are sending out your light, you are also attracting
souls who are only interested in getting into earthly life and having fun.
That could be harmful to you. Your spiritual guide will take your light
to a higher level. I see your helper as a slender man, he wears a robe
that refers to his time on earth. He was living in a flourishing time so
he could nurture his rich spiritual insights back then.”

Joanna sensed that her respect for a certain attitude of mind related
to him, for the tolerant environment the medium mentioned pointed to
the processing of the spirit of antiquity. The medium went on: “He had
learned a lot through his travels and commerce, domains like astrology
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and philosophical teachings, which provided him with many insights.
Later he wrote a book with friends, his basic revelation was that every-
thing was animated, down to the smallest life.” Those words made sense
and later Joanna explored this philosophy. “Silk was his key experience.
This material became a revelation, symbolising transformation for him.”
Joanna was unsure, perhaps that story was also told other clients. She
was conflicted, that was completely new terrain for her. More than
thirteen years later something similar occurred. (August 1998): “Do
you know someone who is dressed like a judge in a robe? Are you also
interested in philosophy?”

*
‘What do the spiritual helpers have in common with the Inner Voice?’
Joanna asked herself. The term was familiar to her from her studies, as
in the description of Socrates in Plato’s works. The term Daimonion
was equated to an audible voice by his pupil Plato. In other ancient
sources, in Plutarch (*AD 46), this voice is called a guardian spirit. She
became aware of her deepest wish, the bringing together of knowledge
about philosophy and the inner experience. In the study of philosophy,
she considered objectively how the Inner Voice of Socrates was reduced
to mere conscience, without explaining how this ancient thinking came
about. She was overjoyed at the spiritual support. Her guide began to
work with her, but at the same time self-doubts tormented her. ‘How
does it work?’, she thought.

Joanna decided to gather her own experiences, even her confidante
Thea knew something about the consultation. No external point of
view should trigger something in her that she could not control. Her
imaginative system benefited from the idea of spiritual guidance. These
statements were not to be disparaged by any commentary. Ms Brunner
told that she had protection, the care of a spiritual helper who, like her,
loved humour, astrology, philosophy and adventure. That alone was
great.
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*
In the meantime, Arnold’s wife discovered her existence. She had
driven her daughter to an appointment and waited in Arnold’s company
car because her own was unavailable. Bored while waiting, the lady
rummaged in the central console and spotted his notebook. She noticed
the letter J several times and in his phonebook a matching number. She
knew that her husband had known this woman for some time. At last
she took courage to confront her. Angrily, she dialled the number: “Tell
me, what are women like you thinking of?” she started. “You steal my
husband!” Joanna couldn’t breathe from the shock and gulping said:
“Good that you called. I’m finally glad to speak to you. It may look
frivolous, I mean from general point of view ...” “Frivolous!? You are
destroying my marriage! A long-standing partnership! He needs this
relationship for his future career!”

Suddenly Johanna realized that Arnold’s wife made her feel dreadfully
guilty. The commanding voice of the other woman hid the fear of losing
her husband. “This question concerns me just as much as it does you:
what will become of our partnership?” Joanna was glad to have the
chance to clarify things, so she continued softly: “In various ways I have
been getting mediumistic advice. I can assure you that he appreciates
the good mother in you.” The ensuing silence indicated that Arnold’s
wife had taken note. “He’ll give you what he can, enjoy it. But it also
looks like we’ll break up someday. Then he will find a woman who will
help him to settle down and achieve his goals. I think he does not want
to find her yet.”

It was a lengthy conversation wherein the young woman wanted to
help. “He protects the family relationship with you, he loves his children
and wants to see them grow up. As it is now, we balance each other.
Enjoy the fact he is always there for you and the children. If I leave him
now, everything will be unstable, and then he will find a new partner.”
When Arnold returned home, he found his wife transformed. She told
him that she had spoken to his girlfriend and that the conversation had
done her some good. She seemed relaxed. What was going on? He
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was curious, what would happen now? Nothing happened. He later
called Joanna: “What have you done to my wife? She is completely
transformed and very pleased that she spoke to you.” Joanna was glad
that she was able to pass on what she knew from her consultations with
the medium and astrologer.

3.4. The Inner Voice

“Jaune, listen to what Plato has written here in the book Phaedrus.
Socrates says: ‘Down by the river, by the beautiful shady spot, I heard
the Inner Voice in me, my daimonion. I clearly hear its warning again,
as always, when I’m about to do something that could harm me. Like a
sign, it advises me to beware of the vanities that the applause of the
crowd causes. With a sense of atonement, I purify myself from that
seductive attitude. It protects me before I enter into dialogue with the
others again, because I should not do this out of vanity. I am only as
good as a fortune-teller who exercises this activity only for himself, but
that has again shown me what visionary power the soul has.’”

“Thank you, Violette, does not that describe very well the mission of
the spirit world to the scholars? Plutarch will later describe this as a
natural prophecy. When you hear it for the first time, you are surprised,
but you will never forget it.”

Read Plato, Phaedrus (242C) ;

One day Joanna met Thea and Ms Hagen in a café and spent a long
time afterwards thinking about her words: “You need a partner who
loves you very much, who likes your independence, but you also need
time for yourself. You need that time to get in touch with your own
spirit.”

The wise lady made her predictions so lovingly, that Joanna wondered
if she should follow her role model. Her fine way of advising was
impressive- sometimes she sat in front of her, while the medium was
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stepping trancelike into an inspired conversation with her spiritual side.
She knew different mediums, but Ms Hagen was ideal. Up to now Joanna
hadn’t the faintest idea of what it meant’ to get in touch with her own
spirit’. In her own language or in translation the terms of mind and
spirit were often confused. She had ample time to herself. Did that
mean Arnold was the partner she needed? He spoiled her and at the
same time she had the necessary space for work and study.

The following weekend, she met a wife of a hang glider. She worked
as an astrologer, and as she later learned was visited by many celebrities.
Her clothes, her style and appearance all radiated personality. The
woman approached her. “Hello, Joanna, nice to meet you. My husband
has told me a lot about you. Come, let’s sit here in the sun together
and chat while the men are on their way.” They had a lot to talk about.
“Can you tell me which planetary transits made you forbid your husband
to fly a few weeks ago?” Joanna knew because he had taken the advice.
“I’ll give you a brief account of the constellation.”

This was different to her psychological astrology. This was her in-
troduction to event-oriented astrology. “Well, maybe Arnold needs to
be careful soon, but will he?” “What does your birth chart look like?”
Joanna made a drawing on aspects and planets. “Ah, there’s a big
challenge for you but the constellation of family and tradition has to
be mastered first. You need more peace at home. Only then you can
achieve your higher goals in the field of occupation and vocation.”

Inwardly thunderstruck, she tried to radiate serenity, as if the problem
of feeling at home somewhere was not new to her. She didn’t want to
know when the moment of change was to come. Joanna continued to
lead an extremely busy life. She loved the variety, flying to another
European country or a long drive to a nice city. She saw beautiful places
and visited museums known to her from the study of art history. She
continued her relationship with her boyfriend, who was always happy
when they met up again. Those were wonderful times. When they were
in hotels, travelling she got used to ordering room service. The cultural
daily outings from sightseeing to opera or drama were all organized by
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reception. Wherever they stayed, they always had a good time. He was
very grateful to her for the distraction from his working life. She even
began to wonder whether, or not she wanted children.

A friend, who was the second wife of her former husband Harry, asked
her during a visit: “Do you not want to have children of your own? You
have to think about it, perhaps one day it will be too late.” Joanna’s
answered: “I earned my money in childcare for three years as a part-time
job, it was like being trapped. Now I’m aware that women envy my way
of life.”

The words she was tempted to say had to be respectful, Ms Hagen and
her mediumistic advice was something she kept to herself: “Children
develop in their own way and you have to trust them and let them
go. Kids do not always develop the way you hope they will. For your
own development, Joanna, this experience is not necessary.” There was
another brief period of reflection on this with Arnold, but she followed
the advice of her trusty medium.

Back at base, her working life became more and more turbulent.
A colleague at the first job made work difficult. Everything was fine
at the second place, because she was ‘the new broom who worked
well’. Everyone there greeted her enthusiastically, but the extra work
continued to weigh heavily on her shoulders. This was very much at the
expense of her recovery phase. How should she decide? She arranged
an appointment with Ms Brunner: “The picture that I receive for you,
shows you in front of a church, busy going up and down and not knowing
if you should go inside. What’s your problem?” “At the moment I am
working two jobs with little time for recovery. In the first place I have a
difficult colleague who is trying to put the blame on me for all sorts of
things. So, I took a second job in for security.” “In the first place I see
two men, a big one and a smaller one. The big one likes you, he admires
your ideas. The second colleague is difficult and needs to be treated in
a friendly but distant way. Don’t get drawn into his arguments. He just
wants to be noticed. If you ignore him, he will look for others to fight
with. Wait then and see what happens.
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Now, let’s look at the image of the church. You want to develop more
and more your spiritual ability, which is your inner urge. You are still
facing a fundamental change in your personality; you will develop a
completely different attitude to life. What you perceive now, is not easy
to classify. You actually need more rest to process your inner life, this
is the only way to get in touch with your spiritual side. You must pay
more attention to this spiritual trait. Reduce what becomes repetitive,
when there is no further development. Of course, it does not happen
overnight. As I said before, you are drawn into a process of change. It
is up to you to decide on the scope of the activity that relates to your
mental and spiritual potential. Choose the areas that you want to work.
I must explain it with a picture from nature. A change can be a step
by step growth. According to this symbol your change will develop as
a simple process. On the other hand, if something has been dammed
up for a long time, it can also lead to a huge breakthrough, which can
build up to a disaster.”

It was typical for Joanna to think: “Hopefully I will understand it
later when listening to the recording. Does it mean, she should give up
her association with Arnold?”

“It is your life’s purpose to gain access to this inner wealth for de-
velopment. Some of the things that make up your outside world will
crumble.” She thanked Ms Brunner for helping her to re-examine her
personal and professional development. Without delay, she would treat
the quarrelsome colleague at the first job as recommended and wait to see
what happened. This was fundamental: Joanna was led to Ms Brunner
by workplace issues and drove home, reminded of an old message. Ten
years before, her astrologically trained psychologist had predicted this
by saying: “Share with the outside world your inner world of images.”

*
An accident changed everything, after seven years of friendship. A one-
week vacation in Italy was planned and Arnold wanted to try another
flight prior to the journey. His friend gave him a new technical component
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to try out. After launching over the abyss an ill-fitting clasp had come
off. The kite got into a spin shortly after take-off and he fell four hundred
meters in the typical rotary motion. Joanna was standing at the edge of
a group she heard them say: “He will not survive.” Someone immediately
alerted the rescue helicopter. She withdrew quietly to an empty room
in the nearby inn. She tried to visualize how he was doing. After about
twenty minutes someone opened the door and said. “Joanna, come on,
he’s alive, we’re driving to him.”

They found him at the crash site, he stood there with a bandage
on his forehead. No one could explain what had helped to slow down
the crash. Was it the damaged five-meter-high conifer or its wing that
first touched to the side? “Arnold!” He hugged her: “I saw the ground
approaching as in a telescope. Then I grabbed the parachute, threw it
out again and again, but it didn’t open. I pulled it in and threw it out
again.” Everyone stood around him stunned, while he shivered as the
helicopter flew off without him. Arnold said: “I am alive! There was
no time for fear during the crash, which had almost caused my death,
perhaps afterwards I fainted for some seconds.”

He rested for a few hours in bed to help deal with the shock. “Death
was close. Will you fly again?” “We’ll see. My hang-glider is broken for
now.” He had become thoughtful. In the evening, the miracle was shown
on television, a passer-by had filmed it. He looked at this spectacular
crash, as if it had happened to a stranger. The pictures of the down-
spinning kite seemed strangely unreal, almost surreal. Only his body
reminded him of the reality of the events. He was in great pain from
the bruises, which covered his whole body.

After a week full of togetherness, Joanna drove home, far away from
the friends who had also watched the accident. Nobody was there to
share the experience and to listen. The event stayed in her head and
as soon as she closed her eyes, the scene haunted her. It repeated itself
again and again. This reaction lasted for several weeks. She felt tired
without being able to rest. In truth, her nerves were shattered. She felt
her stomach cramping, but medical examination proved useless. Joanna
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did not know how to deal with the shock.
Summer arrived. Things that used to be fun with Arnold became

more threatening. She was no longer relaxed when watching his flights.
The whole incident was followed by two other minor accidents and she
realized that this man wanted to live close to the edge and in the constant
search of challenges. It was on a Sunday morning, she was sitting at the
take-off ramp and sun was shining when she heard an inner male voice
say to her: “If you stay with him, you will be widowed at the age of 43.”

Had the previous three months revealed that a future with her
boyfriend was threatened? Who was there to help her if something
happened to him? She had to admit that there were no relationships
to sustain her nearby. There were friends and acquaintances every-
where, but where did she really feel secure? He had experienced an
external crash, she on the other hand had learned, that you can also
crash inwardly. She gently raised the issue. “Arnold, please make a life
insurance for me, in the event of something happening to you, I want
to be protected for a while, for my own stability.” He felt unwell. He
knew only too well what risks he was taking. Arranging insurance was
postponed. He seemed to think that he was a nine-life cat. But because
of the last episode she realized that a shock or grief needed a lot of
time to heal and maybe the help of specialised treatment. Change was
necessary. During this time, she painted a large canvas for the living
room in her flat. The surface was painted with coloured structures,
in various shades of yellow, white and orange. It became a vibrating
picture, approximately four meters by two meters in size. The colour
reminded her of the dream she had at the end of her studies. (See end of:
A wise clairvoyant lady) Now she had a pleasant memory of the meeting
room from her prophetic dream, vividly present in her living room.

A reference to that unusual dream explained what was said to Joanna
by an English medium ten years later: “You came into this life on the
ray of Master Kuthumi, who is assigned to the colour yellow, which
itself means enlightenment and wisdom from the standpoint of a higher
truth to understand the divine law.” This master also corresponds to
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Pythagoras, it is said his assembling rooms had vibrant yellow curtains
all around them.

Read: Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras, translated by Thomas Taylor.

*
What was it? A voice, a vivid thought, Joanna felt alert: ‘A widow at
the age of 43’. Was what she was experiencing her Inner Voice? It woke
her up and made her aware of Arnold’s radix (horoscope). A critical
transit would happen at that age in the future. Yes, it sounded feasible
that she would be part of some terrible accident again, and it would
happen if nothing changed. After this frightening insight she wanted to
distance herself from her partner.

Joanna began to live more calmly and focus more on her own subject.
The keyword was comparative cultural history, which lead her to an
interest in iconographic symbols. The time had come to follow her own
desires. Holistic philosophy and the art of antiquity was of special interest
to her. Wonderful, how the zeitgeist gives new meanings again and again
to related symbols. Therefore, each epoch manifests its own attitude to
life, which is particularly reflected by various human representations.

The mother-child relationship has always been a subject of sacral
worship. In the time of the Egyptians Isis and the Horus boy, later it
is Venus and Cupid and the Christians have Mary and Jesus. Saint
Christopher, who carries the child Jesus, in ancient times Hermes, who
holds the Dionysus child, and even these statues have their predecessors.
In the past, in the Eastern and Roman world, the snake, by its ability to
moult stood for knowledge, whereas in Christianity it became a symbol
of temptation, because insight was subordinated to faith. One can
continue, as with the honouring of the cow and bull in India and China
respectively. Iconographic change is visibly reflected in the illustrations
and demonstrates the changing times. Thoroughly fascinated, Joanna
withdrew into the world of education. At the onset of modern times in
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the sixteenth century education was a luxury that few could afford. Some
people were fortunate to have access to a circle of humanists through
contact with the educated. Even the Platonic Academy was reopened in
the 15th century by Marsilio Ficino in Florence. How peculiar, Joanna
thought, the more opportunities people have for access to good-quality
knowledge, the harder it is for them to concentrate on one subject.
Distraction is everywhere. Unfortunately, the appreciation of humanist
education in the 20th century has diminished.

Joanna felt driven to explore in detail the philosophies and wisdom
literature of this world. She was looking for affirmation of her own way of
thinking. She loved the luxury of her own time as experienced in society,
enjoying freedom of thought and speech. Today, the majority in the
West can freely choose their own beliefs and thinking dictates are rare,
because scripts from very different times are accessible. It is difficult
to imagine today that the educated Luther had so little knowledge of
Plato and Aristotle at his disposal? The churchmen spoke mostly Latin,
and the texts were not available or maybe written in ancient Greek.
Erasmus of Rotterdam felt compelled to learn ancient Greek at the age
of 40 to re-translate the Bible from Greek into Latin.

Most of ancient writings or copies were distributed among the various
monastic libraries in Europe. Today, you no longer go to a Catholic
monastery library to study, as was required five hundred years ago. On
can sit comfortably at home and have your books delivered. Where
is the hunger for education now? She had a job that guaranteed her
standard of living and she was able to pursue her studies. For that
education one needed only interest and time.

(Medium in summer 2005) “I am told, that the major changes about
your life have been always told you in advance.”
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4.1. The Good and the Bad

“That’s a provocative phrase: ‘Without evil, the good would not exist.’”
Jaune says while perusing a text written by Plotinus.

Violette adds: “How can he justify that?”
“He speaks about the entire cosmos, which is subject to the divine

order, but good and evil are not the result of this order. Here follows a
difficult sentence, listen: ‘Because the logos, in other words the world
reason, pervades the universe, the ‘world reason’ reflects the universal
soul and single entities, the individual souls.’ This is necessary to
understand the transition, ‘ . . . that each soul is unique, so consequently
are the actions initiated’. That is, the action corresponds to the respective
soul, without losing its cohesion to the universal soul.

The next idea is even more challenging for the individual. Plotinus:
‘If one says: ‘I am in control of choosing this and that.’ But what you
are going to choose has already been planned because... you have been
counted just as you are.’(3.3.3.)”

Jaune goes on: “This means that the living will easily fall under the
illusion that they generally make decisions for themselves in life. Now,
back to the beginning of my explanation: ‘The soul is subject to the
divine order and it acts accordingly, which is due to its essence as a
consequently to a higher plan.”

“Jaune, the challenge is questioning free will which requires guilt to
be reconsidered?”

“Plotin speaks of the connection between guilt and ability. The
constitution of a person can drag him down into the murkiness or the
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desires, so we speak of one’s ability. But if one could act differently, then
the principle of higher responsibility works: If you know what is right,
you should act that way. It also means that the greater your awareness
of your values, the higher is your moral responsibility. People are all
different, but that does not measure the value of a being. Ultimately
it is rather the obligation of each being to share one’s individual and
beautiful qualities with others in this world. The cosmic plan is always
oriented to the next higher level.”

Read Plotinus, Second Treatise On Providence, Enneads III, 3 ;

Joanna was a seeker who enjoyed yoga, meditation, psychology, as-
trology, I Ching, palmistry and clairvoyance. In this way, she sought
guidance and was increasingly convinced of the positive effects it had on
her own existence. Now she wanted to share this experience with other
sensitive people. It was in 1989, after her thirty-fifth birthday that a lot
of changes happened.

In her first job, a new supervisor took over and the difficult colleague
became ill for a long period of time. Because of this Joanna was
asked to extend her working hours. She was sure of her employment
now. She felt relaxed and decided to give up her second job. Then
something pleasant happened: a new colleague joined the team. Marion
was married and as the mother of two sons she was preoccupied with
family concerns. Nevertheless, she found the time to exchange warm,
empathetic words with her fellow human beings. Her watchful eyes
sought Joanna, a colleague, who also challenged her intellectually. The
two women encouraged each other to new insights.

One day in autumn they drove home together because Marion lived
nearby. Her new friend said to herself, ‘she looks like falling in love
today.’ At that moment, Joanna said, “I’m going out tonight. It is time
for me to feel at home here again. The fear of an unclear future with
Arnold saps all my strength. It is as if this terrible accident has taken
away all feeling of security from me.”
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After dinner, she dressed in her own distinctive style and went to a
newly opened spectacular café run by an artist. Soon she was absorbed
in conversation when a friend from the circle of hang-gliders came in.
Armin greeted her: “Hi, I have to clarify something with a friend, so if
you like to follow me to a wine bar to meet two friends. Do you want to
come?” They drove in separate cars to the wine tavern and she arrived
first. A staircase led to the basement and curiously she went in the door,
the place being known to her only from rumours.

The door opened onto a room decorated with rustic wood. The décor
with vine leaves and lights reminded Joanna of a vineyard. Benches,
chairs and tables were arranged around the walls like arbours. She sat
down at a place near the door and a friendly waiter came to greet her.
He recommended a glass of wine from the list. Then a man entered,
he was about six foot tall, wearing jeans with a hand-knit sweater and
sports jacket on top. She wondered if he was one of Armin’s friends. He
sat down at a table and waited, while the owner brought him a quarter
of red - he had to be known here. The young man had never seen the
woman here and secretly studied her attire and thought to himself: ‘She
seems a bit unsure. Her clothes don’t quite match her personality. I
wouldn’t recommend the leather skirt, plus everything could be a little
lighter, in the dress sense.’ Joanna just asked him: “Are you waiting for
Armin?” “Yes, I am!” “Aha, a new girl! Please come over, sit down, I’m
Peter.”

Many years later, a medium reminded Joanna of this scene. She was
visiting an English medium, and Peter gave her a message from the
spirit world: “Now is the time to reopen the door to the outside world,
as was the case when we accidentally first encountered each other. The
insecure girl that I met then should show herself as she is.”

At the wine tavern in 1989, the ‘inwardly uncertain girl’ did not realize
at that time that she was almost magically attracted, like a fragrance
that would be difficult to locate in a botanical garden. Without realizing
it consciously, she entered a new phase of life. She will get to know that
the choices we make depend on our maturity. This means, as long as
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man has not overcome his weaknesses, he will experience similar learning
challenges again and again.

Armin opened the door and another friend came in with him. Joanna
watched the men, none of them was yet forty, telling their stories to
make others laugh. Later, they went to finish the evening with Peter.
The night was fun as they listened to operas, sang songs and played
around with a lot of laughter.

Peter said to her, “You know, I don’t like to stay here, my own
apartment is some way off but when my parents are away, the house has
to be guarded, because burglaries are a problem in this area.” He kept
to himself that once he slept in the house where he was awakened by
unpleasant ghosts. They stood around his bed, whereupon a friend told
him to protect himself with Christian symbols.

A great deal about that first encounter was promising for both of
them: “Do you want to come over tomorrow night?” She agreed and
the second night was equally nice, he had cooked rice with scampi and
home-grown zucchini. She guessed from this light meal that he knew
a lot about cooking. They had plenty to talk about. He said: “Until
recently, I lived with my girlfriend in Bavaria, I hoped that would last,
but one day she explained that it was the end of our relationship. I
nearly didn’t recover from the disappointment. Thanks to my parents
and their help, I survived. Now it’s time for me to take on a small
project, an old friend from university has promised me a job.”

Joanna described her situation. She told him that she wanted to end
the stress of travelling. But he cautioned her: “Keep the relationship
with your friend, you cannot rely on me.” Peter was unsure if he could
change his life because by this encounter. He feared, justifiably that a
new relationship the same thing might happen again, as had in the past.

At work, Joanna could hardly wait to tell her friend about their
meeting. “Marion, I think I’ve found someone,” she blurted out. “Tell
me!” “I met him through a friend, he has already invited me to dinner,
and he can cook! We talked a lot, he understands some of my interests.”
“What’s he doing for a living?” “He’s been studying economics, but he’s
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not working at that. He might sell investments. But his plans sounded
very vague. While he lives here in town, we can some things together.
Maybe he’ll move away soon, he’s still suffering from the breakup of
his last partnership.” “Does he not work?” “No, he has inflammatory
rheumatism that causes painful reactions in his joints from overexerting
himself.”

Joanna was in a dilemma. Curiously, she considered Peter’s unfamiliar
but fun lifestyle. On the other hand, there was love for Arnold and
he did not want to lose her. Since he did little to protect her, the
warnings from the consultations had greater effect. She had heard from
the astrologer that her friend would find a partner to help him fulfil his
destiny. Ms Brunner encouraged her to seek more peace and quietness
in her life. The inner voice recalled the ‘widow at forty-three’. In the
meantime, she wanted to spend time at home without having to travel.
Should she get advice again? This time she decided to get the opinion
of two mediums. It came close to a test. She was curious to discover the
potential of her new acquaintance, and to get an explanation for Peter’s
ill health.

“Ms Hagen, I’ve met a man, can you tell me something about him?”
The old lady had become very frail, but that did not diminish her
abilities. She took the written note from Peter with his name and phone
number in her hand. According to Thea her eyes were so bad, she could
not read a book, but even so the old lady emphatically told Joanna very
briefly, what she thought of this man: “He’s very full of himself, but
that’s just for protection. The good life has spoiled him. He must leave
his supposedly high status behind and not always claim the best for
himself. His home-style cooking is helpful and good for his health. Work
would be for him, but does he really want it? In his tendency to be a bit
lazy he resembles his mother. The father is brilliant, he knew how to
make money. But tell me, do you really want to get involved with this
family? They do not suit you. You will experience some nasty surprises
in the future. If you get involved, each of you should keep a separate
apartment. You need time to get in touch with your own spirit.” Oops,
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that did not sound so good. Joanna had not expected such disapproval.
Tension increased until the appointment with Ms Brunner took place.

This time she brought a picture, but the medium did not look at it.
She put it back on her knees and then put her hand on the back: “You
have to be careful as he is very unstable. I see good and bad in this
partnership. Do not invest too much in this friendship before he does.
He is a prisoner in a Golden Cage, a prisoner whom you can visit but he
won’t be free. His parents put him on a throne and took away the stairs.
He must first ask himself: ‘What has destroyed my self-confidence.’”

The thoughts raged in the enthusiastic Joanna. Such pessimistic
statements threatened the castles in the air. Was there really no chance
of staying with him? It was not recommended for sure. But why seek
help if you do not intend to follow the sensible advice of these women?
Thoughtfully, the disappointed Joanna drove home.

One evening later, the two friends sat comfortably on the couch in the
living room: “Marion, what should I do? Peter is open to my interests,
but the mediums are sceptical about his stability.” “If you get involved
with him, you have a man who can cook but is unable to handle his job.”
“I have my own profession, what do you think about a role reversal? It
is sometimes too much for me: the household, to cultivate friendships
and continue to study. Relief would be good for me.” “Does he really
want to do something for you? He makes me feel that he prefers the
good life, and too much alcohol.” “Basically, it feels as if I have to choose
between Arnold and Peter.” “I would prefer Arnold when I think about
the beautiful journeys, the sports and the cultural things that you share
together.”

“You know, at home I’m missing someone who just lives with me. I
really worry about my life outside of my job. Work isn’t everything,
it’s so hard for me to find like-minded people. Marion, actually, I’m
looking for someone who shares the day-to-day life with me, apart
from my obligations.” “Oh! You are thinking of a relationship and
togetherness?” “His former girlfriend left him for another. She was a
teacher of Anthroposophy. There are even books by Rudolph Steiner on
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his bookshelf. Can’t I hope that he will get himself together and give us
a chance? Currently, he shares everyday life with his parents.” Marion
kept quiet, and then sighed. “I don’t have a good feeling.”

Joanna sat in silence again, but the conversation with Marion aroused
even more the desire for a lively domestic situation. Maybe there was a
chance to successfully turn his life into something positive through one’s
own actions?

On the other hand, if the prognosis of the clear-sighted mediums
came true, that would be proof that clairvoyance was working. The
two sceptical statements independently emphasised the fundamental
problem in choosing this partner. If there was any truth in clairvoyance,
there must be a dimension apart from the perceptible world. From
what source do Ms Hagen and Ms Brunner get their knowledge? They
didn’t have any factual details and the Swiss lady didn’t even look at the
photos? Ms Hagen had held the note in her hand, but she was no longer
able to read. Thea was invited to read for the old medium regularly
during her visits.

What were Joanna’s experiences so far? Astrology works with analo-
gies of different symbols, that are interconnected, many astrologers think
it is just empirical knowledge collected over the last 4000 years. Palm
reading refers to the hand lines. These lines develop in the course of
life through personal experiences. Nevertheless, the hands are innate,
and show physical, genetic and character dispositions. The connection
with transcendence in these areas is not yet convincing enough. The
clairvoyant like Ms Brunner sees something of the past, the future and
the environment of the client. Where does this information come from?
Do people follow a roughly drawn plan? Where then does free will have
its place, on which the jurisprudence is based?

In Greek philosophy, there is an impressive example that describes
human inability to discern reality behind normal life: Plato’s Cave
Allegory! Modernized, as people today lack the cave experiences with
fire, imagine the following: People are sitting in a cinema that still
shows 16 mm films. All sit with a view to the screen, the film is inserted
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beforehand, and the projector lamp casts its light from the projection
room through a small window onto the projection screen. Even if the
audience turns around, a view of the projectionist is blocked by the back
wall, which only has a square opening. They cannot see anything as they
are mostly blinded by the light of the lamp. In order to entertain the
audience during the break when changing to the next film roll, figures
are moved like puppets between this rear wall and the projector lamp.
Viewers can only see the shadow of the figures on the screen, not the
original shapes. So Plato wants to make understandable in the Cave
Allegory that people cannot see the primal forms of the world of the
logos. This term is also translated as ‘rational plans’ or ‘intelligible
elements’. Plato’s allegory has now survived two thousand three hundred
years.

Peter’s and Joanna’s childhood had something in common. Her
parents had a hard time accepting the daughter’s path of life. But she
had already escaped the constraints of the bourgeois layer in her youth.
Appearance, training, status symbols and the right friends could not tie
her to these conventions.

A friend once put it this way: “When I was a kid, my mother said
to me: ‘Go to the butcher and tell him it’s for Dr Miller, so you’ll get
better meat.’ The idea stayed with me. When I purchased something, it
was as if one was supposed to feel mistrust and suspicion. The problem
only becomes noticeable when you are no longer part of the family.
How can you deal with the new environment? When children move
away from the family, they must wrestle with their former values and
possibly overcome them, only then they can find themselves. Dogmas
and self-esteem injuries are the most difficult to transform. Thea always
said, “The way up is not as hard as the way down. By being born into a
rich home of your parents, your self-esteem is generally linked to status
in society.”

First, the teenagers must rely on their own experiences. This enables
them to encounter an environment that they would not have been
aware of under the previous forms of prosperity, poverty and individual
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education. Parents need to remember what makes children strong.
Financial resources should not spoil them but rather enable their spiritual
development.”

Joanna decided to risk the relationship with Peter. Either she would
succeed and get a partner, or she would fail. Then the mediums would
be confirmed, and clairvoyance was proven to her. She was convinced
that she had nothing to lose. She then made a vow to herself: “I will
find the meaning of my life here and prove transcendence.”

Ten years later, in August 1998 she listened to an English medium:
“They are telling me, you must have made a meaningful commitment
in your life. . . . Your grandmother was a small woman like you. She
could be alone. Her partner died early. She has a strong connection
to you, and you have received much love from her. She makes me
aware of a connection to a very smart man who now lives abroad. Your
grandmother tells me she would have liked if you had stayed with him.
The loved ones give us their opinion, we don’t have to follow their
advice.”

Arnold had supported her for several years. He appreciated her and
he also respected the influence her thinking had on him. But it was
unforgettable to her that Ms Brunner had indicated a disaster. Perhaps
he would finally find the woman to give him more peace and quietness,
more inner harmony. The separation left her in great sadness, and it was
difficult to step away. They talked and cried, knowing well that it would
be better for everyone to go their separate ways. Shortly afterwards,
perhaps a few months when he called: “Imagine I fell in love! I fell in
love! That happens to me!” Now, he really left his home and started to
life with his new partner.

4.2. Everything in Nature is animated.

“Jaune, how can we promote respect for nature again? The plant and
animal world is suffering terribly.”
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“Violette, the people will have to solve the issue for themselves on
their developmental path. Plotinus speaks of the forces of reproduction,
perception and growth. After death the soul parts dissipate, a lesser
part returns to the material world, only the reasonable share of the soul
comes back to us.”

“Explain that in more detail, Jaune!”
“We have already mentioned that the living pass through several

stages of development. Aristotle speaks of the lesser part of the soul,
which he calls the vegetative part. Then the second part, which is
the affect-driven part, on which the third part, the rational soul part
constructed. This part links more or less to the Logos in the course of
one’s life. Remember the Greek word logos which means rational plan.
For the incarnated soul, this means, after death above all that the soul
is attracted to what one lives for, the efficiency outweighs. What hardly
anyone on earth can imagine is the process of dying. The dying person
is attracted to the level that one lived for. If one lives according to a
spiritual orientation, one will be received there. When one lives mainly
for the physical, one is attracted to that. Later we will explain this more
clearly.”

“Jaune, but I would like to add here that we have plants and animals
here in the spirit world. We should not give the impression that our
world is sorted into different existences. Our consciousness expands to
acknowledge all manifestations.”

“Thank you, Violette, for bringing the community of souls to mind,
for Plotinus’ knowledge is based on ancient wisdom, on Plato, and
the latter relies on Pythagoras. Especially in his book Timaios the
philosopher Plato shows his appreciation of the ancient teacher. These
scholars built on each other, wrote comments about their predecessors,
and interpret them intelligibly, so that the students understand the
essence. Pythagoras asks, as already mentioned, to retain from all
bloody sacrifices and recommends his students to treat the animals and
plants with respect. Plotinus and Porphyry follow this tradition and
lived as pure vegetarians.”
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Read Plotinus, On Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4 ;

It was one of those lovely November days when a warm wind blew
from the Alps. Peter called Joanna: “Will you join me? Let’s take a
trip.” Surprised and happy, she asked: “Where do you want to drive?”
“I will show you our biotope. Let’s pack some drinks and food for a
barbecue,” he enthused. She picked him up and they stashed everything
in her car. Together they drove to the countryside. The route led to
an area that was already known to her from an archaeological point
of view. An area with a restored antique sleeping temple from the
Roman period, not far away was the birthplace of Albert Magnus the
revered church teacher of Thomas of Aquino. Peter in his own world was
unfamiliar with such cultural treasures. After half an hour of driving
they left the main road and drove past a harvested field with a high
hedge. She waited at the entrance as her boyfriend opened the gate
and drove slowly in. Before her eyes Joanna saw an expanse of park
land dotted with meadows, pines, firs, willows, coniferous trees and here
and there the sparkling water of a lake. In the middle of the lake was
an island. It looked like paradise! The entire area was surrounded by
a tall hawthorn hedge reinforced by a fence. Protected, no uninvited
guests were allowed. There were conifers everywhere. It was an idyllic
piece of natural landscape. Curious, she walked a few steps between the
hedge and the pine trees by the lake. From the lakeshore, she looked
across to a beautiful island, the interior of which was hidden from view,
surrounded by coniferous trees in a meadow that sloped gently to the
water. In the meantime, Peter went to the boathouse. He pushed out
the old barge and rowed to the jetty. He held her hand as she got in,
and then slowly rowed out towards the island. “I’ve never seen such
beautiful scenery,” she said softly to him. “Yes, some people travel great
distances on vacation to enjoy something like this,” he answered proudly.

Joanna slowly became acquainted with Peter’s world. It had become
a loose bond between them, living together was not an issue. She got
to know his parents and his father’s jealousy: “Has he found another
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Island

wife?” The mother was more open-minded: “Maybe he stays here in
town because of your relationship.” The mother sensed perhaps that
something had to change. “Our son has lived abroad in Spain for a few
years, then he and his partner moved to Bavaria, but that was too far
from us. It didn’t suit me, we will need him when we grow old.” The
three family members behaved like a well-coordinated team. The father
challenged his son, the mother protected him, they were busy with each
other. To make matters worse their dog had died. Peter contacted a
breeder as soon as possible in order to appease the sadness of the parents
during the Advent season. The newcomer, the black-brown king poodle,
was a heartbreaker, so everyone wanted to attract his attention as they
fell in love with Gino.

The novelty soon wore off and the first cracks began to show. To put
some distance between them, Joanna suggested a trip: “Peter, shall we
drive away for a few days? You could show me your places of study.”
It was unlike her to stay so long at the same place. “I’m not going
anywhere.” He replied. “But you were abroad?” She queried. “Yes, I
will travel on my own,” was the answer. Shocked at first, she now felt
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trapped in a psychedelic situation. When she pulled herself together,
Joanna began to search for an explanation. She suspected that the close
bond with his mother had something to do with it.

One Friday afternoon, they went swimming in the nearby indoor pool.
At the intersection, Joanna headed in the opposite direction: “I will
drive now, until we reach your first university town.” “We can’t go, I
miss my . . . ” However, with increasing distance from his hometown
Peter blossomed more and more. It became an enjoyable trip and he
began to tell funny stories from his student days. How his friend spent
very boring days and difficulties with him during his studies. The tour
lasted the whole weekend. On the returning, the ice melted, and he
began to trust her.

Soon afterwards, Peter happily informed her: “My old student friend
Siegfried has contacted me, I think he is a very successful businessman
and he has offered me two jobs: one, to sell investments and two, to
rent apartments to tenants. The job is in the Canary Islands, they
need somebody who can speak Spanish and will work for them during
the winter season.” “Independence and distance from home will do you
good,” she answered with a heavy heart. “I think so too. The renting of
the apartments sounds ideal for me. If I agree, the job will start before
the Christmas break.” “Then I should book a plane ticket quickly and
spend a few weeks on vacation there,” she said. Peter appreciated her
extra support.

His mother was very unhappy and looked on as the young people
filled his suitcases. When everything was packed, the mother cried.
Joanna saw Peter helplessly trying to console his mother. “Stay here,”
she sobbed, hugging him as if she didn’t want to let him go. “Think
about it again,” she begged. Peter managed to free himself from her
grip, then walked to the car and turned to wave back, smiling. Joanna
took him to the airport. ‘Could he possibly find his independence, if
he kept his parents at distance?’ She thought. Soon after his arrival,
his enthusiastic voice came over the phone and said: “It’s wonderful
weather here, life is very different from ours, but I’ve made nice contacts
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already, you’ll see for yourself when you come.”
Was it the stress before Christmas? Or had she changed in the

meantime? She called Thea: “It’s so weird, a feeling of strange fear
comes over me, it is as if I will miss the plane, all obscure conflicts come
into my consciousness, which don’t fit in with my life experience at all.”
Thea made a link with Peter’s mother and gave some insights: “Joanna,
I’m jealous of you, as his mother I want to be in your place. What you
are experiencing now is thought transference. This lady is just envious
of your opportunity to travel! She would like to visit her son herself!”
“Does that mean that I feel her fears and desires?” “Perhaps you should
send her healing thoughts to let him go,” said Thea.

Peter, on the other hand enjoyed his time far away from home. He
started to live, enjoyed speaking Spanish again, met ordinary people
and had found a warm welcome in the pub of his namesake Pedro. The
Spanish friend made sure that he regularly ate vegetable soup or dinner.
Soon he had a nice clique around, employees of the surrounding hotels.
They usually came from England or the Spanish mainland. When Joanna
arrived at the airfield some weeks later, she was greeted by a smiling,
tanned man. In his small rental car, they drove around the whole island.
They felt like ‘Jim Knopf and Luke, the engine driver’ after the famous
children’s book from Michael Ende. After a long time, he could once
again be proud of his achievements.

His negotiating skills and his charming way of talking to others helped
to solve many problems. Real estate needed electricity and water, which
did not always materialise, and tourists wanted to rent cars. Peter and
Joanna spent a wonderful vacation there. She painted, while her friend
sat patiently at her side to ensure peace and quiet. That was it! It was
the first time after a long period that she found the peace needed to
devote herself to her talents. She thought: ‘The mediums must have
been wrong, we have achieved something. There with Peter she finally
came to rest. These winter months for his and her holidays continued
for the following years. Should they immigrate to the Canary Islands?
After the first winter season, he appeared more self-confident to Joanna.
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In his exuberance, he gave up his apartment to save his money. He
moved in with her and took over the cooking, shopping and contact with
the circle of friends, so that the evenings remained entertaining.

Every working woman would agree with her regarding the problems of
living alone. Men marry and assume that the women do the household.
Vice versa? A working woman takes care of herself, no division of labour,
nobody to do the shopping, the household and maintain social contacts.
Maybe she even bakes cake in her spare time for colleagues? There is
only silence when she returns home after a hard day. If she wants to talk
to someone, then she must go out. Communication takes place in the
apartment only by phone or when visiting a friend. Even an invitation
becomes stressful, when you cannot just say: “Honey, offer the guests
something to drink, I have to take care of the sauce, which is about to
burn.” The achievements of singles are widely underrated when it comes
to managing their private lives. But for Peter and Joanna, looking back
on these months, it was not a good idea to share her flat. Here the
mistakes of which she had been warned by the wise women became
obvious. Both, Joanna and Peter were trying to contradict their fate.

Ms Hagen had warned her: ‘You urgently need your quiet times to
yourself. It would be better if you could wait.’ Ms. Brunner recom-
mended, ‘He needs to learn to do this for your relationship, he should
appreciate the partnership. For as long, as he does not take responsibility,
you should keep your distance.’

In the springtime they wanted to make better use of the lake in
their everyday life. It sounds fanciful, but this experience of nature on
the lake reminded Joanna of C.G. Jung and his tower at Bollingen on
Lake Zurich. The psychoanalyst suffered from deep depression during
his professional life trying to find his purpose in life. He said in his
biography: “There I sat like a child playing, building my tower, living
as if in the previous century.” (Gerhard Wehr, C.G. Jung). What was
beneficial for the psychologist could also help Peter in his development,
she hoped. In fact, they both found a way back to a healthy life on their
island. They lived an everyday life, as in a time before the invention of
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electricity, an ideal existence in the seascape, isolated but with lots of
wood and fish in the water.

Joanna started to learn about nature, felt its quiet existence, and the
drama of everyday life in the animal and plant kingdom. Peter was
happy when he managed to curtail vegetation growth. He also planted
vegetables, which flourished due to the even water temperature. After
a year of many different experiences, it became normal for them to go
to the lake three times a week. Peter took the rowing boat out of the
boathouse and steered it to the entry point. There she got in, with
a picnic basket and the painting utensils. He rowed her to the island
and once there the roles changed. She painted while he worked around
and about, felling trees and cultivating fish farming with trout, carp
and walleye. At the lake he took on the role of the boss. The cooking
was done on a stove with coal and wood, they helped each other. Time
seemed to stand still. They enjoyed their island, the centre laid out with
floor slabs acting as a foundation on which a greenhouse stood.

That was where they stored everything, such as garden furniture,
fishing tackle and when it rained they found shelter here themselves.
Most of the time, they spent outside, surrounded by big trees, which
bounded their island. It was a living room on the lakeside not unlike
to Monet’s place, water lilies grew, but they did not thrive because the
Chinese carps ate the young leaves. It was a biotope of fish, rare insects,
butterflies, frogs, birds and ducks. Most of all, they were alone here
to enjoy the animal sounds. Later each single animal, a frog or bird
such as the wagtail, Milan or owl would remind Joanna of this intense
time in nature. Peter’s parents visited also but getting the boat out and
rowing to the island was heavy work for the couple, so the daily life of
the younger ones was hidden from them. In the society she practiced
her profession, where she was considered an independent woman. When
she got home from work, he had already packed the picnic basket and
cooked a large pot of spaghetti for their favourite carps. Once there,
Joanna lay down on the fishing dock to feed the beloved fish. The older
ones could be distinguished by their appearance and their characters.
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They were like funny little monkeys and she gave them different names,
the neatest one she called after her boyfriend Arnold. Some of them
had already lived for forty years. At the end of each season the carps
were so trusting that some ate out of her hand. The fish played a kind
of ball game made from a piece of dried bread roll. The bun bobbed
on the lake, and the carps nudged it with their mouths, before eating it
when it had softened by the water. In this hideaway Joanna and Peter
drank coffee, they worked and ate dinner on the island often a barbecue.
They were warmed up by the campfire, which Joanna kindled on each
visit. There were some magical moments, especially when the moon and
fire reflected in the still water, real healing moments for both Peter and
Joanna.

The Carp Arnold

Away from country life Joanna had everyday problems. His circle
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of friends welcomed her kindly. If his life without a regular job was
ever criticized, she stood up for him. His life hid many problems, such
as alcohol and a health condition. However, he lacked the impulse to
change, he did not want to get to the heart of his difficulties, and he
even refused psychological help. This was in stark contrast to herself.
Joanna always had a strong will, she was able to free herself from the
grip of her family because of that.

Another suggestion she made was to consult the Swiss medium, but
she met with little or no response, so the following visit with that lady
was for her alone.

Ms Brunner: “I see a garden in which you have settled. You paint
there, and behind you I see beings of the spirit world who enjoy it with
you. Life has become easier for you, but your partner is not free. He is
a burdened soul. The help he gives you in the household is doing him
some good. But he is still a prisoner, he cannot open up. He is now
beginning to expand his boundaries, because everything physical that
he does, somehow works for him and he begins to get to know his own
life forces. His mother has deep-seated fears, which she transfers to her
son and he has to live with them.”

Joanna became aware of her concerns before she went on her first
flight to Spain. “However, there is already change for the better, she
increasingly wants to let go of her child. This is probably the father’s
influence, but do not think you can communicate with his parents. These
people will not understand what you’re talking about. Somehow the
world of his parents ceased to develop five hundred years ago, these are
immutable attitudes. What is your question?” The medium asked.

“I’d like to get married, because if anything happens to me, he’ll get a
pension on my account. It would be another way for him to break away
from home.” Joanna said. “You should not do that, because it upsets
the tripartite relationship of the family. You do not understand that yet
but the father needs the son as his responsibility. If you do that, he will
give the assets to a foundation. Take care of yourself, because pushing a
carriage and steering at the same time is not possible. Stay out of the
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entanglements.” Ms Brunner advised. The symbolic image hit the nail
on the head. It was soon demonstrated how correct the predictions of
this medium were.

Once again, she rebelled against it wanting to prove herself that
change was possible. Both she and Peter flew together to Malta. He had
been to the island before and now wanted to accompany his girlfriend!
A long-cherished wish of Joanna had come true. She wanted to learn
about the megalithic culture. Fascinated by the five-thousand-years old
temples and more, she sat dreamily in a niche on a sleeping bench. Fat
women were then worshipped and were asked for advice. Joanna smiled
to herself: “How many people know about Stonehenge and how few
know about the hidden cultural treasures of this island? Did the lady
dreamer found here have the same needs as the Romans who visited the
sleeping temple near Neuburg? Sleeping temples have a proven tradition
among the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans.”

Sleeping woman from the hypogeum in Malta

Over the next number of years, she watched as Peter allowed himself
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to be hampered by his parents’ restrictions, whereas she moved forward.
At forty-one she was overworked and in despair. Her partner understood
little of her professional life, in the end she became a lone fighter again.
Lonely, she thought about her self-esteem. After five years of partnership,
Joanna felt like a prisoner, but one who wanted to break out.

Her girlfriend Marion had also gone through a crisis in her marriage.
From her came the impulse to arrange enjoyable sociable evenings. Her
idea of starting a regular card-playing session was taken up by a few
acquaintances. The game was played by four participants, the group
consisted of five, so one had to absent. The friends gave Joanna a new
type of social support, it was a change and full of laughter. They played
at different fellow’s house every week. There was something to eat and
drink, plus a lot of gossip that helped to view everyday stumbling blocks
in a more relaxed way. Joanna looked forward to the evenings, because
from these friends she got insights into life with children, grandparents
and everyday challenges. For Peter, these friends were too bourgeois,
they somehow reminded him of what he found difficult about society, so
he simply avoided them.

Another place where she always felt welcome was the wine bar. Here
she met Peter for the first time and it felt good! The place was like a
second living room. She got acquainted with people who were talking in
an original and entertaining way, something that others might go to a
comedy theatre to enjoy. Peter went to different pubs and sometimes
they met up there afterwards to drive home. But neither did she want
to miss his friends. From them she learned about financially successful
people, where obstacles in life were handled with humour. Some of the
friends bought her paintings because they could afford it. Peter felt that
he belonged there, so they accepted each other because of former times
together.
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4.3. A first Step to a Mediumistic Education

“Violette, Plotinus regards astrology as a predictive tool, and perhaps
his writings bear the imprint of his pupil. Porphyry, born in Tire, also
developed a philosophy around oracles, but all his works were destroyed
because he disagreed with the Christians. In astrology, a house system
named after him is still in use. But he couldn’t analyse the radix of
his teacher Plotinus, who kept his date of birth as a secret, he feared a
festive cult would be created around his birthday. The scholar Porphyry
would certainly have liked to draw a birth chart, the radix.”

“What’s new in Plotinus remarks on astrology?”
Jaune continues teaching: “He puts the interpretation of the stars in

the context of the higher order. His line of thought is already evident in
the text of Plato’s Glaucon. In decisive choice we see what a developed
and less developed soul is drawn to. The birth chart or radix indicates
the possibilities and challenges of life. But prediction is limited, in his
opinion. What is good for one person may be detrimental for another.
The reason for this is that a weak soul deals with challenges differently
from the strong one. The latter can more easily cope with difficulties
because it has the advantage of development.

Furthermore, one recognizes from the astrological birth-map the body
suitable for respective fate. Talents make life easy, but extremes lead to
arguments. Depending on the level of skill, an astrologer can see how
the person is confronted with all sorts of things that lead to difficulties,
poverty, low health, poor-thinking, and those that end in desirable things
such as wealth, health and good temperament. How does the psyche
(soul) deal with the challenges? Does it give way to anger, impatience
and inertia, or does it transform them into greater potential? Plotinus
maintains that one does not look at a horoscope of a soul and knows
how it will handle the obstacles. Because not the strength of the soul is
represented, just the fate that person has to take on. The radix shows
body, health, home and spheres of life implementation, but the soul’s
potential, the Areté (virtue) remains hidden. After all, the good and
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the bad deeds are laid on each side of a scale.
Plotinus thus gives his own answer to the theodicy problem in philos-

ophy: Where does the source of the evil come from? Evil arises only
through the earthly world, which consists of two contrary principles; the
divine order is not held responsible.”

“Jaune, that gives the ethics of Aristotle a great weight. That is,
despite all ignorance, the orientation to reasonable life is not a mistake.
Strive for the Eu-daimonia, which means the good spirit, so that your
spiritual potential or guide can work with you.”

“Good, Violette! But before concluding, I would like to add Plotinus’
thoughts: ‘For all personal responsibility, one should not forget to act
well is a mercy! For this short time, one can be free from the limited
view of his earthly life and direct the free will to the spiritual, the Good.’”

Read Plotinus, On Fate, Enneads III, 1 ;

Joanna felt that she was getting on with astrology. She wanted to
make use of her ability. Peter’s contacts brought people to her, who
asked for advice. Although the Swiss medium had advised her not
to take this work too personally, she still felt very insecure. Once, a
man came to her. When he signed up for a date, he said, “It’s about
inheritance disputes with my brother.” On checking his birth chart it
showed that there was at most a harmonious outcome. She waited for
the meeting. The night before, she dreamed something very different
about this client.

“This man feels guilty about his girlfriend, of whom the
sick partner at home knows nothing.”

The next day she greeted him and addressed the problem freely, which
opened his heart: “My wife is disabled, I feel responsible for her care.
Every few weeks I drive to the city to visit a girlfriend ...” He was very
surprised by her answer to the problem. This experience had to show
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her that behind the counselling stood a second world. The clairvoyant
dream showed her unmistakably that someone from the transcendence
wanted to work with her and that went beyond the knowledge of her
astrological vision.

She wished for a more reliable perception of spiritual guidance. Her
solution consisted of regular meditation, supported by thematically
selected tapes. On the island she practiced shamanistic rituals according
to a manual by the well-known Michael Harner. She had even come
across a music tape playing its appropriate drumbeats. She danced, as
in the meditation exercises in her student time. She moved in nature,
hoping eagerly that this form of energization might help her. Peter was
suspicious of her behaviour.

(August 1998) During a reading in the weeks at college a medium
addressed her: “I have to go back three years now, at a time when
there were big family difficulties. These were not easy to solve because
you acted very independently. You sent your thoughts to heaven; they
should help you, inspire you. That was the right way!”

It was her turn of professional travel. Joanna thought about their
well-being. Should anything happen to her, then her partner would have
to be able to retain his independence. On the other hand, in case of
his having to go to the hospital, she wanted to take care of him. She
thought that marriage and life insurance would make her decisions legal
and financially more free. It was a small celebration. Peter’s mother
wanted to attend; she gave Joanna a diamond ring. Like Ms Brunner
predicted the father was appalled by the marriage and gave his money
to a foundation. Afterwards, Joanna talked about life insurance. Now
she had it in her own hands, no one could talk her out of the experience
of Arnold’s accident. Armin, as an insurance agent, was a little scared:
“Do you really want that?” Joanna answered: “Do you know what I
experienced a few years ago?”-“Did that affect you so deeply?” She, very
determined: “Yes, that was a lesson for me! If anything happens to
either of us, then there must be a period of regeneration for the bereaved,
with no existential concerns.”
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Arnold kept in touch with her. If a trip took him near her, they met.
He told her about his new girlfriend and the professional successes. “It
was good we parted, it would not have worked out in the long run.”
Joanna: “I’m glad you found the right partner! With me, painting and
studying astrology evolves.” Her old boyfriend confirmed, “You’ve been
dealing with this long enough. I remember my wife was so enthusiastic
about the horoscope for our son back then.” “You know Arnold, somehow
I feel there will be a lot of travelling in the future. I’m drawn back
to my home town, where I studied. Every time I come back here, I
miss the creativity and the stimuli that come alive in other places.” “He
immediately asked, “How can I help you?” “A faster and smaller car
would be good for me, instead of the camper van.” “Well, I’m organizing
something for you through our company.” F rom the spring of 1995,
Joanna’s distance from Peter’s attitude towards his life became ever
larger. It was his decision and responsibility for how his life should
continue. The possibilities were there, he even started a psychological
consultation. For her it was like an inner awakening to recognize a
new thought: “You cannot continue your life like this; you use up your
financial resources and your energy for people who don’t understand
your life goals.” This sentence somehow reminded her of the time around
Arnold’s accident, when she heard about the widow at forty-three. She
could well remember the place in Neuburg as these thought came to
her consciousness. This phase of doubt was answered years later by an
English medium:

Reading at Pentecost 1998) “I do not know which country you are
from. I’m being shown pictures of industry, there’s a man in spirit
around you who wants to support you. I see that two years ago your
life has changed very much since. You feel guilty about the past. To
make it clear, your change had to be made because you were already
going in for a kind of self-destruction. There is a high sense of duty in
your family.”

(Fall 2005) “I’m told the reasons why something happened were always
said to you at the right time.”
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An important chapter of that time was initiated by Thea. Her girl-
friend called enthusiastically: “Joanna, this is something for you! I have
just come back from a course in the Black Forest. In the seminar, we
worked with aura, empathize with chakras and practiced visualization of
light. The training leads in the direction of clairvoyance. That was very
funny, also because there were nice people in the group. The instructor
worked out his course so that it was very attractive for us.” Joanna still
distrusted such vocabulary at that time. That sounded like esoteric
market. She, on the other hand, had opted for astrology and philosophy.
She did not want to take on seminars that came indirectly from India
to Europe to be marketed here. She hesitated, “You know, my budget
is very tight right now; I do not know whether I can afford such an
expensive course with hotel-stay.” “Think about it, I will show you what
she’s practiced with us.” Then, in one of the following nights Ms Hagen
appeared to Joanna in a dream. The medium had died two years ago.
She stood beside her, speaking from afar, as if she were there to wake
Joanna. “Sign up for this course, you need it.” The sleeping Joanna
woke up by that dream experience. Never had the clairvoyant shown
herself to her. The joy was great, what experience! After her death, this
impressive medium should have sought contact with her? How did such
a dream come about?

In the morning, the perplexed Joanna thought: “Does she want to
encourage my support for Thea? We could practice together to improve
our Intuition. The relative had developed new skills, especially after
the wise teacher had died. You could give Thea a name and an address,
then she needed a minute and talked to you as if she were the named
person. It did not matter if the person was alive or had already passed.
From the point of view of this being, she looked into her surroundings
to visualize what she thought, felt or perceived. She then mentioned the
preferences, crucial life circumstances and body feelings.

Joanna immediately called her relative: “Ms Hagen told me in a
dream, I would have to attend this course. Can you give me the contact
details? I’ll give that lady a call.”
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The seminars were run by a young woman named Anna. She had
learned her skills in the western United States. Fortunately, the teacher
planned a new training relay. She just changed the program from weekly
courses to weekend seminars so that more working people could attend
them. It was towards the wintertime, so Joanna allowed herself to escape
the many boring weekends, she joined that course. Excited, she drove to
the first day of the seminar. Gradually, the like-minded people learned
to read aura, purify and energize, to perceive chakras differentiated,
and going from there to recognize information from it. The students
learned Psychometry or token-object reading means an object may have
an energy field that transfers knowledge regarding that object’s history.
They changed the atmosphere of rooms by light visualization or used
light and colour for healing.

Was this a new way to practice with like-minded companions? Joanna
noticed at the first weekend together, in what familiar considerations she
was drawn into. She sometimes received a confirmation of her intuition,
which visibly blossomed. Joanna was advised not to lose herself in
everyday fighting. Her previous isolation dissipated as the course showed
new possibilities. Anna once said during an exercise: “Something is
holding you back in your life.” Joanna was silent.

At home, she practiced diligently, while at the same time practic-
ing her regular meditations. She became more vital and independent
again. Should this lead to a separate independent consulting practice?
She imagined a place where astrological and mediumistic advice was
provided in anonymity. The mediums had always encouraged her, but
she hesitated, though that would have suited her. These exercises also
affected her everyday life.

Once, a colleague was searching for his car keys. He turned the
entire office upside down, while the rest of the staff was listening to his
rummage. Not to help, but to return to work, Joanna performed the
necessary ritual from afar with her hands. She asked the clerk to look
in his bag again. Startled and angry at the same time, because this
hocus-pocus helped him, he pulled out the key.
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She was on her way. The training gave her understanding of psychom-
etry, healing, and things to be learned in an ‘awareness group’. At home,
Peter remained sceptical, warning his wife not to trust the spiritual side
too much: “In my opinion, you’re doing something wrong. How do you
know that the spirits are doing good with you? I’ve just had these bad
experience with it, I just want to warn you about earthbound ghosts.”
The term he had learned from the anthroposophists. Joanna replied:
“The Swiss medium told me years ago that I have to call my spiritual
guide when I needed help or my grandmother. They pay attention to
me, especially during meditation when I open myself. They have a close
relationship with me.”

Two years later, Peter will show an altered position to meditation.
His wife will hear through an English medium: (Spring 1999) “He is
very excited, he also wants to tell you now that he has made sure of
whom the spiritual helpers are who work with you. Only good beings
come to you and those who will positively challenge you.”

After two months, towards the end of 1996 Thea made a new discovery,
an English healer gave seminars in the Black Forest. She had bought a
video and the two women watched a movie about Tom Johanson. Then
they travelled together to a weekend seminar, where he spoke. In the two
days he talked about his development and answered questions from the
followers. Joanna found him interesting, but the fascination that Thea
experienced did not jump over. Somehow that was not her access. But
from this seminar she brought a book, strangely, it seemed to be the right
thing for Peter. He worked his way through perseverance. Fascinated by
the possibilities that were opening up for him, he discovered his topic:
healing. He was also better able to gauge his propensity for alcohol,
believing that he now knew how to deal with the problem until his death.
He thought that at forty-five, he still had plenty of time.
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5. How the Soul does get into the
Body and how does it leave?

5.1. An unborn Soul

Violette enjoys being in the spirit world. She does not want to leave it
yet. Jaune is next to her, blissfully watching the colours of the setting
sun in the hidden world. “At some point, Jaune, I will feel the possibility
of another existence on earth. Maybe I’ll have loving parents who will
make me strong for life.”

Jaune: “It strengthens our self-esteem! But when you enter the earthly
world, you can also display your virtue, that is, if you are up to the task
of dealing with your passions. Here, affects are not a problem. We must
prove in the earthly world, how we can deal with talent and challenges,
growth and decay with dignity. Maybe you will encounter meditation
early on. It is a wonderful experience to develop the ability to still
the mind and observe the inner images as they pass by. Or learn to
think without interference from the needs of the body, and go on mind
journeys, as taught in yoga. You will experience what it means yearning
for the higher world, to learn to be still and let go everyday life, just to
interact with the spiritual world for some time of the day.”

Violette looks at a distant group: “For some souls, it is an adventure
to show that they have gained strength here with us. On the other hand,
it is a scary thing for tender souls who do not want to stay on Earth for
long.

They expect to be born without a long-life experience and chose to
return to us in time, before they are caught by guilt and decay. The
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reason is that they do not feel strong enough to engage in unsafe earthly
life. They prefer to consolidate their development in the hidden world,
because of fear to be separated from the love around us. Eventually,
the souls will agree to immerse themselves in the earthly world, where
beauty and ugliness, fear and imperfection, hatred and love challenge
them.”

Jaune: “The strong soul meets such challenges by guiding the body
and not subjecting itself to affects or passions.”

Read Plotinus, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8 ;

The summer of 1997 turned Joanna’s life. Once again, she wanted to
travel to the United States. There were a few states in the west that
were unknown to her. Deep down, she knew that the venture would
have an impact on her development. Since Peter did not like this way of
traveling, he was out of the question as a companion. They visited the
lake one last time before her departure and wanted to make this event
meaningful. They watched a duck family, the mother swimming along
the banks followed by her ducklings. With the canoe, they stalked them
silently, counted the fledglings and were happy that they had survived
since the last visit. They told each other, “This is the best season we
have ever spent together.”

They prepared to drive home, when Joanna asked her husband, “Peter,
row around the island once more.” She enjoyed gliding over the lake with
him, why did she want to leave the beauty of the gentle water? The
farewell, ahead of for four weeks in the USA was difficult. Unfortunately,
the organization had been in place since winter and she felt compelled
to go. She would learn more about that experience from the other world
nine months later in England. She was surprised to discover which of
the abounding memories of the past were considered important:

(Easter 1998) “Here is a man who talks about his memories of an
orchard and of a duck family on the water. A lovable man is here. He
did not like to be home. He felt lonely all his life, especially at home.”
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(Pentecost 1998) “Someone is talking to me about fishing. There is a
pleasant calm and in front of me is water. It is the memory of a man
who has a lovely smile. He radiates happiness and contentment, I get
the feeling, this man was not old when he passed.”

(August 1998) “He shows me water, his memory is of a lot of green
vegetation and again water, it is tingling right on my face. This place
must have been beautiful. The clear water must have been very cold, it
looks like mountain water. All around, I see bushes and trees, nobody
can take away your memory, it was pleasure and love, it will never be
forgotten, it was a magical time.”

*
As early as June she did not feel happy about leaving Peter alone for the
summer. Once all the acquaintances had gone on vacation, it would be
quiet at home. Did he have any idea how lonely it would be then? He
knew well that his health was not good, so he visited doctors. Joanna
suggested that he stayed in a health resort, which he should select to be
the right one. It would have been easier for her to travel if she knew
that people were taking care of him there. She made every effort to
submit all applications from the doctor to the health department until
everything was approved and the stay was arranged. But Peter declined
at the spa stay for a variety of reasons. What she did not know: The
whole thing reminded him too much of the death of a friend who had
died there. He did not want any change and refused to take therapy.
“I’ll stay here and be on my own,” he said to her.

She called Marion: “I’m dreading cancelling the trip with Kathrine to
the US, as that would be unfair to her. She is so looking forward to our
big exploration tour. You know, four weeks ago I dreamt that I met an
elderly couple on the outskirts of an old city. They sat on a bench near
a bridge and told me that they would take care of Peter, from then on.
They looked like grandparents, but for me it was puzzling, because all of
this generation had died and I have not seen any photographs of them.
I feel torn and bad about my decision to leave him behind.” Marion
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said: “You know, it is like embarking on a train, even when you know
you have forgotten something, there is no stopping.” Joanna also felt an
agitating restlessness because of the dilemma in which she found herself.
‘I can only imagine that it would not be good to leave him alone’, she
said to herself. But there she was again playing the mother role.

The rather overworked Joanna got a surprise before her departure.
Her friend Thea had travelled to Switzerland for a seminar, but three
days prior to Joanna’s four-week trip Thea called. “You will not believe
who I met. Do you remember Carol Polge and the movie on television
about her? She is here to demonstrate her readings. She closes her eyes,
visualizes a person and then begins to draw a picture.” “Did you get such
a drawing?” Joanna asked. “What a pity, that in two days I’m flying
to the USA.” “First she presented her work, but private consultations,
which are called ‘Readings’ are still to be booked. You know, it is very
relaxed here, it is a well-kept hotel with each room lovingly decorated
in a different colour. Appointments can still be made. Just come along,
will I try to book something for you in the afternoon?” said Thea. After
a couple of nervously spent hours, the phone rang. “Joanna, it worked
out with your appointment. The lady will meet us tomorrow at two
o’clock,” Thea said. “Thank you, you’re an angel! See you at two, I’ll
be there,” answered Joanna.

Very surprisingly, Peter wanted to join her. It was a trip that began as
usual. He packed a picnic basket and planned to go for a walk during her
consultation. They were heading to Switzerland for a short visit. She
had many more doubts regarding the trip to the USA! At the seminar,
in a beautiful hotel, she would recover herself. But everything was in
place and she had to stick to it.

After years of meditation she hoped to get an answer to her question:
Who was really behind her spiritual guidance. So far, all she had was
the opinion of Ms Brunner. Joanna never saw her spiritual guide. For
a long time she had meditated twice a day again. She wanted to keep
that going during the trip. Curious about the mediumistic encounter,
she also hoped to discover whether she should finally embark on this
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journey.
Punctually at two o’clock the two girlfriends met at a small seminar

room. The elderly lady was supposed to draw a face from the spiritual
world linked to the clients on earth. Joanna placed the palms of her
hands on the palms of the medium. They stayed like that for a minute
while the lady’s eyes were closed. Then she was asked to sit next to
her. The English woman picked up her pastels and started drawing a
teenager, while at the same time saying: “Here’s a young man about
twenty-two years of age. He left this world as an embryo and he was
educated in the spirit world. You paint a lot, so he feels attracted to
you.” Joanna often felt that a young man was standing next to her while
she meditated, but she was not confident of this perception.

Joanna learned here for the first time what a reading can be. In
other words, the information that comes from the intelligible world,
which expresses necessary details for the customer. Ms Brunner’s was a
combination, vision at first and then she always oriented herself to the
needs of the client. While she was drawing, the English woman spoke
about the soul portrait. Joanna replied, “Yes, a medium has already
told me that beings of transcendence are around me when I paint.”

But then she was thoughtful. “Can it be my sister Ulrike first child?”
For health reasons, the pregnancy was terminated at that time. Is he
my spiritual guide?” she asked. “No, the child is not from the helper’s
plane,” the English lady replied. “He is from the family-plane. He likes
to be with you at times. He says that you often experience clairvoyant
moments. We have a college in England for that, go there, they will
help you develop your skills.”

Then it was Thea’s turn, which gave Joanna time to gather her
thoughts. A child whose life ended as an embryo, and then received
education in the spirit world? This was absolutely new territory for her.
How could one even imagine a childhood spent in transcendence? Since
the boy’s face bore a striking resemblance to his sister, to her niece
Melanie, the picture was no a fabrication. Blonde hair and the familiar
eye area, only the mouth was differently shaped. The pregnancy ended
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Peter‘s Grandma and Michael Benjamin

in 1976. But there was more, the lady advised her to go to a certain
college to learn about clairvoyance. In England, she could make contact,
not in the US? She asked the lady, “Should I go to the US?” “Yes, but
you’ll have to come back anyway. I cannot say more. Since the medium
received pictures and words through her spiritual helpers, this message
was brief.”

Peter and his wife had already decided that something had to change
fundamentally after her return from the US. Was this encounter the
decisive signpost? Did Joanna need to look behind the surface as her
material life took on a new dimension? After the consultation, she
looked for Peter. He did not have an appointment, but the medium
agreed to an extra session. Joanna would translate. Did the medium
not notice that Peter spoke English? Everything started as before, the
medium began to draw a woman, in her early forties. With brown pastel
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pencils she drew the hair and the nose was like that of her grandson.
“There’s a lady who lost her life at the end of the war due to a sudden
explosion. Your grandmother was middle-aged like you when she died,
but she wants to be painted a little younger.” Her message to Peter was,
“I’m concerned about your health, and you must look after yourself.
I hate to see how your father behaves, I deeply regret it.” Peter was
stunned at how she could sketch the picture of his ancestor? He only
met his maternal grandpa in Neuburg.

There was yet another surprise for her husband. The author of the
book, which he had been reading since the spring was also present and
he introduced himself to Peter as the English lady’s life partner. After
the consultation they all sat together in the garden of the Hotel at Lake
of Constance, the medium, her equally well-known husband, Thea, Peter
and Joanna. Her husband was overjoyed to meet the author of the book
he read.

He was also excited about the fact that the lady had created a picture
of his grandmother who was around him and what he had to tell his
father about her. They left the same evening. After the ferry ride on the
Lake of Constance, they sat down for a short break in a pub overlooking
the lake, talked and looked at the water. Both were so overwhelmed by
the day’s experiences that they realized that a new chapter in their lives
was beginning. Questions about life after death came up. How does
clairvoyance work? Can and may we have contact with the deceased?
The medium had simply said: “You can learn that! Go to a college in
England.” Peter suddenly had a lot of questions. They came up with
theories to clarify the messages. As if awakened by a loud bang, her
vision of the material world had changed. They decided to make a fresh
start after her trip. Suddenly the desire to travel was totally gone. On
the other hand, Joanna knew challenges had to be taken up to avoid
being trapped in the comfort zone of everyday life.

The next day, a letter to the college requesting a course outline was
brought by Peter to an English acquaintance to complete the address.
He should take the letter with him on his journey home. The pastel
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picture was finally placed in a frame and a photo of niece Melanie was
fixed on to it. The face of the boy in his twenties was full of similarities,
only the mouth was more like that of her brother-in-law. Her first
impression was that the two could have been twins. From then on, she
called him Michael Benjamin.

Then they visited Peter’s parents. The son presented the picture
drawn for him. Joanna’s mother-in-law looked at it and she commented:
“That’s your grandmother; I’ll check it with your father as he has a
picture of her.” She had never met her own mother-in-law. She took out
the only picture - the last one that showed the woman. In the turmoil
of war, Peter’s father had carried the picture with him as a soldier. This
photo corresponded to the drawn picture. But the father-in-law did not
even look at the pastel image. From an artistic point of view, it was at
least well done.

The day of Joanna’s departure came. Peter took the suitcase to the
car and he drove his wife and Kathrine, the travel companion to the
next station where they boarded the train. Driving out of the station,
she saw him crying as he sat in the car. Should she get off at the next
station? She carried on.

5.2. A Journey to the Unknown

“Even for the well-developed soul, it will eventually be time to manifest
its beauty on earthly life.”

Jaune senses that Violette is concerned with ascending and descending
of the entities, i.e. the change from the spiritual to the material world.
The ‘Genius’ wants to encourage his soulmate: “Heraclitus told his
students that searching is meaningful and even he could pass on his
knowledge to them, he sent the students on their own quest, convinced
of the importance of their own search. Or look at another pre-Socratic
philosopher, Empedocles, he described himself as exiled by the gods.
This is told by Plotinus: ‘Plato consoles us with the cave allegory. Exile
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ends with death when the soul trapped in the body is set free from its
fetters.’”

Read Plotinus, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8 ;

At the start of their journey the four weeks stretched endlessly before
them. Kathrine was happy about the big trip and Joanna wanted to
leave all her worries behind. They travelled by rental car through the
National and State Parks between the Rocky Mountains and the West
Coast. The self-organised trip was well planned, one of the reasons why
Joanna was afraid to cancel everything. In the mornings she meditated in
the hotel room and after the visualization of light she asked for spiritual
healing for her loved ones, especially Peter. Then they packed and drove
on to the next nature park. The hotels were pre-booked; they stayed for
a maximum of three days in one place. Kathrine and Joanna were an
experienced travel team. Both studied the extraordinary geography with
passionate interest. In places of vanished cultures, Joanna imagined how
the Indians were dealt with their deceased people.

Sometimes at night she dreamed of relationships in the lives of the
deceased. Her daily life and dream experiences mingled. She thought
she was discovering how to deal with the departed ones in her time, with
the deceased ones in her time, like the Anasazi did in their past. For
example, the function of Kivas among the Anasazi, the living and the
dead sat together in a circle. She was curious as to how these people
had retreated into the recesses of the earth to sit in a circular room next
to the mummies of their ancestors. The reason for this was that the
living and the passed ones joined in the underground for a dialogue of
consultation. Joanna’s dreams repeatedly brought her to explore the
death theme. She was spurred to investigate a local phenomenon as part
of her trip to the United States. In the area of Zion Park she climbed the
rocks, there were no tourists to be seen anywhere. There she immersed
herself in a dream of the previous night:

“A middle-aged Indian man with dark hair is standing in
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front of me. I am looking at him from the side. He turns to
me and points to the rock structures that are typical of this
area and says to me, ‘You’re coming into my world now.’
It’s like a welcome.”

Making contact overseas was difficult because of the time difference
but if there was a phone, she made a contact. At that time, it was a
telephone line and an operator had to make connect you. This required
using a phone card and a public phone on the highway. One call from
Redwood State Park two weeks later made her feel like everything was
alright. However, a week later she called from Las Vegas. Peter said,
“Never leave me alone for such a long time ... I’ll never go back to the
lake.” That indicated to her that something serious had happened. They
agreed to postpone the conversation for one week. They would talk
about it when she returned.

(Pentecost 1998) Nearly a year later, the only clue came from a
classmate in the English College during a seminar exercise came: “Here’s
a man, he’s about one meter seventy-six. He liked to walk the streets
and greet friends.” She named two of his friends who were the owners of
his favourite pubs. “He says he fell into the water.” Confused, unfamiliar
with responding to such contacts, Joanna realized too late that the link
was for her.

On Sunday morning, September 7th, 1997, the two spoke together one
last time in the ‘material world’. While talking, she heard a strange, very
energetic male voice in herself: “Tell him how much you love him.” What
she said in detail, she did not know afterwards, but she wanted, though
inwardly startled, to fulfil the urgency of that voice and forgot what
she had in mind earlier: “I love you very much, Peter. I’ll fly home on
Wednesday.” He said, “I’m sick, I’ll probably go to the hospital tomorrow.
You’ll be picked up, see you on Thursday, I’m looking forward.” “I hope
you will be patient with the medical examinations. I can hardly wait to
see you again.”

A great fear overtook her because of the sudden inner voice. . . and
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the scary news, it was difficult to calm down. Driving on a highway
in New Mexico, she wondered if she should interrupt the trip for the
last few days. At least she would get back a day earlier. Annoyed and
anxious she decided that it would be silly to rebook everything the
following day. The medical examinations would be made by the doctors,
not by her, even if she were present. Following the phone call, she had a
dream on the Sunday night, which she wrote down the next morning:

“The two English mediums, Thea and I, are sitting in a
house by the sea, there is a person dissolving like a plant in
the cosmos, I understand that someone around me is to die
and I did not see anything unusual in my dream that Peter
was not there.”

Her husband never asked her to return because he could not ask
anyone to do him a favour. The warning by the medium, ‘You must
return by all means!’ did not mean it would happen that way.

It was evening after at the end of a visit to a park. In the middle of
the road stood a big animal, so that she could not continue to drive.
“Kathrine I can’t believe my eyes!” she exclaimed. Her friend looked
up from the map: “A coyote, is he sick?” she asked. “I have a feeling
he wants to tell me something,” Joanna replied. She remembered the
shamanistic exercises she had done on her island. Was there a visible
power animal here? The coyote stood in the middle of the road and he
looked at her closely. He did not even turn around when a car drove up
from the other side. He did not want to leave. Joanna got out of the
car and took a photo- he was real for sure.

The long flight across the Atlantic awaited her and impatiently she
wanted to be home. She felt restless. In her luggage she had two books
she had bought in the US. One by Moody: ‘Meet with passed ones
in Psychomanteum’. The second was a book by a writer named Kim
O’Neill, ‘How to Talk to Your Angels’.

On the phone at the airport, she spoke to Peter’s cousin who said,
“I was with him and he looked bad, but then he joked with me again.
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Coyote

He wanted a coffee as he had to stay awake.” That relieved her great
impatience. She distracted herself by having a good conversation with
other passengers. She talked to a couple who told her about the Indian
Reservations, where great support was needed. She fell asleep during
the night flight. When she woke up the couple told her: “When you
were sleeping, you looked like an angel.” At that time Joanna thought it
a bit exaggerated and just that the nice people wanted to say something
kind to her. However, the unfolding event taught her differently. It was
an unusual phenomenon because at that time Peter collapsed in the
hospital and had left his body while she was sleeping on the airplane.

(August 1998) “There is a man, he died quickly on a heart attack
. . . it was very fast. When he felt himself on the other side, his first
thought was: That’s a mistake! But I can tell you the shock was great
on both sides. It hurt him, the tragedy he left behind. He would have
been glad to have done something for the bereaved. He was ill when
that happened but thankfully he was not alone. He had called out and
then he went very quickly.”
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*
They landed. At the airport gate she was welcomed by his cousin and
her son. It was ten o’clock on Thursday. Sonja said: “Yesterday I was
at the hospital. But his parents were there, so I closed the door quickly
and left.” They drove to her place of residence.

From there the returnee wanted to visit her husband in the hospital
as soon as possible. The widely travelled woman was at the front door,
rummaging for the key to get into her apartment. She tried to call Peter.
No reply. The answering machine showed incoming calls: She heard
them and was immediately frightened, it could not be true: He had called
in desperation for her. He had tried it three times, again and again, his
voice called out to her and waited for her answer, then emptiness on the
tape. During that time, she had slept on the plane. Horrified, she called:
“General hospital . . . ” “Can you connect me to your patient Peter ...”
The receptionist said: “The gentleman was transferred to intensive care
last night. You can ask there.” She drove straight to the hospital. In
the intensive care, she got information about her visiting times and the
friendliness of the staff initially appeased her. Then she stood in front
of him. He laid there motionless, connected to a series of hoses and
equipment that conveyed technical life, but also calmed her down as
if he were just asleep. She saw the monitors. Without understanding
them, the machine impulses gave off a uniform sound.

It was this moment, when she realized that the night had changed
everything. She experienced shock: she could hug him, but he would
not be able to wrap his arms around her. Her joy at being home again,
felt like a full brake-stop to avoid a crash. The present of fur slippers
for him was superfluous. His whole body lay on a sheepskin to keep him
warm. He was artificially ventilated. Joanna felt a paralysed. She drove
home and it was not until the afternoon that the chief physician spoke
to her. That gave her time to realize where she was: in her empty home!
She deliberately set the table for two. She wanted to emphasize their
togetherness. Her eyes fell on his open Bible, with the marked phrase,
“Dear God, have mercy on us.” She realized that this was the salutary
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mantra he had taken on his spiritual journey. That was an issue they
had talked through. If anything happened, he would follow the advice
of the Swiss Medium Silvia Wallimann to create a good mental attitude
for himself. To avoid creating fear and negativity, he would repeat the
healing words again and again, for as long as needed.

In the hospital, the doctor spoke reassuringly about the situation.
Patiently she sat with Peter for two days, the sound of the devices in
the background. Finally, she was back from her long journey, but a
conversation was no longer possible. In her mind she sought access to
him, visualizing a lot of light around him. The room would have good
energy and be filled with light.

She did not know if he had already left his body. So, she cleansed his
chakras and gave his aura a colourful light. A young doctor, watching
her actions, challenged her, saying: “What you are doing is not helping,
he is already dead.” That’s not the issue she answered inwardly, but
if he leaves, he should be as stress-free as possible. This exemplary
situation demonstrated the differences in her worldview, the physician
had medical experience, and she was at the beginning of her transcendent
explorations. In that view, there was a spiritual existence after death!

She called Marion: “Peter is dying. Why do I sense things? But I did
not perceive the danger Peter was in.” Her girlfriend said: “Do not blame
yourself. We were like you on the road experiencing a lot of distractions.
It’s normal for everyday life to take a back seat then. Your last phone
call on Sunday hit you out of the blue, but you probably thought you
could leave it to his cousin. And his parents were also there for him.
Think about what you have experienced in the past four weeks, totally
overwhelming as life was fading here. Did he ask you to come back?”
Joanna felt the girlfriend’s sympathetic words: “No, because he could
never ask anything for himself.” Marion proposed: “I’ll come over with
my husband tonight.”

Joanna thought above all, that both, he and she, had misunderstood
the message of the medium at Lake Constance. The English lady had
said twice, “You must come back.” Joanna interpreted the hint as a
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reason to stay in the US. Did Peter know anything, about his serious
health condition? This was a sore spot that bothered her for a long time.
Peter’s health had been an issue from the beginning of their relationship,
a part of everyday life. There were many guesses, but no one around
her realized how worried he was for himself. Did the portrait of his
grandmother support him? She hoped that this experience had given
him the strength to deal with his fears. Hopefully, he could sense that
he was expected by someone whom he had never met in this lifetime.

(September 1997) Peter officially died on Saturday13th at 2:30. What-
ever had led to the high fever, it was the catalyst for what happened.
Had she not already found herself at the abyss years before, hoping her
boyfriend would miraculously survive? She was thirty-five at that time,
and now she was nearly 43 and widowed. At that time, the voice said, “If
you stay with Arnold, you’ll be widowed at the age of forty-three.” She
remembered that inner voice. Her forty-third birthday would happen in
three weeks.

(November 1997) The Swiss medium told her two months later: “From
our material world view, it would have been better if someone had been
with him through that lonely time, but from a spiritual point of view,
that time brought him tremendous growth.”

(England, August 1998) “His death was unexpected, he was a time
bomb, and there was no choice. He says: “Tell her, it was good that
she let go of me. I thank her for that. Otherwise she would have done
everything to hold me back in earthly live.”

After informing his parents, she called the undertaker who knew Peter
very well. With him she discussed organizing the death guard until his
funeral, which was not common in Germany. His son arrived and they
accompanied Peter’s body to the black funeral car which was waiting in
a underground car park. Then suddenly the motionless arm was falling
from the stretcher and the image of Michelangelo’s Pieta in St. Peter’s
in Rome appeared to her. How wonderfully the sculptor captured the
lifelessness of Jesus’ body held in the arms of his Mother Mary. The
statue shows Mary holding Jesus, only the arm releases and falls down
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without tension. It symbolized so precisely the pain of the inanimate
body to her at that moment, when the undertakers lifted Peter’s body
from the stretcher to the coffin and slid it into the van. He was then
driven out through the big gate of the hospital. Despair enveloped her
like a mist. From then on, she behaved as if she were packed in cotton
wool. A few days later, her niece called, the sister of Michael Benjamin.

I have to tell you about a dream that woke me up. My
jaws were pressed together, I could not say anything. Then I
saw Peter being laid in a coffin and you, Joanna stood next
to it. I saw you crying beside the funeral car. Peter was at
your side and said to you: ‘Do not cry so much, I’m not
dead, I live.’”

In her dream, Melanie described exactly the situation at the hospital
that her aunt Joanna had experienced a few days earlier when Peter
could not speak because of artificial respiration. The deceased was
brought to the car. In that very dream, Peter was standing next to her
aunt and he had addressed comforting words to her. Maybe there was a
connection through her unborn brother Michael-Benjamin? His pastel
portrait and the photo of the niece were hanging on the wall since their
last trip to the Lake of Constance.

*
On a warm sunny Saturday, the widowed left the hospital to pick out
the best of his clothes at home, all others being worthless from then
on. He would never wear them again. In that moment she realised
that he was dead. She never will forget looking in the wardrobe and
selecting the last outfit for the funeral home. After completing an hour
of formalities, she received a key for a private oratory. That evening
his cousin Sonja beautified this chamber walls and coffin with lavender,
tarragon, rosemary and flowers from the garden of her parents-in-law.
She then had time to say goodbye to him. Joanna played newly brought
Indian music, hoping it was not that too exotic? She liked to fill the
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room with sounds of drums, flutes and rattles from a tape recorder. The
sounds quietly described the elements of nature such as wood, rain, fire
and wind. A few candles flickered on the walls, all of which created an
impressive atmosphere. Awaiting the funeral, Joanna sat with friends or
alone with Peter until late into the night. He lay there with his beautiful
hands, his peaceful face. There she found the meditative peace.

One of the books she brought from the US was immediately useful:
‘How do I talk to my angels?’ The script described how to enter into
a dialogue. First one writes a question, then one writes the answer
as quickly as possible without thinking. That resulted in a kind of
conversation with Peter. There was nothing she could do but meditate or
create a festive atmosphere with incense, herbs, sounds and candles. She
drew a picture of a wreath that symbolized Peter’s life and commissioned
a gardener to produce it with orange-yellow roses represented the good
time with him in the circle of life.

(August 1998) This process was also repeated a year later in a Reading:
“He gives you the most beautiful roses, but he still keeps the ones you
gave him.”

The day of the funeral arrived inexorably. It was important to Joanna
to make the upcoming funeral ceremony dignified and appropriate for
her husband. In front of his coffin in the consecration hall she placed a
big picture. It was a collage, which showed him in the rowing boat, on
the lake, in front of high mountains. Marion’s husband made a cassette
of Spanish love songs for the celebration, which was played.

First, Joanna read a letter to Peter, an excerpt from her last dialogues.
Then a singer sang an English love song with guitar accompaniment.
Finally, there was a poem by her colleague Vivian, which described the
letting go between lovers. But Joanna hearing those words resisted its
message.

She was very pleased with the offering even though she did not think
about separation. Intuitively, she knew he needed her. She wanted to
do everything she could from the earthly plain. The casket was taken to
the grave, without further ado, she hung her cassette recorder playing
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Indian flute music to the carriage. Everyone followed the coffin. Then
he was placed in the ground. With the last of her strength, she asked
those present to say the Lord’s Prayer. Her role as the mourner and
the organizer exhausted her. The funeral service came to an end at his
favourite restaurant.

5.3. The Challenge

“Jaune, explain to me the rationale for the rapid rise and fall of souls.”
“First, Violette, the strong soul chooses. She seeks a destiny that limits

but encourages one to recognize the Good. This may mean consciously
choosing to swiftly return to the real world having experienced happiness,
suffering, loneliness and love. Sometimes the spiritual guide prevents
them from becoming involved in further conflicts between good and evil.
In a long carefree life, the earth-born easily loses sight of their purpose
on the path towards achievement of his life. On the other hand, if the
soul returns quickly, it causes a lot of suffering on earth, but had an
effect here for a short time.”

Violette: “You stress that life as spirit here lacks the challenge of
fate. Therefore, we cannot avoid descending, but live a short earthly
existence.”

“Plotin differentiates the beings,” Jaune answers. “He remarks else-
where that we cannot all be the same. We must accept this intermediate
state, because one part of the soul remains in transcendence and the
other part plummets to the sensual world, known as the material world.

To answer your question about the meaning of the ascent and descent,
he has made quite a revolutionary statement in his writings: ‘Espe-
cially when people experience their worst hours, they receive spiritual
knowledge from that part of the soul which remains in the spirit world.’

Because of the distractions of earthly life, people do not have access
to this valuable knowledge. Kübler-Ross calls this connection the ‘silver
cord”.”
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Read Plotinus, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8 ;

Joanna needed compassion without explanation. It helped that her
friends stood by her. At one point, a friend asked, “Where did you find
the strength to stand up and lead the funeral service?” “It was my love
for Peter,” she replied. Two months later, another explanation came
from Ms Brunner: “You are constantly receiving energy from the spirit
world. Don’t you sometimes feel as if you are being carried?” A year
later in England she heard: “Here’s your grandmother. She says she
gave you a lot of energy in October and November because you needed
it.”

When she returned from the United States, Peter and herself had
wanted to start all over again. Shocked, the widow thought about their
plans, knowing then that she would have to cope alone, or was she
wrong? Both realised then that they had to start a new way of being.
They would remain together, without knowing how it would work. As
in the fairy tale of Hansel and Gretel, the widow had no choice but to
find her own way out of the dark forest of emotions where she was lost.
Only the shining stones would illuminate the path out of the forest. Her
shining stones were meditation, mediality, ethics and likeminded people.
Something came to life in her, it felt like inherited premonition.

Now Joanna fulfilled a promise she had made at the beginning of
their friendship. Her vow was: “I want to experience the hidden sense
of life.” Had she already reached her destination? What she experienced
was part of the answer? She stepped into an adventurous relationship,
knowing well that both mediums, she had consulted, had warned her.
Now she definitely knew that clairvoyance worked. Yes! Absolute! The
indications from Ms Hagen and Ms Brunner were correct. They had not
known Peter and his family.

Comfortingly, she noted of a new sign: Melanie’s dream! Her relatives
were living 500 Kilometres away and there was no physical connections.
Were Peter or Michael-Benjamin working in the background? Where
did the transmitted thoughts come from? She glanced at the wall above
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the dining table focussing on the image of her unborn nephew. He
looked back, showing amazing resemblance to his sister. Pretty soon
an awareness came to her: “You have inherited Peter’s death.” At this
stage, she did not yet know that the tragic death would be the beginning
of a strong bond with him. With his help, the jigsaw of her life would
come together.

Daily life is not conducive to the spirit world, because of its de-
nial of the great senses. For Joanna, the delicate connection between
transcendence and the material world soon became more obvious.

At that time the widow was far from feeling realm good about her
achievements. On the contrary, with everything around her collapsing,
she felt completely raw. At the foot of a mountain lay before her what
was left of her life, battered. She vaguely experienced the early process
of inner maturity, which reconciled her to her existence. Symbolically,
an imagined path would lead her over the ‘mountain’, and if she got
there, she would say to herself with a full heart: “It was good as it was”
and that would be it. Only then she had mastered the challenge.

Now, from afar, she discerned the words ‘maximum punishment’.
Was it because she had ignored the warnings of the mediums? Then
she experienced feelings of guilt, consciousness that holds us all back.
Few in her circle understand her grief and superficial reassurances in
conversation were not helpful! Most friends withdrew from her after a
few weeks. Even worse, the tragedy kept some people at a distance. She
felt very lonely. An inner picture became significant, a ravine opened
before her with a path leading down, through the abyss and back then
back up into society. She had to find that path because it would help
her to feel a part of everything again. Secretly Joanna felt like a lonely
child, from whom no one could take the fear of death. But she felt alive
again, it was her life! The healing process had begun.
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5.4. Exemption from an old protective cover

“Jaune, I’d like to ask you, how could contemporaries misjudge Socrates?”
“Violette, first all societies are oriented towards their values. What’s

considered important is worth striving for. If somebody represents a
value, one is considered noteworthy and becomes successful. Socrates, on
the other hand, is a symbol of modesty, consciously restraining from the
active role of the glorious and politically committed citizen. However,
he was adored by his disciples. Thus, his decision to raise his inner voice
higher than the logos aroused the rage of the government of Athens.”

“I accept that Jaune, as I can only learn from a teacher whom I
respect. I remember one of the last dialogues and heard Simmias say:
‘Cebes is not convinced of your doctrine of immortality.’ Then Socrates
patiently tried to explain to the disciple the reasons for the soul to
exist before birth. Finally, Cebes agrees. The philosopher, after the
convincing exposition of a prenatal life, follows the line of thought
to an existence after death, but suddenly has two doubters sitting in
front of him. Socrates hoped that his logical reasoning would suffice,
because if there is life before birth, then there must be life after death
as well. Where should the being before birth come from? The dialogue
continues until the teacher reminds his disciples of their childhood, when
inexplicable things are particularly frightening, especially death. He
asks his students to discuss such fears on a daily basis until they are
processed, after his death. He advised them to travel to Greece or other
foreign countries to find more enlightened men who have knowledge of
the continued existence of the soul.”

“Violette, his wisdom distanced him from his fellow human beings,
but as you see in the dialogue before his death, he taught until his last
breath. The topic of death is especially pushed to the background today.
The same thing happened to Porphyry, who once spoke in detail to
Plotinus about the same subject. To another impatient student, that
detailed exploration and foresight was much too lengthy. He complained
that he wanted to hear something worth recording. Plotin turned to
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him and said: ‘The resulting questions are secondary to me, as long as
the basic question is unclarified.’”’

Read Plato, Phaedo, (77C) - (77D) - (78A) ;

Porphyry, On the Life of Plotinus and the Order of his Books, in:

Plotinus, The Enneads, Cambridge 2018, S.17ff; online.

Peter’s parents had different expectations regarding their son’s life.
Furthermore, as noted by Ms Brunner, they did not understand Joanna’s
world. She had been warned several times, even during their partnership.
“You cannot push and steer a cart at the same time, you will exhaust
yourself,” said the Swiss media. Joanna kept a lot to herself, in the last
few years with her parents-in-law, which did not help. Ms Hagen was
finally proven right with her earlier advice: “Do you really want to get
involved with this family? You’ll be astonished.”

A week after the funeral, she was told: “Please clear up what you left
behind at the lake. We have met our nephew, he will now become the
new heir.” The message was clear, no more trips to the lake with Peter.
The carp queen, as he had tenderly called her, was dethroned. It was on
a Saturday, and while others enjoyed beautiful weather, she was simply
expected work.

For some emotional support, she called Thea, “Can I come to see
you tonight?” She asked. “Yes, of course, you can stay here too,” said
Thea. “It’s a tough day for me. I have to clear up everything on Peter’s
property from our life together on the island. His parents want me to
return the key to the lake.” “That hurts,” Thea sighed. After a brief
silence, she continued: “They could have given you more time. Were
they not grateful, for all the support you gave their son?”

“Let us talk about it later,” Joanna said. “There shouldn’t be any
contact in future. They have chosen a new heir!” Joanna didn’t want to
think about the feelings of her parents-in-law: “I am looking forward to
seeing you this evening, now I have to work.”

She was intuitively prepared. The heavy objects such as her canoe
had already been removed with friends. A few remnants filled her car,
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no personal items would be handed over. It was time to say goodbye,
no talks distracted her. The shady spaces under the trees invited to a
final walk of the grounds. The cool air, birds, fish and frogs told her,
their lives would go on. Was he around? Where were the signs of him,
what happened? Why did he tell her on the phone that he would never
return to the lake? She surmised that disputes with his father were the
reason, so she did not ask. She walked around through the grounds,
then lit a fire and burned all their personal belongings in the fireplace.
It was like a second burial.

Joanna surveyed the biotope, their common past. Suddenly she
remembered that it would soon be her birthday and no gift from Peter?
On impulse her gaze fell on a heap of earth from which he always fetched
soil for new plants. There was a gift of nature: small ripe potatoes that
he had planted. She dug up the potatoes and decided to make a meal
on her birthday. It was time to say goodbye.

(August 1998) “He shows me water ... I see bushes and trees. He says:
‘No one can take away this memory, it was pleasure and love that will
never be forgotten, it was a magical time no matter how long it lasted.”

Thea welcomed her, a refuge far away from the lonely home. “Are
you able to ask Peter how he experienced the day?” Joanna asked. “You
think that’s alright?” “Yes.” “Wait a moment, Peter, how did you feel
about the farewell today? He turns away sadly. The burning of your
personal belongings and your farewell to the lake, that was very painful
for him today. He still feels very weak.” Joanna heard. “He has to endure
the separation painfully, but there is no going back.”

(August 1998) “You do not need to light a candle for him; he returns
it to you, because he is in the light. His biggest concern was that he
could no longer communicate with you. You better forget the part
about earthbound spirits and darkness.” The widow remarked: “That
was a view he inherited from his former girlfriend who worked for the
Anthroposophists.”
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*
Joanna behaved differently while coping with Peter’s death. His parents
hurt her over the phone. In desperation, she called his cousin: “Sonja, I
cannot believe what is happening, please be honest, am I still normal?
Only now do I realize the loneliness that Peter must have suffered.”
His cousin spoke truthfully to Joanna: “You were a blessing to him,
maybe you might have had a better chance if you’d met him earlier.
Ask yourself why I have no contact with his parents. When you have
time, we’ll see each other.”

The loss of her partner was agony, something between sorrow, loneli-
ness, and self-reproach. Due to being hypersensitive, she became thin
and defenceless as she was in her youth. Torments arrived with every
new medical bill and every memory of her husband. She saw from the
medical bills that he had been desperately searching for an explanation
for his poor health. She could feel his loneliness in the apartment. What
hurt her most was, how tidily he had left everything despite having
a high fever. He must have felt very alone, but there was also some
comfort. She discovered who had shared a room with him in hospital,
until near the end. She contacted the gentleman by phone.

“This is Ms Singer, you shared a room with my husband at the hospital
in the week of the 8th of September,” she said. “Am I disturbing you?”
“No . . . ” She noticed the hesitation. “My husband fell into a coma
on Thursday night. He was in intensive care for another three days
and died.” The man answered: “That’s a shock- it’s hard to believe,
because he wasn’t feeling as bad.” “Can you tell me a bit about that
time? What were you talking about?” “Yes, he was very self-confident
and said to the chief physician, ‘Please think of some good medication
for me, I want to be back home by Saturday.’ I wasn’t surprised. He had
an extremely high fever and his breathing was difficult, but I thought
he would recover. We enjoyed talking, then I was discharged from the
hospital on Wednesday morning.” “I’m glad to hear this from you,” she
answered. “I want to express my condolences and hope that you will
overcome the pain,” he said. “Thank you for the insight, I understand
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better what was unknown to me.” The conversation reassured Joanna
once more that his death had been a surprise. In the same way, Sonja
tried to calm her down: “He looked miserable, but it was pneumonia.
I never thought he would go so fast. You should not blame yourself, I
would have told you that he was dying.”

A former maid, a elderly woman had heard of his sudden death in the
newspaper. “May I offer you my condolences, I’m so shocked. You are
his wife? I do not like to call his parents.” “You are . . . ?” Joanna asked.
“I was an employee at his parents’ house. He used to talk to me a lot!
He also told me that he did not know if he could handle his life, it was
exceedingly difficult for him. I think his father had high expectations,
his son should be able to do this and that. But he made an unhappy
impression on me at times. Then he went away to study and I stopped
working there. My thought was, now he has done it.” Joanna said: “Yes
and no. We met seven years ago. We lived here, he did his fish farming
those were good years. Shortly before his death, we decided to move
closer to the lake.” “It’s easier for me now,” the lady said. “I think he
found a good match in you.”

After the call she felt the good of the feedback. It was also that good
people were around her.

5.5. Intuition and Soul Forces

“Violette, we gather impressions in both worlds, so it’s not surprising
that you know things that you didn’t learn during your lifetime.” “Our
protégé Joanna is a good example, she knows how to meditate, but no
one ever told her how in this life: ‘To deal with grief, meditation is
helpful, especially while sitting in the cold.’ Today they say ‘intuitively
doing the right thing’.

Read Plato, Meno, (82A) ;

In a book that Joanna bought in the US, she carefully practised the
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techniques such as ‘How to talk to your Angels’. Her new situation
became the focus of this precious period in her life. She spent her free
time in conversations with Peter. First, she calmed her mind, entered an
alpha state, and then wrote what baffled her into a diary. She listened
attentively, honed perception, and tried to put on paper whatever entered
her consciousness before giving it much thought.

From the beginning, Peter had a very practical approach. Joanna’s
bustling, energetic allowed little time to cook and clean. So, Peter
relieved her of the household duties when he was alive. When she went
to the supermarket, it was more important to her to stock up on writing
materials, candles and scents rather than getting household necessities.
Now the real question was who was going to this: “Do you know anyone
that can help me at home?”, she wrote. Her perception was intuitively
directed to a woman she knew from the wine bar. Astonishingly, her
name and surname came to her and- ‘She is a housekeeper.’ Joanna
confidently wrote a short letter to the lady, describing her situation and
asked for help with the cooking and cleaning. She promptly received a
phone call, saying: “You’re lucky, I’ve just recently quit one of my jobs,
so every week I’ve a day free.” Helga was the perfect choice and even
shared the same unusual opinions as Joanna.

Although her conversations with Peter were rewarding, doubt crept in,
the more she practiced. To reach beyond their conscious logic, Peter’s
answers were simplified to a yes or no. Sometimes Thea’s help was
essential to ask complex questions, which allowed more detailed answers.
All in all, Joanna had the impression that intensive diary writing was
the right way to deal with the sudden silence in the flat.

(Pentecost 1999) “You communicate as if writing in dialogue. You ask,
he answers. This communication is wonderful, you work well together.”

She practiced meditation two or three times a day. Sometimes the
young widow listened to tapes with guided exercises, especially when
she was a little nervous. Afterwards she enjoyed the tranquillity of the
silence. She meditated always at the same - that seemed important!
When negative thoughts of grief overwhelmed her, she glanced at the
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clock and impatiently waited for her appointment with spirit. Was it
the structure she needed, or should the spirits be around? However,
she sensed that she was doing the right thing. Small walks through
the forest replaced the former trips to the lake. Though in mourning,
there was something wonderful about this time. She felt she had found
a beautiful, spiritual and human environment, with dear friends and
helpful acquaintances.

What would she recommend to someone in the same position as herself?
Spend some time with nature! People should treat themselves lovingly
after such trauma; one needs all the strength for oneself. Meditation
helps to disperse negative thoughts. Take time to grieve, because it is
an unconscious feeling that will eventually lose its terror. She focused
on her breath and meditation symbol and lost the sense of time. The
unbearable feelings that tormented her evaporated into the silence. The
heavy mournful thoughts dispersed like stormy clouds. She sat quietly
for this healing process, unaware of what would happen next. Sometimes
she was in tears. At the end of forty-five minutes, she felt a soothing
comfort.

In her contemplation, she often spoke to Peter and reviewed the past.
It was important not to blame each other for his action. She visualised
him, sometimes full of joy, and occasionally full of sadness. The images
that came to her told her, something had changed fundamentally in their
relationship. The pain produced a feeling of pure love feeling for him.
With practise and discipline each exercise became a new experience. She
understood the principle of meditation a lot better.

‘Zen spirit is beginner’s spirit,’ was the name of a book by Shunryu
Suzuki. The book had been with her since her early student days. It
meant that the seeker should not deprive him or herself of the momentary
experience by the belief ‘I already know’. The practice always started
in the same way, meditation leading into the alpha-state but then the
agonizing thoughts turning somehow to mindfulness, to the present, so
that every moment was new. Over a time, a feeling of happiness set in.

(August 1998) One year later, she received confirmation: “Your rela-
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tionship has significantly improved, after his death the love, the connec-
tion between you both grew stronger.”

How did the English medium Laurette know about that improvement?
(August 1998) “You were led to spiritualism through trauma. You

have survived by your intuition and mediality.”
Despite mourning, everyday life continued. It was often difficult to

concentrate at work. She lost the will to focus on job-related goals, but
work was extremely important. Sometimes people can be very hurtful,
as they do not know what it feels like to have lost someone tragically.
Grief dominated her life and drained all of her motivation.

At the end of October there was a bigger project to be completed, a
creative work. Normally, doing it at home would have been easy. But
now she could not stand hours without conversation with a partner, her
apartment was empty. Grief made her tired and at the same time it
was totally exhausting to master the necessary concentration for work.
She decided to book a lodge by a lake in the mountains. They offered a
variety of therapeutic services such as spa days and hot stone massages.

She lay on the deck chair by the hotel swimming pool and looked at
the majestic mountains. In the picture-book scenery she concentrated
on her new project. When her attention lapsed, she would go for a walk.

Her past routine was forgotten. In the evening she meditated on her
sad feelings in the usual way. An experienced practitioner is aware of
the wonderful transformation of mediation on one’s emotions. It has
been the right decision, to stay away from her family. However, her
unusual behaviour led to misunderstandings, the family members felt
insulted by her withdrawal. Outwardly, she did not appear to be herself
at all. The reaction of Ulrike to the behaviour of her small sister was
significant. Indeed, some time with familiar people would have been
good for her, but ultimately exhausting. Overcome by grief, she needed
a quiet place to deal with the emotional trauma of the event.

(August 1998) “You came to Spiritualism through trauma. You have
survived with your intuition and mediality.”
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*
It was during her time at the lodge that Joanna got the courage to consult
again the well-known medium Ms Brunner. She called her to make an
appointment. It would be good to discuss the past with her. Clients
always assume that mediums remember the previous consultations and
Joanna was no different. However, the wise woman did not remember
her and the expressed disapproval of the marriage. Two months after
Peter’s death she consulted her on what his life after death contained.
The Swiss lady greeted her in a friendly manner with an outstretched
hand and showed her client into her barely furnished room and sat
opposite her.

During their conversation, she seriously commented gravely on the
past few weeks: “Your husband was waiting for you at hospital when
suddenly, on impulse his soul left his body. Your absence had made
him very vulnerable. He missed you and there was no one with him to
pass these lonesome hours. He needed to experience what it meant to
let go. However, now he tells me, not from an earthly perspective, but
from a higher sense that increased spiritual development has benefitted
him. He wanted to go, it had enough of life, and he is feeling better
now, in so as far as he can express it. He was fetched, the process
started about ten months ago. Had you been there, you would have
caused disturbances: ‘Do this, do that’, but he still trusts you. That’s
why every communication is good for him. Encourage him to follow his
guardian angel. I see him in a meadow,” the medium explained

Joanna could deal with this. In her imagination and dreams, she met
Peter in a mountainous landscape which was peculiar as it didn’t match
their time on earth together. Ms Brunner continued, “His perception
is being trained and he gains confidence to trust what he perceives.
This helps him to clarify his intensions and sensations, thus accelerating
his current development. He’s found the will he lacked on earth. He
was challenged by people, because he let them have power over him.
In doing so he was crippled by unwanted stress. He lacked a deeper
understanding of himself.” Joanna was stunned listening to the medium
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as she described Peter’s typical outlook on life, and the situation became
clear as she prepared to address her innate problem: “I blame myself
for not being there when he needed me.”

“These feelings of guilt won’t help anyone. Tell yourself: ‘It’s over’,
he’s in another world now. Rest assured that your husband is on the
right track with the help of the spirit world and your support.” Did the
medium want to comfort Joanna? Moreover, one could suspect that
she was telling her client what she wanted to hear. Perhaps she didn’t
wish to inflict further wounds of grief. Joanna doubted the mediums
intentions!”

Ms Brunner continued and described Peter’s last days: “He was very
lonely. On the one hand, he accepted you were abroad and, on the other
hand, he wanted you to be with him. He did not trust anyone else! In
the hospital he found company so he was not alone anymore!

Now he must return to his helper, but he looks back. He would like
to thank you for the time you spent together. Since he only listens to
you, it would be great if you could encourage him to ask his spiritual
guide to take him to the next level. You must understand the stages of
your development together, each in his world.” Ms Brunner expressed
knowledge that she couldn’t possibly have known if she hadn’t contacted
the spirit world. This eased Joanna’s pain and comforted her. A similar
statement came from an English medium.

(August 1998) “When he passed, he didn’t feel ‘dead’. He did not
yet really understand the afterlife, and he was afraid of being separated
from you. He thanks you for letting him go.”

Amongst all the comforting words, she kept hearing the sentence:
“You should ask him to follow his helper, who wants to lead him to the
next level.”

It was the beginning of their new development. Joanna suspected
that his irritated, former view of near-earth spirits stood in the way of
his development. She did not know yet that in the cause of free will,
the wish to be led into the next spiritual level, must first come from his
soul’s free will. Permission must be given for beings to evolve in the
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transcendent light of the spirit world and for all of us, this desire starts
right now in the material world.

The two hours of counselling provided a tremendous uplift for the
widow. She received welcome confirmation from the mediation talks.
From now on, she wanted to better address his condition and the feelings
described by Ms Brunner. To reassure herself, she listened repeatedly
to the recorded conversation while driving.

Typical of a lonely man, Peter was not able to ask anyone for help.
From now on, she would use a quote from her consultation to rid her
mind of tormenting thoughts: “Feeling guilty does not help anyone, his
life here is over! Now he is in another world!” She still blamed herself
for his death because her lifestyle had dramatically changed in the year
before he died. Talking to someone about life after death eased Joanna’s
pain.

Meanwhile, the programme of the English college had arrived. The
mourning woman held the booklet in her hands. ‘Did the English
medium work as a tutor at this school?’ Joanna wondered. Yes, she
found her name amongst others.

At first, there were no language difficulties. The program content
provided many incredibly interesting terms such as demonstrations, aura
graphics, healing, mediumship, altered states and trance. There were
separate talks about knowledge that didn’t exist in the general public.
The seeker had a goal, so she put her difficult circumstances and focused
on what was necessary. The first course was to start the following Easter
and she booked others spread between early summer and autumn. One
course that she was particularly excited about was the one with the
English woman who had created the picture of Michael-Benjamin.

Joanna hoped that as in Anna’s courses, she could converse with
like-minded people and practise extrasensory perception. Hopefully she
would meet the demands of the college, or was she taking on more than
she could handle? Typically, if emotionally convinced by something,
Joanna would rigorously study until she understood it better.

At night, she started read Sogyal Rinpoche’s book on dying or listened
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to Sylvia Wallimann’s soothing voice before falling asleep. The guilt
she suffered after Peter’s death began to ease. Her intuition told her to
continue meditating outside in the morning cold, facing east to the rising
sun. Later, someone in a seminar said that from a Buddhist perspective,
it is helpful for the grieving soul to sit in the cold.

A medium in England asked: (August 1998) “Was it cold when he
died?” “No, but to endure my grief, I sat on the balcony to meditate,
wearing a fur coat so as not to freeze.” “That must have impressed him.”

When time allowed, a conversation in the wine bar eased her loneliness.
She loved the atmosphere and the warm, friendly welcome that always
awaited her. There she found like-minded people who had survived
suffering and radiated a deep understanding of her situation. Compassion
also added a feeling of security.

Arnold had learned a lesson from his crash years ago, he had switched
to a gliding club. Now at the end of her fateful year he was flying to
Australia. Joanna prayed for him every day. She knew his horoscope
was tense. When he got back, they spoke by telephone, “Arnold, thank
God, you’re safe!” “Yes.” “I was concerned about your safety.” “I felt
it, because the last day before my departure two planes crashed into
each other. One of the pilots was blinded by the evening sun. Everyone
died and I had to watch that!” Had she dreamt it? Nine years later,
something that coincided with his birth chart, the problem arose. It was
his decision to continue flying.

5.6. Dream Faces show the Future and Dreams
the Present

“Violette, come and join us, here is a friend from antiquity.”
“Artemidorus is my earthly name, I was the interpreter of dreams.

I compiled my work and experiences in a large book for my son. I
have to say, writing wasn’t easy for me. I introduced topics and added
many examples of dealing with interpretations. In the meantime, I’m
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particularly pleased by those clever people who’ve rediscovered my
scriptures.”

Jaune: “You see how important it was for you to come to terms with
your work. Your book was translated into Arabic in the 9th century,
later read by Schopenhauer and Freud in the West, and now new editions
are being published.”

Artemidorus: “First of all, a distinction has to be made: Do dreams
process everyday life or is it a dream-face for action taking place in the
future? While writing my book, what I feared most were those people
who refused the mantic-world view. It is easy for them to accuse us
of blasphemous treatment of the divine order. After much discussion,
I weighed the pros and cons to compile my writing. The collection of
historical dreams, their interpretation and fulfilment as historical proof
can be presented now to scientists. However, I also wanted to give the
sensitive an interpretation for their dealings with dream-faces. With
respect for work in mantic it is important for them to recognize their gift.
Dream-faces convey ingenious impressions of the transcendent world.”

Read Artemidorus Daldianus, The Interpretation of Dreams (Exerpts

);

“You need a lot of strength now, don’t waste your energy on others.”
These words that came from Joanna’s colleague worked like a remedy.
You could say Vivian matured spiritually through strokes of fate. When
other colleagues dismissed Joanna’s thoughts, Vivian provided her with
support. Joanna acknowledged her wisdom about life lessons, but now
after such a trauma, talks with her colleague proved a valuable aid to
her.

Arnold always gave her good advice: “The one who takes responsibility
always feels guilty when something goes wrong.” That encouraged her
to examine her deep feelings of guilt, against which she struggled. Last
but not least there was her sweet friend Marion! She always understood
her and was happy to help.
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However, Joanna desperately missed their life by the lake. It had
been just a few months previously that they had spent most of their
time with nature. Now she longed for someone to spend nature with
again, to go for walks together. Vivian listened to her, confident that
healing emanated from the natural kingdom, so they agreed to meet for
a stroll in the woods. They entered the woods from opposite points and
sat on a bench where they talked until sunset. Afterwards they both
returned home in the dark, going opposite direction through the forest.

Thereafter she had the courage to go on hikes in soothing natural
surroundings after work. She realized also that her life had dramatically
changed.

On Christmas, Joanna spent her time skiing. Her family and friends
organised the trip, so she booked a room in a nearby hotel. Ulrike
made clear that she was not interested in Joanna’s mediation and
so on. However, the outing was relaxing with plenty of skiing, good
food, meditation, visualization, lectures in the nearby observatory about
astronomy, from the time of the Babylonians to the present day. She
became familiar with language of astronomy, the galaxies and black
holes. After the lectures, she sat in the snow and gazed at the Pleiades.
She did not know where the custom of whispering a wish, when seeing a
shooting star had come from. She did it anyway!

The sleep deprivation she had suffered from decreased through regular
mental exercises. In her dreams during the break, Peter was constant
company. In his ‘proximity’, both discussed how unhappy they had been.
He announced her she couldn’t have known in a dream:

“He’s standing in front of me, wearing a red shirt, saying,
‘My mother wants to give you some jewellery.’”

The symbolism of the red shirt was understandable. Back home later,
the bell rang and in fact Peter’s mother was at the door. Joanna’s heart
raced with excitement, since the funeral they hadn’t seen each other.
The older lady took a small parcel from her handbag and placed it on
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the table. Curious to know what was in the box, Joanna unwrapped it
and found a black jewellery box. As she opened it, her eyes gazed at
a gold bracelet set with amethyst stones. She almost burst into tears.
After a brief conversation Peter’s mother left and she stood stunned in
the hallway. This amazing moment had given her two gifts, the jewellery
and confirmation of what Peter had said in her dream. What had caused
his mother, after months of silence, to visit her daughter-in-law and
present her with a precious bracelet? Was it her or own or Peter’s mind
in the spirit world? She had to learn to trust her dreams!

Her new life full of obligations had begun to settle down. Her friend
Helga took over the household responsibilities such as cooking and clean-
ing. As a result, Joanna had a set time in the evenings for her extensive
meditations, which were not without consequences. She entered a new
realm of knowledge through her dreams. On waking, she immediately
wrote down the nocturnal experiences in her diary. Joanna learned to
trust her dreams, which from time to time conveyed knowledge of a
hitherto hidden world. Before participating in her first college courses,
she kept an open mind with regard to this new knowledge. She wasn’t
always able to understand the significance of her dreams, but she wrote
them all down, without trying to make sense of what had been shown
to her.

Dreams:

“I am in a room surrounded by lots of people. Our thoughts
and perceptions are focused on our world. We communicate
in the room, but if someone dies, then they go through a door
to the next room. We can’t see them anymore but at night
we can open the door.”

Later, she read something similar in a poem by the great Renaissance
artist Michelangelo: “I am not dead, I only change rooms. I live within
you and walk through your dreams...”

One time a nun said goodbye to her, she had ordered meditation
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cassettes from her. The dream became reality and was remembered like
a journey.

“1997-12-17... I am at the Lake Reschen on the Italian
boarder. There I swim from north to south, while the well-
known Buddhist nun is swimming in the opposite direction,
she greets me.”

The lake signified a traumatic moment in Joanna’s life. At the age of
four her parents made a trip to Italy. They drove past the lake, from
which a church steeple protruded from the sunken village. Her mother
explained that the people, whose homes had been flooded, live in a
different place. The second message was, that the nun has passed, and
therefore she was going the opposite way. Her disciples were informed
some weeks later.

Peter too seemed to have settled with his sudden death.

“Peter wants me to talk about his birth chart (horoscope).
But I don’t have that paper with me. He sits there and holds
my hands; he wanted to live with me. On the slope where we
sit, we dig out a root together. The piece of wood comes to
life. We both know that he has died. His face looks thinner
but also more mature. For the first time since his death he
is sitting next to me and then in front of me. He says: ‘The
most you could have done was to delay my death. It was
meant to be.’”

The root symbolises a new beginning. A plant root will eventually
produce a blossom. Joanna became more and more convinced of af-
ter death encounters. In the beginning she wondered about deceased
acquaintances who came to meet her in the night-time. They showed
personal traits and characteristics, presenting themselves in meaningful
surroundings. Joanna didn’t understand this at first, but when the
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deceased appeared in her dreams, death lost its dreary meaning. For
example, she dreamt about sitting with an old acquaintance and Peter
in a dining room.

“The passed wife of a fellow student friend sat down at
a dining room table with me, she looked happy. She knows
that we meet in transcendence, on the other side. She apolo-
gizes, because during her lifetime, she forbade me to discuss
disturbing subjects such as clairvoyance with her husband.
She dismissed my talks with him out of fear for his mental
health. We meet at a brown, rustic-style table situated in a
large bright dining room where Peter joined us. He asks me
if I want something to eat: ‘The food is very good!’ He says:
‘We must eat up, we shouldn’t let anything go back, the cook
is so sensitive.’”

The deceased woman wanted to correct past mistakes. Joanna later
realized that the scene resembled the dining room at the English college,
which was unknown to her at the time. Peter was attracted by his
passion for good food and told her, that the cook gets truly angry when
people waste good food. This scenario suggests that souls are looking
for likeminded beings.

“I’m in the garden of the English college that I’ll be visiting
next Easter. I am looking towards the kitchen through the
open door and tall conifers all around me. My anxiety is
soothed. I am told there is a wonderful cook here who will
take excellent care of us.. This place has something to do
with religion.”

The foresight of the spirit world instilled hope in Joanna, it seemed as
if she could now trust her decision. Later, while visiting the college, she
discovered that the dream scene had given her a vision of the garden
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Dream of College

by the kitchen. At that time, she didn’t know, that Spiritualism was
recognized as a religion in Britain.

In the following dream she learned that in the spirit world there is a
place for transcendent life. Her friend Helga narrated the following:

“Peter waved to me from an elongated flat-roofed house
with many windows. He showed me around and everything
was very bright. He looked quite mischievously at me.”

Joanna remembered that on two occasions she had been shown such
a house but did not understand the true gravity of its meaning. It
reminded her of her own parents’ house, not knowing that the spirit
uses the personal database of the recipient. As Helga described the
dwelling, it seemed to resemble something you would find on the Canary
Islands. Peter had made contact with Helga through her dreams to
send a message. He was now better at coping with the spirit world and
wished his wife to have a better life. Dream:

“Some weeks after his death, I sat at my workplace. Peter
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stood opposite me and looked as if he had developed a tan,
where he was now living. Life is different here, he tells me:
‘Please look for suitable friends to have fun with. I saw your
tears. We are far away from each other, but my world is
hidden behind a veil. The deceased can push the partition
aside like a curtain and see what’s going on. I’m not content
yet but happy about my prospects.’

I am amazed myself, as I hear my statement: “Now you
have the ability to ‘get involved’”. He says: “I shall learn
from experience! Everything around me will be strong and
intense as I want to experience it.” Peter also tells me: “We
have to develop this skill on earth and take it with us in
transition, it’s the ability to experience profoundness.””

Joanna understood the meaning of the dream. Nevertheless, the
significance of the message needed years of maturity to comprehend its
full meaning. In the next dream Peter indicated how he had to change
his attitude to material life. On this spiritual trip she saw everything in
very intense colours.

“I saw Peter in a small town, encircled by coloured houses.
A road took us to the left that revealed a beautiful landscape,
where we gazed at the evening sky. My Guide led me to a
house on the street where Peter was staying. I entered the
ground floor with a pub-like interior. There he stood opposite
me at a large table. Somehow the distance was chosen by
him and made sense for him. He told me that he is well
now, then he gave me the names of wealthy people he was
friends with and added that they would be pretty surprised,
to discover how it is here. Then my guide brought me back.”

Dream:

“This time Peter showed me his new life in the transcen-
dent world and presented it to me with pleasure. He stood in
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front of me on a refreshing plane awaiting others. I didn’t
want to touch him out of caution. I said: ‘You stand in
front of me and shine as if the sun is around you!’ Then I
urged him to quickly tell me how he lived now. He must have
told me, but from the dream-face I was only allowed to take
away the irrepressible joy of his response: ‘If I enjoy what I
experience, there is every opportunity for me.’ Joanna knew
he had already told her about it, but now he repeats it and is
immensely happy.”

For Joanna, the intuitive perceptions while conscious were more diffi-
cult to perceive than in her dreams. Anyhow, in everyday life she was
unsure of what she truly felt.

One evening before departing for England, Joanna inserted a cassette
of Canarian love songs into her recorder. She had deliberately prevented
herself from listening to them since Peter’s funeral. She started to dance
- she danced - they danced! The significance of the unusual dance was
explained to her after four months later.

(Mary Duffy, August 1998) “There is music, he tells me that you
actually danced together, it was magical to feel the twists and turns. He
certainly wasn’t a dancer, but he wishes to remove all doubt from your
mind. There can be wonderful moments when we allow the spirit world
to enter our world.”

5.7. The Joy of the Spiritual Guides

Jaune, Violette and Artemidorus sit together and share in philosophical
dialogue with one another. They sense a new energy approaching them.
It is Iamblichus, the successor of Porphyry at the Platonic Academy. “I
heard you talking about the power of dreams in the earthly world? Can
I be of help?”

“Yes, Iamblichus, we must watch over our protégé, she should not
question her gift of dream-faces.”
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The old philosopher answers: “Without support she runs the risk of
neglecting her ability. Unfortunately, psychology contributes to a lack
of understanding due to the misunderstood concept of reason. Rea-
son is a state of mind without passionate impact. Nowadays reason
differs from the meaning it once had in antiquity and that is not only
characterised through fault of Enlightenment. In terms of Kant’s Enlight-
enment, it means self-dependant use of one’s reasoning that encircles
his understanding of The Good Will.”

Iamblichus suggests a solution to overcome their worry. “Soon she’ll
receive the answer. A teacher will point out this peculiarity. You
know, even in my days I had to be careful what I put into words.
Porphyry’s wife was attacked in Sicily, which you can read in his well-
known Letter to Marcella. His works were destroyed by Christians;
my philosophy was attacked, so I decided to be smart. I invented a
pseudonym. At the academy we realised what many cannot understand,
frightens them. Porphyry granted me impetus through directing his
letter to the honoured Egyptian priest Anebo, which is still preserved
today. An idea was born! I invented an authority from a foreign country,
the priest Abammons. I devised concerns over the general misconceptions
and doubts in Theurgy. Therefore, I asked the Egyptian priest to clarify
the relationship between the truth and common misunderstanding in my
work. I raised questions in a comprehensible manner and pretended to
obtain hidden Egyptian wisdom in response. Furthermore, in my book
‘De Mysteriis’, Neo-Platonic knowledge is summarized once more before
it could be destroyed. I consider it is a clever strategy, no Christian
could criticise me if this official point of view was stated by an Egyptian
priest. Even today’s scientists are puzzled interpreting my books.

Your protégé will recall the ‘Sleeping ’Prophet Edgar Case’. She
uncovers the likelihood of retiring to bed calmly and relaxed. While her
body is lying still and sleeps, her soul comes in contact with levels which
reveal transcendence. Over time, she can focus on her mind just before
waking up in the morning.

Without the ability to move, we feel a type of force or ‘pneuma’
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which encompasses us. It is something immaterial known as ‘substance’,
which applies to the beings in the spirit world. Thus, lucid information
develops through brief, concise images or the clear-hearing of language.
There she encounters with mantic and the substantiality hidden in the
second world.”

Read Iamblichus, De Mysteriis, III2 ;

English Glossary of Key Terms, in: Plotinus, The Enneads, Cambridge

2018;

Prior to her first stay in college, Joanna visited Ms Brunner again. She
anxiously expressed her worries towards her mother. She also wanted to
check, what the psychic will perceive after their previous conversation.
Immediately after arriving, the medium submerged into an altered state
and then began to speak. First the lady outlined the present stage of
life. “You have endured experiences which will aid you in preparing
for further tasks. You want to bring a new dimension of truth into the
world. I see you sitting on the floor. You had to cross over a bridge, led
by an entity that always remains in touch. You have received substantial
assistance from spiritual companions. In the meantime the connection
with your guide has strengthened, a newfound wisdom has flourished,
like the growth of the lotus from mud to light. Subsequently, after
experiencing shock and despair, you were able to familiarise yourself
with the support of the spirit world. Following this experience, the
dividing wall of the two worlds has collapsed. Symbolically, the ground
on which you walk has become fragile. Now slowly put the jigsaw puzzle
together.”

“Amazing”, Joanna thought, that was the dream the night before!

“There was an old house in which I found myself. The
floor beneath me had broken planks, through which I could
see the hidden underground. Despite the desolate state of the
house was a warm, friendly atmosphere, drawing similarities
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to a nice morning at the seaside. I looked up through the
roof, the view paved a clear path depicting sky of an early
summer morning . . . ”

When I woke up, I realised the symbolic significance of the floor. The
decay signifying my attitude in life, but the view up and down in this
old house is leading to new directions.”

“Well, you consciously experience change in meditation and dreams,
when everyday life comes to rest. I would like to explain your develop-
ment to you as follows: You are standing in front of a field. Getting
there was already your wish before you were born. To reach this level,
you must undergo the lower level in which you experience and reach
maturity. Now you have registered into a heavenly education system.
That is vitally important to the world. Whenever someone manages to
draw from the suffering, it is like the blossoming of a water lily. The
flower also must grow out of the mud to reach to reach surface and
blossom. This is similar to when we are longing to acquire heavenly
divine order on earth and prosper under these circumstances. To a large
extent there is joy in the spirit world.

Now something is revealed to me: from the stance of supremacy it
appears funny, someone is carried in on a mere cart, he was your husband
in earthly life. He should now look in our direction. He first wishes
his guide to join him, because the spiritual guide’s strength guards him
from being complicated again in the earthly life. He is with us now.
Both of you have provided each other support. Good thoughts are a
cure, everything affectionate is good for him, and at the same time he is
very notably grateful for the place where he now is.”

Joanna was elated and could have jumped with joy. Her meditations
and dreams experiences were undoubtedly helpful for them both. Now
Joanna was confident to tell Ms. Brunner about her dreams and the
last night’s journey that she had encountered.

“Yes,” the medium upheld, “you met in dreams! That is extremely
important. You came to see him! He did not have to come to you, so
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therefore he was able to develop faster. Now he can mature on this level
and in a short time he has already accomplished a great deal. Without
your support he would have attempted everything to get in contact with
you! That would have caused an interruption on another level, but that
way he could stay tuned to the developments that had already begun.

Ms Brunner described the mental progress they had endured, which
Joanna had learned later on a later visit to England.

(Spring 1999) “You have spoken prayers for him and helped him a
lot.”

After a few minutes, the medium continued by saying: “His helper is
now called, he should go with him.” Then the medium suddenly asked
Joanna in a perplexed voice: “Did you say anything to him?” “No,”
answered Joanna. Ms Brunner intensively listened and then continued:
“Your husband still says, ‘This is a valuable idea in which I can do
something for her.’ Now it’s easier for him to go, after learning that he
can help you when he’s more stable.”

This mediums reading was difficult to understand. Joanna listened
attentively trying to grasp the meaning behind Ms Brunner’s words. She
did however know, that the reading was being recorded which offered her
chance to playback what the medium had said. She knew she could learn
to understand the psychic interpretation, but was hesitant to ask for
further details regarding the reading: ‘How did you obtain that knowl-
edge?’ Furthermore, Joanna was close to discovering a comprehensible
portal of entry to a philosophy of the spirit world.

There was something else the widow heard through the medium. Her
deceased husband was asked if he would voluntarily take on a job for his
wife. This perhaps bared a familiar resemblance to previous encounters
she had experienced in her dreams.

Fifteen months later, this ‘little detail’, received further confirmation
in England. (Pentecost 1999) “He went to the spirit world, but he chose
to be your guardian angel. He wanted to keep a promise. You correspond
as if you write in a dialogue. You ask, he answers. This communication
is wonderful, you work well together.”
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Before Joanna left the Swiss medium, she wanted once again to clarify
her experience with the English lady, who had laudably recommended
the college to her: “Before Peter’s death we met a tutor from England.
This medium trained in psychic art sketched an image of a young man
who notably likes to accompany me and oversee my artistic work. He
is my sister’s unborn child whom I call Michael-Benjamin.” The Swiss
woman smiled and pointed towards the wall, where the portrait in the
same style of Mrs Brunner’s guide hung. Looking over her shoulder, she
glanced back at Joanna: “Entry to our world was not intended for this
soul, there is something timid about him. He longed to appear to you,
in the hope of forming a connection that you know he is there. He is
always around you when your actions appeal to him.” Joanna expressed
her dismay that her nephew was unable to live in this world. On her
journey home, she gained strengthen and acknowledged, what she had
done was the right thing. Peter was evolving in the spirit world.

In this phase of life contained a funny episode. It was normal for
Joanna to drink a cup of tea or coffee in the morning before tackling
her daily errands. Hotel rooms in America were equipped with a coffee
maker, but what is the situation at the English college? She wanted to
buy a small coffee machine, but was unsure about getting a potential
fragile object such as a coffee machine home in her luggage. While at
home, Joanna felt an urge to search in an old-fashioned goods store. She
was certain she would find what she was looking for. Joanna inquired
did they have plastic coffee machines for travelling in the store. The
shop assistance replied apologetically saying, they did not have any in
the store. Joanna convinced by her gut feeling asked: “Do you mind me
having a look around?” “Of course not, feel free to look around,” replied
the assistant. The shop spread out over three large rooms. Joanna
instinctively passed the counter on the right-hand side where she entered
a room full of boxes; her eyes looked around the room and saw a box.
She rummaged through the box and euphorically rejoiced, “I think I’ve
found the right one.” A practical coffee machine entirely made of plastic.
Joanna still uses it when traveling. Coincidence? I think not!
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6.1. A College to develop Mediumistic Skills

The spiritual guides sit together and discuss well-known stories from
antiquity. “Plutarch explains to his visitors that perception in dreams
becomes clearer when the body rests in silence, whereas when awake, they
cannot hear the deceased’s input.” Artemidorus, who still likes to wear
the Roman garb, continues: “As Apollo priest in Delphi, Plutarch was
familiar with the interpretation of dreams. To gain profound experience,
spiritual seekers in antiquity liked to retreat to a cave. The priest of
Delphi wrote about Timarchus doing this in his book ‘The Daimonion
of Socrates’.”

Jaune and Violette perused Artemidorus’ history: “Timarchus wanted
to experience the Inner Voice. Curiosity sparked his imagination after
learning about the Daimonion of Socrates. Soon after he swiftly retreated
to a cave and felt an out of body experience. A lovely voice asked him:
‘What do you want to know?’ The voice from afar revealed to him the
Styx, the separation between light and darkness. It is the way into Hades,
the underworld of shadows. Timarchus gazed around while hearing the
voice, he saw stars though he was still in the cave, but the answer came
to him. ‘Behind the stars hide the Daimonions.’ Timarchus acquired
knowledge of the Being of the Soul in the world (spiritual world). After
two nights, Timarchus left the cave.

Plutarch declared that the story was related by a later Pythagorean
named Theanor. He had travelled to Thebes to bury the deceased
Pythagorean Lysis in Sicily. The story demonstrates that only people
free of passion (affects) are helped and Socrates is a role model for
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this. For all other incarnated people, the Daimonions help mediate
between the divine and everyday life. As history demonstrates, only
few people are aware of such perceptions during sleep. Socrates was
able to experience his daimonion in the waking state and had a wake
consciousness in his sleep.

Read: Plutarch, On the Daimonion of Socrates ;

Joanna did not know much about the college. On business trips with
Arnold, she had become familiar with the landscape. Nowadays, people
take a quick look at the internet, not possible at that time. She only
knew the topic: A Trance Week! Ethnologists had mentioned it as: ‘to
dance in a trance’. Well, it might help, she decided to give try it. Thea
spoke to her the night before she left, “I would have liked to go, maybe
next time.” Joanna asked her friend, “Do you think you could manage
the English?” Thea sighed: “Yes, I know, Ms Hagen always told me to
study English! The opportunity was there to attend college. You have
to tell me everything when you come back.”

Janna had become aware of the courses in August the year before,
when she met with the psychic artist Carol Polge at Lake Constance. Up
to that point, Joanna had believed in happy coincidences. The English
woman had suggested college to her before Peter’s death because she
knew it would help her. Her ability had developed with Anna and more
importantly, she had received funds from the life insurance. All those
things came together.

The seat next to her on the plane remained empty. On arrival, she
hailed a taxi and gave the destination to the driver. It was a surprisingly
short drive to the estate. Along the avenue, Joanna felt the gravel under
the wheels. The car stopped in front of a typical English castle, towering
high above, an even facade with many gables, chimneys and cornices
jutting out above the windows.

The driver took her case upstairs as Joanna stood at the entrance.
She was dazed by the elaborate reception room and looked curiously at
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a group of people who were either ready to leave or just arrived. With
this image, she remembered a dream she had weeks before in March:

“I fly to London and move through streets, then walk
through a cornfield, like the one always planted near Peter’s
Lake. I arrive at a dark wall, and someone shows me the
entrance to the house. There I discover another life, one
with religion as the focal point of conversation. On entering
a room full of people in my green dress, I feel uncomfortable,
so I decide to buy a nice long linen robe in the nearby town
centre. Then I feel more relaxed. The receptionist offers me
a cup of tea.”

At the front desk, Joanna must have looked tense as the receptionist
said: “Would you like a cup of tea?” She refused, smiling. Now she
knew she was the right place. Check in was quick and easy. With the
room number and keys, she headed for the elevator. It was not as old
as the castle. On exiting, she searched along the corridor for her room.
She immediately placed her clothes in the wardrobe and examined with
pleasure the typical English floral decor of the fabrics. Then it was time
to rest. Shortly after she got up wanting to explore her surroundings.

She wanted to get to know the building. It was beautifully decorated
with paintings with corridors whose logical layout was elusive. On a
landing she found an alcove with photographs covering the wall, called
the museum. Joanna was amazed by the grandeur of the building. Did
she deserve something so magnificent? Outwardly she looked good in her
designer clothes but inwardly Joanna was unsure and about to venture
on a journey as in ‘Divine Comedy’ (by Dante). She had lost her way!
With her poor sense of direction, she was quickly lost. How would she
find her way back? She stopped for a moment, composed herself and
knocked on a door. “Hello?” It was the room of two Sottish ladies:
“Please, can you help me, I’m lost, can you take me back to my room?”
Joanna looked like a lost puppy. “You’re lost? Let me see what room
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number is and we will find the room. My name is Janette!” “My name is
Joanna, it’s my first time here.” Janette smiled. “We come here regularly.
It took me a long time to trust myself, so now I come here for further
education. I will show you to your room. We meet at 4pm in the hall
later if you would like to join us.”

In time she became familiar with layout of the Victorian manor. To
the left of the main entrance were the offices, the kitchen and to the
right was the great hall. Joanna was impressed by the large cross-shaped
room, like a chapel with an ornate white stucco ceiling. A magnificent
wooden staircase to the left transept led up to the next floor. There
were views to the south and west onto a garden and a park. At each
corner of the great hall was a manorial room. One room reached the
height of a traditional castle with stucco ceilings and large decorated
window niches. It was here that the seminar took place. Every room had
a name: To the northwest ‘The Library,’ southwest ‘The Green Salon’,
and overlooking the park was ‘The Great Red Salon’, leading to ‘the
Blue Salon’. The college dining room was facing East towards the old
courtyard. When one looked from the park to the front garden, there
was a large conservatory to the right which was used as the sanctuary.

Joanna went down to the great hall. Questionnaires were available
for filling so that the tutors could organise the participants into the
appropriate group. She started to fill one in but was unsure how to
answer the questions. Looking around she noticed how people dressed.
Many of the female attendees were English, wearing long, beautiful,
casual clothes. On the other hand, women from the Continent wore
practical, plain clothing.

Joanna spoke to a young woman. “Can you explain some of the terms
that are strange to me?” “I can help you? the younger girl answered. As
they were talking, her Swiss accent became obvious. “My lessons began
with the medium, Ms Brunner” she explained. “Wonderful, I have been
going there for a consultation since 1986. What a small world!” The
Swiss woman helped Joanna to complete the questionnaire by entering
her personal skills. It was a relief to Joanna, but the word ‘trance’
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remained a mystery to her.
She was nervous so she went for a little walk through the park to

clear her head. Old trees were here and there, giant Sequoias, Atlas
Cedars, Redwoods and Tulip Trees. She remembered the state park at
the Pacific Coast in Californian and the same old trees which created a
certain mood. While wandering through the garden, Joanna discovered
the 10th century style conservatory. In times past artists painted such
beautiful views on wall-sized canvases. The greenhouse with its rows of
chairs had been prepared for gatherings. Joanna entered the building,
sat and observed the magnificent sunset to the west. Horses grazed
in a pasture between the leafless trees, surrounded by a low sandstone
balustrade – a peaceful idyll under a colourful evening sky. Time to
dinner passed quickly and Joanna enjoyed the solitude and her reflections
on the events of the day.

Sounds of excited voices came from the bulletin board near the dining
room. Curious to know what was happening, she walked down the
narrow corridor. Close to a hundred visitors were sorted in groups of
twelve. On a list she discovered her own name. Shortly after, an old-
fashioned bell rang out and they entered the dining room. She looked
behind her and there were the two Scottish women she had met earlier,
waving. They invited Joanna to their table, and they sat together, Ann
from England, John from Dublin and Nora who worked in Hamburg.

At the beginning of each week during the seminar, the chef and his
staff, including the waiters introduced themselves. Just as in a grand old
hotel they were wearing hats, dressed in black and white. In Joanna’s
opinion the food was excellent, the head chef was vegetarian and could,
as in her dreams, prepare wonderful meals. After dinner, the tutors
were introduced and their function in the spiritualist church explained.
The ladies were in festive long dresses. Suddenly Joanna remembered a
dream she once had,

“There was a house with many rooms, we ventured through
them and bumped into two women I knew. They were wearing
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evening dresses. It was cold and I asked them why they did
not wear something warmer. I would dress differently in this
kind of weather” she said.

After dinner, she went with Nora to the first meeting of their group.
In the library she met another young woman from Germany, called
Martina. The tutor’s name was Lewis, he asked each of the twelve
students to introduce themselves. Enhancing Spiritualistic Skills was
the main purpose of the course. However, no one gave a full biography,
so that future clairvoyance work would be authentic.

They kept to a tight schedule. The morning always started with a
guided meditation by a tutor. The first two seminars progressed with
a tea break in the middle. Sometimes there was a lecture instead of
group work. This five - part programme took the morning, the afternoon
and involved a final event after dinner. Joanna was thrilled with the
format, as it was a full working day, relieved by breaks. Back home, she
attempted to recreate the same timetable as best as she could, giving
her body and mind time to relax. In the evening, everyone could relax
or enjoy a drink in the bar next to the sanctuary. It was full, noisy and
peals of laughter filled the space. There was talk of travel, books and
football, certainly no place for misunderstood piety.

Frequently, her spiritual eye was drawn to orange lilies which grew in
front of a wall painted turquoise. Peter had planted flowers like them on
the island at the lake, and they grew easily. These inner visions during
the day were unusual for Joanna. At the time she did not know about
the effect of atmosphere or and how to classify the visions! On the first
night in college, she dreamt.

“There’s a young man waiting for me at the bar. A school-
house is open. When I am lying down a white triangle looms
over my body. My chakras are opening; I am to endure these
new ways.”

The two German students spoke good English because of their studies
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and travels abroad. They tried to explain everything to her. Joanna
learned that she was residing at the centre of English Spiritualism, which
is a religion in England. Therefore, they could practise by law without
investigation. ‘Aha,’ thought Joanna, ‘that explains the religious conver-
sations in my dreams.’ But without fluent English Thea’s expression and
writing would be difficult for fellow students, she thought. It would not
be possible to translate during a demonstration or to speak in a different
language in front of a group.” Martina said that there were seminars for
every foreign country when more time was devoted to translation. Oh,
dear Thea! How would she explain it to her? Would she go on her own
to attend a seminar in German?

Joanna’s group had been given the theme ‘Development Circle. During
the week it would be explained how a trance circle works. Although she
was familiar with general topics in awareness, aura and chakra reading
by Anna, something completely new introduced. Mediumship in the
service of fellow human beings. The meditation and the observation of
one’s thoughts that came naturally for Joanna. Lewis pointed out the
symbols and the meanings that attributed to them. The symbols they
should internalize for mediumistic practice. Furthermore, it was about
creating a joyful atmosphere by singing and to increase the energy of
the group with fragrances. Lewis gave more hints on what to do with
the aura to make better contact with the spirit. This reminded her of
Anna’s seminar, where Joanna tried to extend her aura but failed. Later,
Lewis gave insight on the trance circle, where they were supposed to sit
for the distribution of forces, and the role of water and flowers. Even
the diet was considered for the sake of health. Joanna, new in college,
tried to write down all the information and felt incredibly lucky to have
the company of the experienced German women.

On Sunday evening they all gathered in the sanctuary. The guests
entered the room elegantly dressed in suits and beautiful clothes. People
from across the globe were attending the service. At the front door,
they were greeted and handed a hymnbook. Joanna was reminded of
a service she had dreamt about. As in the Latin cross of a church, the
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tutors sat in the background of the choir area. The service started with
a prayer and healing thoughts were sent wherever needed. Then there
was singing, nice happy pop songs. One of the mediums stepped forward
and made an inspired speech followed by a prayer. That is, she let the
spirit speak through her. For the first time in her life, as a student
she saw a public demonstration of mediumship. Another medium sat
in the background in a chair. He seemed absorbed in himself until it
was his turn. He then came to the fore and described someone from
the spirit world in terms of age, gender, character and mentioned a
special anniversary. “Can anyone in the audience take this man?” Two
participants answered with raised hands. The medium on the stage felt
a stronger attraction towards one of the visitors: “Can I come to you?”
He spoke about the circumstances of life and the reason he was here.
The tutor gave a message to the visitor which respected his privacy.

Joanna wondered how she would feel if the Swiss Ms Brunner would
divulge messages in front of a large group? She imagined Peter being
described: “Here is a man, middle aged, so high, who died suddenly in
hospital ...” Would that be enough proof for her? An important message?
It would be one way to tell the bereaved that the dead are indeed taking
part in life on earth. The mediums were well known in England and
after more demonstrations people sang and prayed again. Joanna had
been in a comparable situation before in a dream in February 1998.

“People, festively dressed, sat in pews and looked straight
ahead. An elderly man took me to a church that was full.
We observed the alter from a transept so as not to disturb
anyone. I looked at the spectators, glanced at the choir and
noticed a blue tint near the altar and the choir. The blue
became paler and dissolved into white light. It was a surprise
that people were on the same journey? Then my companion
and I left the place. It was my spiritual guide.”

In England, a true healing process began. On the Monday morning
there was an opportunity to have a reading, as she had discovered
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during the service. Nobody knew the widow Joanna and her life, so
when private life details were mentioned, it was due to unusual sources.

It was her first face-to-face session with a well-known English medium,
not knowing who she would meet and how it worked. The meeting took
place in a small chamber near the kitchen. The Medium instructed
Joanna to sit quietly, while she went into a trance. She was advised not
to be alarmed when a voice began to speak, neither should she touch
the entranced person. She waited perplexed, feeling slightly tense. Deep
breaths followed, silence, then she heard a pleasant a male voice:

“I was not sure if you would come here.” The medium said, “look,
a man is here, he gives me memories of a lake ..., an orchard, then a
family of ducks on the water ... There he felt great, but in the previous
place he had problems, he always wanted to get out. He was like a shell,
unable to open himself and show affection, but you can listen and hear.
His life was so confusing, . . . he is developing in the spiritual sense,
growing up. He is learning to use his healing hands, to help more. He is
sorry for what he left behind.”

6.2. To be Clairvoyant in Dreams

Violette asks Iamblichus about his view of philosophy in ‘De Mysteriis’.
“In my book I introduce theurgy. The practice of rituals is intended
to invoke the spirit. The word theurgy is an ancient term for religious
rites and practices that should make it possible to connect with and
receive help from divine beings. I have studied the knowledge of the
Egyptians in detail, the peoples of Mesopotamia, the Greeks. As part
of this ancient knowledge, I have studied astrology, various techniques
of oracles, and other skills that are attributed to the Chaldeans. My
colleague Porphyry comes from Tyre in Syria. He had the rank of a
king’s son but he left his family to study Greek and philosophy. We
met in the Academy of Plotinus. Because of his eclectic education, our
teacher entrusted his writings to Porphyry for publication.
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My own path was inspired by Plotinus’ path through mystical philos-
ophy, the understanding of the unity of all beings. As magicians and
theurgists initiation techniques were given in secret to us. We both wrote
about special states of consciousness to demonstrate how the practice of
magic and philosophical knowledge belong together in theurgy. So, we
know a lot about altered states.

The term ‘Clear Awareness’ goes back to Plotinus, opening up new
possibilities within sleep. In the everyday waking state, the earthly
part of the soul lives very much in connection with the body. However,
at night the mind recognizes the dream state of the soul. Then our
psyche releases the fetters of the body (Plato) and immerses us in the
transcendental world. What you experience is something completely
natural.”

Read Iamblichus, De Mysteriis, III3 ;

In the college, classmates naturally dealt with their spiritual side.
Some had experience of circle work since their early youth. A psychic
medium working with a traditional development circle, introduces med-
itation, rituals, psychometry and prayers for divine support of others.
Most of those who started in spiritual circles come to the college as
they want to develop their skills to become a working psychic. Perhaps
because of trauma, the question of life after death arises, or lead to
discovering such faculties.

Joanna had experienced dreams, which had something to do with
recent events in college: the cook, the kitchen entrance, the college as
the centre of spiritualism in England, the long dresses, and the cup of
tea offered at reception, were more than just a coincidence. What really
were her abilities? She wondered.

The college was real. How was her foresight in the dream possible?
Déjà vu some would say. The church might be explained psychologically,
but the kitchen entrance and the door out to the dark trees was a local
situation that previously had been indicated in a dream. The nocturnal
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images, including the skills of the chef and the staff, who brought every
meal to the dining room. The cook was an individual, proud, and
annoyed when his good food was wasted – it was further confirmation.

One afternoon there were two events to choose from. She chose a
demonstration on aura photography presented in the conservatory. More
than forty spectators attended. She thought it might have already
caused a stir in Germany. Dr. Popp studied the radiation of live but
independently produced eggs. He showed how the biophotons reacted
differently in organic eggs.

Then the well - known trance medium appeared on stage, and Joanna
expected a scientific lecture. She watched as the lady was repeatedly
photographed to show her aura changed during the trance. A familiar
voice spoke, it was the spiritual guide Jackson: “For this experiment
I would like to ask Joanna on stage.” She did not quite hear, but she
did not want to attract attention, so she hurried onto the stage. The
assistant for the session placed Joanna in the middle, visible to the
audience. She was also photographed while the medium was seated at a
certain distance also visible to the audience. She closed her eyes and
suddenly felt the medium take a few steps towards her. It was as if a
heavy cloud appeared around her. Without any knowledge of trance -
healing she felt surrounded by a bright blue haze. The energy of a man
surrounded Joanna. At the same time, a voice said: “I’ll bring both
of you together now.” She enjoyed the state, it could have lasted even
longer.

The assistant asked her about her feelings, and tentatively she de-
scribed her perceptions. Many photos were taken, it all took some time,
but with good English humour. The assistant asked the spirit guide not
to smother the medium with so much energy, saying, “I can hear her
heart beating.”

The spirit guide responded through the medium: “I have the right
to a beating heart after I’ve been dead for two hundred years.” The
medium was finally asked why she chose the woman Joanna. She said:
“Maybe because Joanna was my last client this morning” That night,
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she had a dream that explained the situation to her:

“We are shown a hall with a staircase to the stage. On it
are rooms, which are divided. When we leave one of these
small chambers, we don’t know what is going on behind the
next wall, or in the next room, but it is possible to imagine.”

Joanna wanted to know more about the photographer. At their
meeting she was asked to sit on a chair, as if having an ECG. Bands
were strapped to her body, and the electrical fields of the body were
transformed into pictures via a computer program. The photographer
could work as a medium. Her charming manner and witty humour slowly
mesmerized Joanna as her brain waves went from daytime awareness
to an altered state. Then the photographer repeatedly captured the
shots, step by step. The Polaroid images showed the differences in the
electric fields in as they appeared on the screen. The changes were
more noticeable in the silence. Compared with the stage experience, the
appearance in the photos was lighter because the supporting energy of
the trance medium was missing.

“Can you explain your work to me?” Joanna asked. The photographer
pointed to the pictures: “It can be explained as follows: The trance
medium exudes energy so you can see her energy field changing. The
energy fields of you, the client and of the medium merge together. The
sequence of Polaroids demonstrates the light blue cloud from photo to
photo as it enlarges. If we compare your images with those of the public
appearance, significant difference is obvious in the neck chakra, which
greatly increases luminosity in the trance.”

To cheer up all the visitors there was a jewellery auction one evening in
the dining room, to raise money to support the centre. A tutor acted as
auctioneer, who combined this with a kind of striptease! He threatened
to undress in front of the ladies if not offered enough money for specific
items. The spectators laughed and enjoyed the hullabaloo. It would not
have suited an adolescent group. In that atmosphere Joanna felt an arm
around her, although no one was there. The air crackled with spirits.
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“Do you want a cup of tea?”

After a few days she was fatigued. She asked Nora, the yoga teacher,
for some advice: “Mediality will give you strength! Imagine you are
surrounded by an ocean from which you can choose what is good for you.”
When you talk to someone, try to stay centred, which means keeping
your balance. If not, you should try to figure out what’s distracting you.”
It was easier said than done, as her old problem hindered her progress.
She had already tried to work with her psychologist on the subject. To
help herself, she repeated her affirmations: “I stand with my feet firmly
on the ground, from the sea of feelings I take what nourishes me.”

Fortunately, the tutor made a guided visualization in an afternoon
session. This led everyone down the path of reminiscing on a wonderful
experience in their lives. Joanna saw herself in a Moorish Garden.
Behind were snow-covered mountains against a blue sky, in a land with
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green mountains and meadows. The memory was of a winter journey
from Marbella to Granada and on to Córdoba. A special symbol came to
mind, it was water in a crystal bowl which reflected the sun. Later she
discovered that it was her calling card from a spirit. The togetherness of
the group and the guidance of the tutor helped the students to remain
calm.

A lecture on parapsychology showed that spirits without guidance can
be a problem. The journalist Maurice Grosse arrived one morning to
give a talk on poltergeists. The case, Enfield, August 1977, was edited
by an assistant from Cambridge College. It was a problem within a
family, a mother with four children, that had moved into a house. The
mother cried out for help as the furniture moved about the house. People
presumed she was drunk and didn’t take her seriously. Then reporters
intervened to conduct their own research. They quickly became fearful
as they saw objects flying. Parapsychological experts researched it for
six months and made tape recordings.

During the lecture, Mr Grosse played the recordings and highlighted
significant developments that arose while they were conducting their
research. “One could hear a child stuttering, but when the spirit spoke
through him, the voice was loud, in a vicious tone.” The parapsychol-
ogist let the audience hear voices and violent outbursts. There were
photographs to accompany the recordings which also showed the dev-
astation. “This house offered the worst horrors of paranormal activity.
Many objects levitated, ashtrays, furniture and ornaments that were
hurled across the rooms. In some instances, a dog was heard barking
but there was no dog to be seen. Mr Grosse explained. “We found a
medium who gave voice to this this ghost. He was pretending to be a
seventy-two-year-old man. He had some friends from the cemetery as he
had lived in the house. He had fallen asleep in the kitchen and awoke to
see the family. His friends from the cemetery had accompanied him to
drive the strangers out of his house.

One young child was in serious danger. It had been thrown around
several times, even down the stairs. The neighbours had noted strange
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things in the place before the family moved in, but nobody could have
warned the family. They declared that the old homeowner was blind,
living alone before he passed away. So, these were poltergeists.” The
parapsychologist gave an accurate report of the case and voiced his
opinion: “Such a soul can be brought to the purification process and
the light through a sequence of appropriate prayers. Unfortunately,
unbalanced people are vulnerable. In other words, those living through
a crisis, unconsciously attract such unfortunate spirits. They can then
do things that are destructive to themselves.

For readers of the Bible this case finds similarity. “When the unclean
spirit goes out of a body, it goes through arid places, seeks rest but does
not find it, so it says: I want to return to my house. And when he does,
he finds it swept and adorned. Then he recruits other spirits worse than
himself to aid in creating turmoil. When they inhabit the place and
things get worse for the same person.”

(Read The Bible, Luke 11:24 )

One the afternoon after a nap there was a new challenge for Joanna.
The arrangement for a circle was discussed and a student medium was
chosen to go into a trance. They sat and waited for the student to do
this. Suddenly Joanna felt a cold sensation rising from her shins. Her
heartbeat quickened and her breathing intensified. Then nothing. After
a while she opened her eyes. Her neighbour Nora touched her shoulder
and said to her: “Your upper body rocked back and forth but we held
you.” The classmates looked at her calmly.

She was very uncomfortable with the situation. On the other hand,
it demonstrated how a beginner in a trance circle could be seized by a
force without any effort on their part in that type of atmosphere. Her
teacher, Lewis, remained calm, asking everyone to stay calm and not to
draw any energy from the person who was in the trance. To Joanna he
said quietly: “You do not have to be sorry, that was just an experience.”
Later it turned out that the chosen student was ill. She did not feel
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stable enough to perform the trance exercise. The energy had effortlessly
passed through the body of the inexperienced Joanna. Another, more
experienced student then showed the group how she went into an altered
state. You could see a significant change in expression as a child began
to speak through the woman. In a funny accent that made everybody
smile, it told those present about its arduous, uninspiring life in the
nineteenth century.

Everyone got a homework assignment for the next day. Each student
was handed a brown envelope in which to hide a personal item. Lewis
collected them and each person had to choose one with an object inside.
The task was to focus on the sealed letter before falling asleep. They
should set their alarms for 1 or 2 o’clock in the morning, after approxi-
mately two and a half hours of sleep. Then immediately scribble down
their first dream. Joanna was very excited and wondered if the dream
would lead to a message.

She dreamt:

“I was in a house on the west coast of the US. It looked
like a typical wooden house of the area, painted white and
blue. There was a porch at the entrance, and I climbed two
or three steps to go in. As I entered there were very inviting
rooms. I met people who went in and out.”

Next day in the workgroup, Joanna unsealed her envelope. She took
out a key, held it up, and a woman from Vancouver said, “Joanna can you
read your dream sequence?” Joanna was pleased to do so. The Canadian
lady said, “Thank you, you have described a house that I would like
to buy. Your statement reassures me to set up a practice there.” Lewis
commented: “It’s about the image which provides a statement.”

Joanna felt fine. Lewis was the first person to confirm her ability:
“Your dreams are of a highly sensitive quality. Stop fighting and play
like a child, reject what a child does.” Again, this sentence sounds simple,
but it will take twenty years for to truly restore her power as a child.
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Then she received a message from a wise fellow student:

“I saw a black scarf, and then trees that formed a tunnel
for me to go through. At the end of the dark pathway, it gets
bright, and a woman gives me a rose. I would like to add that
you need time to mature. As an artist, you must be familiar
with the determination to break the taboos of society and
replace it with a new understanding of dreams and magic.”

Yes, that’s it, a whole life in a sentence! With part two of the message,
Joanna was reminded of Ms Hagen’s unforgettable one- liners, sentences
she never forgot. Part of the message was the lake situation, the hidden
way along the bank, surrounded by trees. Symbolically, it was her way
from grieving in the past to the present. The exact answer wasn’t long
coming.

Another dream.

“I would like to fly to the city, where my mother was born.
There I want to bathe in a tub. While chatting with others,
it emptied itself, so I top it up with water. Then I see a wall
behind which the past hides itself. Someone has to flee from
there and I jump with a nice brown horse over the wall. It
bounces up two or three times, the horse might break his legs,
I fear.”

The woman from the town ‘my mother was born’ indicated her grand-
mother as was confirmed two months later in a reading, and the rose
represented joy about her own development. From then she received
messages from her maternal grandmother. Ms Brunner had once told her
that she must have received help from the spirit world. The spiritualist
mediums would discover that clue again and again. Typical verifications
from the communicator are repeated to her. For example: “There is a
grandmother, smaller than you, very energetic with fulfilling her duties.
What’s to be done, must be done.”
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Different mediums that Joanna consulted later could not have obtained
that knowledge in the normal way. The grandmother had passed away
when she was five years old. She had only one memory. As a small child
she had held the hand of her granny in bed, but she kept no concrete
picture of her in mind. Therefore, flying to her mother’s hometown
was a clue to her ancestor. The grandparents also had horses. In the
time she did spend with Arnold, there used to be a brown horse called
‘Condor’. Joanna realized for the first time how great the love for such
an animal could be. Bathing in a tub was for Joanna something she
usually did when her energy was drained. The message was that she had
to break from the former relationship, and the only way to do so was to
leave the past behind (the wall). From her grandmother’s point of view,
Joanna has been endangered by the relationship and its traumatic end.

Now Joanna had to learn to trust communication with spirit world and
how it can appear. The transcendent language must be translated for
our senses. Typically, brief pieces of information with emblematic images
that tell the recipients something personal. On the spirit side there is
access to our knowledge, otherwise they would not choose these images,
even if we are unable to do anything with them at first. Grandmother
wanted to tell her more.

“A lady is dressed in 1930s style, a short light blue sweater
and a long grey skirt. I meet her when I enter my apartment.
At first, I discover a glass door in the style of Art Nouveau.
The entrance gives way to a spacious, angular flat. I am
amazed by the beautiful rooms that are decorated, with polished
glazed doors where I walked through. ‘Do not worry,’ the
woman said, ‘I just show myself sometimes, I’ve lived here
before.’

We shake hands: ‘Are you a ghost?’ I ask. ‘Yes!’ I knew
my grandmother was appearing in her former home. She had
the courage to say that she is with me now.”

The following afternoon, Joanna chose Automatic Painting. The task
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was to find a fellow student and represent their aura in abstract style
using colours and symbols. The sitter would discover later who painted
them. At the end two sisters approached Joanna to explain their aura
painting of her. “You will experience some confusion in the next few
months, but in time you will overcome many obstacles. Your path leads
you gradually towards fulfilment of your life’s goal.” It was a positive
reading of the picture. In the following months when Joanna experienced
difficulties at home, she looked at the painting and remembered the
support of the two women: “It will take some time for your goals to be
reached but don’t try to force things.” they advised.

It was the opinion of the tutor she should work on concentrative
meditation and develop visualization. In the latter one can use images
as in the dream state. Both practices support mental work. To all of
them he closed the seminar by saying, “The power of your thoughts and
emotions radiates as energy, like water when hit by a stone. Beware of
both negativity or positivity that you encounter.

6.3. The Soul answers from the World of Spirit

“Jaune, on earth you find inner peace with the help of meditation. It
helps to reflect on thoughts without being completely carried away by
thinking. It’s a way to find your inner balance.”

“Violette, in Plotinus’ approach, I find something similar, emphasizing
the limits of thought. Earthly knowledge can be replaced by beliefs,
but that is not true for transcendental experiences. Consequently, the
scholar avoids the name of God, instead one speaks of ‘the One’.

Iamblichus refers to Plotinus, when he asks the question: ‘Is it sensible
from a worldly perspective to study the divine through science?’ In his
opinion, the idea of ‘eternity’ is the best way to specific consciousness.
He refers to a passage in Plotinus’ doctrine, which compares death with
the ascension of the soul. In the second world, the soul lives on in one
form. She can communicate, feel its limitations and expand into the
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inanimate world, and explore its potentiality.
In a detailed doctrine of the Dalai Lama, which can be read in the

Lamrim, a similar reference is made in a statement. ‘My clear and
known consciousness is without beginning or end.’

“Violette, our protégé will find her way.”

Read Plotinus, On the Good or the One, Ennead VI, 9 ;

Iamblichus, De Mysteriis, I5 ;

Plato, Timaeus (24D) ;

The seminar participants gathered in the Red Salon. It was packed
with people sitting on the floor and even in the window niches for an
evening of spiritualist demonstrations. After an introduction there was
an English song and the tutor cheered everyone up with his jokes. The
atmosphere was very positive, people radiating smiles, lighting up the
room. The medium stepped into the middle of a circle. She wanted to
show the spectators how to work with a ‘moving table’. She and her
assistant faced each other. Between them there was a small round table.
Both tuned into the power of the spirit, by lightly tapping the table
with their fingers and it moved. The intention was to receive a message.

After a heavy shake, the table moved towards her student, through
whom a little child spoke. The medium told her she was too modest.
Her skills would be better used in the environment that she finds herself.
The table was brought back to the middle. The two mediums gently
began to shake the table and it moved in a different direction. The
medium said: “Here’s a middle-aged man, not long in spirit form, It’s
about an intense love affair. He was briefly in hospital, and then he
must have collapsed due to a heart attack. It all happened very quickly.
His family was shocked by his death. He’s from the Continent, aged
between forty and fifty and he died in hospital.” Joanna listened like
everyone else, forgetting how many were there from the Continent. Her
shins felt cold, and a familiar feeling rose in her at the same time as
the mediums followed the table using their fingertips. It moved towards
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her. The medium said to her: “This message is for you. However, I
cannot go into much detail.” Joanna had not told her anything about
their intense love affair and his death! Nora was sitting beside her. She
was as surprised as Joanna.

On the final day a young medium demonstrated his ability. He had
been written about in the press. As always, visitors were invited to the
Red Salon. He went into an altered state, sitting in trance on the stage,
and his guide spoke about the morphology of life.

“We have to climb life like a hill. When we ascend, we can see the
horizon. Consider yourself part of the whole universe, that way you gain
knowledge, as your mind continues to develop.” Through contemplation,
we start to live in the here and now. It does not matter if our spirit
incarnates or reincarnates. Spirit emerges from each one of us, and
you too will become spirit. Especially those of you, who have not felt
the love of your parents - you have been searching for meaning since
childhood. It has aroused in you a yearning for spiritual development to
answer the question. “Why does this happen to me?” In such a life the
spirit can be fulfilled. There is a chance to break terrestrial negativity.

The medium that organized the seminar gave the parting students
a word of advice: “Imagine, you meet someone and something about
that person bothers you tremendously. Use your Mediality to look at
his or her life. The thought may occur to you: ‘What a difficult life it
has been. How do you deal with the person? The realization becomes a
responsibility. Mediality means recognizing, knowing and serving. Let
me summarize: As we think, we live our lives in the moment. If you
have become aware of something, then respond to it. Learn from your
discoveries because you will know how to react in the future. By doing
this you will create an awareness. Meditation teaches us to observe our
thinking. The exercise of it leads to mindfulness.”

A few days later, she told her colleague Vivian: “During my morning
meditation, Hansel and Gretel appeared to me. An hour later a medium
referred to it in meditation. The fairy tale served as a symbol for losing
oneself in life. As in the tale, the path leads to insight into freedom. Isn’t
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it strange?” Her colleague smiled. “We’re all networked or connected
I’ve experienced that too. That’s life for me, living out of love, that’s
what shamanism has taught me.” A dream helped Joanna to observe
Vivian’s maturity and wisdom:

“I walked with my colleague on a sandbank at the beach
where you could see our houses from afar. Hers was large
and emitted a stronger light to mine. I jokingly said: ‘But I
can see your house from afar!’”

6.4. The Spiritual Guidance after Death

“Jaune, when the soul leaves the body, does it find a new guidance here
in the spiritual world?”

“Not always does the former daimonion leave their protégé, it depends
on the further path of that soul. Violette, basically we daimonions
(Greek) or geniuses (Roman) have the task of protecting their develop-
ment in both worlds.”

“Jaune, on my next earthly existence I wish for a wise, patient and
loving guidance.”

“Violette, try to understand your path. Those who live their destiny
should overcome affects and orientate themselves on the next higher
level! You don’t experience the support of your spiritual leadership in
vain. Never forget, everything has an element of spiritual guidance! As
soon as the earthly existence ends, we find ourselves united with those
who lead us.”

Read Plotinus, On Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4 , The

Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8 ;

Joanna had lived like in a cocoon for the first few months, but now the
awareness that Peter had died became more real. She stopped calling
his name when she entered the flat, and with the help of college she
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re-understood her existential issues. The question of death had been
present since her youth, and she had dedicated her life to solve the
question. This search and his death coincided. She knew by now that
she must have owed many positive twists to her spiritual leadership.
Why did she always find helpful people, who gave wise instructions to
her? The more she thought about it the more enigmatic her life seemed
to her.

She had a dream in which Peter talked to her:

“I see John, my spiritual guide. I tell him what I wish
to experience, than I am able to perceive that. The way I
live now, is nice and peaceful; I’ve got the chance to visit
you.” In the dream, his familiar hesitant nature was obvious.
He continued to say: “I think such a visit is good!” We
find ourselves on a Ferris wheel like at a funfair. I press
the button and then we see everything from above. It has
become too high, so we go down again. Peter says: “If I feel
that this is something that could develop my progress, then
I must experience it. With this feeling I’m left to myself,
that’s why I’m very careful. It is all about experience! If
we do not follow this path on earth, we won’t develop.” His
hesitation was characteristic of him, the next questions came
from myself, and then his answer followed: “I do not perceive
time, but only experience. It’s all different. Our conversation
is somehow face to face.”

What a fantastic dream! With confirmation from Lewis she now felt
encouraged to read dream symbols independently. With her typical
artistic fantasy, she understood the transformed language of her dreams.
Nobody could have talked her out of this reality anymore. Slowly Joanna
developed her own empirical knowledge. Up until that day she had not
discovered a philosophy to the dreams she experienced. What would the
next six seminar weeks reveal to her?
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In summer she wanted to travel through France to England by car.
However, she was unsure whether she should take the train Calais -
Folkestone. That night she dreamt:

“Peter wants to help me, he wishes to accompany me to
England. He asks, ‘are we going by boat?’ This visit was so
surprising as he sat next to me looking forward to summer
at the college. I answered, ‘I have not decided yet, so I do
not know the answer.’”

The purpose of his visit baffled Joanna. She pondered: ‘There is life
after death and I experience it?! But how do the deceased perceive us in
the spirit world?’ Very important, they don’t observe all our thoughts!
Peter needed more information to help organise the itinerary. They can
hear us and sometimes see what’s going on.

Despite the progress, mourning broke through again and again, aroused
by various events. With every ray of sunshine she remembered the joyous
life at the lake, which was no longer possible. How are the animals?

Joanna prepared herself during the time between suffering and daily
life. She mentioned how easily it is to be dragged down into a bottomless
pit after experiencing a loss. It is challenging not to be drawn into a
downward spiral. Intuitively the widow searched a way out of this
emotional jungle. The next Saturday she had a date with her card
round for a change. She was very happy to be among friends. They
could sit together, relax, tell stories and enjoy each other’s company.
Marion had invited everyone to the garden. “Tell us about your trip.”
“I have never laughed so much in the last months as I have in this past
week.” “Yes, English humour is something we should import here. What
did you do there?” “We learned to trust the inner imagination and
sensory impressions to make contact with the spirit world.” There was
a silence, no one really wanted to have a deep conversation about it.
Helmut her colleague spoke, and Joanna felt his sceptical, irritated eyes
glaring at her: “Well, we’re here to play cards, right?” They started
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the game. During Joanna’s turn to pause, she decided to relax on a
deckchair. The father of the hostess appeared in her imagination. She
didn’t know him but followed the procedure learned at college and asked
multiple questions about him such as age and height. He appeared in his
work clothes and she knew immediately who he was. He said cheerfully:
“Tell my daughter: I’m glad she is taking care of the garden. After the
barbecue I would bring you some of my own distilled liquors.

Her new experiences were of no interest to the people around her. For
some, it seemed strange how she handled grief. Then she remembered
the college and the drawing of the two sisters had composed: “At first it
will be confusing. . . !” Things take time and Joanna realised she should
stop hurrying. She took time to write down Easter week experiences in
college. It helped her and it remains an important milestone in her life!

6.5. How do I live with Mediumistic Talent?

Violette approaches Jaune: “In my upcoming life on earth I would like
to study astrology.”

Jaune: “This is a good choice. Plotin himself emphasizes the prophetic
quality of astrology. In order to explain the imaging system of fate,
he refers to Plato in his book ‘On Whether the Stars Are Causes’. His
comment refers to Timaeus. Here you find a symbolic talk by Glaucon
about the spindle, the spinners, the daughters of Mother Necessity and
how they spin a fate for every soul. Each soul selects, as we have
already learned, the suitable lot of life. Then at birth the soul enters
into ‘providence’. The ‘allotted daemon’ helps to fulfil the lot of the fate.
The horoscope depicts the pattern of fate and gives an idea of the life
trend. He further explains the role of the seven stars as planetary Gods:
Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, from where the
powerful and life-enriching passions are derived.

Depending on the constellation of the stars, emotional features often
appear such as anger, desire, melancholy, impatience and in general
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the affects which rule the sentient of the soul. The livings have the
opportunity to master their passions because virtue is with them. This
is a great help especially when we are in anger. From an unconscious
emotional state we have to mature towards reason. A successful life
is dependent on the development of skills of the reasonable soul part,
including concentration, reason, goodness and more.

He goes on to say that the ‘individual’, according to the ‘efficiency of
his soul’, the Areté takes on the chosen pattern of life. The ‘possession
of the Areté’ is the central concept in virtue ethics of antiquity, for the
virtuous nature of the soul decides what development the new-born
succeeds.

In his essay, Plotin recommends reading the personal constellation of
stars in order to grasp the difficulties, the challenges and the talents of
the character. From Pythagoras to the end of the Platonic Academy,
the cosmologically found view of the world is represented. In ancient
times there is talk of a star religion, which is understood as a causal
system that enables to read our fate.

Read Plotinus, On Whether the Stars Are Causes, Ennead II,3 ;

Ms Hagen’s warning suddenly came to mind: “There will come a time
when you are no longer comfortable in this profession. But then don’t
give up on your work. If there is no way out, take a short break. You
should not have to experience hardship or struggle in your existence.”

She placed an ad as an astrological consultant in the paper. Her
supervisor quickly discovered that the telephone number on the ad was
Joanna’s: “Are you behind this ad?” “Yes, I would like to offer people
consultation.” “If you continue down this path, I will give you a warning
which may lead to your dismissal.” Shocked by his threat, she went
back to work. Vivian comforted her: “Do not fall into the clutches
of despair from people who live their conflicts with the outside world!
His life takes place in external success, so he gets his recognition. He
cannot understand your attitude, which may even seem threatening to
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him.” That evening, Joanna drove home and decided to meditate on the
problem: What had she triggered?

She clearly felt that her colleagues were suspicious. The fear of
dismissal was haunting her, but she knew that was irreversible. “Who
knows what’s going on in my supervisor’s head?” She asked herself,
knowing the answer immediately! She called her protecting friend, as
always, he took time for her the same day: “Arnold, my experiences in
England have developed so much that I have received messages from the
spirit world. These mediums could not know anything about my private
life. I learned there is a consciousness on the other side.” “I am very
glad to hear that you found something like this, and you have to tell
me more when we meet again.” “Now it is getting tough, the struggle
continues are fundamentally affects my attitude. By placing an ad to
offer astrological advice, I alerted my superior. He’s already threatened
that I could lose my job.” “Take a piece of paper and politely write
about the last few months. Explain how you suddenly became a widow
and that there was understandably a time where you were confused by
the meaning of life. Now you are back on your feet again. On careful
consideration, you have now concluded that you have been wrong. In
the future you will give your full working capacity to the company. Does
that sound good? Play the victim! You were wrong! That’s all! Nobody
will be able to further launch an attack at you. You’ll see, it’s all going
well, the colleagues soon will forget about your story.” “Arnold, you have
the ability to make problems vanish. Thank you.” The good old friend
should be right.

Her daily meditation took place on Peter’s bench. She sat on the
balcony and spoke to him wholeheartedly. She thought about life at
the lake, the connection to nature and how important it was for both
of them to enjoy the peace on their island. But she also reiterated how
difficult it was for her to share life with him. Tormented by regret over
the past years, she now felt she could share her opinion. Peter’s holistic
world view, honesty and sensitivity allowed him to live a tranquil life by
the lake. He helped Joanna’s easy-going side, her sanguine temperament
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in life to prosper. Had he the courage to admit his need for help during
his lifetime, perhaps he found it. But without prior internal surrender to
the struggles of the past, professional advice wouldn’t work, so Joanna
had to break free. Otherwise she would have become a co-dependent.
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7.1. Challenges awaken the Soul Forces.

Jaune looks at a philosophical writing: “Violette, here in Plotinus, you
will learn in detail about the ascension and descent of the soul. As
a philosopher he writes about his own experiences. In that, the soul
returns to a universal soul, but is also attracted to the material world.

Remember the example: This attraction is like the expanding light
of the sun. On one side, there is the star and on the other we feel the
warmth of emanating rays of sunlight. The philosopher also mentions
about enjoying beauty, depending on capacity of reason. In this Plotinus
addresses his own experiences memorable to the soul which were created
in the spirit world. In his writings the joy of us, the geniuses (spiritual
guides) is described, and how we live in communion with those in the
material world.

Here in the ‘oneness’ of universal soul the souls recover because
of freedom from suffering. He talks about the faculties of existing
souls, ‘transporting themselves from the universal plane to existing as
a part, and to being on their own. . . It ceases to look towards the
intelligible,. . . ’(quoted). He refers to the transformation of the souls
in their specific ways of being, when they pass in transition towards
a being-for-oneself. ‘. . . it fastens upon some individual body, ... and
plunging itself deep into the interior of it. It is here that there befalls it
the so-called ‘moulting of feathers’ and its coming to be in the bonds of
the body.’ On one side ‘the souls actually employ an intellectual desire
in their reversion to that from which they derive, but they also possess a
power directed to this (material) world.’ Then as Plato described earlier:
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‘They lose again their ‘feathers’ to relive the fetters of the material
body.’(Quoted)”

Jaune looks at Violette: “I want to stress that your spiritual learning
here enriches you. You gather knowledge that you wish to exhibit in
your future material life. More and more you are drawn into the ‘fetters
of the cave’. Then as a new-born in the material world, you will be most
surprised at what is in you when your ability comes to fruition. But
first you will grow and develop towards reason.

Plato and Aristotle understand reason as the bliss of freedom from
suffering, so your temper must calm down first. Look at Socrates the
leading example, he experienced the divine kinship of his soul. It is not
easy to understand how the diversity of the world leads to the knowledge
of the wealth of one’s soul. Therefor we need challenges down on earth.”

Read Plotinus, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8 ;

1998 was a very adventurous year. Was it the celestial training system
that Ms Brunner mentioned in the spring? At the end of August, the
young widow had already spent seven weeks in the college and also
frequently participated in seminars at home. She gathered valuable
information from these seminars and decided to create a folder to store
the vast material. Joanna used travel to escape the loneliness at home.
There was a yearning to connect with like-minded people.

The end of 1998 was imminent. A seminar which Martina and her first
tutor Lewis had organized in Munich was coming up. Topic: Numerology,
which was accessible to a new group of participants. The Hebrew
and Greek alphabet conceals a numeric equivalent behind each letter.
Therefore, every word also contains a numerical value. These values
distinguish a hidden message in the wise texts of antiquity. The evening
prior Joanna had a reading with her tutor: “Right now, you are going
through a positive change, you are not yet seeing the reality associated
with this change. Thoughts on your profession concern you. Many
people think its hocus-pocus or fantasy what’s happening around you.
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This pioneering work is needed. You impress others and you will write
a book to rouse others.”

Lewis said something, which came up during the year. The repetition
of certain topics appealed to Joanna. By now she had stopped telling
others about her unusual experiences. Rejection by others only left a
stale feeling, as if she was a highly-strung person.

Now it became a similar task like her student years, ‘search for
likeminded people’! Every human being is on its own quest, and mourners
have their own way to process the loss. What does it mean to lose a
child, partner or animal? Losing an animal can inflict the same wounds.
Joanna’s colleague shared his grieve, he lost his dog around the same
time. It brought the two together, they had to suffer and feel the same
emptiness of everyday life, without the familiarity of their partner or
animal.

*
She met the tutor Lewis whom she trusted after that special Easter
again in the Whitsun week 1998. What a wonderful surprise! For
some inexplicable reason, there were only fourteen students, Englishmen,
Danes, Americans, Germans, an Irish lady and three tutors. During this
week, she felt like a young girl. Two young men did not miss the chance
to entertain and make everyone laugh. One worked as a DJ and the
other a graphic designer. These cheeky young men however were terrific
mediums.

Once they entered the stage, one of them had grabbed a student’s
scarf and danced on the platform with this fluttering cloth and pretended
to be a fairy or esoteric woman. His colleague delivered a reading which
revealed her character. For example, the relationship with the spiritual
guide was very imaginatively and how she got out of balance, which was
mercilessly exposed by the two. They were very relaxed delivering the
messages. At the end they danced with each and ‘sought their visions
in life’. Every spectator had a heartfelt laugh, most about himself. This
week, she once again recalled what she was enjoying, to laugh about
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herself once a day. Happiness was the key to her development, as without
she would once again fall into doldrums of despair.

She also got to know two new mediums at the seminar. She decided to
have a reading with both these unknown tutors. On the second morning,
she went to see one of the new teachers. This time she was prepared to
record her consultation.

Reading: “I do not know which country you come from. I’m being
shown pictures of industry. There’s a man around you who must have
worked there and who wants to support you. Your life changed two
years ago. To make it clear to you, that had to be, because you were
already on the path to self-destruction. There is a great sense of duty
and responsibility in your family. Looking at the family hierarchy, he
is of your father’s generation. This man was not old when he died.”
Joanna did not know which of the two possible deceased men it could be.
“He’s from your father’s generation, I hear baker and Edward. There
was a great love for books.” She thought the first name sounded familiar
to the one of her beloved uncle. Should that point to him who had
said goodbye to her in death? She knew his father owned a bakery.
Now she nodded agreeing with the medium was saying and said ‘yes’.
Later she discussed the information with her parents. After a lengthy
conversation, the puzzle was revealed. He had worked as a bookseller’s
apprenticeship after he graduated. Precious ancient books were his
passion. In the aftermath of the war, he had set up an office at home
and ran his own business. This was her uncle that had passed away
when she was twenty-five.

“I’m shown dark furniture, an office, well maintained, with a benevo-
lent atmosphere. This man tells me: ‘You are thinking about how to
advance in your profession. For a long time, something has held you
back. It’s only been a year since you have moved on.’ The grandmother
is approaching, a great maternal love is emanating from her. The future
looks bright for you. She was a very generous woman, a smell of violets
is coming from her. She tells me that it is your right to be an individual.
She enthusiastically applauds you for combatting your struggles, but
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leave the past where it belongs. Communication with the spirit world
is on the rise. Did you move to another place?” “No.” “Well, it looks
like it will happen. Pay attention to your emotional level, the colours of
your aura indicate healing power, continue along this path.

You have a nose for certain conditions, you guess what is coming. You
read many philosophical and technical books, there are also journals.
You seem to utilize your mind for work a lot. However, you have
not arrived at the right destination in life, you crave to achieve your
life’s goal. There will be other opportunities in August.” “I’m going to
take several courses here in August!” “There’s a lot to be said. You’re
changing job, finances are changing, and there are new opportunities.
Someone talks to me about fishing. It’s a man’s memory.” These words
brought Joanna great joy. “He has a charming smile which radiates
happiness and contentment. This man spoils you, asks you to ‘fish’ in
your books, you will find the truth there. A young man accompanies
him, was it a miscarriage?” Now Joanna’s astonishment grew immensely,
even Michael-Benjamin was there with Peter. It was only ten months
ago in Switzerland, when another medium had drawn the vision of the
young nephew and Peter was still among the living! Now the two were
able to convince her that they watched over her.

The medium continued to say: “He asks you, not to be so self-critical,
above all, be free. They will help you move forward. This lovable man
is always with you, he has found his way in spirit. He emphasizes on a
piece of jewellery, a ring.” The medium looked at Joanna’s hands, and
there was a diamond ring on her right hand. “He speaks of a wedding
ring.” The widow pointed to the right hand. “Oh, in England we wear it
on the left hand. He mentions anniversaries, May?” “It’s his birthday.”
“He has a wonderful smile and is very cheerful.” An indescribable feeling
of happiness passed through her.

Surely, that was banality to seek the truth in books. But while on
earth Peter’s attitude towards books sounded very different. He felt
that Joanna was exaggerating her studies while he did not read much.
What an experience, the skilled medium gave a fluidly worded reading.
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These spiritual visitors promised to help her. Even Michael-Benjamin
was mentioned of whom she did not know a year before that even
existed. Overwhelmed from what she had heard, Joanna was determined
to gather more information. Recording the reading made it easier to
understand as she repeatedly rewound the tape. She frequently did that
from the many visits with Ms Brunner. However, problems typical arose
here: If the reading was good, details were mentioned that could be
forgotten or would be verified later. In future she will find that some
messages contain valuable clues she cannot consciously accept. Only
after a developing maturity would the content be understandable.

Sometimes statements corresponded to the previous ones made by
another medium. The coincidence of different mediums, at different
times, in different places, remarking on the same visions began to
convince her. This stimulated Joanna’s intellectual side, she loved these
comparable statements of different readings.

In the afternoon, a second consultation with a medium followed. She
entered the room of Laurette. In front of her was an assortment of
Aurosoma bottles on a table. The medium asked her, “Choose four
bottles, the soul is in resonance with the elixirs chosen by the client.”

Joanna studied the bottles in peace, before she decided which ones
spoke to her. The transparent substances in the flagons were fascinating.
In one bottle the two colours purple and yellow were visible, these colours
appeared behind her closed eyelids and helped her to fall into a slumber.
When she reached for this at first, she heard the medium whistling:
“I’m not surprised.” She was slightly puzzled. So far, she thought these
apparitions were a normal reaction.

“We start with the spiritual plane first, then we deal with your personal
level. The yellow colour reveals, your soul came on the beam of Master
Kuthumi: It represents your intellectual search and pursuit of wisdom.
The second bottle is the old soul, you come to teach others, for the
benefit of the truth. It’s about bringing ancient knowledge into the
present. Without knowing the client’s fate, she focused on Joanne’s life:
“In this life you desire to teach divine truth. It was part of the plan,
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to make you search in what you can believe in. Now you have reached
the point where your communication with the spirit world has become
closer, so far so that you can communicate directly. A lot of spiritual
energy is constantly working on you. It is about recognizing the divine
law and passing it on, to understand the prayer: ‘Your will must be
done - not my will.’ But before you must realize, that you have a lot of
internal knowledge. You had a challenge to pass, you had to free yourself
to receive further knowledge from the spirit world. You were sent to
search. You have also chosen a master bottle that proves you are being
led to the point where higher planes can work through you. You must
become more sensitive in the future. Your compassion will increase, and
it is important that you trust your feelings. This will strengthen your
intuition and pursuit of divine love is the goal. You’re receiving a lot of
mental energy right to help you get the job done.” The lady giggled.

That was true! Joanna’s life had drastically changed, previously she
was driven by restlessness, and now suddenly able to read and write for
hours. Earlier, during her studies, she preferred to read the books on
the tram or in library. Had she read at home, she would have certainly
gained weight, because her mind focused on the books as well as the
fridge.” You also tend to give too much to others, which will lead you
to exhaustion. You always had a strong will, even as a child.” “Oh,
yes, my mother suffered a lot from it.” She replied. “But that was
understandable, you were the old soul and your mother was going to
get strong in this life. You felt independent and did not want others to
influence your decisions. For parents unable to sway their child’s choice
causes them stress, but now you can relax the relationship.

There’s a man in the spirit world, he’s very attentive to what’s
happening. He douses you with love. You are now making peace with
your life. Someone around you has a kidney problem, and needs surgery.”
“Yes, my mother had a kidney removed.” “There are no more problems
with that, she is okay now. Is there a young life around you, here in
life?” “Yes, my niece.” “She’ll be of help with your mom. Is there an
anniversary approaching in August?” “Yes, I went on holidays and left
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my husband to his own devices.” “He says you should not blame yourself,
for that was a decision both of you made. Take the time to get form a
connection with your mother.

Choose four more bottles! . . . ” (After a while) “A new romance will
blossom in your life, then you can let go of grief, then there will be a
lot of changes in work and home. Finally your life becomes what you
have longed for. You would not accept a partner who cannot share the
spiritual with you. He is just the counterpart of you, your soulmate,
and another wouldn’t have a chance. The better times are yet to come!
Would you like to do massage or osteopathy work? You could better
apply your healing powers in this profession. All in all, you will be
financially stable.”

This consultation continued to respond to her needs. Laurette had
confirmed the spiritual plane, something similar she had heard from Ms
Hagen and Ms Brunner. In this assessment the spiritual quest has also
become increasingly clear. She had to remind herself why she decided
to study philosophy. During her earlier years, when most young women
had children, Joanna decided to study again. She could offer lessons for
those in search of happiness, in the sense of ancient philosophy.

Joanna had never heard of Master Kuthumi! Later she learned there
was a connection to the ancient philosopher Pythagoras. Nevertheless,
she now had to admit that the yellow colour had a place in her life. It
was the dream at the end of her studies, when she was invited to a room
decorated in yellow. Then after Arnold’s crash, she decided to paint
a huge, yellow-coloured canvas for herself and hung it into her sitting
room.

Where does a medium read their information? In aura? Such coinci-
dences made Joanna wake up. In this reading, she learned something
new about her future. It was beneficial for Joanna to hear about a
new partner with whom she could communicate from heart to heart.
Laurette addressed various qualities of the relationship, a soul mate who
shared her interests. Fifteen years ago, a palm reader predicted she
would experience a heartfelt relationship at the age of forty or more. It
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was said when she was unsure which course her friendship with Arnold
would take.

The assessment raised fundamental questions: how could it be possible
for a psychologist, a palmist, an astrologer, and a clairvoyant to draw
the same conclusions about fate if there is no hidden plan behind it?
From a psychological point of view, of course, some things can be said
in a simplified manner to suit the client, and a good medium needs
to find linguistically the right words for specific clients. In her case
Laurette addressed different qualities in her relationship with Peter,
without information that Joanna was a widow.

A few days later there was a public event: It was supposed to be a of a
trance demonstration. A greater audience, friends of the college gathered
in the Red Salon, which had a platform with two steps in the front.
Lewis entered, stepped on the stage, closed his eyes, and submerged
into trance. Laurette entertained the audience in the meantime; with
a glance to her colleague she observed the changes to his state. “You,”
his voice had changed and he turned to Paul, one of the young lads. “I
always see you in the bar. Come to me.” The young man turned to his
friend: “Oh, he’s watching us,” Paul went up on stage. “Do you think I
play the harp all the time?” The young lad was slightly embarrassed:
“Yes!” “Don’t worry, I’m not saying Lewis.” Paul found his tongue again:
“How are you?” “Good, I’m dead.” Lewis shook Paul’s hand. “Now you
can go home and tell everyone you shook a ghost’s hand.”

Then, with eyes closed, the tutor stepped off the podium, walked
towards a lady. He told her she had looked at a picture of a man the
previous evening. “He, who is telling me this, also has a dog with him,”
and then Lewis gave her a message. It was not about intimate details,
but the medium showed how natural evidence of life after death could be.
He spoke to another visitor and said he recently had problems with the
lower spine, the listener confirmed that he had been receiving treatment.
More visitors were involved into a ‘clairvoyant’ conversation, before he
went back to the stage. After that, the spectators were confused and
curious to know was he still in trance or not. Laurette led the talk.
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Joanna asked what he thought about sitting in the nearby monastery
for the evenings, listening to the Gregorian chants, while she went
into an altered state. He replied: “It’s good, because it’s a source of
power. Concentrate on what constitutes your person. Your personal
purpose is to express yourself in life, to become an individual. Different
meditation techniques are part of your way.” How could he know? He or
his spirit guide was addressing Joanna’s psychological problem that she
had not yet mastered! Again, an astrologer couldn’t have done better.
Astrological and mediumistic advice told her again and again that she
should stand her ground concentrate on her own individuality, but that
meant being able to withstand rejection.

During the next lesson, psychometrics was on the agenda. For the
non-psychic person, it is difficult to imagine that messages can be read
from personal objects. Each student had to put a concealed item into
a bowl. A student stepped forward and selected one of the objects.
The aim of the process was to detect the energy of the owner. When
it was Joanna’s turn, she saw a special connection with her aunt and
the apartment she lived in. That meant spirit gave her a picture to
help understand her classmate’s situation. Images are created in the
mind. You should learn to trust your imagination. In the beginning
it is certainly difficult to accept the spiritual input. Many people in
meditation may have already experienced how difficult it is to watch
restless thoughts, which distract our mind. The training improves one’s
understanding on power of images.

For the next subsequent lesson, the students gathered in the Red
Salon. One could easily be distracted gazing out on a misty morning
which covered the beautiful, tranquil looking park. The tutor drew at-
tention to the day’s proceedings. The task was to deepen their symbolic
language. Lewis stood at a white board: “Through dream memories,
we are familiar with certain images. We already realise what symbolic
meanings a forest, house, road, etc. mean to us in our dreams. Psycho-
logically this relates to the theory of archetypes. During medial work we
accumulate information within seconds. One can increase the individual
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Incidence of light
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concentration or awareness of a statement through signs such as a cross,
square, colours and numbers. I myself make an agreement between form,
colours and emotional states. Golden yellow means wisdom, black grey
emphasises sadness, now add your form or symbol. This correspondence
between imagery and statements must suit you and be personally prac-
ticed. This means, how you start, other things, numbers or patterns
will come. This should facilitate a means of communication with the
spiritual helper in the future. Take a piece of paper and write down the
characters that you can already associate with a message.”

Joanna took a pencil and drew a division into which she added symbols
that had already proven successful. Deceased top left, future top right,
middle ...” Lewis, am I doing that correctly?” “Yes, that’s your agreement
with your helper. He knows how to use it, have you worked on it?” She
was relieved that here, under the protection of the tutors, the experiences
of the past were processed more consciously.

For the following exercise everyone congregated on stage and tried
to make a link with the spirit world. Then it was Joanna’s turn. How
do I get a spiritual contact? Suddenly a certain heaviness came over
her, as if a strong male energy controlled her. Her mind’s eye imagined
a window and her inner gaze fell on a typical English church tower.
She looked at it from the northeast, so that she could describe the
position of the sun. The perspective changed, she looked in the other
direction at a rose bush that stood to the right of the entrance next
to the window from which she had looked at the church. The energy
of this older man seemed a bit nervous, he showed affection for whom?
Could someone accept that? Laurette spoke up: “That’s a message for
me, that’s the view from my study when the morning sun falls on the
roses. I live opposite the church. The plant is a special gift from the
man you perceived. He is my father in law and it’s his gift. Whenever I
move, this plant comes with me.” A classmate asked in astonishment,
“What made you talk about a typical English church tower and describe
it?” “That’s what I see and what corresponds to my vocational training.
I’m familiar with building styles, regional features, materials, condition
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and age.” Laurette deepened the statement to the group: “The spirit
world knows your skills and knows how to use them. We will analyse
the transmission again. You must constantly ask and perceive which
will keep contact with the spiritual visitor. The beginning is systematic
at first. The soul comes in its appearance that he had in his lifetime.
At this point, we need to be questioning and be perceptive: size, gender,
age, and health condition, the nature of death and specific details of his
life. For example, the memorial days can be associated with apparitions
of the seasons. It continues with description of the place of residence,
the profession, etc. When we know who he is and to whom we are
drawn to in the audience, we can ask him the reason for his coming.
The message is sometimes hard to grasp, and it will do better if our
symbolic language has progressed. The name is difficult, you have to
hear it or perceive it in symbols. Who’s next?”

In this course, the fourteen participants’ agreement was fantastic. It
was obviously difficult to say goodbye to the fellow students and so
felt Laurette. She prepared a farewell party for all of them. Like the
Christmas celebration, everyone had to wait outside the Red Saloon.
When they finally were allowed into the room, the light was extinguished,
in the middle of the room there was a small basin with flowers and
floating candles in it. It was a truly magical atmosphere when the
celebration started. For weeks thereafter, at the end of each meditation,
Joanna sent spiritually visualized light to the participants. One of the
young men, Paul, was especially fond of her. They kept in touch and he
promised to meet her during the next college visit.

Dream:

“Feel the love of the spirit world. We protect you on your
journey. Peacefully develop yourself in silence; the outside
world intimidates you too much. We don’t say much, so you
cannot put everything back in boxes. You have to be attentive,
trust your sensitivity, and see what’s going on around you.”
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7.2. Who is to blame for Evil?

“Jaune, that was an important topic in Roman antiquity, whether there
is free will or is it fate that destines life?”

Jaune replies: “This question has occupied philosophy over the cen-
turies, Violette. Let me start, what is happening in the world is the
result of our actions. The universe is not to blame, but everyone must
take responsibility for their self-induced misfortunes in life. In the bodi-
less world the soul is free, but when it is drawn into matter, it becomes
dependent on its own needs. As a result of physical necessities, people
are not free, whereas in the development of one’s mentality, man is
free. Unfortunately, many things can happen. Plotinus states: ‘Not
everything is planned, this can also be due to the confusion that prevails
at birth.’ And further: ‘For a good soul this is a frequent challenge,
while the weak soul may break. It is the unfavourable conditions which
help the stronger soul develop good deeds.’”

Violette: “Do you recall Plotinus’ statement that we souls are all
different, and that there are strong and weak ones?”

Jaune: “Yes, we cannot all be the same. In the light of Providence,
we must be guided by our destiny. That sounds like we were trapped in
possibilities. On closer inspection, this means assuming responsibility
for one’s actions. This aids one who seeks to fulfil his destiny. In the
example of Socrates, he rejected the prepared escape. We know about
the choice because a spirit being asked him in a dream if he would like to
come to the country described by Homer in three days. So ‘free will’ is
not a kind of arbitrariness. Sooner or later, we must take responsibility
for our actions. The universe is one living soul encompassing all the
living beings inside it. When we produce evil, the universal soul can’t
be held responsible, if anything, it cares for the good.”

Violette sighs: “It’s nice to be without body in weightlessness for a
while. Good to stay out of causality in company with the blessed. Who
likes to give up this freedom?”

Jaune: “Once the soul has developed here, it is possible to live self-
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determined to mature for another life. Do not forget the beauty you
can observe in famous personalities. Their sensible actions protect them
from a life controlled by passion. On the other hand, there are people
who yield to these affects and end up governed by passion.”

Read Plotinus, On Fate, Ennead III, 1 ;

Dream:

“A tick bit me, no one’s there to help me find it.”

Joanna was worried. Again and again she examined her body and
finally two weeks later found the insect on her leg. Where did the parasite
come from? The path leading from her car through the underground
car park was totally protected. No walks in nature, her only recreation
were contemplation in the living room. There was only one possibility:
a colleague had presented her with a rose from his garden. The flower
was in front of her during her daily meditations. She questioned every
possibility, was the tick creeping on the floor towards her?! The parasite
and her fate came together, yet the phenomenon was announced to her
in a dream two weeks before. Should this be known in the spirit world
before she was given the rose? Such an event could not possibly be
explained by our understanding of time.

The English college courses had an overwhelming positive effect on
her creativity. She managed to better perceive her own feelings. Apart
from playing cards and the venturing to the wine bar on a few occasions,
she had no social life. It was still difficult for her to share her everyday
experiences with her friends. For her personal theme about death and
dying, friends said, “After death, there is nothing for me.” Or: “There
will be something, I hope so.” Her friends avoided such mediumistic con-
versations. Frequently they talked about jobs, child problems, cooking
and gardening, which at best reminded her of what she had lost. She
thought: “Hopefully, Laurette’s prognosis will come true and I will find
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a partner with enquiring mind to talk to. But where and how should
we meet?”

Every free week Joanna spent in England. With high expectations,
she looked forward to the ‘Psychic Art’ course. The Medium Carol Polge
who drew Michael Benjamin nearly a year ago had run the specialized
courses in college. But after her husband, the well-known healer fell ill,
she wanted to take care of him at home. After arrival at the college the
students were told that meanwhile a younger colleague decided to take
over the management of the course. This tutor was an academically
trained artist, and his style of conducting the courses was familiar to
Joanna.

The new teacher was standing on the stage in front of a flipchart,
chalk in hand. Collin introduced himself as follows: “Everything starts
with the eyes, which gives me a feeling for the person.” As he spoke,
he continued to concentrate on sketching, with an attentive eye on the
audience. “I get a name now, the picture is drawing itself.” He cleverly
handled his pastels. “The face seeks its own colours. I feel this as an
impulse that makes me follow, especially when it comes to colours. Now
I draw it more contrasty, just a few chiaroscuro nuances. Some parts of
the picture remain free, it may be that this space will be painted later,
maybe with a typical fabric, a special scene or a meaningful symbol.
Such drawn details undeniably convey information that is difficult to
express in language.”

He stepped forward to the students: “What do we do if no one accepts
the picture! What then? “Joanna remembered this happened to her
a year ago along with Thea and Peter! Neither her relative nor her
husband recognised the faces. What would a talented medium do in
this case? The tutor solved the riddle: “You feel attracted to someone
in a larger group.” Yes, that was the very feeling she’d known after Holy
Week. The two media with the small table moved in Joanna’s direction.
She felt a cold tingling shiver on her shins.

“Drawing has an advantage: We can see the picture and integrate
symbols into our sketches, which helps us develop further meaning
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when spiritual visitors speak directly to us.” The tutor had impressively
demonstrated to the students how easy and difficult the path to success
could be.

Joanna thought everyone could work quietly, however she was wrong.
Everyone had to go on stage. When it was her turn, there was no time
to think. The challenge was to trust her sensations. Internally, she
felt excited, or was she uncomfortable? Yes, that was it: “Trust your
feelings.” She stood on a plinth, everyone stared at her, she turned to
the easel and her hand trembled with fear. That must be stage fright!
Led by the nervousness, she simply moved the pastel chalk towards the
suspended paper, a slight pain in her throat. An idea appeared to her,
she could sketch the face, hairstyle and clothes of the being. Joanna
quietly asked the girl whose appearance she had just drawn: ‘Why are
you coming to me?’ She showed an image of schoolbooks. Aha, that was
a young pupil, she gave the impression that she had language difficulties.
Which country are you in? Joanna looked inwardly at the street. She
stood at the curb, the cars coming from the right towards her. It had to
be England. The girl transmitted her perception of death, was her sore
throat a sign? Then she saw a father and daughter, she also wanted to
sketch him briefly. However, Joanna forgot how long her turn had lasted.
She was very grateful to the girl for the unforgettable experience.

Joanna did not make it up, it was the imagery of a girl who had died
in a traffic accident. The child revealed significant information: traffic
and school, which had to do with her sudden death. After the sketch of
the father, a fellow student responded. She explained the story to the
audience: “I know the father, he works with me in the hospital. This
family fled Yugoslavia in the 1990s. The child died tragically because she
was unfamiliar with left-hand traffic.” The tutor delivered the message:
“Please inform the parents of their daughter’s appearance. She finds her
way in the spirit world...”

Collin was an art professor in London. He scrutinised the working
methods of his students. Joanna’s work material consisted of unknown
products, according to him. “Are you from the continent?” “Yes.”
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“Then you know the painter Emil Nolde? I visited a London gallery
in Whitechapel recently, I saw his aquarelles. The series called ‘the
unpainted pictures’.” Joanna loved this painter: “Yes, he was banned
from working during wartime, so he only painted watercolours because
the smell of the oils would have betrayed him. The idiosyncratic imagery
included the spiritual views from the artist. He chose such small formats
that he could hide them in books.” “That’s interesting!” Collin went on.
“I was fascinated by the faces, the young creatures, the old men and the
trolls, whom he had simply painted without a model or reference to their
description. I wonder if he knew more about the faces he envisioned in
the mind.” “I think he had better kept that to himself, Spiritualism was
not accepted in his country,” Joanna answered. “I like his inimitable
combination of tints, even if I wanted to paint like that, I couldn’t. You
have to feel into the colours, they can only be sensually experienced!”
“For me that’s a typical expression of the spirit world. You soon will be
able to observe how quickly someone can work when the hand is ‘guided’
by spirit. Such examples are displayed in the College Museum.”

During the stay, Joanna shared a room with a fellow student from
New Zealand. She had lost her husband a few years ago from a sailing
accident. They clicked right from the start. One morning, her roommate
gave her a sheet of paper with an ice flower drawn on it. “This is a
gift from Peter,” she said. She could not dismiss this connection as a
coincidence, the story had to be told: “You know, on my last flight from
Frankfurt to London I had enough time to look around a couple of shops.
For a long time, I stood gazing in front a delicate ice flower, made of
crystal. I forbid myself from buying something so extremely expensive.
I had already forgotten about it. Now you bring me something I longed
for as a gift. If you were a superficial pupil, you would have drawn a
rose as a gift. It could be a typical greeting from Peter. An ice crystal
currently is special! My husband must have been watching me! From
the beginning, I have always had the unerring feeling that Peter enjoys
the college because this place makes it easier to contact with the spirit
world.”
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Spirits with a concern or desire for contact are quicker perceived
in this environment. For example, Joanna’s first husband Harry had
children with his second wife, Ellen. By now he also had become a
widower four years earlier. A woman from the course gave her a piece of
inspired writing. In this text Ellen from the spirit world asked Joana for
mediation, she wanted a better environment for her children to escape
the domestic violence. This was confirmed later, because Harry’s third
wife was disposed to excesses which you would not have thought at first
glance. After further altercations, the couple parted ways.

The next day Paul arrived. He participated as a day student to get
an impression for this tutor. Joanna was very excited that he visited.
They followed the lesson like two siblings. Paul began to portray a
boy of about fifteen years old: “This student is from your place of
residence. He strangled himself, but it was an accident. He wanted to be
an escapologist like Houdini. He wishes you to tell his parents that he
regrets what happened. He now has to see how desperate they are.” At
that time, Joanna did not know him and dared not contact his parents.
What should she say? “I read in the paper about the tragedy, your
son had strangled himself. A friend from England drew his picture for
me, here it is!” That would have been totally bizarre! It was not long
before she wrote her book when she discovered about the connection
with the boy. He was Marion’s eldest son’s schoolmate. As a ritual for
the deceased classmate, he lit a candle to commemorate his place in the
classroom.

Another example was a girl with brunette hair, Joanna felt somehow
the face had drawn herself. Again it was another car accident, so she
asked the teacher to join her. “She was a young girl from your schooldays,
she was tragically killed, now she’s happy again, and if you find out,
you’ll be very concerned. I hear the names of Erika and Margret.” “Yes
that rings a bell, I had two friends in primary school days and with
those names. I moved from this place to the next big city when I was
twenty.” Later, during a visit to her parents, she learned of a young
woman’s death that was living near her grandmother. She was hit by a
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passing car.
That evening Paul had to drive back to London. He felt close to her,

but he was a good ten years younger and married. She accompanied
him to the nearest train station. “Joanna, I have the impression you
are someone who should live in an English countryside cottage. There
you’ve plenty of opportunities to foster your creativity.” “I’ll think about
it, but I like the idea.” “Very well, I think you’d enjoy this peaceful
environment. See you in August.”

In a Psychic Art performance, the medium has difficulty captivating
their spectators while drawing and maintaining a stable connection
with the spirit world. In order to show how fluently two mediums can
work together, the tutor searched for a an assistant. He wanted to
demonstrate to his students what the collaboration of two mediums
on stage meant. He began in the usual manner with the entry into a
drawing. The assisting medium tuned in and as he drew, she spoke
about the characteristics of the communicator and helped to pass on
the message. The students should now also immerse in this atmosphere.
They felt the spiritual power of a college teacher who had passed to the
spirit world. The students asked questions and the tutors answered in
his sense. It was not complicated at all to Joanna. She felt reminded
of Thea’s abilities. Through her, she also contacted absentees. When
she presented information about a specific individual, then became like
the person she had asked for. The friend responded with the specific
character peculiarities of the invisible soul. With Thea’s help, Joanna
could reach living and deceased souls.

7.3. After the Transition the Soul Parts dissolve.

Jaune: “Have you ever been to a place where people talk to their plants?”
“Yes, it is wonderful to watch from our side. Plotinus also reveals to
man the secret of such an attraction. First he explains that there is a
lower part in people’s soul levels that is necessary for procreation. After
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dying, when the body remains in the material world, this vegetative
part of the soul seeks an inanimate place. When he finds his plant, then
this soul force takes over the leadership in this plant.”

Read Plotinus, On Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4 ;

The last seminar encouraged Joanna to make more contacts on the
continent. The strong sense of isolation slowly disappeared. Her daily
life was not easy, but the number of like-minded people around the
widow began to increase. At home, she tried to develop portraying
spirit people from her visions. Unfortunately, whether the tutor, fellow
students were missing, the faces soon looked alike.

Six weeks later at August 1998 a medium told her: “In which group are
you now? I would like it, if you follow the Aura-graphic, your portraits
just will not get you anywhere.”

She decided to give up this way of spiritual contact. On the other hand,
she found pleasure again in portraying people. When someone sat face to
face with her to work with, her thoughts wordlessly followed the clients
personal needs. Biographical details appeared in her thoughts and the
perception sometimes went towards a psychic reading. In college this
was called a information by mind and aura. From then on, she felt the
urge to find her own practice opportunity.

Joanna discovered the possibilities of psychometrics. She observed
something similar with Ms Brunner, as she brought pictures for the
Swiss lady. The medium smiled blissfully at Joanna receiving the images
without even looking at them. After rubbing away the client’s energy,
she placed the images face down her knees. Afterwards she quietly held
her right hand at a distance and talked about what she sensed. Joanna
thought that this would be a great way for her to practice alone. Once,
during such an exercise, she contacted her father’s late sister, Aunt
Gertrude. She evoked memories of the numerous family reunions during
Joanna’s childhood. Meanwhile, the families had grown apart and had
gone their separate ways. In the old days, her aunt had invited everyone
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around for coffee. In the meantime, the estate had been inherited by
her daughter cousin Silvia, who lived there with her husband. Shortly
thereafter, Joanna received the call from her cousin: “I would like to
invite you all for a big birthday party. We don’t know how much time
there is left for us to see each other.” She organized a gathering for all
family members.

Slowly Joanna’s everyday life became more varied. She often phoned
her friends from college. Such conversations filled the gap left by Peter.
She continued to miss him tremendously. Sometimes she sensed him
around her. Despite her life being enriched more with positivity, she
remained puzzled to how spirits perceive people in the material world.
She sat down in his old chair on the balcony and started the conversation
with him from the bottom of her heart. Her eyes fell on his fig tree,
which now bore two fruits.

In recent years, her husband had become extremely annoyed with the
fruits falling from the tree in spring which had grown throughout winter.
Looking at his plant she discovered two mature figs, she was amazed
that you could even eat them. Coincidence? Peter’s cousin Sonja told
her a similar story. “My father had planted a silver fir years before he
died. He already threatened the tree, it would be felled soon when it
stops growing. In the year after his passing we watched the fir in my
parent’s garden, the plant suddenly flourished.” Joanna was puzzled,
was there a relationship between the deceased and the plant? She didn’t
want to speculate unnecessarily, but she may find answers in England
soon.

Dream (August 1998):

“In a cave, there are two stone slabs between which a
crack opens. There I see a staircase going down into a deep
abyss. Above there is my parents-in-law’s house, the surname
appears at a door. At the entrance to the cave, Peter meets
me and says: ‘If you have to go down here, you will stay
there for quite a while, until it is time to come back.’ I guess
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Two Figs

who will be sent there. Then I find myself on a journey
surrounded by young people. I want to wash my hands, but I
can’t find anything, so I wash my hands with holy water.”

After waking up, Joanna cried. She heard in her mind the usual
claims: ‘You have left Peter alone.’ Suddenly the phone rang and Joanna
answered the phone. “It’s me Vivian, how are you?” The widow had the
strong feeling that her colleague rang to shake her out of this mood. “I
don’t know if we’ll see each other today, so I’ve been trying to call you
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now.” “Thank you, I love hearing from you,” Joanna answered. “There
are so many reproaches in my mind, that’s probably why I cried, and I
feel dejected once again.” Vivian: “I just wanted to tell you about my
thoughts. You’re preparing for a new partnership, and if you are happy
with your inner self, then the outside will be happy too.”

That same evening, Peter’s cousin Sonja called. “Have you heard
about Peter’s parents? There is a rumour your father-in-law has died?”
“Sonja, they haven’t contacted me in a long time. I’m unaware of
everything, only in a dream I received a message. Tomorrow I leave for
England.” After Sonja hung up, the statement by Ms Brunner’s struck
her memory. Four years prior the wise medium predicted: “When the
father-in-law loses this son, he loses the purpose of life, his task, than he
will die . . . ” Joanna could understand now. When Peter went to spirit,
this earthly relationship has come to an end.

7.4. The Free Will

“Free will is the faculty of the human mind with which man can accept
or turn away from that which leads to eternal bliss.”

Read Erasmus of Rotterdam, On the Freedom of the Will (De Libero

Arbitrio); Latin text. German translation.

Jaune: “The humanist scholar expresses that man has only the choice
on earth to accept his path of spiritual development or to reject it!”

Violette: “Do you think this will be accepted without explanation?”
Jaune goes on: “It is little known that Erasmus knew of Plotinus’

writings, in which the Roman teacher emphasized the role of the spiritual
helper, the daimonion. The statement is linked to our last conversation,
recalling Plotinus wisdom of the human soul. The soul carries within
itself the power of perception of the animal soul and the growth power
of the plant. Plotinus refers to the teaching of the Platonic Academy in
undertaking the tripartite division of the soul. He redefines the position
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of Aristotle ethics, who teaches us: The spiritual development on earth
can be directed towards reason, when man has overcome the affects and
is acting balanced (avoiding extremes). Plotinus adds: “If this blissful
condition exists, then the daimonion can lead without acting.” Again,
he reminds us of Glaucon’s story and reiterates, it is up to each soul
what kind of helper they seek. On the earthly plain people should learn
to control emotions and affects, then man can accept that which leads
to eternal bliss and that is the task of his spiritual guidance. Keep in
mind, everything in the universe is guided and so it continues to the
highest levels of being.”

Violette: “I hope people feel that everything is directed towards a
higher Good.”

Jaune: “Interested seekers find the explanation in Plato’s books: The
Republic and Timaios. The choice of fate is repeatedly debated in
antiquity, including the role of spiritual guidance. The genius prevents
the protégé from sinking deeper into mundane evil through fate. For
those who are guided in this way, they carry the essence of their previous
life in their soul.”

Violette: “How does Plotinus understand free will? Can you summa-
rize his position?”

Jaune: “He talks about exceptional circumstances prevailing life at
birth. First, man has to cope with their new living environment. However
before he reaches the reasonable part of the soul, he can already feel
the sense of his life. This leads man closer to free will; he must use the
possibilities of his living conditions as well as possible. The question
remains: What are the best conditions for developing my soul there? In
other words: How to get to know myself?”

Violette: “Then Erasmus summarized the subject very briefly, but
now I understand, without your arguments, that sounds like an assertion
and the reason is missing.”

Jaune: “I repeat Plotinus, his reasoning is: Everything has spiritual
guidance, the plants, the animals, the people, everything is oriented
towards the next higher plane and can thus ascend in its development.
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That is why Aristotle’s ethics are so ingenious. Here he outlines the whole
way from the affect-driven way of life towards Eudaimonia. Aristotle
remarks, our development depends on our decision in our activities and
will continue in the transcendence. That’s a very essential thought!
Erasmus’ quote can be added here. ‘The soul has the choice to turn to
what leads to eternal bliss.’ We in the spiritual world are ready for the
seeker. We give guidance when he says ‘yes’ to his fate, that’s what the
philosophers mean.

Eudaimonia means bliss in our words. Look at the term: Eu-Daimonia,
which means: the daimonion inside, your Inner Voice.”

Read Plotinus, On Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4 ;

In the summer course, the students were humorously greeted by the
young course organizer. The motto for the week: “Even if the question of
life after death has long since been affirmed, the question arises: is there
life before death? Come to prove it!” Right away, he gave the learners a
bit of advice: “Beware of the people who steal your fun.” That seminar
leader was quick- witted. Joanna was assigned to his friend’s group.
The theme ‘aura-graphic’ was alien to her. The technique reminded
her of abstract, nonfigurative art, like that of Kandinsky, the Russian
artist. The first abstract painting was a feature of his work. The famous
artist gave symbolic meanings to the chosen colours and forms in his
paintings. The recipient was supposed to read ‘with their own soul’ to
interpret the meaning, in doing so he followed medieval paintings and
those of Renaissance. Joanna, recognizing the peculiarity of Kandinsky’s
methods, opened her creative channels to work better with aura graphs.
That was her way.

She was also keen to collect more private sittings during her four week
stay. Which tutors should she book for the next two sessions of this
week? When working with the oracle book ‘I Ching’ one should not
continue questioning, if the seeker is dissatisfied with the answer. In
antiquity it was recommended to consult the oracle in the temple only
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once a month. Understandably, Joanna was extremely uncertain about
the consultations. Inwardly she was tense and anxious, maybe at some
point in a reading the spirit world responds curiously: ‘What you are
doing with the collection, have we not told you enough already?’

However, in the summer of 1998 she heard the exact opposite in her
readings. The more she searched the more details her spiritual kinship
revealed. Three tutors had contact to her spiritual guide. Not always did
she understand everything. English not being her native language which
caused her to confuse or frequently stumble over words. Her mental
maturity also prevented her from understanding. One experienced
medium put it in a nutshell: “Especially when the reading is good, you
don’t remember or understand everything. Just record each reading and
see what happens.”

Joanna hoped her next steps would reveal her purpose in life. She
wanted to listen to all life’s messages and hopefully recognize fundamental
leadership qualities over time. One day she was sat in front of a notably
humble medium that simply expressed her need. It began with a prayer
that deeply touched her, and said, “Our sister has lost the clear view of
her life. Brothers and sisters in the spirit world, help her find her way
again.” She pinpointed the meaning of mediumship.

One afternoon, a successful healer called Tom visited the college. He
took to the stage where the students sensed and painted his special
aura. Then he went on to talk about a personal philosophy: “My thesis
is that mediality is a new kind of connection to the problems of final
justification. Through this path we discover that the spirit world can
support us, but must not act for us. Our souls only receive ideas through
feelings or thoughts.

Mediality is cultivated by creativity and compassion, we need sen-
sibility to feel it. For example, we ask for spiritual healing and then
open a channel within us. Not me, Tom heals here, higher levels heal
through me. To develop the permeability, it is up to the individual.
Does someone feel compelled to do so? Don’t forget it is your free will
to open to this development. Everyone follows their own life path, but
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in the end, everyone’s responsibility lies in what they’ve learned from
fate. On this pathway you should get to know yourself. That means, as
written on the entrance to the oracle of Delphi: Get to know thyself! In
Spiritualism we say: Show the beauty of your soul, bring this into your
life story. Where are we now?

You look for continuation of life. You feel like making mistakes, may
lead to a dead end. Maybe you are very desperate but only you can
decide on your own fate. Can you swallow your pride and ask for help?
Honestly, if you are at the end of the symbolic impasse, only then the
spirit world is allowed to help. That’s the biggest questioning regarding
‘free will’! Your guide can not decide for you but can intervene if you
request for help. Your guidance will offer you a spiritual development,
no miracles only a pathway fitting to your fate. This philosophy is not
tied to a specific image of God. You will decide on your own spiritual
journey, what ‘free will’ stands for,” concluded the healer.

Joanna clearly realised that the desire for spiritual development had
to come from her. No medium, no spiritual helper could decide for her.
It takes the seeker’s own desire for self-determination, without external
constraints. She already decided earlier that ‘free will’ in the sense of
Erasmus was her approach. This means to accept the challenges in
everyday life. An essential tool on this journey is practicing meditation,
to calm down the affects. The East says: ‘calm down the monkeys’.

Joanna thought of an intellectual oriented acquaintance. She joined
him on the way to their lectures and they liked to argue with each
other. He responded to her assumption that everyone had a spiritual
guidance, very upset: “That’s ridiculous. Now that we can live actively
a self-determined life in a democracy, you bring in the belief that we
all have a guide to led us on the path to prosperity. You are joking?
Your thinking is contradictory. By reasoning I am free to act and can
avail myself of my free will!” To which she had replied, “But in classical
Greece, Aristotle says, you can only exercise that freedom when you’ve
overcome your passions. How can you be sure that your motivations are
free of personal passions and advantages? Ethical action should be able
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How to Manage the Monkey Mind?

to look beyond personal boundaries. What you think is good can do
a lot of harm to others.” He snorted: “Man has a conscience for that,
he can justify morally what is right. You can read this at Kant: ‘Act
in such a way that the maxim of your will can always be the principle
of general legislation at the same time. Or can it be that I want my
aspiration to become a general law?’ I turn to modern philosophers
while you look backwards for old positions of free will.”

Joanna didn’t give up: “Thanks, you’re right. Practical philosophy
must do without a transcendent justification, because we cannot orient
the justification for moral action by dogmas of any religion. I also agree
with you, the experience of an inner voice, the Daimonion of antiquity,
belongs to the realm of transcendence. However, your idea of free will in
this world is bound to our material needs. Within these needs there are
necessities.” “... and your ‘Inner Voice’ is a conscience that allows one to
develop moral reasoning like Kant’s moral philosophy,” he concluded.

She loved philosophical debates. But after the loss of her husband,
she had been looking for a place with an experienced insight on ‘life
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after death’. There was no place like that at home. Her tutor’s approach
was a stark contrast to the superficiality or prejudices at home.

The search for meaning is set in motion by ‘the most secret numinous
of man.’ (See C.G. Jung, Collected Works, vol. 14) or ‘The incompre-
hensible experience becomes the motor of the search’, said the former
psychoanalyst Karlfried von Dürkheim. Here at the college there were
classmates ready to speak about similar orientations. Deeply moved,
she recognized the affinities in her new spiritual home. Joanna had to
cope with Peter’s death and close to opening the door to the spiritual
world. During her next reading, she transcended out of the world of
philosophy and questioned how to proceed in life.

Reading (August 1998): “You have to work with colours, and in the
next three years, I see you in a new partnership, in a place where you
will lead a small spiritual group.”

That sounded too good to be true. She was happy because it confirmed
Laurette’s prognosis. The wise woman continued talking about her
sister’s unborn child: “You should not forget him, never stop with this
work.” The medium spoke about the philosopher who is still in the
background. “... and by the way, yesterday I saw the aura-graph you
made of the tutor, which I thought was terrific, stick with it.”

Joanna’s artistic work changed. In the past she used large formats.
However, since Easter, she suddenly felt like drawing spontaneously with
crayons on DIN A6 cards. The students were fond of her sketches. “How
do you come up with such ideas?” They asked. If the card was good for
someone, she gave it away.

*
With a lot of humour the week went by in flight. She said goodbye to
the tutors and students who had to leave the college, while she stayed.
She took a trip to Cambridge, but the busy life felt strange. Soon she
immersed herself in in one of the oldest churches, St. Sepulchre, an old
round church, an example of early Christianity, which took up the style
of an ancient holy rotunda. At the Anasazi, everyone sat in the Kiva
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gathered in a circle and in college they sat in a spiritual circle.
The following week was focused on improving trance methods. Joanna

was jovial returning from her peaceful city break. She encountered
familiar faces in the dining room. Joanna was elated when she saw
Laurette, the tutor from the Pentecost week. Joanna joined her group.
The group work concentrated on the deepening of states of consciousness
from alpha to the theta state. This seminar week was unperturbed and
relaxing. Do people even realise how fun and regenerating a trance is?
At home, in early summer, she felt prompted to read many books by
the nun Teresa of Ávila. She loved the lyrics: ‘The soul is a castle of
crystal. In the innermost dwells the Lord. Let go of the wretchedness
and step into this crystal castle.’ It is well known that the nuns she lived
with began to float sometimes. When the women suddenly did so, she
seized her sisters by their lappers and asked them: “Please, housework
first.” The Italian artist Bernini had also created a sculpture of her. Art
historians smile joyfully at the grandeur of the figure. Today one would
say that she could handle the dangerous Kundalini energy.

The end of the week came and Laurette demonstrated her own sub-
mergence, which had to be seen as a great gift to the students. She fell
into a deep trance. The atmosphere was tingling. She smelled pleasant
and a kind of light emanated from her, then a soft voice began to speak
of love ... Joanna was deeply touched and waited until the classmates
had left the room. She sat patiently until the tutor returned to her
normal state. “Can it be that these words were those of a Spanish nun?”
“Yes, but in college I still don’t talk to anyone about it.”

For some groups, that’s a bold statement, but if attitude and mind
are right, that energy becomes visible to those present. For better or for
worse, you do not have to look far. This is a word in the New Testament:
‘If there are two gathered in my name, I am in the midst of them.’

At home Joanna looked up in the book: Teresa of Ávila, The Interior
Castle or The Mansions, The Fifth Mansion, first Chapter.

“You must not think that it is something dreamlike, because the
soul is there as in a dawning slumber, so that she is neither asleep nor
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awake. Here she is completely engrossed in deep sleep, which takes her
completely away from the things of the world and herself. Because in
the short time that it lasts, it is truly as if it had no reflection, so that
it cannot think, even if it wanted to.”

7.5. The Individuation

“Jaune, please explain to me what the term ‘individuation’ means?”
“Violette, in psychology the term is used by C.G Jung. It is the transfor-
mation of the born into an unmistakable personality during his earthly
existence. The term is used by Porphyry and was handed down from
antiquity to modern psychology. According to C.G. Jung, the individual
has several different personality traits. In no other being the same
composition of soul and destiny is found. The individuation means
to Porphyry: It is for the humans to realize the convergence of those
specific traits in the course of existence. He relies on Socrates’ exam-
ple. This unique personality offers such a combination of qualities. He
goes one step further and says Socrates not only reveals this individual
combination of abilities but is nothing else.”

“What is it based on?” Violette asks.
“ Porphyry was not just a philosopher, he was an astrologer as well. In

astrology, one can still find his early ‘house system’. The system divides
the zodiac of the horoscope into twelve areas, such as life temperament,
family, tradition, health, partnership etc. The planets Jupiter, Venus,
Mars etc., named after the 7 gods, are then entered in the chart. We have
already explained what the radix (birth chart) says about the fate of the
new-born. For the seer, both the limitations and the talents are readable
in the astrologer’s chart, the houses and position of planets. Every soul
in the material world must follow their personality traits. For example,
the relationship between Venus and Jupiter reveals something about
the treatment of wealth, hospitality and the experienced beauty in this
life. The connection of Mars and Venus points to the joy in partnership
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during life. Overall, these planets symbolize the characteristics for the
new-born life to master in life. This fate leads to the general goals of
existence, which is stressed in the ethics of Aristotle: The pursuit of the
Good, to gain virtue and to reach out to Eudaimonia.”

Look for Porphyry, 233-305, philosopher, astrologer.

Outside the castle, the summer sun glistens from the sky. Joanna
sat down on the park bench where there was an odour of roses. In
the morning, it was always a magical sight to see the sunlight peering
through the forest trees. She took this memory home with her, there
she visualized what she had earlier experienced in order to feel good:
The sunrays and the scent, walking along the paths, with gravel beneath
the feet, feeling the morning air on the skin, listening to the birds and
gazing at the cultivated fragrant rose beds.

Now the time was right for summer in the sun. It was a hot day
and humid at the same time. What are the right clothes for the day?
She chose a T-shirt, along with matching black jeans for the upcoming
reading. (August 1998):

“A man is standing next to you,” the medium started right away. It
was a sudden death. He was a walking time bomb. You were gone, but
before he died, you kissed his cheek and held his hand. Your mediality
helped you to stay healthy. This man tells me he knew how smart you
are, he always felt strong with you. But forgive me, I can hardly look at
you the way you’re dressed.” Joanna was irritated, what was wrong? “He
does not like what you wear. In his opinion, you could have worked in
the garden with these clothes. He would have refused to go out with you
that way. He would rather have seen a casual, feminine blouse on you
and a thin belt!” Joanna was speechless, because the tutor was dressed
similarly. However, the medium was not to blame, it was her deceased
husband’s opinion. The medium merely passed on Peter’s preferred
taste, ‘wear a blouse and a thin belt’. Joanna detested, this wasn’t
her style. Peter had recommended her to dress this way during their
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Joanna
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marriage. He wanted to remind her, what he thought. She wondered
what his intensions were. What was the meaning behind? “I can hardly
look at you the way you are dressed.” Did he see what the medium saw?

She remembered another medium speaking about spirit: “We see the
presence of the living in light and patterns.” Her question still remained
unsolved, however she hesitated to ask someone for the answer. This
could have influenced her own experiences. She desired not common
knowledge; we can only take it for information. Acquired knowledge
cannot replace our own experience.

The reading continued: “You are required to work on the deeper
meaning of mediumship. There you can focus especially on the impact
mediumistic practice has and will have on what impact mediumistic
practise will have on your life. You have discovered Spiritualism through
a trauma and mediality to overcome the loss of your husband. You must
have made a meaningful commitment towards your spiritual life.”

Joanna was struck again and reminded of the time, when she talked to
herself: ‘If there’s a second world behind our material world, then I want
to find out about clairvoyance and the deeper meaning of life. Either
the partnership succeeds, or it fails. If it fails, then the warnings of the
two clairvoyant ladies are accurate. I want to discover transcendence
and the meaning of my life here.’

The medium did not want to step into a conversation, and Joanna
only answered yes or no not to interrupt the contact. “Does it mean
you should pass your knowledge on to others? Firstly, your experience
must be transformed beneficially influence the lives of others. In your
home country, there is a need for holistic philosophical approach. Which
group are you in now? I would like it, if you go on with Aura-graphic,
the portraits will not get you anywhere.”

It sounded harmless again. Who passed on that information to the
medium? Joanna portrayed well, but as the medium put it, not in
the way of Psychic Art. The explanation of why followed immediately
: “This has to do with the fact that you doubt too much what your
intuition is telling you. Carry on with the colors, you can heal with
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them! Create your own dictionary and divide the colors into sections
of body, emotions, spiritually and spiritually. By the way, the spiritual
guides make sure that you move to another city. But nothing will happen
until March 1999.”

After this unforgettable reading, two more consultations followed.
What could the medium really have known? Joanna was now convinced
and a week later she experienced more incredible information.

She met a wise medium, Mary Duffy: “A friendly man greets me. He
cares about you a lot. Actually, he adores you.” “Why? I don’t deserve
it,” said Joanna. “He lets you know, what you think doesn’t matter.
He expresses what he thinks,” Mary continued. “I have to go back to
a time with family difficulties, these problems seemed unsolvable. You
transmitted thoughts to heaven. You have asked spirit to help you, to
inspire you. I have to say it that was the right thing to do.

Now I shall mention a father, is it your father?” “No, he is still alive,”
answered Joanna. “He said the word father, you probably do not know
that his father went to the spirit world? You had no contact. He tells
me: ‘We both think the same, that’s ok, a double reinforcement.’

You should share your experience with others. That’s what you want
to pass on: “How do I overcome the blows inflicted by fate?” He is proud
of how you’ve mastered your own fate. Is there a link to South Africa?
Joanna couldn’t think of any connection to that country, so said no.
“Perhaps there is chance for a holiday in the future?”

“The shock of death was huge to you and him, it triggered a tragedy.
He would have been glad if he could have done something for the
bereaved. He was ill when it happened but fortunately not alone. He
had still called, and then it went very fast. He shares with you so much!
Now he puts the most beautiful roses in front of you, but he keeps the
ones you gave him. He says, ‘Mutter’, is that German? You are from
Germany correct? Now he puts the joy of music to my mind, he makes
me hear music, he says: ‘We danced to the tune of a lovely song.’ He
was not really a dancer, I feel the movements, he wants to strip your
mind of doubts. If we open up to the spirit world, then they can help
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us.”
Joanna enthusiastically explained, “At his funeral, we heard love songs

from Tenerife, which we both adored very much. Seven months later, I
listened to them again. I began to shuffle across the room and remember
him, as if he were present.”

“He shows me water surrounded by bushes and trees, a lot of greenery
and again clear water, .. I feel tingles on my face. It must have been a
beautiful place, it looks like mountain water.” “That points to the water
at our lake, especially in early summer it was green like Chrysoprase,
we were very proud of the look.” “Nobody can take that memory away
from you. It reflects a period of happiness and love, a magical time.

Are you taking classes in a historic building? You’ve been going there
for several weeks.” Joanna wasn’t sure how to place the information,
then the castle came to mind. “He probably means the college because
altogether I spent seven weeks here.” “Ah, you’re collecting various
aspects of knowledge here. He’s confirming it’s the right path to take.”
“That’s good, because I felt guilty that I may be exaggerating again.”
“He is your voice. There are other helpers, but he helps by talking and
you feel that is no longer a fantasy for you. He wants to add just because
he is dead, he is not omniscient! However, if he doesn’t know, he knows
someone to ask.” He wanted to cheer up his wife. “Working together
has made it easy for him to fit into the spirit world. What you have
experienced is hard to convey to others, so if you get attacked, just
say: ‘I helped Peter.’ This attitude doesn’t make it easy to stand before
others.” “You gave me his name!” “Did I? By the way, his father has
died recently. I feel the presence of the father there and your husband
here. If someone is very attached to the material side of life, it may take
a while for that soul to accept its new state.” The medium mentioned
information that appeared to Joanna in a dream before leaving home.
Joanna wanted to give back some of the fascination she felt and stood
up. “Thank you Mary for the wonderful reading.” “My helpers are very
clever,” Ms Duffy winked at her.

The following day, Joanna had a reading from a medium she previously
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met during Easter. At the beginning of all her eleven consultations since
Easter, two spiritual people spoke alternately. Either it started with her
grandmother or with Peter. There was an air of a regularity about it,
other family members usually stayed in the background. Who would
greet her at the next reading?

Reading with Muriel Tennant: “ . . . This is your maternal grand-
mother. In her own way she was open-minded for her time.” “Yes,” the
grandchild knew about her education, business and political attitudes.
“You are like each other. She is so happy with the path you’ve chosen,
she enjoys with you and loves your attitude. She tells me that she lived
somewhere else to what you do now. But wherever you go, she is with
you. Did she speak in front of people?” “No, that’s part of my job,”
Joanna replied. The medium continued. “Your spiritual work deals with
philosophical ideas. This will improve spiritualism and critical thinking.
Recently, you have progressed but now you were stopped.” Joanna was
astonished that her struggles with her supervisor were noticeable on the
other side. “Try to speak to the people like Joanna, even if it seems to
you that it is not you,” the medium went on. Your grandmother talks
about your hometown, tells me the name ‘Stuttgart’. Four people are
close to her heart. Especially your mother needs her strength now and
she wants to help her. Her body is affected by her feelings. Last autumn,
she gave you a lot of energy and carried you! Now she mentions some-
thing about a Kruger coin. Does South Africa matter?” The medium
inquired. “This was also mentioned to me yesterday,” replied Joanna,
nodding. “Spirit wants to draw your attention to that. It can also be a
coin made into a piece of jewellery.” Joanna could not place that. The
medium paused, then the energy changed . . . out of a light trance she
asked:

“Do you know someone who dresses in a robe like a judge? He wants
to speak through you. I will ask for more information. He says: ‘I am
very taken with this soul, my time isn’t limited, I am there when the
time comes, I enter her thoughts whenever it is necessary.’” Joanna was
familiar with his appearance from a dream she had, and eager to ask
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more: “What does he think about the book?” “I do not communicate
like that, but I’ll see what I get. Does the word ‘Endeavour’ mean
anything to you? ... Oh, yes,” Muriel became excited. “He shows me a
pale yellow cover, it’s about correcting ideas. Terms that may have been
misunderstood should be reformulated by understanding the reality. I
really have to encourage you. Now your helper takes over what I say:
‘You have to write this, you will receive support, but don’t take any
other views on board. There is nothing more convincing than one’s
own experience.” The medium smiled at her pleasantly: “I like what I
feel with you, a venture into the unknown! A departure into unusual
insights, enjoy what you intend to do.”

The term endeavour became more understandable as she matured in
life. What was really happening to her here? After consultations like
this, it was difficult for her to stay grounded. These two readings gripped
Joanna’s emotions. The transition during her studies and understanding
of life suddenly made more sense. The loss of her husband had become
an actual occasion to re-understand her life. This helped her distinguish
between the past and the present. The goal was to develop courage,
modesty, patience and seek balance. Her everyday life was already
withdrawing into the background. She had experienced so much which
would find little understanding in her home country. A spiritual circle
would have the benefit to share her views with like-minded people. She
enjoyed discovering the meaning of life. The future appeared as a vague
vision. It was said there would be a new partner. What did she have to
do? He lived in another place. A move would be imminent. Which city
was it to be? It was time to reflect on her readings, maybe something
was missing. During her evaluation, she summarized the following: The
future soulmate was mentioned five times. The removal she wanted
appeared three times. The book she would write was addressed four
times. What was the future to bring?

One evening in college at the bar, she had a conversation with a music
professor from the Netherlands: “There are some mediums in my family.
My grandmother has written a book on her life experiences. At the time,
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no publisher wanted to print that. Therefore she published it at her own
expense.” “To write about my experiences is always suggested to me, I
desire to talk about how mediality can contribute to the way of life.” The
professor responded hesitantly and scratched his chin thoughtfully: “I
myself am still very sceptical. It’s hard for me to form an idea of where
the perceptions come from.” Joanna nodded. “That’s the case for me
as well. Since the confirmation ‘clairvoyance is possible’, the question
that concerns me is: How do the spirits perceive us? Sometimes they
see the same things and read my thoughts. Do we send out signals that
they can read our thoughts?” “Your approach is very scientific. When
I deliberate, I notice that sometimes statements of transcendence are
not always correct,” he explained to Joanna. But I take what I get, and
just enjoy the inspiration when I compose. “If they pass over, they will
step out of our linear experience of time,” she smiled as she answered.
“I’ll keep an eye on it. My second love is astrology. This makes it easier
to interpret forecasted events.”

At the end of the third week she’d travel to London, to meet Paul.
He was curious which direction she would take in life. He picked her
up at the train station and they enjoyed the afternoon at a market
with vibrant street music and had fun together. Later, he escorted her
back to the departure platform at Victoria Station. On the escalator
he said jokingly towards her: “I’ll leave you with your bodyguards.”
They turned to look at the two men with puzzled faces. “How do you
know we’re bodyguards?” Joanna answered: “He’s a good medium.” She
said goodbye to Paul. “What does that mean ‘a medium’?” one of the
bodyguards asked. “We met at a college to develop our clairvoyant
abilities,” she replied, adding, “By the way, my name is Joanna. I’m
from Germany and you?” “I see. My name is George, I was born near
Lake Constance.” He proudly showed her his passport. “This is my
partner, we have just chaperoned our celebrity clients to their hotel.
When our assignment is over, we’ll go back to South Africa.” Joanna
looked baffled, remembering the two readings last week, which had both
mentioned South Africa. What was going on here? Meanwhile, their
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train arrived, and they were all going in the same direction. George was
very open-minded. “If you’re interested, on Sundays there is a public
service in the college, with well-known mediums on stage.” Her stop was
next, so she said goodbye and exited the train. The following Sunday,
the two men didn’t show up.

She again experienced a mysterious coincidence without dissolution.
South Africa was mentioned in two readings, but the encounter with the
two men was brief ... The spirit world will know. By now she determined
that England wasn’t to be her destination. To live a nice quiet life in
a countryside cottage was tempting. She had to settle for what suited
her, but with the help of the spirit world, things where changing. The
helpers knew about her Zen practice. Meditation provided awareness
of permanence. There, the students were asked to think only of the
next step, as in a walking meditation: Repeat the following sentence -
just this step, just this step, ... The expertise of astrology confirmed:
“There is a time for everything and all things under the sun have their
time.” (Read here under the influence of Babylonian astrology in the
Old Testament, Preacher Solomon, 3).

Slowly, the intensity of the place became exhausting for Joanna.
During the lessons, she experienced compassion and creativity that
a healer had previously addressed. During this month she met with
people from different continents, with different professions, and different
motivations which had brought them here.

Joanna’s Swiss classmate at the table, saw her deceased uncle sitting
next to her. Peculiar things happened at the college. If somebody saw a
companion from the spirit world, then the students talked to each other,
described what they had seen, and then conversed. In the afternoon,
they decided to drive to a Renaissance castle with glorious gardens.
Here they relaxed and regenerated in the beauty of the park. Now it
was time to return home. She thanked her fellow students and tutors.
The luggage filled the car, then her Swiss friend made her a gift: “You
remind me of the song: ‘I Am What I Am’.”
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7.6. Stay on the Ground with your Feet.

Violette: “From a worldly perspective, it is difficult to trust in the
continuity of the soul. When somebody overcomes difficulties in the
material world in the course of life, they see no reason to repeat that
learning in a new existence.

People, who are struggling, just want to prevail through the bad times.
Almost futile, the conflict appears to those who have quenched their
thirst in the ‘carefree river’ and forgotten the reasons for the return of
the soul. That is how it is told in Plato’s Glaucon.”

Jaune: “It seems to be intentional that we are wandering on earth in
the darkness, searching for the hidden light. Plotinus quotes Heraclitus’s
explanation. The pre-Socratic, who sent his students on a quest to
discover ‘the ascent and descent to the spiritual world’, spoke of a ‘rest
between one and other existence’. He assumed that only a true seeker
discovers it, not the one who believes he has the right solution.

Plotinus stresses the worst thing about human existence, to get in-
creasingly involved in earthly affairs. Adversity challenges reactions,
which in turn leads to the further concatenation of circumstances. Ploti-
nus also emphasises that misconduct forces one to learn from mistakes,
the consequence then is a release from ignorance and the strengthening
of the soul.

The human soul is permeated by two things: firstly, an inner impulse
of realization of the ideas inherent in the souls, and secondly, the return
of the soul to primordial ground. In the Universal Soul, the individual
soul enjoys the community and yet is to be regarded as a self-reliant,
unique being.

Men can only remember the similarity of the natural picture of the
sun. It consists of a centre and its rays warm the body. Accordingly, the
soul in the Universal Soul, like the sun, wishes to radiate into the lower
material world, so to speak, and then return to freedom from suffering
in the Universal Soul.

Thus, Plotinus in his writings talks about freedom from suffering in
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our existence in the cosmos, i.e. in the Universal Soul.
He reveals much about the divine order that few can experience it

from a terrestrial perspective. However, in near-death experiences, the
care of helpers can be recognized. On our side every Daimonion leads
the way to a higher hypostasis. This links the lower material world with
the superior levels. When the soul has reached a higher level, it can
voluntarily return for the cause of love.”

Violette is devotedly listening, now learning more about the divine
order, but the confusion on earth worries her. “Jaune, terms like Dharma,
Karma, and Nirvana in Indian culture sound similar. A scholar explained
that Buddhism’s message is dejected and thus not for him: ‘All life is
suffering’, which is why he prefers Christianity.”

Jaune answers: “... Christians worship the cross because Jesus Christ
sacrificed himself for their sins. In Buddhism, when a Bottisattwa
reaches enlightenment, he wants to return to help others, but can’t
take over their sins. In Plotinus’ biography one can evidently see his
interest in the East. He admired the legendary philosopher Ammonios
Sakkas in Alexandria. This scholar came into contact with Buddhist
education. After eleven years, Plotinus felt drawn to India. He joined a
group which travelled to the Persians. However, they were involved in
turmoil of war and that prevented his journey. In the end the scholar
found back to the centre of the capitol of the Roman world. So he
himself did not experience India. In his writings there is talk about
the transmigration, the ascent and descent of the soul into the physical
world. The concept of reincarnation is nothing new in antiquity, but
fundamentally combines aspects of eastern philosophy, as well as Greek
and Indian theurgy. Plotinus went on to lecture in the tradition of the
Platonic Academy.

The Isis cult spread throughout the Hellenistic religion. The mother
Isis tries to console her child, the Horus boy. She explains to the child
the suffering and that all things happening on earth transmit to sources
at a higher-level. Isis continued to explain to Horus the cycle of nature:
“There is nothing that doesn’t descend from the heights and then ascend
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again. According to measure and weighing, all necessary substances flow
towards mankind. This connection emerges through the pneuma, known
as the cosmic spirit. In India, it’s called Prana, in the Chinese language
Qi and in the Old Testament God gives breath of life to Adam.”

“Jaune, can you rediscover the Buddhist thoughts of the four noble
truths of suffering in Platonism?” “Violette, the teachings have evolved
differently, but at the core they relate to human needs. The first noble
truth of Buddhism is suffering. Plotinus refers to the fact that the
material plane is bound to causality. On this instinctual level, he also
knows there is no real free will.

The second truth relates to the passions. Affected emotions are viewed
as problematic elements for Pythagoreans, as well as Platonists or Stoics.
Therefore, during spiritual development they recommend to beware
of passion. These bind short-termed satisfaction and urging desires.
Plotinus also rejects the slaughter of animals or consumption of meat.
No food could morally be consumed due to the harm inflicted on animal.

This brings us to the third noble truth of Buddhism, which offers a
way to not exaggerate sensual needs. Plotinus agrees with Aristotle’s
model of choosing the middle between extremes, known as the ‘theory
of the golden mean’. The true mean lies in the midst of abundance and
asceticism. However, it’s only possible for a controlled person who is
not governed by passion. In dealing with the material world, the choice
of the golden mean continues, reasonable acting is needed throughout
the whole life.

After our depiction of free will, it is easier to understand how this
alignment to reason is significant for human existence. If you succeed in
the way of Aristotle’s soul path, then your Daimonion can guide you. A
virtuous life is realized here by repeatedly practicing the golden mean.
The ultimate goal is Eudaimonia, the self-sufficient bliss. This is the
aim of all actions that Buddhists would call enlightenment.”

Read Plotinus, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8

Porphyry, On the Life of Plotinus
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Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Book I

She entered her apartment, like she did a year earlier. The living room
door was open, and she gazed towards the window with magnificent,
breath-taking view of the Alps. By the window there was a space
to read and write. Sitting here she knew her life had to go on but
without her husband it would be very lonely. Would she be able to
cope with the stress of her old environment? She became more stable
through the readings and awareness exercises in college. The lessons
gave her an abundance of experiential knowledge. Last year, Joanna felt
disconnected from her social contacts, a shock she described as a vision
of an insurmountable abyss around her. The longing for her partner still
hurt, but she also knew that her life offered new opportunities. She felt
led over a sustainable bridge.

Now her life became based on the knowledge that there is a life after
death. To the question, “Do you believe what you’re saying?” She
answered, “No, I know what I’ve experienced.”

As Lewis her tutor had already emphasized, she drove to the monastery,
sat in the nave and listened to the Gregorian chants. Usually she was
alone, there were no audiences in the church when the monks came in
to pray. She sank until she felt the typical temperature changes. In
her mind, Peter humorously appeared disguised as Benedictine monk.
She should not forget, there is humour on the other side. She felt the
impulse to go to a restaurant afterwards. There was the chance to meet
an old acquaintance. ‘What a good idea’, she thought. Once greeting
the owner, she sat down at a small table by the window. After a while
a group of people came sat at a neighbouring table. Among them was a
young woman who soon came over to greet Joanna. They knew each
other from the wine bar: “May I join you?” “Of course, take a seat!”
“I’m sure I’m interfering? Are you still with your partner? I don’t see
you anymore! Have you separated?” “It’s nice of you to ask.” Joanna
answered cautiously as she sensed the girl would be shocked by her
replay. “Don’t worry, you have put your foot in it! Peter and I are
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separated, but to be honest, he’s here, just not visible,” Joanna replied
attentively. She kept it a secret that she got the message to go to the
restaurant. “You’re very unusual in that.” “Yes, we’ve been able to help
each other better this way.” “Sounds great.”

One afternoon Marion came to visit. They chatted about family
vacation and adventures with their rental car. “That sounds familiar to
me from my days in the Canaries.” “How did you feel in England? We
haven’t had much time to speak since the holidays.” “My stay gave me
a newfound self-confidence. Now I’m in the process of integrating the
information I’ve gained from the college into my life. More sittings for
trance should be added until the next visit to England.”

Martina called. The two women had met again in the course with
Laurette during the summer weeks. “How are you, have you found
any people to sit with you in trance?” “Yes, two friends want to try
it with me.” Joanna told about Sonja and Helga, the two women who
also wished to comfort her after Peter’s death. Martina stated she was
having complications at work: “Somehow, a colleague found out about
my private life.” “Do your co-workers doubt your engineering skills? This
all sounds too familiar.” “Yes, Joanna! I told you we have to be careful
what people should know about us. Society is afraid of what we do, but
I keep going. My meditation group supports my journey and believes in
the phenomena.”

The widow began with regular meetings. Sonja and Helga felt ap-
propriate body perceptions, sensed healing in the form of heat, while
sitting in trance. Sometimes overshadowing happened, when spiritual
visitors showed on Joanna’s face or at her side. This went well for a
while until Peter’s cousin Sonja got diagnosed with a tumour in her head.
She received healing for her neck pain, and subsequent the surgery was
relatively easy, the carcinoma was encapsulated. She regenerated, but
felt unsure and so Sonja stopped sitting for trance.

(Reading eight months later, Pentecost 1999) “There’s someone with
an imbalance, which developed near the ear.” “Yeah, that’s his cousin
(Sonja).” “He (Peter) sends her healing. He is very enthusiastic about
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her. He says if you did not know to whom you could go, then she was
there, he has a great devotion to her, she deserves it.”

Helga sat with Joanna for a while to give necessary attention for
trance. That went very well, until Helga’s husband became seriously
ill. He had a large swelling in the abdomen, which was the reason that
he asked his wife Helga to stop the trance exercises. He was extremely
sceptical of her activities: “Do we know if we are allowed to enter a
prohibited area of the spiritual world?” Joanna remained calm, and
prayed for her friend, as well as for her husband. He returned to his
stable health, as Joanna was mentally told. She knew too well that this
trance work would not have been possible in the past centuries.

Both girlfriends were privately involved with illness, did they know
intuitively about their future and felt the necessity for a change? The
outside world had seen it differently. In the past Joanna would have been
accused of witchcraft and condemned for her actions. The haunting of
the past is over. Altered states of consciousness are now part of medical
research.

She placed an advert in the paper inviting those interested in medita-
tion and altered states. One group of people volunteered as they were
already experienced in the perception of energy in the family constel-
lation. The evening began with theoretical information. In order to
avoid misunderstandings, she explained to the visitors what happens
during trance: “The brain waves are slowly lowered, from 38 hertz to 3
to 0.5 hertz, known as the beta state. The deceleration of brain activity
is easier to practice with the energy of a group, as I learned from the
experiences of the spiritualists.” This circle existed until March 1999.

The participants of the trance circle saw faces several times around
her, the phenomenon is called overshadowing. What is the difference to
the dream state? A possible parallel: In the dream state, the brain waves
are in the theta range, the frequency also corresponds to the deep state
during meditation or in creative processes. What the meditator perceives
internally can also be recognized by psychics in special circumstances of
light from the outside.
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*
Joanna continued searching for a suitable spiritual community in her
country. Already earlier that summer, she felt obliged to join a seminar
in Luneburg Heath. The organization had taken over a Buddhist centre
in northern Germany. They were preparing for the Dalai Lama’s visit.
Along the A7 motorway, Joanna started a conversation with Peter. After
300 km of driving, she became aggravated by a red car, who insisted
on quickly overtaking her on the right-hand lane. Then he forced her
to overtake him and quickly drove past her again on the wrong side.
Her guardian angel reminded her of a trip to Munich when he once
recommended, she take a coffee break. She decided to stop at nearby
petrol station to get a coffee and rest. That was a typical example for
intuition, pictures that remind you and at the same time give a message.
After the short break, she got back on the motorway, but was alarmed
when several ambulances pasted her in a hurry. From a distance, blue
lights grabbed her attention. Police officers diverted the traffic away
the accident, where several cars had collided, the red eye-catching car
was among them. Today people say: ‘trust the gut feeling’. It is greatly
underestimated that this perception is a maturing process. The main
thing is to pay attention to your thoughts. One must cultivate awareness
for one’s own senses weather physical, emotional or mental.

The news reported about the week of the Dalai Lama’s visit. Quite
humorously the speaker told: “He sits in the Luneburg Heath, giving
religious instruction to six thousand attentive listeners.” At the hotel
she made the acquaintance of an elderly English gentleman. He always
drove with her from the accommodation to the seminar venue. When
saying goodbye, he noted the beauty of their encounter. There was a
loving expression in his eyes as he gave her a goodbye book. “Mystic in
Tibet.”

The quality of the lessons, the profound knowledge in Tibetan culture
became symbolically apparent in her dreams. Much spiritual power was
passed on. It was a sign of coherence, she felt no contradiction to the
learning in college. Even trance has its values: “A slow, consciously
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falling asleep trains the attention for one’s own dying.” (Dalai Lama).
Or more detailed: “In order to train in the path that would allow us to
transform death, the intermediate state, and rebirth, we have to practice
on three occasions: during the waking state, during the sleeping state,
and during the death process. This entails integrating the self with
spiritual training. (Dalai Lama). The organizing centre even offered a
learning course. The Geshe, who taught there, transmitted the lessons
to his disciples. Dream:

“I’m sitting at the lake shore, the sky is deep blue. My eyes
wander over the bays towards a magnificent city, built by the
lake. Behind it a towering mountain with a glorious waterfall
flowing down towards the urban site. The water is very clear
and the glittering white and blue water is a delightful sight
as it cascades into playful, dazzling colours down the hill.”

She trusted the Buddhist teaching, so enrolled in the course.

7.7. Virtue helps us to choose the right pattern of

life.

“Jaune, last time you spoke about the realization of virtue. Do you
think that the ancient Greek concept of virtue on earth is correctly
understood? I find that the translations are always tied to the worldview
of each society.”

“In antiquity, that must have been problematic too,” Jaune noted
that: “Socrates asks Menon to explain his understanding of virtue.” The
student began to dissect the term, counting ‘wisdom’, ‘prudence’... until
Socrates interrupted him. This method seemed to him as if someone
tried to explain the jar through its shards of glass. The dialog also
addresses evil, leading to the thesis that virtue must be a gift from the
gods. Later, we will revisit the conversation regarding evil, but first
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we will switch back to virtue. In the book Glaucon is stated that not
everyone receives the same amount of virtue. In the book Protagoras,
Plato prepares a new view, we later find in the lectures of Aristotle:
‘Virtue is the true knowledge that leads to right action during the earthly
existence.’”

“Thank you Jaune, unfortunately, people are missing out on the basics:
When they are struck by fatalities, they need our guidance, someone to
share the loss but virtue is their soul force,” Violette sighs.

Jaune: “In the material world a spark of love presents hope. Thus,
the desire for good can be awakened, allowing an inner spark of love
to germinate once again. After all, it is our aim to shape the protégé’s
destiny so that loss becomes a manageable challenge. In Plotinus’
digression on free will, he explains the importance of virtue. He views
man as a slave to his passions, no matter if he leads a good or bad life. If
he wishes to strip himself of superficial needs, that is not to be equated
with entire rejection. More importantly, the seeker must avoid extremes,
and liberate himself from the drive of passion. The golden mean is the
right answer between exuberance and renunciation. It would be good
for man to reflect in everyday life in order to act without compulsion.”

Violette: “That reminds me of the oracle of Delphi. Here the Greeks
worshiped the God of light, healing and wisdom. There the seeker had
on the threshold to the temple of Apollo: ‘know thyself’.

Jaune: “Even wise men such as Heraclitus have said that man has
the capacity for self-knowledge. We must acknowledge, suffering leads
closer to soul-reason. Furthermore, it is amazing that the solutions to
self-realization already exist in the higher self. Fate causes us to let go
of old habits, because old habits follow an unconscious desire.”

Violette: “Honesty with oneself results in the ability to love thyself.
Love opens up to healing.”

“Thank you, Violette. I must evoke the value of mourning again.
But there is a possibility that people affected by personal trauma being
unable to find their feet again. It may take some time for them to adjust
to daily life. ‘If one doesn’t reflect and pause in life,’ says Plotinus,
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‘the negativity is invited to complete its course. As a result, change
doesn’t happen and the bereaved slowly is spiralled into their next crisis.
Everyone on earth has already observed this. Discovering their weakness,
they can face their fears. However, if not then they will carry on with
an old life pattern.’”

“Yes!” Violette adds: “Again we come back to the golden mean, the
ideal action by Aristotle! Here, too, Plotin equates virtue with the
spiritual force of the mourner’s soul and links it to the Nous. This
enables him to draw down higher wisdom from the plane above. He
emphasizes the freedom of action that results from the attitude of
our minds before we act. In other words, freedom arises through the
imperturbation before action.”

Read Plato, Republic, Glaucon (617E) ;

Plotinus, On the Voluntary, and the One’s Wishing, Ennead VI, 8

Joanna spent Christmas with her parents. After the festivities she
drove to a spiritual retreat organized by another Buddhist school. Until
New Year’s Eve, she heard teachings on rebirth, dissolving spirit, and
earthly souls. Sometimes she doubted whether the words were prop-
erly translated, especially mind, thought and spirit. “The limit of my
language is the limit of my world,” the philosopher Ludwig Wittgen-
stein said. Differentiated thinking of an original text can encounter the
absence of vocabulary in our modern language. A clear reason why
the Dalai Lama emphasized that Tibetan Buddhism is closely linked to
the existence of the Tibetan language. The same thing happens in the
ancient Greek language, the philosophy is only understandable if one
knows the meaning of its terms. Therefore, they speak of a hermeneutic
philosophy.

Her stay was extremely lonesome, quite different to the warmth she
had found in the college. What she lacked during the visit, Peter
presented to her through dreams. He communicated clearly with her,
his energy remained constant, and he shared with her the loneliness.
Soon after, she received confirmation during a reading:
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(February 1999): “You did not feel well after Christmas time. At first
you thought you had found a good place, but that did not work out.
You kept composure and stood your ground. When the New Year’s bells
rang, he (Peter) was with you.”

After she had heard enough of the teachings, she tried to distance
herself. Joanna planned a trip to an historical city. She remembered it
from her time with Arnold and so decided for a guided tour to better
familiarize herself with the city. Afterwards, she wished to warm up in
a café. Once entering the door, she noticed that every table was empty.
Oddly, an elderly lady came in after Joanna and sat down at the table
next to her. They got talking and openly shared knowledge and past
experiences with each other as it is possible especially among strangers.
The lady told about her past and the loss of her husband. She also
explained how she coped by sticking to a disciplined daily routine. They
both agreed there is a life after death. When the lady listened to Joanna
she confirmed, “. . . and now you are alone?” It was more a question of
compassion. They wished each other all the best for the coming future
and parted ways. Joanna wanted to take another look at her favourite
church St. Michael. Again, she seemed to be the only visitor. With her
certainty from a time when she dealt with geomancy, her hands found a
healing place. Joanna started a long meditation; the scent of incense
from the candles caused an air of sadness to break out over her. She
cried uncontrollably. Undoubtedly, the widow had lost her composure.
She watched as her pain dissolved into tears.

*
Now, without the assistance of the college tutors, it was time to trust
her gut feeling. Joanna had found much compassion and understanding
in Laurette. Even when they took different paths in life, it remained
up to the students to visualize the tutor’s watchfulness. Many years
after, these eyes steered her on the right course. The medium realised
Joanna’s sole ambition and summarized her path to mediality in one
sentence. The medium realised Joanna’s sole ambition and summarized
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her purpose in life in one sentence. Once again she felt very fortunate
in this time of her life that she had begun to meditate at a young age.
There is no other way to calm down the daily chatter.

On the way home to Neuburg she decided to stop and take a stroll
through a famous town near the motorway. After her walk, she got back
in the car, and a group of adults passed by the large parking lot. Zen
meditation does not cultivate a dreamy state of consciousness. When
you focus on mindfulness, the concentration is on the outside and at the
same time it focuses on the inner perception. She was about to reverse
out of the parking space when she heard an inner voice saying: “Stop,
there’s a kid.” She waited a moment and then saw a little boy dashing
passed her car. Without that inner voice, there could have been a tragic
accident. What a reaffirming experience.

During her nocturnal pictures she learned more about Peter’s messages.
She simply wrote down her dreams without much thought. Her late
partner continued to communicate with her this way. Dream:

“Peter parks our car on the roadside, because of the rain
I go faster. He is colourfully dressed and follows me in his
typical serenity. We agree with each other, now it’s almost
like before. I take our horse out for a ride from my place of
birth towards my current residence. Than the stallion needs a
break, it has to cool down slowly. My spiritual guide sits with
me and starts a conversation: ‘It’s up to you to decide what
you want to do. Put everything in the right order so that
you can live satisfactorily. There we give you more spiritual
growth.’”

Here Joanna is told that nothing will change, if she doesn’t give up
the restlessness that has prevailed since her youth. The spirit world is
there when the student is ready.

At the beginning of winter Sonja’s mother died. They had met Peter’s
aunt at birthday parties, then she dreamed two weeks after the funeral:
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“I’m on an airfield where I wish to call somebody, but he
seems to have passed away.”

That reminded Joanna of the circumstances in the US.

“We see people in wintertime sledging. They are trying so
hard that they slide down one side of the mountain and then
climb up the other side.”

This reminded Cousin Sonja of her childhood with Peter, as she
explained the memory later.

“Peter meets me, we want his relative to speak to him.
She is currently talking with others, so we sit down at a long
rustic polished oak table with guests.”

The long oak table symbolized the college dining room. Here, in her
dream it is always meant a place where the passed ones talk to the
living.

“The guests talk to each other. At the very top of the
table sits Peter’s aunt. Then Sonja comes over to talk to us:
‘Something very disappointing has been troubling my mother
the last six years. Two businessmen from our town wanted
to cheat her out of money after the death of my father.’ She
tells me the business names.”

Joanna and Peter didn’t know about the trouble of his relatives. After
this special dream, the widow wanted to know more about whether there
was a new specific message concerning life after death. Sonja listened
attentively to the friend while she told the dream. Financial matters had
never been an issue at a coffee party. Sonja began: “It hurt our mother
to be considered unfit by these tradesmen, who thought that if they
invited her to the office, she would sign the necessary papers, to drive
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the old lady out of the business. Only we sisters and my brother-in-law
know about the circumstances.”

Who was the communication meant for? Peter wanted to give his
relative a message about the continuity of the maternal soul. On the
other hand, Joanna received once more a precise confirmation of the
exchange between the living and the deceased.

From childhood Joanna had, along with other difficulties, also de-
veloped an eating disorder. Gradually, these weaknesses healed with
her relationships. Everyone but Arnold liked to cook. Once she had
to stop him, because he tried to fry a steak with the coffee machine.
Peter, on the other hand, used to cook wonderful meals because he was
culinary talented. That was certainly the reason why he had the ability
to send his wife a dream before she met the college cook. Ms Brunner
had emphasized similar thoughts. Michael-Benjamin was attracted to
his aunt’s painting. Like attracts like. Dream:

“I am in a house where people are celebrating. Peter and
his maternal grandfather are there. Shortly after it was time
to leave, my partner makes me a take away salad.”

This nocturnal journey seemed relatively normal. Why a salad? If
you knew Joanna needed a cookbook to mix her daily salad dressing,
you understand the funny message. Such a dream was again a reward.
Sometimes she experienced it almost as if she was in a movie, in colour
and light.

“Peter tells me of his tasks in the spirit world: One of them
is to help young beings entering transcendence. He walks
with them through a landscape and shows the new arrivals
the area.”

(Reading, February 2000): “He met his relatives. He helps young
people who come to the spirit world.”
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*
In the wine bar, she liked to sit with acquaintances from an acting group.
After she cracked a joke, she patted her neighbour on the head. She
heard herself say: “Oh, boy!” A maternal love was in her. “That’s what
my mother used to do to me,” her neighbour said very pleased. Then a
year was flying out of her mouth: “1964”. “That was the first time I got
married.” He answered. A picture came: “Cream coloured Volkswagen.”
“That was my car then.” The woman in spirit came more forward:
“Lisbeth - Elisabeth?” “I always called her Lisabeth for fun!” “Your
problematic relationship with her at the end of her life still troubles her.
She wants to ask for your forgiveness!” Then he openly expressed: “My
mother left her house to my sister, she could have handled it differently.”
The mother in spirit desperately asked for forgiveness, but her friend
wasn’t really convinced of her presence!

Something else remarkable happened in Joanna’s house. There, three
stories below her lived a couple named Bauer. She once gave them a
book to read. At the same time Joanna spoke openly about Peter’s death
and how she dealt with it. Mr. Bauer turned to her very seriously. “Isn’t
there written, let the dead rest?” “Where can you read that?” He had
no answer. He suffered from an unknown illness for which he expected
no cure. His openness touched her and soon after this conversation he
died. Almost four weeks later she had a dream:

“We are in a small village east of our town. The Bauer’s
are sitting at a table in front of a brown barn with young
parents. The sun is shining; a round striped sunshade is
stretched open. The seat is northwest of the big shed in the
grass, protected from the sun. Two children aged four and
seven play with balls and bicycles.”

Immediately, Joanna sensed that this must be a message to his wife.
“Yes, it was his favourite spot. There he enjoyed the carefree acts of
children, which helped him to forget what troubled him in life. This
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friendly family, we see as our children,” said Ms Bauer. She also described
the next village east of Neuburg: “Why did you dream of it, why
not me?” “It’s incomprehensible to me, it just happened”, Joanna
answered evasively. “To you it’s important, for his soul has given me an
unmistakable scene of which I could not know anything.”

The next dream expressed very strange symbolism. (February 1999):

“My aim is to get my driver’s license back. I have to go
to the next nearby city. Two helpers from the spirit world
give me a moss-green robe.”

Perhaps the interpretation sounds quite audacious: a new driver’s
license indicates a new beginning. The statement also recalled of a
friend who had to pass a medical aptitude test there in order to get
his licence back. The green robe referred to the colour corresponding
to the heart chakra. The message indicated two gifts for Joanna. In
the nearby university town, she would discover a new beginning. The
message more clearly summarized: Peter told her, there is a chance to
meet the promised partner.

7.8. The golden path of wisdom goes through the

heart.

“The last days of Socrates’s life are so impressive, Jaune. Kriton wanted
to visit his teacher early in the morning. He was very excited because
he had bribed a guard to leave the door open so that his teacher could
escape. Socrates, on the other hand, looked very surprised when the
student woke him up. Understandably, the student hoped his adored
teacher would use the opportunity to escape. Kriton believed the death
penalty would be forced the next day. The teacher did not want to
contradict, because he knew a judgment wouldn’t be enforced until the
ship with the Council authorities returned. He knew while sitting in
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prison, the ship would arrive only on the day after. Kriton wanted to
know the source of this information.”

“Violette, it is often missed that Socrates draws his knowledge from his
dream! He is the authority considered the founder of moral philosophy
in the modern world. He reminds us of dreams that give him certainty!
This is unimaginable in today’s world. The philosopher view of his
imminent death, speaks about his last dream-face.

Even more astonishing, he describes his imminent death as his return:
A beautiful woman brightly dressed met him in the sleep state and
asked, if he would come in three days in the mythological land described
by Homer. Kriton could hardly believe this and advised him to escape.
The philosopher insisted that the will of God was decisive for him. He
referred to the fate he had chosen and that he wanted to fulfil in this
purposefully way.”

Violette: “Yes, Plutarch, the writer and Apollo priest, was a profes-
sional interpreter of dreams. In his biography of Socrates, he gives the
reader an explanation which conveys more than just philosophical views.
He interprets the Daimonion of Socrates saying, ‘This Inner Voice is
a perceptible force that comes in contact with the dreamer or speaks
audibly to him while dreaming, as it does in the natural prophecy to
which one or the other has accesses.”

Read Plato, Crito, (43) ;

Plutarch, On the Daimonion of Socrates, or De Genio Socratis ;

After spending a long time in Germany, Joanna flew to England in
February to attend a course. She couldn’t wait to converse with like-
minded people again. She waited for the readings with the mediums,
which may give her feedback on past experiences and perhaps the future.
Finally, she arrived in college.

Dream:

“Peter’s ship is raised to a higher level on one of the
English waterways.”
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The Castle

This phrase had a slight pun. The channel alluded to the channelling
in mediality. In her previous dreams, she had once met Peter on a ship,
on which they sailed together along a typical English waterway. This
journey with Peter on the same ship meant that his skills in spirit had
advanced.

Dream:

“At college, a spiral staircase leads me upstairs under the
roof. There I see the cook and his wife sitting at the table.
To reach this table, I let go and leap over the missing floor.
Another staircase leads up to an unfamiliar magnificent room.
The door is open, but Peter and me cannot enter there yet. I
see a Renaissance-style wooden ceiling with gold ornaments,
bright light streams out of the ballroom, I am shown a new
castle, in its entire splendour. It is different to the hall of
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the college, there is a central building with two Baroque style
wings. When I wake up, I see a rose in front of me, which
still has morning dew and scents.”

The staircase symbolized development. Letting go of the past is
necessary, therefore the courageous leap is important. A year prior, she
had dreamed the ground in her house had crumbled already. What
does the symbolism of cook and wife entail? Peter had cooked for
Joanna. But what does the view ballroom and the golden ceiling hide?
It wasn’t the white stucco ceiling of the college. The colour gold steers
the statement towards ancient philosophy and wisdom. It looked like a
gold Renaissance ceiling concerning the rediscovery of ancient ethics, the
rebirth of Hellenistic attitude. Although Peter and Joanna reached the
threshold into the room, they found, yet they weren’t allowed to enter
the splendour of the hall. At the end of the excursion, Peter gave her a
single, dewy rose. That was his typical stylish way to be a gentleman.

The trance course offered a wealth of topics: meditation, the sym-
bolic language of colours, intuitive perception, exercises with breathing
techniques and trance healing. She managed to get a much-respected
medium for a reading.

“You felt pulled, pushed, and motivated to connect with the spirit
world. You have endured a great amount of grief in the last eighteen
months. This resulted in a yearning for more understanding. The colours
around you are wonderful. Previously, you have experienced seven hard
years that are now behind you. You wished to run away, but you were
trapped by the situation. From our work perspective, we don’t want to
get involved in personal issues. In your job you must deal with a lot
of intellectual labour. That’s why I see mountains of books.” “It’s my
profession, and in my spare time I study to further my understanding of
philosophy. My wish is to partially combine the lost knowledge about
life after the death of the past and the present,” explained Joanna. “Ah,
then I understand it better now, such a beautiful light came in with you.
That wasn’t knowledge it was wisdom. Sometimes we must exhibit our
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own gifts. Remember, the truth in the books comes from a source.
Spirit doesn’t divide into intellectual categories. It’s about the wisdom

in you. Different religions have different approaches, but that isn’t in
you. You can also say that the result is not necessarily better if you
put too much in the pot. Try an easier approach. You meditate very
extensively. Among other helpers, one wears an orange robe. He lets
you know that his influence helps you to realize more insights. Wisdom
has many sources, but you can’t divide the truth. He says you will start
something new. You will progress.” Joanna smiled. “Yes, I signed up for
a Buddhist correspondence course, which is in the tradition of the Dalai
Lama School.” “Don’t forget that wisdom is the essence, no matter what
path leads there. The golden path of wisdom flows through the heart.
Don’t overdo your ethical studies, don’t adapt inconsistencies in any
way. Laws, crises, religions, are all created by humans.

You’ve never made it easy for yourself. Now you can start composing
your life’s puzzle. You shouldn’t just separate everything into differ-
ent directions, because the essence is the inner light, which remains
indestructible. Mind yourself and follow your feelings. You are much
disciplined, don’t restrain your feelings. We are all different, but your
way is searching for wisdom and truth. It was important for me to dis-
cuss your spiritual potential with you first. Come back to your creative
source,” advised the medium and continued.

“There have been many changes that have been attacking you. Here
is a man, well dressed, not tall, casual, but he is so proud of you. A
fatherly feeling accompanies him, he comes from your father’s side, now
he says: “You were a shy child, but difficult.” This observation of the
spiritual visitor means, she should be directed to someone who knew
her from childhood. The medium continued: “He mentions a sister, she
is the complete opposite to you. When they observe us from the spirit
world, they sometimes look upon us and laugh. However, you have
one thing in common, your stubbornness. He’s brought a cat with him,
his life ended very quickly.” Now Joanna was sure it was her deceased
cousin, the only one in family with a cat. “He speaks of a lady named
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Margherita he met.” “I don’t understand at the moment, but I suppose
I’ll have to check at home.” Joanna was unaware that cousin simply gave
her a message for his wife.

“He’s giving me the month of October.” “My birthday is in October.”
“He says, you should spare your energies, you expect too much of
yourself. Now another man comes, he is smaller than his predecessor,
he lets the other have the precedence. He’s very close to you.” The
medium mentioned the name Armin, “A friend of mine, Peter liked
very much.” “The month of May?” “That was my husband’s birthday,”
Joanna confirmed. “He describes the end of his life. He felt dizzy and
he fell over. He stayed behind in that reading,” continued the medium,
“so that the previous visitor could talk to you. He was not a romantic,
but places a chocolate heart in your hand. He says we laughed a lot,
but we also had our difficulties, he thanks for your patience.”

Like what Laurette had said seven months earlier, Joanna’s path
was now linked to philosophy. The medium recognised a wealth of
knowledge and wisdom going along with Joanna. After previously
achieving artistically, now she was dedicated to spiritual realms. The
dream containing the gold Renaissance ceiling had received mediumistic
confirmation, and the spiritual world attentively observed her life. The
messages reflected her development.

Encountering a New Medium (February 1999): “The entities which
link with us are the communicators within the family. They convey to
us the possibilities in our lives. They don’t describe the future. Here
is a gentleman who has a close relationship with you. He was not old
when he died. He was in hospital and had undergone various medical
examinations; it was a painful time before his passing.” After the typical
introduction, Joanna was aware who was coming. But this time the
medium brought more evidence: “You were his strength, you where
there in thought with him, even if you weren’t physically present.” In the
US, Joanna started mediation every morning and sent healing prayers.

“You prayed and prayed. He tells me that during your lifetime, you
will never be able to gauge how your actions have prepared his path
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after death. He was received and that was beautiful.” Joana felt that
the medium revealed a missing time link and remembered Ms Brunner’s
consultation. She also emphasized that help we give to the deceased is
essential. Joanna was delighted, didn’t he tell her nine months prior
in a dream that we could transfer feelings from our experiences to the
spirit world?

“Do you have a son?” “No, that must be my sister’s unborn son.” And
again, Michael-Benjamin as part of the family was mentioned! “Please
keep working for the sister’s son. You wanted to be alone, now it’s time
to open the door to the outside world and not pull back. Your husband
reminds you: ‘Just as it was when we first met, there was a spontaneous
attraction, and now others should see that too. That’s really you. The
insecure girl in you, conveys that to others, even if it likes to hide behind
the facade of a self-assured woman.’ There were obstacles in the past.
First, make no hasty decisions, in three months you will receive clarity
about the situation. Your way of working with books is typical of your
perfectionism. The efforts you are now making will deepen in quality
both privately and professionally. Do you keep a diary?” “Yes,” but the
medium did not need the confirmation, she kept the contact without
interruption. “It has to be established in book form for the benefit of
others and understanding new ideas. This man is very happy to be here.
Have you ever before been to our college? He learns here with you, he
now realizes how useless the material things were. He is glad when he is
with you and see things with your eyes.” The clue aroused her subliminal
question: How do they look at us from the spiritual world?

The tutor continued. “Your husband is very excited, he’d like to tell
you now, he knows the spiritual guides that work with you.” “A year
before his death, he questioned me: ‘I think you’re doing wrong. How
can you be so sure not to be misleaded?’”

The medium concluded saying: “You have what you need to carry on.
By the way, the nice man says that he was part of your trance healing
exercise yesterday. But it does not matter who was involved in it.” An
old energy goes with you, Joanna there are golden and emerald colours
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in your aura. Everything in your home is very pleasant; the young being
who accompanies you loves colours! Now it is time to sort out what does
belong to you. Right now, you must not hide at home, you should go
out and about as best you can! You should be open to new encounters.”

7.9. Different life paths

Violette: “The people who are sensible and proud of their intelligence,
see the gifts of psychics as pure fantasies.”

“Yes, mistrust of these skills is part of humanity,” Jaune replies. “This
was already the case in antiquity. Plotinus argues that all those born
on earth must first develop their sensory understanding. These early
impressions become a reality in which they can trust. This seduces or
perhaps misleads them to remain with this approach but scrutinizes
little the human perception and insight.

However, there is another anthropological principle that is fundamental
regarding moral orientation. It comes from Epicurean philosophy, which
has become very popular in the West: seek lust and avoid pain. This
simple orientation has become the basis of the Criminal Code at the
present time. Epicure himself didn’t share any thought about life after
death.

Later Bentham pursued the idea of Utilitarianism: the greatest possi-
ble fortune for the largest possible number of people. This gave rise to
the understanding of modern democracy. Such a simple principle does
not require further explanations of transcendence.”

Violette interrupts: “Now I see the problem, a good life in antiquity
had a different focus. Above all, this strengthens people’s attitudes to
look for what they think is a good life. First, one should enjoy the
temporary life. Unfortunately, the consequence of the exaggeration of
this orientation tends to make people forget what gives us life: nature!
Which religion advocates for the protection of nature?”

Jaune evidently avoids the question: “That’s why Hans Jonas’s philo-
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sophical stance is so important. The New York professor’s work depicts
nature as a weak and precious commodity. Basing his argument on
Kant’s categorical imperative, he derives a human responsibility to
protect the weaker part.”

“But, Jaune, when people put their needs first, they subordinate
nature to their needs also. How should man respect nature so vulnerable
and endangered, if he doesn’t even consider his own eternal existence
after death? Anyone who thinks this way should ask themselves, what
nature or earth they will leave their children?”

Read Plotinus, On Intellect, Ideas, and Being, Ennead V, 9 ;

A games night had been organised at Marion’s house. All her friends
gathered around the dining table where she had prepared a variety of
snacks. Helmut mentioned the evening news: “Did you also hear about
the disaster?” “Yes, I feel so paralyzed when I heard the news but what
can we do?” Marion replied. Joanna sensed a slight contradiction in
her words: “Yes, we should meditate together in a church and send the
healing light to those who need it. Our thoughts have power.” Helmut
promptly replied, “It’s impossible, to do anything about it. By the way,
you don’t believe in Christianity.”

He was one of these socially-minded people who did a lot for the
environment when needed. She was sorry that the couple didn’t share
her mediumistic beliefs in any way. Sometimes Joanna felt pushed into
corner, but she adored their company. She addressed Helmut directly:
“By the way, in Buddhism praying to heal others is part of their practice.
Do you really think, because I desperately came to a place where spiritual
help emanates from the heart, I am no longer a Christian? Healing is
important for my health!” “However,” Helmut snorted. “It seems to me
like a modern journey to self-realization.” In summer the medium Mary
Duffy advised her: “If you aren’t understood in society, just remember
. . . ” so Joanna answered: “I helped Peter!”

Marion’s husband was a theologian. He came out of the kitchen
and was interested in what the guests were talking about. “You know,
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Joanna, Christianity is very simple here, you are loved regardless of
your sins, and you don’t need a classified path of enlightenment. If you
love your neighbour as you love yourself, then you are with God. This
simplicity is readable in St. Paul’s Letters.” “I understand, but I am
not talking about my sins, it’s about a loss of my partner. But history
also reveals that Paul stumbled upon his viewpoint after an unusual,
numinous experience. For me, faith without experience is impossible,
perhaps the example of St. Paul and his experience of light confirmed
that to me. Caravaggio painted a wonderful masterpiece on this subject
in the early 17th century. But the philosophical path to God in the
Greco-Roman world, the Platonic philosophy, is more understandable
to me. While the East spawned Buddhism, the West has as much to
offer in Plato’s philosophy. These directions were met in the Roman
Empire. While there were still a lot of scripts left, Christians destroyed
a large amount of them that didn’t fit their beliefs. Unfortunately, many
of the writings about Mantics were intentionally destroyed. Epicurus
denied mantic, therefor he still is well-known, and his writings fit better
with Christianity. Very interesting is the description how to achieve
inner peace in a modern sense. The opposite of inner peace is when
we wander fervently around. We are thereby drawn into the prevailing
negativity. To calm our thoughts, a technique is required, and if the
mind and body are in balance, then compassion is possible for my fellow
man. Very popular before the birth of Christ was Stoicism. There are
various keywords of this philosophy: Apatheia, a state of mind which
is not disturbed by passion. Secondly: Autarchy to be self-sufficient in
thought and life, and thirdly Ataraxia, which says you should accept
unavoidable things like death.”

“Do you want everyone to study philosophy?” Helmut sighed: “God
has sent his only son, to show his love to mankind.” His wife tried to
calm him a little: “Christianity can easily encourage its followers to
take a stance: ‘sacrifice yourself to others and God loves you’. However,
they don’t manage to love themselves, and neglect their own lives. We
observed that with our parishioners.” There was still a reason for Joanna
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to talk about the continuity of the soul life. Some months before, she
was told by Peter through a medium that everyone was worried about
Helmut and his health, but actually his wife was not in good condition.
Joanna knew that was part of the information she was not allowed to
share, it would only create fear.

Marion’s husband reiterated: “Religions can provide us with a social
order: living together, commandments, dealing with inexplicable things
like birth and death are all regulated here, and only in a globalized
world do different theories come together. Modern sciences provide us
with insights that challenge these teachings. These views are relative,
because absolute knowledge has become impossible today.”

Marion frowned: “Then why do people still wage religious wars?
Shouldn’t we think about the real reasons?” “Religion is a shell,” added
Joanna, “the core is wisdom. When someone is close to God, they
understand the inner core, despite different languages and understand-
ings. It’s one reason why I consider different approaches. When you
seek the divine reason, language can prevent us from understanding
our similarities. This brings me back to meditation.” Helmut wanted to
provoke the friends with his witty manner: “I only believe what I can
calculate, and as a physicist I feel at home with Descartes: Everything
that comes from the outside could be deceit, but in doubt I am sure, I
am a thinking being: I think, therefore I am.”

The theologian was now fully awake, because thinking was no longer
considered an evidential value. “Religion has a contingency problem,
for example: When someone sees a forest, another sees it completely
different. It depends one’s perception, i.e. seeing and thinking. Our eyes
transmit images to the brain which are connected to personal experiences
that result to different insights.”

“Great,” Joanna replied, “faith meets the theories of perception.” She
was reminded of such questions in college: “When I look at you with his
eyes. . . How do spirit people look at us?”

“Can we now slowly come back to the pleasant part of the evening,”
Helmut as a defender of Christianity had different beliefs: “I would like
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to enjoy my life for as long as possible. There is nothing for me after
death. Here I trust in modern medicine.” Marion turned to her friend.
“Joanna, you always said how much laughter you found in England.
How was it last time?” “Yes, it’s as if laughter liberates the soul, and
in England I always find good entertainment and company. Whether
that’s distinctly an English thing, or how they practice their faith, I
can’t say yet. However, creativity, meditation and mediality are closely
related. By the way, I learned there’s a lot of humour on the other
side in transcendence.” “Can smart people with joy in life access there?
Is there room for all our self-inflicted ignorance?” Marion intriguingly
asked. “Yes, I know someone in spirit who has rid himself of his hazy
past. He told me, just because he passed over to the spirit world, he
didn’t automatically become an angel.” “Hilarity keeps you healthy,”
Marion answered. “There is a story of a man, who was seriously ill. He
placed a sign on his door: ‘Here may only enter, those who makes me
laugh.’ He has recovered.”

Joanna went home with mixed feelings. Discussing various different
viewpoints was a difficult challenge but it stood her well. Real friends
respect each other’s views, so building a mutual trust makes it easier
to express your thoughts. However, it is hard if you can’t share your
opinion. As Pythagoras said a friendship should only be abandoned
when there is no longer trust.

Vivian listened attentively to her friend’s story, and finally summed up
her thoughts: “You know, Marion’s husband sees himself as a theologian
in the tradition of the Gospel of John 1,1, “In the beginning was the
Word, . . . This over-emphasizes the spoken word, and what one can
imagine. I wonder where are the emotions? Is there distrust to feelings?
You can learn a great deal in the field of sensations. We should focus on
their development. I experience emotions that I can’t create.” “You’re
right, I always look for feelings in similar discussions,” Joanna nodded.

Vivian: “I suppose that’s the problem with translation from the
original text. Translating the term ‘logos’ into ‘word’, limits the meaning
of the Greek term. Logos indicates world reason or wisdom, the albeit
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cosmic mind. The metaphysical education of the Greece has its roots in
the Egyptian world. There in Memphis the origin of the logos theology is
proven in the Shabaka Stone. The idea of creation and origin developed
as follows: ‘Ptah creates Atum, the god of sun with the help of the
logos. Ptah creates the world through heart and tongue!’ In other words,
feeling and word merge together in the creation of the world.”

Joanna resumed: “Now it sounds very coherent for me to experience
heart and language in context. I can’t delude myself to feel an experience,
but I can find the right words for an unusual event.” The conversation
assured both Joanna and Vivian that language and heart are needed to
master everyday life.

Another colleague had suffered a fatal blow last year. Her wife had
died after an agonizing long illness. The widower suddenly found himself
standing alone among the two children, aged twenty-one and sixteen.
While the father kept doing his work the children mourned very much.
The younger only wore black, and the older boy became depressed. He
even said to his helpless father: “My life has now become meaningless.”
Joanna then dreamt the following:

“There’ll be a funeral for this family. The son wishes
to hear blessings from me at the upcoming cremation. As-
tonished, I ask, because it is inconceivable that the wealthy,
conservative family would understand my words and my phi-
losophy. I watch from a distance as his last will is read and
his wishes concerning the funeral are pronounced. With me
I feel the presence of the artistic talented woman, his mother
in spirit. Then somebody takes on the son’s inheritance, so
twelve and a half percent of his legacies must be redistributed.”

His son fatally died two months after the dream in a car crash. “The
deceased mother must have been very worried,” Joanna said to Vivian,
who had briefly told her about the dream. “This unforeseen event must
have been already recognizable on another level, otherwise I wouldn’t
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have dreamt it.” “Grief must be lived through, to master the change.
The father tried to stabilize the family system from outside,” said the
colleague. “Unfortunately, everyone in his family has solved it for himself.
But the painful loss is energy, where does it go? The challenge has to
be transformed by the entire family!”

After talks like that, Joanna longed even more for a partner. It would
be good to find someone who is open to share similar experiences with me.
Joanna remembered clues she had received in England. She glimpsed
over the planetary transits of her astrological chart. She sensed she
would encounter the new partner soon and dreamt what would happen
in the next three weeks:

“It took place 50 km away in the suburbs of the nearby city,
where we live in a house. I see a VW bus with people who are
straightforward, afterwards more arrive who are interested in
expensive cars. One of them pulls me into bed, there I notice
a young long-haired man who watching us sadly at the door
and then he leaves. I get up immediately and tell him, ‘I
didn’t know that you were interested in me! Can you forgive
me?’ Afterwards, I comfort him, we grab my belongings and
leave.”

This dream told Joanna: “You will make two male acquaintances in
quick succession. The first is interested in expensive cars, he just wants
to play. The other is more attracted to life in the ‘70s. He will leave
when he senses a superficial attitude, as he is looking for a partner and
can’t bear anymore disappointments.

The readings in college alarmed her, she should not settle in the
comfort zone. Dream:

I’m with Peter in a terraced city surrounded by architec-
ture in a Bauhaus style. The houses are on a hillside by a
riverbank. He wants me to ask my spiritual guide about the
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new marriage, but he is busy. So Peter shows me how he is
living in the spirit world: there is a living room with artful
wooden furniture, where one can meet friends, surrounded
by mountainous.

Another unforgettable dream:

He meets me on a flat plane. He wants to shows me a
garden with magnificent, colourful plants, it’s so unusual and
imaginative, similar to underwater landscapes with different
fantastic shapes. What a wonderful indescribable beauty.
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8.1. Good and Evil belong to this World

“People on earth live in hope for peace and good living conditions.”
“Yes, Violette, but the world implies that good is followed by suffering.

Plotinus quotes an ancient source that emphasizes this view,” Jaune
says, adding: “Suffering is part of the world because the Good in the
world is overshadowed by human weakness. He speaks of the fallacy that
weak souls can be altered by an external improvement. The aptitude
determines whether bad conditions can be made good. For the soul
gifted with sufficient virtue, the challenge is to make good out of bad.
To understand it correctly, the worldly plan of creation is composed
of duality. If one removes the negative pole, the positive would also
collapse.”

“Jaune, are you saying there is no hope for a world without bad fate?”
“Plotin points out that it depends on the living and how they handle

new challenges. Evil can be converted into good. Elsewhere, he un-
derlines the issue with the decision in Glaucon’s story. He reminds us
that prior to birth we are attracted to a fate that corresponds to our
emotional state. Remember our conversation about ideas of free will.
Our soul’s attitude is the determining factor, it carries with it everything
that has matured there in the higher self. It carries the progress in itself
and that means the gained attitude of the soul. It influences our next
fateful choice, as well as the spiritual leader who helps to realize our
destiny.

Think about Socrates, he practically described that moment, when
his Inner Voice advised him against a lesser action. The Daimonion or
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guide prevents you from sinking further into the doldrums of existence,
he keeps you on course to stay true to your new individuation.”

Read Plotinus, First Treatise On Providence, Ennead III, 2 , On

Our Allotted Daemon, Enneads III, 4

At Pentecost a year ago, Laurette presented Joanna with much opti-
mism: “There will be a new love in your life, and then your mourning
will evaporate. You will change work and home, better times will come.
There is a partner who shares the spiritual with you, he is your soulmate,
your counterpart, and someone else would have no chance. Financially
it will work out, I do not see a trace of problems.” In August, another
medium informed her that the meeting with the new partner wouldn’t
happen before spring of 1999. Joanna’s astrological knowledge also
turned her attention to a suitable transit in March 99. What had al-
ready been planned in late summer in the spiritual world, she unnoticed
among the many nocturnal visions.

Dream (end of September 1998):

“A dog gives me his paw, which means Peter has a message
for me. Then I see a house, very alternatively built. A man
seeks a divorce, but his wife refuses to give in. She wants
him to provide her with a living and a home! The child is
already grown up, why does she wish to ruin his life?”

She wrote this usual informative dream in her diary, but forgot to go
through the diary and so the message was lost. Another dream:

“I see myself in the nearest big city with my niece Melanie
in an apartment. It is a typical fifties-style two-room apart-
ment, with connecting rooms and a separate hallway.”

Things began to puzzle Joanna, and she wondered if her niece wanted
to study in the nearby university town? She concluded that she should
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look at the real estate properties in this city. The apartment in her
dream was so distinctive that there had to be a suitable one. Surely
it wouldn’t be a mistake to take a Tai-Chi course there and undergo
excursions. In her thoughts she often went to the beautiful market place
with a certain café.

In December Lewis had referred to one of her faithful friends, Armin.
He knew Stefan wasn’t her soulmate, but he would be of help to her.
Joanna told Armin the story. “All I know is, Stefan started a software
company with his brother. They are really good, but they moved from
Neuburg to the nearby university town.” On a Tuesday night, she decided
to go on a guided tour in that very city, which was a good opportunity to
meet people. Everyone was there waiting, except the tour guide. While
waiting, she conversed with a nice gentleman, together they had a look
at the old town. He arranged to meet for dinner the night after next,
but he would have liked to end the evening in the hotel room. Joanna
clearly remembered the situation described in her dream and left. The
coming Friday she had already bought a ticket for an African drum
concert.

The gig had already begun. Loud drumbeats echoed through the
hall, however it was a bit too loud. She found a seat in the bar at the
entrance. A little later, her eyes fell upon a man with a graceful body in
black jeans and white shirt. She watched him fetching a glass of white
wine and then placing it on one of the bar tables. As she studied him,
thoughts about his professional development surfaced. She saw inside
herself a vison that he had to change from one office to another building.

He took a sip from the wineglass and went to the edge of the crowd.
“Wonderful rhythmic,” he thought and felt absorbed by the beat of the
drums. “This woman next to me, is she with the man on the right?”

The concert came to an end. He didn’t hear much of it but clapped
violently along with the middle-aged lady to his right. The concert came
to an end. She asked him a stupid question: “What is going to happen
now?” His answer was not promising: “The concert is over.” She: “Then
let’s see how my wine glass is doing.” He followed her to a quieter place
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to start a conversation.
“My way to the concert felt like an odyssey! I had difficulties to

buy my ticket for today. When I came here, it was closed. So I went
shopping, then drove back here until I finally could buy the ticket, after
that I had to go home to put everything in the fridge. I encouraged
myself: ‘Don’t stay at home, take the chance to enjoy yourself tonight’.”

What a strange moment!? Here two middle-aged people met, both
workaholics felt the pressure of daily life. Joanna made the trip because
it was urgently recommended by her mediums. Owed to her dream, she
made the long journey to the city three times this week. Now he told
her, he felt tired but an impulse kept him going. So both followed an
indefinite idea of going to the old event factory because they knew it
would be easy going there. The audience had left, while they stood at a
table with their drinks and talked to each other. He introduced himself:
“Gunnar.” Soon they left the place and walked across the market square.
He told her, how nice it was to shop here early in the morning. They
headed for the nearest pub while Joanna finished her checklist: “He buys
groceries, takes care of the household, but goes to a concert without
a wife? Was there a weekend relationship in the background?” They
talked a lot, but she couldn’t quite figure him out. They left the bar
and continued talking in his car. The question arose: “Do we leave it
to chance to see each other again or do we exchange business cards?”
He decided on the latter, they kissed and decided not to rush things.
Joanna drove home on a snow-covered highway. That same night she
dreamt:

“A nun appears, and a voice said, ‘St. Catherine, comfort
us, help with the difficulties.’ I drove my car over a snow-
covered bridge, then I felt my life was governed from the heart
again.”

The symbolism in the dream pointed to the future. It was meant
to commemorate one of the ‘Fourteen Holy Helpers’: St. Catherine
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helps with language difficulties. The spirit world wanted to warn both
to work initially on their communication. Joanna and Gunnar both
bared difficulties in life. It was tough for him to express feelings and
observations. (Reading, February 2000) She felt little connection between
word and feeling. Another significant symbol was the snow-covered
bridge. This portrayed that there would be a lot to endure in the
emotional sphere.

Both experienced a special meeting. The following day his daughter
wanted to celebrate her 20th birthday, while Joanna met with her family
at her cousin’s sixtieth birthday. On the way she thought about her
new acquaintance. He was different! About fourteen years ago, the
Swiss medium had said to her: “You can’t yet recognize your soulmate.”
Joanna pondered over the clues she had received about her future partner.
Do the pieces of the puzzle from her dreams and media readings fit the
man from concert? In past messages it was said that from the spiritual
world’s perspective that the heart will make the final decision.

Reading with Laurette (Pentecost 1999): “Like a father, Peter wants
you to be safe. The relationship you see yourself in began almost
accidental, but that was no mere coincidence. There was an immediate
attraction, your passed husband says, you were on the same wavelengths.”

Joanna arrived at her cousin’s house. All family members were there
to enjoy the celebration. Her deceased cousin’s wife, who contacted
her in a February-Reading, was present. Finally, she wanted to ask
the widow a few questions. They went for a walk together after lunch:
“You know, during my last stay in England I went to a medium as
usual, she talked about a man with a cat. For me, it was clear she was
talking about your husband. He gave the clairvoyant lady the name,
‘Margherita,’ the English pronunciation may have distorted the name.
He said to the medium, they met on the other side.” “Yes, I had a friend
called Margarete. Because I liked her very much, I became her legal
guardian. There was a lot of work, but I enjoyed doing it.”

“I had a dream too,” Joanna mentioned. “You sat down to breakfast
with your beloved husband, and he wished you more harmony in the
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house. It must hurt you how your sons constantly fight with each other.
He says you shouldn’t carry on like that, it’s an unhealthy, troublesome
burden on your shoulders.” “Yeah, if I had the funds, I’d move to another
home, because I don’t like being in the middle when they argue. I would
like to believe that there are such encounters, but I am sceptical.”

This wasn’t unusual to Joanna. People were always astonished when
she conveyed knowledge from dreams that she didn’t know beforehand.
To ordinary people, this seemed random, but she was used to spreading
these experiences. “I often talk to him in my thoughts,” the cousin’s
widow went on. “I’d like to believe you.” “I’m glad to hear that! That’s
the reality.” Joanna answered. The widow reluctantly accepted her new
perspective. Joanna later learned, she could have moved to another
house but she was not bold enough to do so. Spirit people are clever,
they know when we require encouragement, but her cousin’s wife did
not trust her insights.

Who could understand Joanna’s life and her intuition she had been
following for a long time? She always longed to understand whether life
after death is perceptible here in this present life. Eagerly, she collected
consultations, kept a diary on her dreams and talked with spirit. More
and more she became familiar with predictions. She knew one thing for
certain, at some point there would be a book to help people understand
their suffering.

The following night she had a dream:

“I’m on a clearing in the middle of a dark forest, like in a
trance vision. When I turned around, there is a new suburban
settlement in the sunlight. It is connected to the city by a
multi-lane road, but the speed limit is 120 km/h.”

Recognizing this image, a thought appeared: “This is the highway
the sisters pointed out to me in my first Easter seminar. The forest
symbolizes an unclear emotional state, now the road leads me out of
the initial confusions. A new community of people represented the
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settlement in the sun.” Meanwhile, Joanna’s personal imagery became
more apparent. When she received scenes in her dreams, she felt what
was said or looked it up in a book on symbolism.

The next weekend, Gunnar and Joanna attended a concert together.
Happily, they held each other hand in hand. A week later, he invited her
to his home, and she excitedly accepted his invitation. It was a two-story
house, with solar panels on the roof. Immediately, she recognized the
layout from the dream vision with niece Melanie. The decorations on the
walls suggested it was someone’s birthday recently. The curtains didn’t
fit the windows at all, and the decor left her speechless. In the evening
he switched the lights on for a more romantic atmosphere. She lay in
his arms. “How do you like it here?” Joanna hesitated. “When I look in
the direction of the windows, I think I’m going to go blind - there ...”
Gunnar looked at her embarrassingly smiling with visible astonishment.
“Yes?” “I want to be honest with you, but it does not look much like
you’ve been thinking about how best to decorate the windows.” Gunnar
nodded thoughtfully at her but wasn’t sure if he agreed with her. She
continued to say, “but in your arms with my eyes closed, I feel something
I never want to lose.” He was silent, but his eyes gleamed with joy as he
embraced her vigorously. “I think it’s time to talk about what’s behind
me.”

Joanna now recognized the connection with the dreams in September.
It was the month when his wife moved to her own flat. Their younger
child stayed with him and the older one moved to another city to study.

Reading by Laurette (Pentecost 1999): “This relationship was formed
by transcendence. There is a man with a dog, your husband, he has
brown hair and he helped you. On your partner’s side it was his father,
the mother is open to everything. They are happy about the new
partnership. They arranged it very cleverly on the other side.”
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8.2. The first promise of the spirit world is fulfilled.

Violette: “I sometimes wonder how different the philosophical writings
are perceived by readers.”

Jaune was pleased with his attentive student: “If someone thinks
mainly with the left part of the brain, they process the texts analytically
and precisely. If, on the other hand, the right hemisphere is more
involved in perception, a more creative and imaginative transformation
takes place. When I was a philosopher in my terrestrial existence, I
found my way as a myst to the Eleusinian mysteries. The last hierophant
initiated me, he overlooked our training. That’s why it’s good for me to
follow a scientific approach towards human thinking.”

“Jaune, I believe Plato has already revealed special abilities of the
brain. Do you know the passage where Socrates clearly speaks about his
possibilities of consciousness? If there are no distractions, no senses, no
pain, then the being is perfectly able to perceive something. They use
only the mind, and not their sensory perception. Only in such a way
can someone unclouded grasp what can be perceived separately from
eyes and ears.

Plato writes: ‘The one who can do the purest thing is someone who
can only go somewhere to someone in his thoughts. He doesn’t involve
the senses of the face in thinking. He only perceives pure thinking,
separated from the (outer) senses and from the body. Because the latter
(senses) confuses the soul and prevents it from gaining insight.’”

Jaune: “Yes, I know this much interpreted passage. It has been
also cited the almost anti-physical attitude of Plato. But a follower of
meditation knows about the experience, he just watches his own breath,
then after some minutes the body calms down. It is then a pleasure to
let the mind solve a task, even if it is in a different location.”

Read Plato, Phaedo, (65E)

Her relationship with Gunnar developed slowly. Laurette told her
that she was in the least worried about their finances. Perhaps that
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meant they would create a better financial basis together? After seeing
his house, she guessed it was necessary. Or was he like Arnold, who
demonstrated modesty in his way of life to keep jealous people at bay?
She went to Tai Chi once a week and arranged to meet him afterwards
on the way home. He visited her over the weekend because his children
loved the storm-free home he left behind. However she still questioned
Gunnar’s attitude. She wanted to see if he really could be her future
partner. She didn’t want to hurt him, because he had enough problems.
How about his spiritual interests? Their relationship had no future if he
disapproved of her views and experiences with the spiritual world. The
husbands of the girlfriends she was sitting with in particular were very
suspicious about trance, so was her experience. Everything that went
beyond meditation was questioned.

“Gunnar, if you go on this spiritual journey, you will change. The
issue to me was a long time ago: ‘Is clairvoyance possible?’ Meanwhile,
I experienced we are accompanied by souls whom during our lifetime
we knew or would meet after death.” She kept the names of Peter and
Michael-Benjamin to herself, so as not to confuse him any further.

“Can you imagine sitting in a trance with me and endevour into
impressions of the spirit world?” “Yes,” he said calmly. “There was an
experience after my father died where he appeared to me in a dream.
He talked about business matters that he would have solved differently.
The conversation was so clear as if it was real.”

For her previous visitors, she had compiled an information sheet that
described the brain frequencies very simple while going down in altered
states of consciousness. She put the worksheet in front of him. The
components were the phases: Alpha, Beta, Theta, and Delta. Gunnar
understood immediately what his new friend showed him here: “You’ll
laugh, these are things that I touched on in my diploma thesis. Since I
had contact with medicines and biochemists. I would like to join in, and
I am very grateful to you for being a part of it.” That was overwhelming!
With his seriousness he wanted to accompany her interest in trance now.
He radiated just as much normality as her first tutor in England. She
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got up and hugged him. She had found her soulmate, everything else
was secondary.

She showed him the last film about photon research. Now he sat in
front of her and answered her questions around electrical engineering
and physics. “Look, these are the Polaroids that had been made in
England a year ago. Physics had not been among my favourite lessons;
I will listen when you explain to me the appearances of the colours in a
simple way.” Suddenly, she was no longer a stupid, who was interested in
the unprovable. All she had to do was tap into his knowledge of visible
and invisible waves or electromagnetic oscillations.

Another question which occupied her so much turned up: “You know,
in England, we’ve been made aware that you can look at the soul like an
electromagnetic vibration, much like light. Why can’t we see the soul?”
Gunnar tried to give her a simple explanation: “If the soul radiates a
specific frequency, one has to say that we humans only have eyes for
visible light. It’s just a small spectrum that we can recognize. For further
electromagnetic oscillations we have no conscious perception. I will show
it to you on a slide next time. I have it in an information folder about our
developments. But there is an example that everyone knows by now, the
thermal images that can be made from houses. Such a picture is created
through an infrared camera. We have to interpose the readout of such a
camera to make the temperature on the wall visible. For the perception
of the object, it means that it radiates something we cannot recognize
without technical help. By the way, thermal sensitivity is possible in
the animal kingdom. For example, the bee is able to see the UV light in
contrast to the humans. The insect has developed this because under
cloudy conditions UV radiation serves as orientation. Man is unaware
of this effect until it is too late and he has sunburn. Everyone deals
with another electromagnetic radiation today. It is a lower frequency
than light: the mobile phone. No one can see the vibration, but the cell
phone still receives it. The conclusion is that the radiation exists and
can be intercepted by a suitable receiver.”

Joanna took notes and asked the next question. “The tutors in
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England taught us that spiritual beings come forth in light and colours
and we are equally visible to them. For example, last February, a
medium described to me, that a spiritual guide with wonderful colours
had entered the room with me. The tutor got up and stepped into the
radiant aura of the light being. Then she started to communicate by
first explaining my spiritual level to me. As far as I can understand,
my first tutor already said: Our brain frequencies are superimposed
by spiritual communicators, through these interfaces, the medium is
presented with impressions.

Could you explain the following statement: In near-death reports it is
said again and again that the soul can move from one place to another
as fast as a thought.” “Yes! If the soul has a frequency comparable to
light, or has a similarity to light, then this is understandable. Light
has the ability to spread rapidly. We can even assume that this speed
of a soul is close to that of light. The theory of relativity, space-time
continuum can be approached with the same method: when you reach
the speed of light, space and time fall to zero.” He carried his girl-friend
along with his knowledge into a realm of physic theory.

“Would you like to join our next trance circle on Sunday?” He arrived
Saturday afternoon and they talked about going for a hike in a lovely
valley nearby. They pack a bag with a large blanket, a bottle of prosecco
and two glasses. The weather was perfect, quite the romantic setting
one could say.

The following Sunday afternoon, they all sat together in a circle. She
immersed in light trance as usual. The image of his house appeared.
There was a garage stored with building material, and heavy granite slabs.
Together, they lifted the slabs and carried them away. It was suggested
that he should develop his creative talents such as painting, enjoying
cultural things and arts. Symbolically the granite slabs represented
burden.

Reading (Autumn 2000): “Your new partner has a compensatory
effect on you. With his intelligence he absorbs like a sponge everything
you know, but you should also learn from him.”
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What was happening? Her promised partner now became real. It
seemed as if the message at Pentecost 1998 would never become reality.
Now that it was happening Joanna was overwhelmed with excitement.
The event also was a fulfilment of the old prophecy: “The love that flows
through your heart will appear, when you reach 42 or over. . . ” She was
dumbfounded how young she felt. Above all, she was in love!

At the beginning of their trance sittings Joanna received unfamiliar
images: “I was shown pictures of a quarry, a pond which wasn’t very
well kept. A little boy tried to swim with a slightly inflated swim ring.
He paddled using his little hands. These images were brought to me by
a man standing next to me. He felt like a tall, gaunt man with narrow
hands and long fingers.” Gunnar began to speak hesitantly, finding it
difficult to express his words: “It might be that this was my father,
he was tall and lean.” “Think again of the picture I have described,
perhaps the description is incomplete,” Joanna persisted. “It could be
you saw me. My dad taught me to swim. We went to a quarry with a
pond.” “It looked very threatening to me,” she replied. “Yes, learning to
swim almost went wrong. My old swimming belt loosened and I nearly
drown.”

What a start! Joanna was extremely bewildered by the clarity of the
encounter and the clear imagery. His father used the terrible experience
to convince Gunnar. Evidently the son was very reluctant of reliving
old memories. “Answer clearly with yes and no is so essential to the
medium, otherwise they will lose contact, while concentrating on the
client too much.” For both, it was a good start. Shortly after there was
a dream:

“Two women were skiing on a hillside. There I am stand-
ing in a valley and gazing north. The hill there is bounded
by slopes either side. I see myself standing on the edge ski
slope. Above, on one of the hills are conifers covered with
snow. Next to them I see a skier, sliding down the hill, she
collides into her friend and they both tumble down the slope.”
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Joanna suspected that this dream represented his mother. What did
Gunnar say about that? He grinned, “This event was previously told
by my mother. She was exceptionally athletic and went skiing with her
friend. On a trip she accidentally crashed into her companion. No one
was badly hurt but her friend was pretty angry.” Joanna explained the
choice of the images: “This is typical for the spiritual world to choose
a special memory out of the countless events. They select something
which triggers recognition to the recipient. It is important, that a family
member recognizes the episode.”

“I’ve a lot of memories of my mother.” Gunnar enthusiastically started
talking. “We went hiking or skiing to Switzerland together. It was
not until she got ill that she began to paint with watercolours, so her
pictures hang around the whole house.” “Isn’t that wonderful? Your
parents passed more than ten years ago, but it’s amazing each of them
contacted us at the start of our relationship. It’s like a heartfelt warm
welcoming. They were certainly less open-minded to spiritual things
during their lifetime. Let’s see if anything is confirmed on my next visit
to the college.”

Their love was surrounded by difficult barriers. He ran the household,
cared for the two teenagers and worked a full-time job. “Do you want
to learn how to meditate? Take your worries into contemplation and
ask spirit to help you.”

Looking for support in the household had been successful. Joanna
grinned to herself, but realised things developed slowly. Actually, there
was always something going on in his house. Gunnar’s ex-wife lent the
car to their younger child for vacation. In the middle of the night he
received a call and to his dismay discovered the child was in a crash.
Miraculously, none of the passengers were severely injured because of
the empty road at night. Not long after, his other child was going to
backpack around the US. Once they arrived, she rang Gunnar: “Dad,
pick me up, my friend fell ill.” Bear in mind that the airport was far
away. Joanna regretted how the father solved everyone else’s problems
and abandoned his own responsibility.
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*
She wanted to tell him a story from philosophy: “2000 years ago, Philip
II of Macedon did not fare better with his son, later Alexander the
Great, celebrated his new marriage with another wife. However, he had
consumed far too much alcohol and fell a staircase. His son expressed how
ridiculous this was and distrusted his father. The philosopher Aristotle
was the teacher of the teenaged Alexander. Now it was his responsibility
to justify the failed education. His reasoning was as follows: “Young
people aren’t good listeners concerning contents of political science, the
philosophy of justice. They can listen to the lessons but have no practical
experience in life. Students lack maturity because of their character not
being yet developed.

Why is that? At that early age, they follow their own passions,
affections and after that they choose their own goals. For young people,
the accumulation of knowledge is as useless as it is for the pleasure-seeker,
who wants the Good, but does not strive to put it into practice. The
Good is here to be regarded as the synonym for the highest goal. First,
awareness must be awakened for a reasonable mind in order to control
the affects. Aristotle then wrote a book on ethics in which he sets out
the art of life and thus of education. He describes a tripartite division
of the human soul. This development starts from beginning. First there
is the vegetative, followed by the emotional and then the reasonable
soul. In the course of developing our personalities, the affections that
flow into action are to come to a rest. While reason takes over, action is
more and more controlled by a higher knowledge. In private households
or in the community the human exchange helps us to develop. Children,
women and slaves are all included here. By the continuous ethical
actions of citizenship, reasonable action will even be extended to politics.
Calming down passions gives room for virtue, the higher knowledge
that now can fulfil into existence. One learns to weigh and avoid the
extremes of their actions. In practice this means that we should strive
for balance in all our challenges: For example, between subservience and
false pride, between irresponsibility and self-abandonment, etc. Thus,
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from internalized experiences the human attitude can prosper. The soul
aim for this attained attitude is bliss, the ancient term was Eudaimonia.
Hear this, slowly: Eu-daimon-ia. You hear the embedded word Daimon.
In Plato’s books it is described as an inner voice that guides us and
intervenes in life.”

“Too bad that the domain is only accessible through a philosophical
discipline,” Gunnar said. “It sounds religious.”

“Yes, it is a philosophy which targets the Good, the Eudaimonia or
being of good spirit, it is a teleological Philosophy. Plato traces his own
philosophy back to Pythagoras, who is only known in a mathematical
sense nowadays. His followers lived together in a denomination and were
perceived as a role model for the early Christian monasteries. Many
of these ancient subjects can be found in the translations of Thomas
Taylor, who worked around 1800.

When I found the translated definition of Eudaimonia, it made me
think: ‘The term is described as a self-sufficient happiness and does
not arise any desire for anything else. In that state you really want to
remain.’ This brought back memories when I experienced similar feelings
in meditation or trance. In Buddhism it is said, you will experience
the doubtless feelings of happiness after a longer period of meditation
practice. Sitting in contemplation means, you become calm, centred and
release your physical affections. The practise of Eudaimonia is where a
serene attitude towards life is sought, where you are no longer a slave of
everyday mind chatter. Through meditation, the ability to control our
actions grows! Aristotle would like to lead balanced actions to retrieve
virtue. That is the difference between Christianity and our beliefs: The
virtue of Greek antiquity is a gift given to man before birth, called Areté.
It is a force that works on man, like that of spiritual guidance.

Just like the concept of happiness has changed today, so does the
‘Daimonion’. It is used by Plato for the inner voice. In Roman transla-
tions it is often known as ‘daemon’ or ‘genius’. There it’s still a spiritual
helper, but what does the term ‘daemon’ mean to the reader today?”
“You’re right, Joanna. The word daemon has become scary. Any or-
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dinary person will think this is black magic or witchcraft.” “The early
Christians fought against this knowledge, and as you can see, only the
negative connotations remain towards it. In Spiritualism we still talk
about our guide or spiritual helper, but all other forms of understanding
their ethics have perished. When I teach the philosophy of the Platonic
Academy, explaining the meaning of the terms becomes very difficult.
But what fascinates me about Aristotle, the pupil of Plato, is that his
teachings are still valid in our present life. He wishes us to become active
in community life and to develop acting virtuously.

By working with our guide, we can fulfil our destiny, which also
accelerates the development process. Be aware that everyday problems
are part of the learning experience. Based on our daily actions we learn
to improve the spiritual process. What about my discipline? Let’s
improve in dealing with others, i.e. don’t we all continue to make the
same mistakes? Is everyday life structured in such a way that there is
space on all three levels: first, my physical security, second, my emotional
experience, and third, my mental maturity? The following applies to us:
Where is the middle between too much activity and relaxation? If we
identify our own weaknesses, we could advance to a higher level. But
we can’t fool ourselves either. We work far too long for our unconscious
wishes, until we ourselves are ready to stop or are stopped by others.

Your children want to create their own future. If they can’t accept
your well-intentioned advice, you have to let go and wish all the best for
their self-chosen development. Independence is also one of the things of
everyday life. You remove too much responsibility from their shoulders,
so how should they feel certain about their life path? Gunnar sighed,
“I must consider how I will give my children more confidence for the
future.”

Joanna built a tremendous amount of strength from her life with
Peter. His self-esteem depended on the prosperity of his family. She had
once asked Ms Brunner why he so vehemently refused a consultation
appointment with her when there was still time. She might have been
able to explain more to him. “What made his self-discovery so difficult
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to him in life?” She answered: “He was raised for something he later
lost, when his father sold the family business. His mother projected her
childhood, with all her fears on to him and on the other side there was an
ambitious father. Somehow his parents overshadowed a new attitude to
life.” Logically, Peter assumed to be manipulated again by this medium.
So he was caught up in the family role and rejected everything that
would have given him a path to renewed self-confidence. Only at the
lake he regained some sort of dignity. Similarly, Gunnar’s children had
to grow into the new demands after the divorce of their parents.

8.3. The Soulmate

The Dalai Lama during a lecture said: “A painful growing, which one
has to undergo in pleasant circumstances accompanied by friends, is a
blessed condition. Such good living circumstances should not be wasted.”

During her next trip to England, she hoped to contact Gunnar’s
parents through a medium. For this event, she invited them in her
thoughts. On her way from the airport to the college, the taxi driver
asked, “What are you doing at the castle?” Joanna smiled, “We come
here to discover evidence that supports there is life after death, but
we also work to better understanding our intuition.” “Oh that sounds
pretty normal, I was told that you were talking to ghosts there.” “That
sounds very frightening.” Joanna was extremely happy to be back here,
where the humour filled her with joy. She was determined to explain
that the college was a place of prosperity and inclusivity. So she began
to summarize excitedly how she found out about the college. She hadn’t
fallen into the trap of having her life dictated by others. During her
mediumistic journey, she received a reference for the college almost two
years ago. Her decision was to take a giant leap and join the college.
The driver listened when she explained how you didn’t have to pay any
money to an organization. Being at the college was similar to a week
at a hotel. The tutors received a small financial compensation for their
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work.
Joanna had come a long way from being an insecure woman on her

first visit to the college. By now she had become a happy, newly-in love
woman, enjoying the freedom of life again. The Manor was precious
place as she had the support of the spirit world, the tutors and her
classmates. Here she was told she would find her soulmate. What a
wonderful experience that the spirit world never left her and didn’t
give up Joanna. Both sides of existence had simultaneously worked
together. She remembered Erasmus’ dispute regarding free will. Joanna
had realised and accepted the limitation of free will. After the trauma
of her husband’s death, she undoubtedly experienced an onerous period
of bereavement. The only question was where did the unknown power
of her soul come from that enabled her to overcome this time of turmoil.
Don’t get all spiritual help? It will only be effective if the seeker asks
for it and is spiritually open to guidance. She had sat helplessly in
meditation attempting to transform in silence the ‘everyday chatter’ and
not to get caught in her thoughts. Joanna’s grandmother carried her,
the spiritual helpers accompanied her on the path of recovery. Moreover,
her late husband worked like a guardian angel.

Joanna curiously wondered what would be addressed in the next
subsequent reading? (Pentecost 1999): “There is knowledge that desires
to be communicated through you. It potentially has to do with teachings
you have mastered. However, has your soulmate entered your life yet?”
“Yes.” “You’re linking both your lives together now. He has an idea of
the things that concern you, but he’s not working in that direction yet.
When that day arrives, you will realize your goal: peace in the heart,
peace in life. This means that you affirm your life as it is. In the future,
you will communicate better with the spirit world. Is his father already
in transcendence?” “Yes, he is.” “The father is very much around him,
he surveys his actions in earthly life. Unfortunately, his father couldn’t
convey his love and affection for his son during his lifetime. His mother
is in the background. You together must search for what will bring you
happiness. You are prudent and will unequivocally succeed in doing
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so. Then you can finally let go of past and move forward. By the way,
the friendship was brought together from the spirit world. There’s a
man with brown hair and a dog. He didn’t realise how ill really he was
and suddenly died. He provided you with help on your side, and on the
partner side his father guided him to discover you. The mother is very
open to everything. Now the parents in spirit are elated about your
relationship. They arranged this very cleverly on the other side.”

Joanna remembered the visits of his parents right at the beginning
of the partnership and asked: “Can you read my mind?” “No, that’s
what’s presented to me by my helpers. They touch my inner scheme,
I’ve set that up for me, so parts are then given top, left, bottom or
right.” “I do not want to hurt you,” Joanna knew that mind reading
should be rejected by a medium that communicates with transcendence.
“I research and I often know something in advance.” The medium tried
to reassure Joanna: “The spirit world can teach you a lot of things
mentally, and if you go to college here, you’ll get confirmation of these
teachings.”

During Joanna’s second reading, the medium advised her: “A gloomy
aura once besieged your person, and now you became different. You
sat in meditation and you didn’t want to flee from what challenged you
most! Now you’re finally moving forward. You are on the path to a new
beginning! There is a very kind man, which protects you. This isn’t a
fatherly love, he wants to touch you. There was something between you,
it was a special bond, but he was taken out of life. He wished his plans
with you materialized, however these ambitions were thus thwarted. He
went to his death, but he decided to be your guardian angel. Nonetheless
he chose to carry out his promises to you. You are in a constant dialogue.
You ask, he answers. This communication is wonderful because you
work well together. He’s pointing to stars?”

“I’m dealing with stars in astrology.” “He says your destiny has been
predetermined.” Joanna could not place that, but did not want to
interrupt the medium. “We’re talking about a teacher. It is important
to start with your work right now. Your new friend experiences a good
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time through you, you are the best thing that could have happened
to him. He was unsure and devalued his own life. Now he presents
you with an air of satisfaction, you feel affection and he can emit his
self-confidence you have given him. He does you good and the quality
of the relationship is different. Keep the thought of a teaching new
philosophy upright. Teaching is your goal because you have received
gifts from a higher level. Lately, you’ve become disillusioned and have
learned to be silent, now it’s time to speak up again. Your late husband
is so glad that you have found the partner. It could not be anyone.
The circumstances of your meeting were highly unusual, but your late
husband is so glad that you have found the right partner who adores and
cares for you. He will continue to be your spiritual companion. There
will be times when you communicate with each other or you call him
when you need him. On the spiritual level, he is capable of fostering
new contacts with those he trusts.”

As usual, she felt overwhelmed. By what means could the mediums
so confidently deal with observations, goals, circumstances of life, unless
a spiritual communicator fed them with information. The encounter
between the two lovers had been arranged by the transcendent world!
It should be, that was no coincidence. ‘God doesn’t roll the dice’, the
physicists Einstein, Erwin Schrödinger and other influential thinkers
said.

At the consultation with Ms Brunner, Peter had promised to work
with her when he gained more strength. In two readings it was said that
the spiritual friends were helping to meet the new partner. Strangely
enough, what the mediums addressed was a confirmation of her dreams
and her knowingness.

Teaching? In 1985, she pursued the idea of giving her interests a
scientific foundation by studying philosophy. She felt the impulse coming
from her purpose in life, so there had to be more to it. Reviving mantic,
mediumship and oracles, astrology, philosophy and why all of this was
banned.

Meanwhile she also noticed, throughout her frequent stays at the
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college, that her dreams contained a special quality which couldn’t be
replicated anywhere else. Dream (Pentecost 1999):

“I’ve found my friend and we’ve got a flat together with
magnificent furnishings and food. Also the costs for the real
estate were named. At this place of residence I look northwest
from the famous church tower towards the university. A
curved road leads me up the hill in that direction.”

Could it mean Gunnar and Joanna would move into a new flat together
and even value of the property is already known to spirit? Dream:

“Gunnar and I stand in front of a castle like servants.
Here lives a nobleman. We weren’t very happy to be bound
as his attendants. We want to go north. The house was full
of chaotic disorder. We looked at each other and decided to
depose the ruler.”

The nobleman represented Gunnar’s younger child who prevented
them from fulfilling their destiny. North on maps is identical to twelve
o’clock, i.e. in astrology the MC is the goal of one’s own destiny. In
psychology the term is individuation. Therefore, Joanna was advised
that the conditions in Gunnar’s house had to be improved. The message
was that both should feel responsible for their own development.

*
She had a wish: “Please look for an opera house that is currently hosting
a world-class performance of ‘The Magic Flute’ composed by Mozart, we
will spend a weekend there.” He found one and they enthusiastically drove
to the performance. According to the libretto, Tamino, the searching
prince, finds the image of a beautiful woman, psychologically his anima,
she is called Pamina.

Further roles include Sarastro, the bearer of light who is regarded as
benevolent but not evil. Then there is the counterpart the moon mother
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arguing for her influence, such as good and evil. Tamino is introduced to
a companion Papageno. This fellow soon gives up the dangerous journey
when he finds his partner Papagena. The two represent a carefree
life without pursuing any ambitious goals. Different lifestyles are also
depicted throughout the opera. Tamino and Pamina are allowed to
master their final challenges together. Finally, they enter the temple,
the world of light.

“Gunnar, this is our life, we met following hardship to master our
next challenges together. We aspire to support and comfort each other.
This opera teaches Egyptian wisdom literature.”

Another special feature must be mentioned here: Gunnar invited
Joanna to visit him at the company. He was a department manager
of an infrared sensors and imaging Technology Company. The new
office building was located near the university and a software company
rented the top floor. One of the managing directors was named Stefan.
Previously Joanna’s attention was drawn to this man during a reading
at the last Advent season. Stefan was an old acquaintance of Armin,
Joanna’s good friend. In the spirit world, the connections must have
been known. Joanna even knew Stefan’s daughter, perhaps it was Peter’s
intention in the spiritual world to seek ways for them to meet.

In the summer of 1999 Gunnar was torn between the relationship
with his children and his girlfriend Joanna: “I have to wait until they
find their own ways,” was his apology. Joanna sensed there was a
deep misunderstanding, bearing in mind what went wrong in Peter’s
development. A grown up child has no right or reason to hinder their
parent in developing their own fundamental needs or taking for granted
the household they live in. On the other hand, too much parental
protection prevents them from blooming as individuals. “Help for self-
help is all that matters”, Joanna said. “Rest assured, in a dream, your
parents told me that they would take care of their grandchildren.” Dream:

“We are close by and make sure that they do not absorb
too much from the ills of society.”
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The young people finally wanted to decide for themselves which path
was the right one for them.

Now Gunnar’s professional environment began to show cracks. When
someone goes through a divorce, there are always the same difficulties:
a jumble of jealousy, envy and overwork. Dream:

“I am in a city surrounded by water. In front of some
houses are big dogs, they look at me. In a great hurry we
go on, my friend has an old Opel car there. The rear tires
are pierced. Nevertheless, we continue to reach our goal. We
must pass a labyrinth of coniferous hedges, and then we see
a sunny landscape by the sea. There are different houses to
live in.”

Joanna was so fascinated by the vision of the dream so she graphically
captured the imagination in a picture. Gunnar looked at the scenes in
the picture: “Here black clouds are drawing up in the sky and I can see
a ‘cloud man’ in it. I hope we will be spared this storm, but I like the
picture, I’ll hang it up.”

It was a great time. The rural isolation the bereaved experienced
was nearing its end. They both felt regenerated venturing on simple
excursions which included lovely walks among nature, visiting enchanted
valleys, meadows or streams and sometimes they travelled to ancient
cultural sites. Both realized that it took very little to be happy. Often
Gunnar surprised his girlfriend with tickets for events. She enjoyed this
new life. After all, she had everything she wished for. He joined her
at lectures or they both went on a business trip together. He had an
enormous grasp of the sciences which led to Joanna becoming enriched
by the field of physics and medicine.

“What do you think if we visited the Swiss medium on the way to
Italy?” “That makes sense, then I will have time to digest her advice.”
“Counselling is guidance, not a sermon.” She was unsure of Gunnar would
react to her reading. For about fifteen years she had repeatedly visited
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Cloudman

Ms Brunner. A consultation with this medium always strengthened
her. Gunnar had no expectations, but trusted Joanna. His scientific
mind made him a good listener, and there was hope that he wouldn’t
be disappointed. When he silently returned from the consultation after
an hour, she was worried. What happened?

Upon almost reaching the hotel in Italy, she couldn’t stand it anymore.
“May I hear your consultation cassette?” “If you really want to.”

Assessment with Ms Brunner (August 1999): “You carry with you
a heavy backpack from the past. Leave this behind, go forward and
you will be freed. You normally take responsibility for other’s actions.
Please consider what is necessary and what is no, you just see a hard
way ahead. Actually, that’s what is already behind you. Now you should
look beyond the horizon. You are a very happy person, I can see you
constructing little things that will delight small children.

Your own kids will also find their way. Give yourself some credit for
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what you have achieved. Your goal should be to bring clarity into your
life structure, affirm with your partner, what you can share, reject what
doesn’t benefit you. You must carefully deconstruct your entanglements.”
“Great,” exclaimed Joanna. “The consultation was insightful! Gunnar,
I can’t understand why you find it so hard to talk about it?”

“You know, that’s not easy to digest. I was told very drastically the
difficulty of my current situation. Truly, I want to leave everything as
it is. The prognosis for how an unhealthy situation can be resolved is
preserved to me.” “Ok, a medium is not allowed to give you a solution
to your problems. In essence, you will find your own solution. The
medium has encouraged you to risk making necessary decisions. We
all need these signposts, she urges you not to look back, but rather
stay on course towards the horizon. You better listen to this recording
repeatedly, to get an idea of what’s impeding you and what you haven’t
understood so far.”

Their holiday was quite varied, with many unforgettable impressions
of the rich ancient cultural history that encircled them. Gunnar was
convinced that the renovation of his house could be the start of change
in his life. Once coming back from the summer break they unloaded
many buckets of emulsion paint. They reorganized the living quarters
in his home, moved shelves and hang Italian fabric curtains on the
windows. Everything was starting to come together, and the house
began to develop into a tranquil living space. She planned a very rustic
shelf, which brought the character of the sitting room charmingly to
light.

During the renovation they took a little detour which led to visiting
Thea. They were invited for dinner, but Gunnar still had no idea
which special relative of Joanna they were visiting. He gazed around
the rooms astonished to see playful curtains, old furniture, pictures in
various frames, selected dinnerware. There was an unusual atmosphere.
The two women stood in the kitchen and caught up on the happenings
over the past few weeks. “Oh, Joanna, where do you always find these
handsome men?” “This time, I was very lucky, my spiritual friends
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somehow arranged for us to meet.” “He is quite sensitive.” They sat
down at the dining table. “Thea, can you ask Peter if I understood him
correctly?” Suddenly Thea looked at her surroundings. Peter came to
the fore through Thea’s words: “You overcomplicate things sometimes!
Remain calm and accept what is given to you in your mind.” Joanna
had the feeling that the answer corresponded with his style of speech.
Thea continued, “He prefers dreams, because there’s time to process the
input which leads to intuitive solutions.”

During a reading six months later, Gunnar’s home makeover was
confirmed. (England, March 2000): “Have you rearranged the house?
Your relatives say they are with you! You like to pick up people and
have fun with them, especially your girlfriend. She gets upset, but they
do that with you in the spirit world too.”

Gunnar could well imagine that his children would soon be on their
own two feet. They would find their personal orientation in the prevailing
zeitgeist. Sometimes their decisions were hard to digest, which led him
to intervene and pave the way forward in their lives. He himself came
from a six-person family with four children, two of his sisters were
still alive but unfortunately, he lost his brother in 1990. Once, the
deceased appeared during a trance. Gunnar immediately recognised the
deceased as he wore spectacles and had a distinctive hairstyle. He gave
his name to Joanna. The reason of his coming was to present Gunnar
with strength in relation to his children. During his lifetime, he also
had similar experiences with their father. In the spring of 2000, the pair
had already discovered a great match. He saw in her trance state beings
that surrounded her, which she perceived simultaneously with her inner
eye. Some faces came back regularly. Later in England a medium gave
feedback at the same phenomena.

*
Joanna travelled to a hospital for a routine check-up. The doctor
earnestly looked at her. “There’s something wrong, however my colleague
here can treat you.” Joanna refused, if an intervention is necessary, then
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I will have this done at home. She just wanted to leave the hospital.
On the way to her appartment, she remembered her tense horoscope.
She called Gunnar. “Physically, something seems to be wrong with me.
The doctor expressed great concern.” “I can talk to a colleague from
another company, he’s working with a university in the US to find a
cure. In the coming days he called the colleague. Gunnar: “If we can’t
be treated here, then we have the option to be treated in the US. First,
we’d better sort it out here at the university.” “Okay, then I’ll make an
appointment as soon as possible. A second opinion is necessary.” She
also knew a good acupuncture doctor and soon Joanna got supportive
treatment there. Another option was to use her own healing hands, she
had known that for some time. From there on she regularly put her
hands on herself and felt the lump.

At the weekend, she told Gunnar her decision: “For me, my time
here is over, I’m looking for somewhere new to rent and perhaps this
may become our shared home.” “Shouldn’t we wait for my children to
develop their lives? Everything is moving too fast.” “No problem, but I
will look for an apartment. Please bring the newspapers with you from
your city.” After a few days of heightened tension Joanna dreamed of a
doctor’s visit:

“I went to a somewhat old-fashioned doctor’s surgery, med-
ical examinations were done, but fortunately the doctor didn’t
find anything disturbing.”

In the meantime she felt experienced in her dreams. The message was
clear, she shouldn’t worry. The appointment at the University Hospital
was nearing closer. Two different medical examinations were carried
out. In the end, the result was summarized in a conversation: “This
was perhaps a deposit that is now no longer visible. You did well in any
case to reject the proposed investigation. Today, this method is unusual,
we know now it can even do more harm. Come back in two years.”

Joanna could hardly believe her luck, she almost danced with joy
leaving the hospital. There was no need to hurry, time enough to enjoy
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the new found freedom. She swaggered down a beautiful street with
various types of remarkable historical buildings. Coincidentally, her
clinic visit had led Joanna to this beautiful residential area. Situated
between these very old mansions were newly build houses surrounded by
old trees and lavish gardens. She trudged up a hill to a look-out tower.
From here you had a superb view of the famous church stables. At that
moment, she miraculously remembered a previously dream that she had
written in her dream diary. Remarkably it entailed Joanna looking out
from the top of the church tower in this very neighbourhood.

Gunnar was relieved to hear the good news. The next weekend, both
searched through newspaper advertisement. They opted for a bright
apartment, which had enough sunlight in the winter. On their return
from their upcoming trip in England they wanted to sign contracts.
Gunnar was satisfied because the flat seemed like a good investment
that potentially provided new possibilities for the future.

It was her boyfriend’s birthday when she dreamt that two red ‘Jelly
hearts’ were placed in her hand. She wondered what the day would
bring. This image provided her with strength for the evening. Gunnar
organized a family gathering at a nearby restaurant. At the table sat
his children and their friends.

The daughter’s cocky friend rambled on about his future plans: “I’m
going to open my wholesale store and complete a PhD. I don’t need
much money.” Joanna sensed there was more to this guy. He hadn’t even
mastered his diploma thesis and dreamt of having a child with Gunnar’s
daughter, she also knew he was planning on moving in with Gunnar’s
daughter. She definitely knew that this would not be his responsibility.

Reading (August 2005): “A woman from spirit world speaks of Gun-
nar’s daughter, she was extremely repressed in her former relationship.
She is very clever and has a flexible mind. I’m glad she is enjoying life
once again.”
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8.4. The Door to this World is open to all.

“Jaune, the name Pythagoras is well known in mathematics, and the
genesis of European music goes back to him. The strange thing is that so
few know about his life and furthermore the detailed rules of life he gave
his disciples. Modern understanding categorizes the recommendation as
astonishing, e.g. therefore one shouldn’t eat beans or food which is bad
for digestion system so as not to disturb the nocturnal dream images.”

Jaune replies, “You know, the role of mantics in antiquity is constantly
being suppressed in today’s world. Pythagoras is only mentioned in
mathematics and music, while his holistic philosophy is pushed aside.
For example, he recommended, for good reason, to be wary of anything
that might interfere with your foresight. The oracles of that time were
in high demand, they were used for to aid political decisions. Today,
this attitude would be a considered scandalous.”

Jaune continues the conversation in the direction with reference to
social rules: “His teaching included nutrition. In the ancient Greece,
being vegetarian was very common. Therefore, the subject or faith
is not at all new. It was quite normal to recommend the advanced
Pythagorean to abstain from bloody meat. First, we mustn’t disturb
the purity of one’s soul with conspicuous daemons, which are attracted
by poor traits and will have a bad influence on the soul. Secondly,
he was also concerned about the suffering of the animal kingdom and
calls for a respectful handling of animals and plants. Such a view is
otherwise found only in primitive peoples, for example on Waigeo Island,
Indonesia. People there share a similar view: ‘Everything is animated’.
The mind-set nowadays is ridiculed out of sheer ignorance. So the
modern man harms himself by his incomprehension. The order of the
spiritual world should be cultivated by the worship of hypostasis, above
all, there is a unity, and we at our level help the living on earth. This
view was adopted by the Christians: Reverence to the daimonions, the
archangels and God. Pythagoras extends this guided equivalency also to
the relationships in the material world: for the next higher you better
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give respect to elders such parents, benefactors and laws.
Violette sighs: “In the lived values of society, little of such ethical

wisdom is left!”
Jaune: “In the life of the ancient philosopher you can understand that

he was one of the most highly developed souls who voluntarily embraced
earthly existence. At the same time the Chinese were honoured with
sages and the Indians by the Buddha. These teachers could have met
on earth as well. Their statements and teachings have been preserved to
this day and so people can learn from them. By the way, do you know
that hundred years later, Plato spent a lot of money on the writings of
the still great role model available? Nearly more than 700 years later,
Iamblichus summarizes the teachings of Pythagoras again, he was an
enthusiastic follower. Important to know how the Pythagorean, the
Platonic and New platonic philosophies refer to one another.”

Read Iamblichus, Life of Pythagoras

During spring, Gunnar eagerly embarked with Joanna to attend a
mediumship course for the first time in England. At first, he became
overwhelmed by the breath-taking scenery and grandeur of the castle
that his girlfriend endlessly described. Luckily, he was assigned to
a special group where the lessons were conducted by a professor of
psychology. Scientists and academics alike sometimes feared tarnishing
their prestigious reputation by taking part in such courses. However,
scientists and other individuals from similar backgrounds attempting to
connect with the spiritual world seemed almost foreign to Gunnar.

The professor’s name was David Fontana, an extremely modest gentle-
man, who spoke in a quiet tone, and dedicated his undivided attention
to his students. At a young age he assisted a parapsychologist at Cam-
bridge. Lewis, Joanna’s tutor, often referred to his publications on
meditation, dream experience, and life education.

Gunnar was curiously greeted by Joanna at dinner: “How have you
been?” “I’ve felt accepted right from the beginning. My tutor is a very
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friendly teacher and the diversity in our group is amazing, I meet people
from various nations and all walks of life. We support each other in a very
uncomplicated manner. The relaxed atmosphere and frequent bursts of
humour make it easier to work. Of course, there are rules of decency, but
everyone acts respectful and adheres to those rules. The first exercise
commenced with meditation, and then we tried transmission of thoughts.
What puzzles me most is that my classmates are free to engage in their
perception of the spirit world.”

Of course he also wanted to book a reading. For him, that meant,
first of all, get a consultation with someone he didn’t even know.

Gunnar’s Reading (March 2000): “Here is a man who gasps for air,
your father.” “Yes, he died from pneumonia.” “You are developing your
clairvoyance, but you lack the spiritualistic life. Do you sit in a circle?”
“No, I sit with my partner.” “Is there a group you teach?” “No.” “Then
it will come. You will meet with a spiritual community and discuss the
phenomena of the spirit world. Do you know your spiritual helpers?
There’s an Indian healer working with you. I also see a Japanese woman
who may work with your partner. Both of you are inseparable. There is
an ancient wise man from the East who teaches a simple philosophy.”
Now Gunnar confirmed the hint: “I’ve seen this Indian man and the
Japanese woman, around my girlfriend several times.” This all seemed
so familiar. Although Joanna wasn’t present, the medium described
two helpers which Gunnar had seen with his partner during the trance.
These guides tried to work through them from transcendence.

The tutor continued talking about his business life: “You have worked
tremendously hard in the past. You were busy while studying, then you
went to work and utmost at home difficulties went on. I see you with a
lot of paperwork in the future. Yet your father is very proud of you.”
Gunnar was jubilant to have finally received a personal message from
him directly. So far news from his parents came just from his girlfriend.

Joanna was assigned to a tutor with astrological background. She
arranged a reading with the tutor to find an answer to the question:
‘How can we move from cognitive astrology to contact with the spiritual
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world?’
Reading (March 2000): “Is there a Peter in the family? Did he die

quickly? Because he reveals to me: One minute I was here, and the other
I was there. He wasn’t prepared, it was a great shock, so he thought
first: “That it was a mistake.”

What a wonderful confirmation this was for Joanna. Mediums releases
repeatedly said that his consciousness had passed when he fell in the
hospital after his last phone call, she later heard at the answering
machine. Perhaps it can be comforting for others to know how fast
consciousness passes to the other side, even though the body is still in
the process of dying.

“He is still a great part of your life, very interested in how you live.
But he is also glad that you have found a new love. He is wonderful to
communicate with. You must make sure that the new partner expresses
himself more. That was a problematic issue in his previous relationship.
You have the organizational skills to help him to sort out his life. Peter
tells me that you will be heading west to escape from where you live
now. There people are more open minded. It is a big city. He wants
you to be safe! I feel an inspiring new beginning and soon you will feel
much better. It will be good, if you give your phone number only to
those who are important to you.”

After the spiritual contact her tutor continued in terms of astrology.
She clarified Joanna’s upcoming move and changes in work. That was
a real confirmatory consultation for her. It had something to do with
Ms Brunner’s way of working: first establish spiritual contact and then
communicate the message, then talk to the client about their main topic
of interest. What a transformation, the spiritual helpers were no illusion
anymore! And Peter? He embraced her on a spiritual level. In her
thoughts, dreams, or trance his brown, furry dog appeared or he placed
roses in meaningful colours to catch her mental eye, just to show that
he was present.

The two lovers returned very happy to their everyday life. Her part-
ner became more assured after experiencing the unfamiliar centre of
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mediumship. He withdrew his investments, went to the bank to apply
for a mortgage, and signed the contract at the solicitor. It was amazing
how rapidly he resolved business matters which Joanna had no idea of.
Realistically he saw the apartment as a good investment. However, you
may say she manipulated him into doing so. She had more conscious
contacts on a transcendental level, Gunnar’s father being one of those.
In the post-war period he had been very enterprising, he was responsible
for the finances in his former company. When someone enters the spirit
world, their abilities and talents are taken with them. His son had
invested a lot of money in shares of a car company, which he sold to
finance the new flat. Shortly thereafter, the value of the shares fell. It
was a blessing in disguise to use the money for the apartment.

Joanna’s and Peter’s apartment had to be vacated. It was a farewell
and a new beginning at the same time. Here again, the husband showed
himself in her dreams to convey how his soul’s life progressed. Dream
(August 2000):

“Peter has a young companion. They and my partner
accompany me on a tour. It is almost like a beer garden,
but you can swim or dance on the covered terrace. As I go
for a swim, the cascading water carries me. A man whom I
cannot see describes a scene known to me from our trips to
Spain, it’s a vast landscape with reservoirs in the south near
Córdoba. The region is surrounded by bush roses, which smell
fantastic. They should be protected, because in the drought
hardly anything grows. He leads us all to a Spanish country
hotel with the usual good service. My companion among our
company feels happy. Then we leave and Peter says thank
you for the great time: ‘It was a magical time for us, for
which I am now very grateful. It was the best time in my
life. If you come to us, it will be a very easy death. We are
there.’”

Peter was accompanied by a woman during my visit to the spirit world.
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Relieved, I realize that he had settled and found his surroundings.
Gunnar visited that weekend, where they went cycling around Neuburg.

Despite having a wonderful morning Joanna was extremely tired and
decided to take a short nap that contained a dream:

“I see a man with a dog, which runs towards me. A
voice says to me: ‘Look here, your girlfriend!’ Then, with
astonishment I see the royal poodle. The sentence comes to
my ear, as if Peter had said it. I put a coin in the dog’s
purse. It was our favourite dog of our time together.”

The coin reminded Joanna of Charon’s obol where a coin was placed
under the deceased’s tongue so that he could pay the ferryman to bring
the soul into the realm of the dead. Peter gave her a kind of basic
message. The soul of their favourite dog from their time together has
now found him in the spiritual world. He died two years after Peter.
Soon she would leave the apartment, but meeting in a dream was always
possible. Their existence continued to go on in two parallel worlds.

She slept one last time in the old flat. Despite the hustle and bustle
of the move, there was a clear dream. (August 2000):

“We meet in an exhibition like a museum. Peter is with
his companion. They walk very fast, so we make an appoint-
ment at the exit. I explain to him: “You know, once I’ve
found myself, I can go free.” Peter’s clothes look quite tat-
tered consisting of worn black corduroy trousers and a tight
grey-coloured sweater! “You never dressed like that in your
lifetime,” I told him and got the answers: “Neuburg was too
tight for me, too sad, I’m glad to have brought you away from
here.”

Her husband always dressed well! But with his small sweater and
dark trousers it reminded her of how cramped and drab his life was.
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She had to say goodbye to their former flat. Marion’s sons helped her
to clear and renovate the new one. A precious plant upraised by Peter
also moved to the new apartment. After half a year, it began to bloom,
a blossom she had never seen before. A beguiling sweet smell passed
through the new flat. Like the fig tree two years ago, this plant also had
a relationship to the deceased.

Fragrant Plant

Gunnar couldn’t wait to return to England. In autumn of 2000,
he joined a healing class and Joanna found access to trance healing.
The tutor made his students aware of the differences in the levels of
consciousness to deep trance. Joanna had an unusual experience. For
the first time she suddenly felt like she was someone else. Had she come
closer to the timeless dimension of eternity?

A TV station had announced they would report on the college. The
teachers had different opinions. One of them thought they were being
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ridiculed, the others wanted more publicity. It was as if the tutors were
all walking tightrope! “A clairvoyant medium sees what’s going on, but
how do you want to convey that to the camera? What do viewers see
on TV later? If they show an elderly lady who immerses in a trance,
maybe you hear her say something in dialect? These fields are invisible
to the ordinary eye. In my last exercise, I experienced how a helper
superimposed himself on me. He was tall and slim and I saw his hands
in my mind’s eye. How do you want to convey healing power that I
give my fellow student? She will feel cold, where my fingers get heat,
sometimes there is coldness with no visible source.” Joanna shook her
head. From then on, she always remembered this event when watching
English films that ridiculed esotericism. With much seriousness, the
producers show what they think of mediumship, while they just unmask
their own semi-knowledge.

In this seminar, many of her deceased family members appeared to
the classes on both the paternal and maternal side. Now that her grief
was overcome, Peter let the souls of the family association have the
lead. Her tutor addressed Joanna: “You have a strong family.” “I am
delighted to meet them, we did not live at the same time.” The eldest
was grandmother’s brother, his name was Wilhelm who died at the end
of nineteen twenties. He was attracted to her study of art. Another
contact was her mother’s father. He expressed deep regret that by his
early death he couldn’t support his own daughter enough.

Something happened this week that gave Gunnar an initial memory
he would never forget. Excited, he arrived at lunch: “Today I had a
very extraordinary experience. Look over there at the table, there is
an inconspicuous woman from my group. An hour ago in the exercise
group on medial transmissions, this woman perceived the image of a
lady from the continent. Then she said there was a little dog with a
female. Nobody could comprehend this description. When none of our
present students wanted to claim the contact, our tutor felt into it. He
got a perception, which he wrote on the blackboard: the words Rhine
and hard. It was funny for me how he used English words he must
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have heard! Translated into German, it meant ‘Rhein’ and ‘hart’. In
other words, as an English native speaker, he heard the German name
Reinhart but could only reproduce it in English. It struck me, because
I suddenly understood the German name and the message: Reinhardt,
a lady and her dog. Now I understood, that was the long-time friend
of my deceased brother. His girlfriend is still alive, but my brother has
brought a message for me with the help of this picture.” Gunnar had an
unforgettable experience: “What superior consciousness, what higher
power does address me with this statement? Where is this coincidence
in this gigantic universe with its billions of Milky Way galaxies? That’s
unprovable.”

8.5. Living with Intuition

“Violette, we’ve talked several times about the path towards bliss, or the
term of Eudaimonia. Now I’ll keep it simple: In your earthly existence
you must recognize this approach!”

“Jaune, my confidence grows as my soul is hopefully strengthened
by the virtue, the Areté. In my upcoming existence, I want to face
challenges, or at least have the chance to become strong. In the meantime
I have learned, when you feel discouraged, you’re at the beginning of
the task which will strengthen your soul. The goal is, to become strong
and utilise our own power. You shouldn’t allow being patronized by
prevailing opinions, but only live up to your own experiences. There
are also enough resources in the material world to foster independent
thinking. Throughout our lives, we encounter recovery periods on the
earth, which I will enjoy. Then there are the challenges that help us to
mature. When I pass this stage, there will be a feeling of heavenly reward.
Perhaps ordinary people will not applaud, but the spiritual world gives
me more virtue because I behaved worthily. It’s important to detach
oneself from the material plane. Jaune, I’m very happy that the simple
inconspicuous history of Glaucon has survived. It expresses the essentials:
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the patterns of life are visible, the reasonable soul overshadowed by the
logos will choose its destiny.”

“Violette, on earth you encounter extreme views and misunderstand-
ings. For instance: What is free will? Look at the two extremes: ‘I
alone determine what happens in my life!’ Or ‘I believe everything
is predetermined.’ The subtle tones, the connection to transcendence
through the agency of the soul, are easily overlooked. In the context of
way of life, you have the freedom to handle it, targeting for the better.
That is the free will, so that you are attracted by the right life. A chosen
existence is more than a stone that follows Newton’s law.”

Read Plotinus, First Treatise On Providence, Ennead III, 2

Two predictions which were given to Joanna had now been fulfilled.
She had found the new partner and had moved to a new apartment.
Only a change in her professional life was yet to come. Another prognosis
even spoke of a promotion and higher salary. She would see what was
coming. However, it began quite harmlessly. In order to build up a
second occupational leg, she offered job-related courses at an evening
school. This again led to Joanna juggling more responsibilities than
she could handle. Moreover, the new apartment was a considerable
distance from her work which wasn’t convenient. Two students in a
course massively questioned her skills. She felt insecure and attacked
resulting in a lack of sleep. Joanna had to face her major problem: Not
being good enough. This hindered her studies already and now the
question arose again. At the point where she should react with laxity,
she let herself drift into more perfection in knowledge. She urgently
needed help and therefore went to see Ms Brunner (Fall 2001):

“You can’t go on like this, otherwise you’ll bleed to death from
exhaustion.” It’s time to pay tribute to your achievements. Spend your
days in a good mood and approve what you have done throughout the
day. Those who only question your knowledge don’t deserve your time,
on the other hand give enough for those who need you. It’s time to close
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your old wound from childhood! Moving to a new apartment is essential
for the new job which will soon present itself. You must continue on
this path until you accept your own individuality.” She had a dream:

“There is a house in a valley, where I will give art classes,
but I think I’m not skilled enough to do so. Therefore people
from overseas take over the task (one student was born there).
I watch the student-teachers, then it becomes boring. I can no
longer accept how they work without a basic understanding.
I sprinkle them with water to give back fun to the group.”

So was the proposed solution of the spirit world. Joanna should finally
stand by her unconventional attitude to work and her feelings were
symbolized by water.

One day, Gunnar and Joanna arranged to visit family members. His
elderly uncle and her parents lived in the same town. Together they
planned to drive there with Joanna’s car. The night before she had a
strange dream:

“I see a kind of socket outlet. There are two vertical
rectangles with horizontal lines, in between there is a slot. It
can only be opened with a trapezoidal key that had a feather
attached to it.”

She had no idea what the unusual imagery meant. In any case, it was
important to draw the impression in her dream diary. As they left for
their trip on Sunday, her car’s engine dashboard showed warning signs
of overheating. For example, at a traffic light, the temperature rapidly
dropped, but rose high while driving. Her partner was worried that this
would do damage to her car. They stopped at a nearby garage when
suddenly something struck Joanna. “Gunnar, last night I’d a strange
dream about a technical item. Give me your pen, I’ll have to draw you
a picture of it.”
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She repeated the drawing from her dream diary. She guessed there was
some technical clue behind it, but she did not know enough about cars.
Gunnar, on the other hand, frequently repaired broken down vehicles as
a teenager. He glanced intriguingly at the sketch: “It looks like the fuse
box for your car.” He skilfully opened the bonnet and showed her. “One
fuse is damaged, but there’s a replacement. I can change them.” After
doing so they carefully drove on. They drove more than 50 km without
any hassle. Incredulous and silent, they looked at each other, what just
happened? Another dream:

“A marten has bitten in the hoses of my car.”

She wasn’t surprised, due to being forewarned. Two weeks later, while
driving to the office, a red warning flashed. She phoned the garage:
“Please look, for a marten bite.” That afternoon, the car was repaired
and back in the parking lot. She drove home with it right away. Her
guardian angel not only cared for her car, but also made her aware of
her health. (January 2002) Dream:

“I see Peter in a well-rested state, very youthful, standing
before me. Friends greet him. Then we have a meal with my
parents and my colleagues, all sitting around a large table.
They order and everyone enjoys their food, but there isn’t
even a side dish for me. Then the waiter bustles over with
the bill that I take care of.”

The message was: “It’s time for one last big change; previous con-
ditions no longer nourish you. Expand beyond your comfort zone and
challenge your character. Neither in your family nor in your professional
environment have your needs been adequately met.” Based on Laurette’s
reading, Joanna had a better chance of finding a new, higher-income job
near the flat. Dream:
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“I’m in the office with my boss. There I look at a folder and
read the termination date. Suddenly, this file has disappeared.
I search the office to show him the date. I don’t have a good
impression of him.”

Joanna’s boss realized his company needed restructuring. In her
dream she also heard that the date for the change was already known, at
least in the spirit world. Her frequent ventures with Gunnar allow her to
make new contacts. Successful people in particular showed themselves
in a calm and reserved manner. She recognized them immediately, they
were good listeners. Her new job came from the fortunate circumstances
that someone that someone was retiring from their post.

Now the vital three changes in Joanna’s life have been fulfilled: new
partner, new place and new job. As a professional farewell, her spiritual
friends thought out a special dream:

“There’s a turtle hanging around my neck. She speaks to
me: ‘Who are you?’ An indescribable sense of fun and love
goes hand in hand with the question. We walk along a beach
in an old city, where my spirit companion tried out scented
oils with me, my choice was myrrh.”

The indescribable emotion is a typical experience only possible in the
spirit world. The myrrh refers to a mystical symbolism, the Egyptians
called them the tears of Horus. Myrrh also served as a health and beauty
product. The turtle pointed out two things in Joanna’s biography. She
had a metal handbag shaped as a turtle for festive occasions, which
was attached to a silver chain. Another hint concerned Peter’s lake. A
visitor once gave them a sea turtle and said: “She will feel at home
with you.” At that time the turtle gave joy and now the new symbolic
message was: After tears . . . beauty will emerge . . . followed by festive
occasions . . . and huge joy!
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8.6. Here in the material world we will live our

soul.

“Violette, do you know of Plotinus’ provocative statement: ‘Even the
higher power won’t serve those who don’t defend themselves from ex-
ternal forces.’ In disputes, the divine order confesses: Those who are
willing to defend themselves will receive support, not those who pray
for help. In agriculture there is no difference, who ploughs, will reap.
Or another example: Those who treat their bodies well will enjoy good
health. Anyone who exploits their body risks their health.”

Jaune makes the quotation and then carries the thoughts on to the
misunderstanding in astrology. “The seven star-gods, Jupiter, Venus
and so on, are responsible for our fate by setting out life’s path, like
a mixture out of a jug, as Plato tells. Providence in a birth chart is
like a pattern in biology that needs to be discovered and recognized.
However, most people fight against their fate. Astrology is often rejected
or misinterpreted, especially when people are ruled by passion. They
act at their own discretion and forget to develop patience. This usually
leads to a very contradictory situation in life, such as a dilemma. On
the one hand they are frequently dissatisfied, on the other hand they
look at the stars in search of help. Now arises what is commonly called
destiny. Anyone who challenges their lives, acts controversy to his fate,
lives against the order of the cosmos, so to speak, and therefore they
are corrected in order to follow their soul’s path.”

“Jaune, I’ll summarize in my own terms,” answers Violette. “Plotinus
talks refer to the ‘logos’, the essence of ‘world reason’. He urges us to
lead an active life, even if the meaning of life has still to be deciphered.
One should be aware of the extremes and fulfil our daily obligations.
Life problems should be solved by acting balanced with patience. Deeper
understanding of one’s fate is depicted in the astrological constellation
but isn’t easy to read. However, the course of the human and creative
existence is indicated. Figuratively speaking it is a kind of libretto,
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dedicated to an opera singer. He should show his skills on the stage, and
thus the goal is to master his performance. To put it scientifically: our
horoscope corresponds more to a frame structure, like a leaf in bionics.
In this empirical science, for example, a leaf is examined by structure
and genus, while the biological development also depends on external
conditions.”

“Very well, Violette, if you choose your new life, you can help give
back astrology its necessary value.”

Read Plotinus, First Treatise On Providence, Ennead III, 2

Gunnar was ambitious and he didn’t like half measures. He passion-
ately pursued new technical solutions, and had already proven his ability
in the past. At his company executives and staff socialized regularly.
Unfortunately, political games seemed to be at large. One boss tricked
to make the company’s financial balance look better. Gunnar’s division
was to be sold to another company for the price of their annual salary, so
he had legitimate concern that they wanted to downsize his department.
He was also concerned about the quality of their work, so he decided to
act. He investigated whether new investors were interested in sustain-
able developments and to his delight found some willing investors. The
company headquarters received his notice to resign and the dramatic
densified. The picture of the ‘Cloudman’ became the perfect stage
set, the storm broke in over the couple. The path leading through the
illustrated maze of hedges began. Gunnar was released from work with
seven months full pay. They wanted to prevent him working for a new
company in advance. Later, the bosses’ concealed schemes were exposed,
but initially the superiors avenged.

Finally, Joanna found the time to tell Arnold about the latest happen-
ings. She hoped to get some advice. After some general talk about the
past few months, her old friend spoke of his future: “I’ll have plenty of
time to fly soon,” he sounded jubilant. “First of all, I would like to help
ensure that our company is sold here leaving as little damage as possible
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to our region. The affiliated company wants to get rid of us, allegedly
due to little profit.” “That sounds familiar to me, in Gunnar’s company,
the corporate balance should be improved by transferring the employees
to another organization. It’s about making wrong decisions that the em-
ployees must pay for. My friend wants to set up a development centre on
behalf of new investors, because his former colleagues quit with him. He
doesn’t want to lose them, as they were a well responsive, hard-working
team. Unfortunately, his bosses wanted to isolate him at home. An
amicable solution isn’t in sight.” “You know my speech, it’s all to do
with company policy and cash register, which leads to companies are
hampering themselves. Long-term goals are no longer worth pursuing.
A responsible boss must be prepared and oversee the working conditions.
First and foremost, a business must be a place where we can spend
at least eight hours of our everyday life in a meaningful way. Good
employees even attempt to solve problems at home on behalf of the
company. They operate further in their thoughts, thus resulting in more
appreciation of their work. Yet, I see that my superiors set their own
material goals so high that they are constantly chasing the untouchable.
I consider the professional and social importance to be more significant.
Now the soaring challenges me.” Joanna marvelled: “You can imagine a
future without your business?” “Yes, I’m experiencing it. Meanwhile,
the time I have left becomes less and less.” At that moment, she felt
Arnold’s close friendship and inner connection very much. Memories of
the fun they had together surfaced in her mind, she smiled: “Visit us
when you’re around.”

Dream:

“There are electricians working near Gunnar’s house.
They are trying to separate him from the electricity grid!”

Presumably that had more than a symbolic meaning. A former em-
ployee had visited him days prior, requesting a certificate of employment.
He wasn’t one of his confidants, and days later Gunnar found that
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he was having trouble making calls. Joanna told about her nocturnal
inspiration. “It’s quite possible that someone was working there. My
colleagues are familiar with electronic components.” Gunnar set up an
office in a small apartment. Nobody knew about it, from there he could
plan and call people.

Dream:

“An acquaintance, who is familiar with the new lenders,
invites us for dinner. We arrive at 7pm but the genteel guests
had gone to another place. The party starts without us. We
decide to drive my car to Gunnar’s office, packed with boxes.
The guests watched us, no one believed us that we would make
the move alone.”

Until then, Gunnar had trusted this friend without hesitation. The
nocturnal images indicated his dual role. He had contacts with his old
superiors as well as the new investors. In the dream the clue was clear
enough, distrust is necessary. There were further warnings about the
new investors and their plans. Dream:

“I see an old elegant manor with two wings. It was the
building that Gunnar wanted to rent for the new company.
The heirs of the estate, a local family push a coffin from one
part of the building to the next. They don’t want the coffin
to be found. Then the guests come to the funeral, but they
are told that they aren’t welcome.”

This dream was difficult to interpret! Years later the content became
completely understandable. The manor referred to the new investors of
the company. The hidden casket: ‘There was a corpse in the basement’.
Heirs, tax fraud, investors, no one could imagine what was going on.
The ‘funeral guests’, symbolized Gunnar’s workforce, who were cheated
and not welcome at the party. Her partner was obviously deceived.
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Meanwhile, Joanna was familiar with the humorous illustration of the
spirit world. Nevertheless, both were foretold the purpose of the company,
but the desire for meaningful technology was subverted. An avalanche
was triggered and his former employees were looking forward to their
new jobs.

“I invite five of his colleagues to join me. The financier
does not want to finish in the building he started. The bank
does not want to transfer money, so it must be carried from
one island to another in a suitcase. Then a business meeting
with superiors takes place, it’s all about clothing.”

Gunnar named the new working group ‘rescue company’. He was
caught in a dilemma because he felt responsible for bringing people to
the new company. The investors ambitions remained hidden (hidden
coffin), so that the employees developed a product without knowing the
overall purpose. This meant Gunnar was fighting a losing battle with
the management, his health dramatically suffered.

“I am in a living room, my friend’s mother is talking to
me, my son is a technical genius.” Then his father turns to
me. He probably understands the technique, so he shows me
an old article, the newspaper is named after the publication
area. In this town his son has private and business affairs.
In this article they discussed the invention of its old IC, a
humor IC, (IC is called Integrated Circle, commonly used in
the vernacular is microchip).”

It was not difficult to implement the message. The most important
thing in life is humour. The father in spirit asks him to remain humorous.

Suddenly help arrived from a completely different source. Thea’s
daughter was on the phone. She was training as a therapist for family
constellations: “Joanna, I am looking for a couple to aid me in my
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practices. You must act as my new clients! Unfortunately, my previous
patients backed out and I need a couple for my next lesson in supervision.”
The educating psychologist was well known through her own television
programs. With this method, the roles in the family are assigned
to representatives in order to get to the bottom of the feelings and
behavioural patterns. Gunnar and Joanna were delighted and curiosity
waited for the evening to begin. They sat in a group that was ready
to represent Gunnar’s family situation. He was now clearly shown his
family structure. The representatives of the psychological team stated
the feelings of his children and then the ‘divorced woman’ was added.
Finally the ‘girlfriend’ took her place. Gunnar had to watch how much
he was moved in his life through his family. Joanna was urgently told
what unhealthy role she had taken by giving him strength. Gunnar got
caught in family and business. One child concentrated on keeping his
father under control and at the same time unconsciously sacrificing all
its life energy to bring the ‘lost’ mother along. At the same time the
new lovers lived their traditional family structures, everyone trapped in
a psychological way.

The psychologist told them that as a counterbalance to the environ-
ment, it is important to think of yourself now. What an amazing result!
Gunnar was warned to quickly dissolve his situation, these new paths
were necessary to release his child from a dangerous imbalance. He had
to let go of his children, otherwise the constellation would inhibit their
development. From the surface, it might have looked like the couple was
pursuing self-serving goals. However, from a therapeutic perspective, it
was time for the two lovers to assert themselves in a dignified manner.

They kept the impressive group picture in mind. Gunnar realized
change was necessary, he moved to Joanna’s flat and after four weeks
the house was sold. His actions were approved by his parents. Dream:

“‘Before you dissolve the household,’ his mother tells me.
‘Please pack the beautiful fabrics and handicrafts from my
time. I felt the same way in the post-war period, I wanted to
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try to restore our dignity by building a new house.’”

Joanna carefully packed the textiles to satisfy his mother’s request.
Gunnar’s parents were terribly concerned and wanted to express support
by visiting. In the long run, how do you cope with work and family
life? Joanna saw an advertisement for a holiday in Switzerland, which
seemed suitable for a short break. They needed to escape from the
over-embellished restraints of work for a short time:

“I see a woman who had carcinomas. She wore a wig as a
result of chemotherapy. She greeted me with a loving, warm
and hug. My friend and I walk along a wild rocky landscape
to a waterfall. He jumped into the water, bathes in it and
comes out again. Then we walk along the beaten path past
the water, where we discover a wonderful mountain view.
Afterwards we sit in a bus with people singing inside. In
front of us a mountain, made for a hike.”

“Gunnar, did your mother have a wig after chemo?” “Yes, her hair
fell out completely.” “Then I saw your mother.” A few weeks later,
Gunnar discovered an ad in the Sunday newspaper. Exactly on the same
beautiful lake a holiday apartment was sold. Joanna recognized the
nature described by Gunnar’s mother in the dream. After a moment’s
reflection they decided that they had found the right thing for themselves.
They purchased the property and their lives dramatically improved. Now
there were snatches of sunshine absorbing their life’s structure. It was
wonderful, from now on they journeyed there on all days off to escape
the turmoil of everyday life. It turned out to be a wonderful place to
sleep well, to go on a mountain hike, cycling among nature, skiing or
just sit in the winter sun by the lake.

They also continued the courses in England. In 2004 they went back
and consulted a medium.

(Gunnar and Joanna booked a Reading 2004 ): “His mother joins us.
The spirit lady keeps herself in the background, was there a separation
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in the family? The mother is strong and wishes things to go right. She
may have energy, it was her who encouraged you to fulfil your ambitions.
She demonstrates how she wraps a scarf around her head to conceal
her baldness. She participated in a competition where she received an
award for it. It is in your possession. There’s something like a shrine,
there are photos, and your mother says the little thing is there.” Gunnar
didn’t even know that, it was Joanna’s job to store these things: “That’s
the display case, where I store photos and souvenirs of deceased family
members and spiritual teachers. She won a downhill race and received
an award for her accomplishment,” said Joanna.

After a short break, the medium again turned to Gunnar: “Home and
work will come together in your life, you should be patient and wait
to see the transition. Your mum tells me that the legal quarrels with
the old company would soon come to an end. She is so proud of what
you have done in the meantime. It was just like when you were with
her when you were climbing the mountains, even as a child you had
perseverance.”

Joanna was amazed to hear the medium say how attentively his mother
watched their life. It was hard to believe that the demands of the former
company, which he had allegedly harmed, were soon finished. A year
later Gunnar and Joanna wed. He loved her very much and she loved
him. It was a hopeful new beginning. But she was perturbed by his
astrological chart. The future aspects did not look good.

Joanna had a Reading with a trance medium, August 2005: “Your
husband still has a lot to say to others.” Joanna’s heart leapt, she
somehow felt relieved of a burden. The message was clear enough, if they
would act carefully in future, then there would be no life-threatening
change, illnesses or accidents ahead. Still, she knew something was
coming. “Your husband is a bit too rigid! He needs to become more
agile in dealing with others. Does he have a son?” The medium uttered
the name of the boy. “He’s deeply worried about this kid. Now I can
hear an organ and bells that can mean two things: marriage or a funeral.”
Joanna noticed how cautious the medium was. “However, a woman
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praises his daughter and declares she will enjoy life again.”
Another medium supported Joanna’s confidence: “You have found

happiness, Peter shows me a lake with trees, high mountains, children
play there and there are houses and hotels. Have you been there on
vacation?” “Not with Peter, this is the Swiss holiday home that my
husband and I bought some time ago.” “Your husband works too hard.
He needs urgently to let go. Is he self-employed?” “No, he’s in charge of
a department.” “Much has gone wrong in the last few months. Even at
home, he works. I don’t want to worry you, but if he doesn’t relinquish
his responsibility voluntarily, then he will be forced to do so. At his
age, it’s time to step back. He must come to his senses, he works too
much. It’s important for both of you to sit in trance together, which
will become important to others.”

These readings reflected Joanna’s terrible fears towards upcoming
Eastertime in 2006. But the messages comforted her and indicated she
could handle the changes.

Dream, January 2006:

“A dog leaps towards me, he is happy to see me. Then a
child lies in my arms and tells me: “From now things will
get better again, somehow also for Gunnar. In the end both
of you will have a nice time. At the very end, you will die
several times.” The child, very gnome like laughs at me. It
looks at me and then it becomes a child again. We are told,
that there is a bus to the tram. We have to wait a long time,
but we fetch the tram, line 16. Then this bus comes and it is
fully equipped for all our needs.”

The lovely dream showed her the future. Peter and his dog looked
after her. Her life’s work would develop, and there is no need to be
afraid of death. Joanna’s health was announced with a specific way to
pass over. Bus and tram are guided tours, the change is necessary. The
symbols of the public transport line cars indicated that their path was
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planned, even if they had to change from the bus to the tram. At home
with Gunnar there were buses and trams. Number 16 referred to Gunnar,
his birthday. Her husband’s life crisis would be mastered, indicated by
the change from bus to tram. That meant that after a certain wait
both would be led on the intended pathway. The well-equipped public
transport told them about the good conditions: There will be everything
needed. The tram will lead to the final destination.

Dream (Pentecost 2006):

“I’m standing in the basement of my old company, the
walls are made of bricks and keep their shape while the soil
dissolves in brown mud.”

When she woke up, Joanna knew that this message was for Gunnar.
She felt that it was definitely related to his employment contract, the
‘ground’ dissolved, it felt like someone was losing his inner ground. Only
her stability, the walls of her former company, could be preserved. She
wanted to accompany him to the scheduled meeting with his superiors,
but her dream warned her and advised her to stay in her own environ-
ment. That afternoon she received a call, it was her husband’s voice:
“They made me sign my withdrawal contract today.” That was partly
a tremendous shock, partly a great relief. Now their expected misfor-
tune had become obvious. His good overall constitution had hitherto
protected him. As though struck by lightning, Gunnar now lost his
colleagues and thus his potential professional development. When this
happened he was 54 years old.

Joanna had to act! In her notes she discovered the address of a clinic
that seemed to suit his condition. After the first appointment, he began
six weeks treatment process. Meanwhile, they had a financial problem.
Since his divorce included a voluntary agreement, he had to pay his
ex-wife a sum of money? Joanna and Gunnar would make both ends
meet, but earning a living to provide for a third person was difficult!

After three weeks in psychological treatment, Gunnar attended a small
service. In the end, the priest walked slowly passed the congregation.
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He stopped in front of Gunnar. He leaned towards him and softly said
so emphatically: “You will be helped!” The patient sensed a strange
force behind those words, which gave him hope.

Some days later in the evening his daughter called: “It is incredible,”
she said sobbing. “What’s unbelievable?” “My mother ... my mother
died.” She tragically died due to a blood clot, known as an embolism.
Everyone attended the funeral. Gunnar was discharged from the hospital
for the funeral and understandably shocked by the suddenness of her
death.

When the psychological treatment was over, her husband returned
home. An intimidating everyday life began and many humiliating
conversations! Joanna reminded: “Didn’t you always tell me that about
the age of 54 you have to be careful, that’s when the companies want to
get rid of their oldies?” Gunnar sighed: “Yes! My intuition was probably
right again. After all, I have taken financial precautions.” Joanna was
reminded of Ms Brunner’s first consultation: ‘He thinks he has to
carry everything alone and forgets to look towards the horizon.’ She
summarized: “Your children have settled in their jobs. You’re no longer
financially responsible for anyone! So you must let go responsibility for
others, stop taking over.” He sighed: “I know. Still ... It’s hard for me
to let go of my profession. I’m still a scientist. The last patent ... if I
do not keep my eye on it, they’ll screw it up.” He was so attached to his
work that he continued to support the patent attorney, so with his last
severance pay he was also sent the letter for the newly granted patent.

Joanna stroked his hair tenderly. “Let’s go to the mountains,” she
said. “Fresh snow has fallen, it’ll be beautiful there. After all, we have
created a retreat there, where you can leave everything behind. And
that’s exactly what we need now.”

Later, one of his most skilled employees came to visit Joanna in a
dream:

“He’s standing with me on a farm in his hometown. I
recognize him immediately. He wants to apologize to me: ‘It
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was betrayal. They said to me, they will close the department
if I don’t cooperate with them and the financial cuts are
inevitable. I believed them and acted for the sake of the
remaining five colleagues in the group’.”

She kept the information to herself. Years later, the dream was
confirmed. She ran into the youngest member of his team while shopping:
“The one, who stabbed him in the back, meanwhile had realised what
mistake that was. My colleagues did not know how Gunnar came before
them and kept silent about political quarrels so they could work in
peace. After all, we are still working together in our development centre,
whereas the former company we all left was closed.”

*
The offers came, but after the first interviews all opportunities were
stopped. To reassure him, Joanna concentrated on astrology knowledge:
“The constellation in early April 2007 will give you one last great chance.
You really have to jump on this train, no matter what it looks like.”
April came, at her work she had a chat with a colleague: “Joanna, there
is a course, I constantly consider whether it would promote my self-
employment. However calculation isn’t my cake. There’s an institute
which offers new courses based on architecture or engineering.” “You
know, I listen pretty carefully, because calculation and energy suits
Gunnar’s abilities.” At that same moment, she noticed her colleague
was the messenger of the last big chance. It was a total new subject,
but she urged Gunnar to register for the training course. Two days of
the further education had already passed, but the course instructor let
him join, despite late registration. The next morning, he sat with the
other participants in the seminar room. Here he was surrounded by
a colourful mix of fates and professionals. This group did him good
and soon he discovered how much of his previous knowledge assisted
him with the course. The more he immersed himself in the domain, the
more captivated he was. Timidly he began the first steps in his new self-
employment. He wanted to leave the past behind, old memories only tore
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open the scarred wounds. Who in the old circle of acquaintances would
understand the circumstances? With his ingenuity, he had climbed to
great heights, but failed with the policy in the companies and painfully
crashed.

Not long after, Joanna’s life had to cope with another change. The
year 2006 brought with it another collapse. Arnold died on a flight with
his glider. He visited her in dreams and they continued their favourite
excursions together.
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9.1. Divine Order

“Plotinus is concerned about the religious zealots who strive for the
supposedly good. They allow the justification for doing the Good,
even if it harms others, but there is no need to patronize others. The
commandments are part of material world and should serve the seeker.
Therefore the beings should orientate themselves to higher principles
and develop worthily. However the material world is a dual world, full
of polarities like good and evil. It is only part of spirit and reason. The
commandments can’t restore the high principle of justice, here order
meets dis-order.

The living have to develop towards Areté, therefore bad luck can turn
into good. ‘When it comes to what is contrary to one’s deserts, when
good men experience evils and bad men the opposite, just to say that
no harm occurs to the good man and equally no good to the bad man is
a correct way of putting it.’”

“Jaune, that’s hard to understand.”
“Violette, it’s about our human development, which we have come

to know in lessons on free will. The divine plan should be perceived
internally. He mustn’t lead to an imposed behaviour, otherwise one
strives for something that can easily turn into evil. People are free to
decide how they will handle their development. Only the Good strives
for bliss, therefore, the efficient soul that possesses excellence, the Areté,
can’t be harmed despite adverse conditions. Anyone who recognizes
this path can’t be harmed by poverty and illness. He accepts these
conditions as reinforced healing development. Creating order is only
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possible by those who look at the entire cosmos. That includes respect
of all animated beings, and that applies to the creation as a whole.”

Plotinus, First Treatise On Providence, Ennead III, 2

(Plotinus emphasizes that non-essential good beings can’t recognize

the divine order. He expresses himself in opposition to Epicurus, who

places the need for the good prior to the divine order.)

Joanna admired her mother, who was overstrained with the problem
of coping with marriage, work, children and the household. She man-
aged to organize family life in post-war Germany, but became a very
serious, unhappy woman who showed external strength and sense of
duty. Since 1999, Joanna was repeatedly addressed by the mediums on
the constitution of her mother.

Ms Brunner: “Your mother is a very correct woman, but inwardly
insecure. She believes she is doing the right thing. You can talk to your
mother about what you think of your relationship. Even if she is not
present, she receives it,” confirmed the Swiss medium. “Your father
can’t control his feelings. He couldn’t live like he wanted to in youth,
because of the times. He senses that something was missing inside him.
He now observes how free his own children live, while he missed being
able to live his own chosen life. It takes a good moment to talk to him
about the past. He has a sense for unusual things.”

“Yes,” Joanna remembered that he actually had that sense and could
even describe his horoscope. “He once pronounced something strange:
‘I experienced an unusual cure. As a kid, I had fallen down from the top
floor of a barn while playing, and then my growth stopped. In old photos
you see how small I was. Much later, after there was no improvement,
your grandma went with me to a healer. From then on I grew again.’”

Joanna’s mother could not infer from the lifestyle of the younger
daughter what a consistent line the girl pursued. Suddenly the son-in-
law had died, but the daughter coped in an unexpected and surprising
way. She continued to work and travelled to England. Her Mom admired
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the ability to live style-consciously, but rejected the careless handling of
money: “If she had not married this man, then these courses would not
be necessary. Was she again influenced by Thea?” Somehow, Joanna
and her mother were always like two captains on a sailing ship: Who
is allowed to steer? The younger daughter’s direction was strange to
her. Parents in antiquity could ask astrologers to explain the fate of
their children. Famous examples are Pythagoras, Socrates and later the
Renaissance artist Michelangelo. Unfortunately, this help was banned
by the Catholic Church in the 17th century.

Joanna’s mother had an operation in the spring of 1998, just before
her daughter started her regular trips to England. It was a large tumour
and it was benign, but the doctors wanted to remove a kidney. After a
week, her mother went on a rehab program then quickly got back on
her feet.

Switzerland, Ms Brunner. “How can I best help my mom?” Joanna
asked. “It’s time for your mother to extricate herself from her husband’s
shadow. For too long she has stood behind him. She was never really
self-sufficient.” “This surprises me. In society she always appears as
the dominant one.” Ms Brunner contradicted: “She took far too much
consideration for her husband! She never set herself apart from him.
That must be changed. The body is getting old, but the mind still is
young. This detachment is necessary to maintain her health.”

After the first series in England, Joanna took her mother aside and
let her listen to Ms Brunner’s short sequence. The elderly lady looked
deeply impressed, but also scared. “In England, I also heard that you
won’t have any further complications with health. You’re on the road to
recovery.” As time went on, she became more and more excited about her
daughter’s visits, especially when Joanna brought assignments from her
job. This gave them both a sense of appreciation. Enthusiastically her
mother brought in aesthetic solutions. Her taste and maturity, expert
statements surprised Joanna. They went on small excursions, however
these didn’t last too long, as her father’s jealousy kept them in check.

Long deceased family members appeared through the English semi-
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nars, which was the reason why Joanna wanted to bring back as many
memories as possible. Again and again they looked at the old photo
albums. “Mom, you’re the only one who can tell me anything about your
relatives’ lives! Who are the people in the pictures? Let’s write their
names under them.” After one or two albums the mother had enough:
“Leave me alone!” Did she distrust the hocus-pocus that her daughter
was doing in England?

Was there not enough interest in family affairs? On the contrary,
her mother cared very much about genealogy. The relatives in the US
had asked her and she had traced her family ancestry back to the 17th
century.

In August 1999, her sister Ulrike called. She sounded rather annoyed:
“Could you please stop worrying our mother so much? You overburden
the poor woman with your views. She must decide herself which changes
she wishes to occur in her life.” Joanna wasn’t so easily intimidated.
“Unlike you, I live only an hour’s drive away. I can see how my visits
mean so much to her and ultimately cheer her up.” “She’s just worried
about you, but when we are around she is happy. Maybe it would have
been better if you had got married and had kids,” she heard Ulrike say
in a superior tone, “Our parents trust me, but you always want to be
someone special. Do you know what it means to take care of someone?”
Joanna was shocked: “. . . And you think life is a supermarket where
you pick and choose what you need? You were jealous of Arnold and me
in the past.” She wanted to go on, but she had learned to be silent. This
wasn’t a conversation anymore, but a rejection of her personality or even
her life. Or in short: jealousy, which was present in a very moderate
tone.

Psychologist: “Your sister is convinced that your parents loved you
more. Today in psychology we know that unprocessed pain prevents
compassion. ”

(Reading, February 1999) “As a child, you were very shy, but also
difficult. Then your cousin mentions a sister, she is the complete opposite
of you, when they see you siblings from spirit, they sometimes stand
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back and laugh. But you have one thing in common, your stubbornness.”
Once on a visit at her parents, Joanna wanted to remind her mother

to the long deceased grandma: “Your Mom gives you healing, that’s
how I felt her love.” Suddenly the mother gave her a much unexpected
gift: “You know, I understand not all that you do, but I’ll try!”

In summer of 1999 Joanna told her about a new happiness: “I met
a very nice man. This time it’s a heartfelt, loving relationship.” “I’m
sceptical. Do you really believe the promises of any man? Do you think
that fairy tales can come true? Is he divorced?” “He was married and
has two children.” Joanna’s mother shook her head grimly, above all, she
feared that difficulties in the future would arise for her daughter. “Why
do you want to burden yourself again?” “With my intuition I have found
the right partner,” insisted Joanna. Sighing, Mom got up to make new
coffee. “All I want is that there won’t be any further disappointments in
your life.” That ended the conversation. The daughter withdrew sadly,
because of the incomprehension. Why her mother could share so little
of her world.

In autumn 2000, the father became ill. He was taken to a clinic and
needed a bypass. Her mother focused on the healing of her husband.
Joanna’s attempts to help her parents out of these limitations had to
be postponed. The chance to loosen the ties of what the mother was
holding back and making her ill had passed. Ms Brunner was right, her
mother was always the loser in relationship with her husband. Joanna
now saw for the second time in her life what psychic captivity does to
a loved one. Likewise, Peter must have felt that he couldn’t develop a
sense of freedom, he only focused on restrictions.

Why did Joanna’s mother trust her younger daughter so little? Did
Ulrike undermine her intensions? Joanna consoled herself with a rule
from Buddhism: “The trust in the teacher must be built up. Or in other
words: ‘You can only help those people who trust you.’ Vivian consoled
her saying: “We can’t be held responsible for our parents we can only
pray for them.”

Her father’s health stabilized again. In her dreams, she saw her
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mother in danger of being stabbed as an indication that something was
threatening her health from outside. Dream (February 2002):

“We stand in a circle. A devout Catholic woman is stand-
ing next to me wearing a black veil. She is forced to give me
her hand. She should pay me respect.”

In April 2002, Joanna’s mother died in hospital. Six weeks before,
she had tripped over a rug and unknowingly fractured a vertebrae. She
called after some weeks and asked Joanna for help. The daughter arrived
and discovered her mum badly suffering in pain. “Should we take you
to the hospital?” She refused to be taken away. “No,” she shook her
head stubborn like. “No, I don’t want to go there.” She was afraid
once entering the hospital she would never return home. Over the
Easter holidays, Ulrike arrived with her daughter, and they brought
their mother to a clinic. Her first night would ultimately be her last as
she passed away. She had once again talked to her granddaughter, and
then it was her time. Dream:

“Gunnar’s mother and I meet in a city, it’s getting dark,
and she tells me she had trouble keeping her balance in diffi-
cult times when her illness was hard to bear. She says, ‘We
need to find something for us that wants to give us back light
in the darkness of life’s challenges.’”

The day of the funeral came. Joanna concealed her feelings behind a
friendly facade. In the eyes of the guests, of course, the sudden death
had nothing positive. Everyone was surprised that she died so sudden.
To Joanna this felt different, her beloved mother had found a quick end
after a long ordeal. Less than two weeks later, the daughter dreamt:

“Gunnar and I enter a store and need to our bikes be
repaired. It is located in a street with so many three-storey
houses. My grandmother picks me up at the entrance to a
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house. She points upstairs: ‘Go up!’ I sense my grandpa is
around as well. The door to a room opposite the staircase
is open, where my mother sits upright in bed. She clearly
shows me her face. My granny behind me says: ‘We brought
her here first, she should rest with us.’ Concerned that she
is feeling bad, I anoint her knees with a soothing cream. I
repeat it like in my lifetime. “I’m feeling better now,” she
says to me. Colour comes back to her face. It’s still waxy,
but she gets up and walks into the bright light.”

A dream one week later:

“My parents are on the moon. My mother tells me what
the symbol means ... Life has become difficult because water
must be transported here. She says: ‘Your sister is not right,
she does not know what’s coming up later.’”

The symbolism in the dream expressed aspects of her parent’s rela-
tionship. There is a saying, “I would like to send him to the moon.”
In astrology the moon and water correspond to feelings. Her mother
could have said: “The relationship with my husband had not developed
properly, our feelings were not in harmony and that made a good life
impossible!”

Behind Joanna’s back the strings had already been pulled. Ulrike had
prepared a general authorization. In case of death and beyond, the older
sister should handle everything. Dream:

“They want to beat me up. Like in childhood I’m running to
the bathroom because I know the door can be locked. There’s
a showcase, much like the gift machines at the entrance to
shopping malls. I can insert a coin and pick out a piece of
jewellery.”
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Ulrike took all their mother’s jewellery after she died. She said that
was the wish of her mother, but wouldn’t she have liked to leave some
piece of memory to Joanna as well? The elder sister did not suspect,
that from the point spirit world’s perspective, there was a desire to
preserve the cosmic order. Joanna was warned in her last dream. The
bathroom symbolizes essential needs. She must pay her contribution
and will be able to choose something to meet her needs. Five weeks
after her mother’s death:

“My mother talks to me. We are standing opposite each
other at the kitchen counter and talk. ‘I could not assess this
relative properly. The wife of our passed cousin was nice and
tried hard for me.’ My mother wanted to explain her reluc-
tance towards this relative. I answered, atypically: ‘You have
to put yourself in her shoes.’ Then, as if apologizing for her
reluctance of Gunnar: ‘I thought you would be disappointed
again!’”

In the dream, Joanna’s mother wanted to show that she had misjudged
two people. She knew it was a mistake. Her cousin’s wife brought more
information: “Yes, I would have liked to befriend with your mother, but
she never really tried.”

“I’m arriving at a house, it’s a sober Classicist building.
New parts are added, here a room would cost 150efor the
night. An overnight stay will cost me nothing there. The
landlord, welcomes me upstairs, it’s my grandfather. I am
amazed by the bright wall panelling, it is all to my taste. I
watch with astonishment, there is water in the basement, here
animals live. On the second floor the door opens to a large
room, the family has gathered here and they live together. I
am shown the children books that my grandmother gave me
when I was a child. Even the name of the old publisher was
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mentioned. From the background my mother steps forward
to meet me. Proudly she tells Anny, her deceased cousin was
singing to cheer up the family gathering this night. We meet
other relatives still unknown to me and I got the impression
that they are a proud and happy family.”

During Joanna’s childhood, the aforementioned children books were
taken away by a relative of her father. Her mother was very sad about
this, so she decided to buy similar ones for her younger girl. Joanna
rejoiced the nightly dream faces, because they convincingly showed how
well her mother had arrived in the spirit world. She was well received
by her family, and could communicate with Joanna in dreams. A dream
nine months later:

“My mother meets me, she is very elegantly dressed. We
look at each other, then each of us goes on our way. Her
good looks make me very happy. At home, I open the mailbox
and find sparkling gold letters inside.”

9.2. The Evil is desired because one considers it
good.

“Violette, I have a section of the book ‘Menon’ with me. Socrates
applies once more his art of dialogue, the Maieutic. His conversation is
translated as ‘midwife art’, because he wants to teach his pupils insights,
like a ‘birth’ of new thoughts. The Menon dialogue shows the so-called
evil from Socrates’ perspective. The student begins to talk to the teacher
about virtue, then the dialogue leads to the understanding of good and
evil. Socrates wants to know: ‘Is there a longing for good and evil?’
‘Yes,’ answers Menon. ‘One uses it for their services, the other uses it
as a weapon.’ ‘Menon, do you really think that the one who uses evil
to serve their needs is aware that it is evil?’ ‘No, Socrates that I can’t
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imagine.’ ‘Menon, then the conclusion must be: The one who doesn’t
recognize evil, tells themselves their acts are for good. But if someone
spreads sorrow and pain, don’t they recognize the misfortune of others?’
‘I imagine they think their deed is useful.’ ‘Well, Menon, nobody wants
to take responsibility for the wrong issues they cause. If you act badly,
you will not see the harm it is doing to yourself. I can’t imagine a man
who wants to be unhappy. So he acts out of ignorance.’

The conversation leads to the topic of virtue and Menon asks: ‘Can
I acquire this gift?’ Socrates: ‘Menon, virtue is the ability to seek
the good.’ In daily life Menon is a patrician, so he enjoys his noble
birth and life. Scholars and students alike continue their conversation
about the good in life and the quality of prosperity until they figure out
the solution of this question. Now, Socrates enumerates what virtue
consists of: ‘Virtue must contain justice, prudence and piety, it must
not be declared the other way around.’ The conversation ends with the
conclusion that virtue isn’t something teachable or self-evident, but a
divine gift.”

“Jaune, one could summarize the dialogue as follows: Who acts evil,
wouldn’t, if they knew what they were doing.”

“Very nice, Violette. Elsewhere, we’ve already stated that being good
is a gift.”

Read Plato, Meno

As expected, Joanna’s father didn’t deal with this sudden bereavement
very well. The younger daughter tried to create a dignified environment
for him at his home but realized her sister questioned everything she did.
The younger one was only involved in hair-raising trivialities. What plan
did Ulrike really pursue? Soon after his wife’s death, their old family
home was sold, and she was carefully plotting to move their father to a
small apartment near her own home. It was a betrayal of Joanna’s trust
for her sister.

The widower had transferred through a general power all the decisions
to Ulrike, only by a revocation he was able to change that. Another
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real estate was sold without considering Joanna’s heritage. She was told
that the brother-in-law will manage the money on behalf of the widower.
After one and a half years, Joanna received an alarming dream:

“I am in an art nouveau hotel in Berlin. It was not
refurbished yet. My brother-in-law bought the guesthouse, so
my sister shows me around the building. She leads me around,
proudly pointing out a large square garden with gazebos in
the corners of the property. The architecture is downright
historically perfect.”

These images indicated that their inheritance, including Joanna’s
share, should be invested in another property. The concealed plan
was to transfer her bequest to a new estate, so when the father would
pass, his property would be gone. On several occasions her father had
agreed to pay out the legacy of her mother and so the younger daughter
returned satisfied. At home, after 500km of driving Joanna learned on
the phone from her sister that she must have misunderstood something.
The sister replied calmly, “I’ll do the papers, but our father will decide
for himself. It is necessary you ask father again.” The widower explained:
“Ulrike has to decide if that’s financially possible.” They failed to come
to an agreement. In many variations Joanna was shown that she could
no longer trust her family. This confusion made her suspicious. Her
niece, bought a sports car and when Joanna wanted to visit, she made
countless excuses how she was too busy.

Completely on edge, Joanna suffered from massive psychosomatic
disorders. First tinnitus then followed by gastric and intestinal cramps,
she frequently vomited after getting up in the morning.

To regain stability, she chose yoga classes and psychotherapy. The
doctor’s diagnosis: “You have set up a ‘building’ which your sister would
like to remove the foundation. It takes a lot of energy to repeatedly
reposition yourself. Your sister’s mind games deeply affect you.” This was
quite encouraging, but the additional advice of giving up the money she
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felt was wrong. The legacy would be beneficial for further developments.
So the decision to act more courageously somehow seemed possible and
Ulrike offered a solution: “We should agree on a contract to repay your
estate.”

Her spiritual friends called to settle her nerves. (Spring 2004):

“I take a break to enjoy perks such as traveling, shopping
and staying in a nice hotel. A young man comes by, he calls
me mother. Sympathy and warmth emanate from him. It’s
Michael Benjamin.”

“I sit at Peter’s lake, our turtle swims in the warmth of
the water.”

“My mother meets me in the old parental home on the
stairs. She has Christmas roses in her hands. She enthusi-
astically describes how much she adores the flowers, because
they are slowly blossoming. Then she reminds me of how she
loved it here and that she should have realized her desire to
move there. In the newly built house, she felt very isolated
and then passes me her diamond earrings.”

Two Years after her mother’s passing Joanna heard her voice: “You
will receive your money!” From an astrological outlook, September was
auspicious, and she decided to consult Ms Brunner: “It’s like picking up
a telephone to talk to your mother. You mustn’t submit to your sister’s
confusing tactics. We now rehearse three sentences for the upcoming
negotiations. With these answers you always return to the starting point
of the problem.” She felt good, but if the medium had moral doubts,
would she support Joanna?

Before leaving to meet her relatives, Joanna wanted to hear Thea’s
assessment: “Would you like to ask my sister medially why she refuses
to pay out my share of inheritance?” “Yes, I’ll try, wait a minute.” Thea
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calmed, after a while: “I always have to look to the carpet,” Joanna
heard. In this exercise Thea feels like Ulrike, therefore it is Joanna’s
responsibility to step into the conversation: “What’s under the carpet?”
The friend answered triumphantly playing the role of Ulrike: “It’s hidden
there, you won’t find it here.” Joanna again: “Can I take a look under
the carpet?” Thea gets emotional: “No, no, I’m ashamed; I do not know
the right answer.” Joanna: “What is hidden there?” “The money, here it
can’t be discovered.” “Can you give me my share?” Thea still ashamed:
“No, this is supposed to stay there; we want to keep it for Melanie.”
There was silence on the other side of the phone and the friend stated: “I
still look towards the carpet!” Joanna answered: “The great thing about
our simple conversation is your confirmation that the money should be
withdrawn from my access. The benevolent human in me still does not
want to admit what Ulrike is doing to me.”

That evening Joanna phoned her brother-in-law. “Have you prepared
a contract on our agreement?” “No, maybe we are able to solve our
problems tomorrow. If you want to write down any details, I will give
you. . . ”

Joanna was infuriated, but she tried to stay composed and a thought
slipped her mind: ‘He wants me to do the bulk of the work drawing up
the contract to only tomorrow discover an essential fault.’ She answered:
“Thanks, so I’ll finish the letter and bring it, see you tomorrow; we’ll
meet with my dad.” She made the long journey to visit her father and
when her brother-in-law arrived she was told by him: “We’ve forgotten
what’s important in the contract. We must rewrite it, but today I don’t
have the time.” After he left, Joanna took the corrected contract and
made two handwritten copies. These papers contained the desired text
with necessary additions. Her father was visibly relieved to finally have
come to a solution; with a trembling hand he signed both copies. For
all involved, this nerve-wracking ordeal had come to an end.

Weeks passed, nothing happened after the agreed period and the
money was still absent. Now Joanna required legal advice. Ulrike said
on the phone: “We’ve written a new contract with different conditions,
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please tear up the old ones, they look messy handwritten.” The lawyer
laughed at this: “The handwritten contract can’t be disputed. But
your relatives have cleverly arranged it, because your father signed the
paper it’s his duty to advice the money and so I will have to write him.”
The money was transferred immediately after the lawyer’s letter arrived.
That’s what she had achieved; in her father’s eyes Joanna had cheated
on him.

She had won and lost! Yielded? No! Her task was to preserve her
point of view! Joanna’s approach was correct and she acted the way her
mother distributed the inheritance. Encouragement came soon. Dream
(October 2004):

“Fly with my mother to the Balearic Islands. We are
together in the city, then we lose sight of each other. I am
looking for a simple small rental car with which she travels.
Then I drive home with the tram, to our holiday apartment.
That’s where I hear her voice and the phrase, ‘Do not get
scared. Buy two new tickets for a flight home for both of
us.’”

It was a journey her Mum was used to, the only difference was, her
mother finally allowed herself to drive a car, a wish she never had fulfilled
in her lifetime. After Joanna’s guided pathway with the tram, both will
make their flight ‘home’.

Ms Brunner recommended that she should continue to visit her father.
Gunnar organized their meetings to avoid bumping into Ulrike. Her
father was terribly lonely being far from home, but when Joanna visited
he produced a beaming smile. During a telephone conversation, he told
Joanna quite excitedly a story very important to him: “I was moving
outside the village in my wheelchair and could not descend on a curb. I
was in such a desperate situation, because the sidewalk was too narrow
for turning around. If I had attempted to pass the curb then the electric
wheelchair may have toppled over. Do you know, Joanna, I saw your
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mother, who said to me: ‘I’ll get help.’ Then came a young man who
helped me on. Ulrike thought that I made it up.” “No,” said his younger
daughter, “I’m sure you saw my mom.”

Gunnar was so fond of the college and suggested: “Let’s become
members of the college!” Joanna was doubtful: “You know, it’s difficult.
At the end of each lesson, we have to do a report written in English.”
They decided to take online lessons to understand the basic concepts of
spiritualism. From then on, each month they received tasks and surveys
via email. A tutor frequently corresponded with them. The couple went
to college again in the summer.

(Reading, August 2005) “Is your father in the spirit world?” “No.”
“Here’s a man from countryside, attractive, great laugh.” Peter conveyed
this typical image, so Joanna knew who the message was from: “Feel
a pain in the chest. He loved to work with his hands. Then there’s a
grandmother, she says: mother’s mother, a very determined woman.
She did what had to be done. She is so proud of you, the life you can
lead now. She could not do what she wanted during her time. She lived
in a big city, she shows me an assortment of shops. These are warm
people. They love you. (The tutor thought Peter is the grandfather.)
They also tell me you have not arrived home yet. You want to achieve
something else. Over the last years you’ve had a lot of trouble. It was
as if a dagger was stabbed into your back. You wanted to run away.
The people of your environment were not very nice.

However these are your problems, your helpers can’t solve or change
them. You are very sensitive. I’m shown a big, dark dog now.” Joanna
confirmed to the medium: “This is my former partner’s dog.” “They are
worried about your father,” the medium went on, and said Peter’s name.
“Your father is very lonely where he is now. Peter says that his deceased
wife helped him (wheelchair and the problem with a curb). He would
love to live in his homeland again. He must have suffered like hell. He’ll
probably move.” This sparked scepticism in Joanna, but the medium
continued, “I don’t know what’s going on, but your sister is putting a
lot of pressure on him. She’s manipulating people around her, so keep
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your distance.” “My sister is notarized to make decisions for him and
manage his finances.” “They try to help him. Peter tells me, your father
once greeted him so warmly, and he cannot forget that. The sister has
to expect that your father is getting very old.” “That’s a great comfort.”
“I hope I helped you.”

A co-student presented her with another message: “Here is a link, it’s
your mother, she reminds you, how she sewed doll clothes and built a
beautiful doll house with her husband. She talks about finances that
have stirred a lot of trouble.” Joanna was very happy in two ways,
first her mother was looking for some contact and secondly she gave
a message in college, this would have been unimaginable during her
lifetime. Wasn’t it wonderful, she did not blame her daughter for the
lawyer, otherwise she wouldn’t have sought contact.

(Reading, August 2005): She was alerted to a problem in her spiritual
circle. “You ran a circle, but there was someone who did not belong
there. The spirit world intervened quickly and dissolved the circle for
you. Once, there will be a new circle in a larger city, and you will make
long lasting friendships. (Years later, the spirit world encouraged Joanna
and Gunnar to move on, through dreams given to both of them.) A
handsome man says you’ll understand all that when the new circle starts.
What you learn, you will convey to others. The man who communicates
with me was around fifty when he died. Now he’s telling me, ‘I looked
really good!’” Joanna laughed and told the medium: “You know I went
to a therapist for my problems. Once she asked me to show a picture
of my deceased husband. After looking at the picture, she nodded
approvingly, ‘Your husband looked very good!’” Now the medium had
to laugh too. “He really has a sense of humour. He seems to be giving
back what he has heard. He says he was a fool, too busy focusing on
himself. He was worried about you, but couldn’t show. At the end of
his life he was very lonely, he was so used to talking to you and relying
on you. He went to the hospital, he felt that he was going to die. But
you have found your happiness now.”

The summer vacation was over and the couple returned to Germany.
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She wanted to talk to her father right away. No one picked up the phone,
what was going on? By now Joanna had a reputation amongst her
family for being greedy and squandering her income as a member of a
sect or other disputed religious community. At some point she gathered
courage and contacted her cousin. . . “Guess who’s sitting next to me.”
Joanna knew immediately: “Dad!” Silvia and her uncle have always had
a good relationship. Now he was visiting her for a week. Joanna decided
to take a two-hour drive just to see him.

A few months later Ulrike called: “Our father wants us to reconcile
with one another. However, Joanna please come alone, Gunnar spoils
our relationship.” From an astrological point of view, the invitation
looked like provocation! The younger sister didn’t want to be fooled by
her family anymore. The meeting was extremely strange. After a few
stiff phrases, the conversation became clearer: “Your behaviour is so
different from what it used to be. Are you being manipulated by your
new friend?” Her brother-in-law asked and Ulrike then added, “He’s
obviously having some trouble in his life and he’s dragging you into it.”
Her father sat smiling in the background, not realizing which tenor the
two were pursuing. He had gained weight and seemed absent. Most
probably he was pumped with psychotropic drugs.

The brother-in-law didn’t give up, it was as if they wanted to corner
Joanna. “We don’t recognize you anymore!” What were they up to?
Was it about her obvious spiritual contacts? She remained calm and
didn’t let herself get carried away. “We sometimes wonder if you’re
still sane and whether you are the same person we used to know.” That
sounded very clear! Reconciliation looked different, so Joanna decided
to end the topic and finally talk about what she was here for: “It’s
not as bad! We’re here to end our quarrels!” They shook hands. After
a communal meal, she left and met Gunnar waiting in a Cafe nearby.
Dream:

“I am in a hotel and can see from first floor onto a terrace
of a restaurant, there Gunnar is standing with my mother.
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The restaurant is surrounded by trees, with beautiful houses
in between. Then my mother is standing in front of us and
wants us to calm down: “There is still enough left! You could
build a house for yourself.”

The dream was very clear as if it was reality. She did not have to
write it down in her diary. But building a house, what did she mean?
Joanna looked at the statement, initially as symbolic that they should
rejoice in their abilities and develop their personalities together. Gunnar
agreed with her that these quarrels with her relatives shouldn’t repeat
themselves- they had enough bickering to last a lifetime.

A year later her dad got an invitation from niece Silvia again. As
the old man was temporarily dependent on his wheelchair, she booked
him an apartment in a retirement home. During the day he could take
the opportunity to visit his niece and her husband. When he arrived
in August, it was the same time when Gunnar spent some weeks in a
psychotherapeutic clinic. So Joanna had enough time to visit her father
in the beautiful little apartment with a terrace leading to the garden.
He visibly revived. “How do you like my apartment?” He said gazing
at her. “I’ll stay here! I’m tired of the loneliness. Do you know the old
shoe shop in my home village? The owner lives next door, he’s my old
schoolmate. You know him from childhood. Silvia and her husband will
look after me.”

Shortly thereafter, he asked Ulrike to bring him his furniture and per-
sonal belongings. Her brother-in-law revolted because of costs involved
with sending his belongings. At that time Joanna was most concerned
about Gunnar, but when she saw her sister’s concern for the money, she
just laughed. There is a saying: ‘After a while, the heirs pay.’ Then
Ulrike overestimated her relationship with her father, which was a grave
mistake! She had been used to giving financial advice to him for years.
Several times he was rigorously told that he couldn’t afford this kind of
life. That hit his self-esteem, he woke up and acted.

He transferred the general powers to Silvia. What a smart move!
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Were her mother and aunt present in the background? Cousin Silvia was
sober minded. She had never pursued themes such as clairvoyance, but
once, when Joanna told about the college, she remembered a striking
experience. “Our mother died on a long-distance journey. That night
the bedroom door opened, I woke up and saw the pressed door handle.
The next morning, my daughter told me in amazement that the light
had strangely switched on when it was dark. Then my father’s call
came.” Joanna responded with delight: “It shows that such issues are in
our family.”

Silvia acted as a godsend. Where did she get the energy from to scour
everything, check all the bank accounts, bring out everything hidden
(Thea’s rug)? For half a year she worked her way through old bank
papers, then said satisfied: “There is enough left!” She invited Joanna
to visit and began explaining the financial affairs. “We’ll see how your
dad will decide, but you should know what I’ve discovered. Ulrike has
almost succeeded in making your legacy disappear. Your father wants
to keep some money to fulfil his lifestyle and then he’ll transfer the same
amount that Ulrike has already secured.” Silvia was relieved to be able
to help the family and to establish order again. Joanna hadn’t expected
that at all. Yet it was said, a year before. Finally, she got the diamond
earrings.

In this home Joanna’s father had a real good time. He enjoyed the
woods and made new friends. Finally, he moved to a neighbourhood close
to where Joanna lived and their relationship could relax and flourish.
She visited him every day. He had been in bed for a long time until
one day he had severe chest pains. Falling unconscious he was taken
to the hospital, where his daughter was sitting beside his bed. The
senior physician entered the room and looked cautiously at her. She
already guessed, what was coming. “We can’t improve his condition, just
preserve it. So, I have to ask you as a next of kin to make a decision.”
“As it is now, he will leave us without fear. I do not want any further
treatments.” Joanna had been mentally prepared for the moment. She
stayed at the bedside all night listening to his heavy breathing, the body
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struggled for survival. In her mind, she reminisced through all sorts of
memories in her beloved hometown. To all persons, to all streets there
the appropriate names came to her mind, it was as if they were talking
to each other with the help of spirit. The body fought, but the soul was
not afraid. When it was time, her father would let go. At the funeral,
close relatives met. She saw Thea, who liked to travel a lot. “Thea, can
you get in touch with Ms Hagen?” “I’ll give it a try, talk to me in a
minute.” Joanna spoke to Thea, hoping her words would get through
to the medium. “I want to thank you. You have saved me from many
things and always showed the way. Thank you, Ms Hagen you helped
me to make important decisions. You always told me that I must be
independent in life, only then do I have the prospect of happy conditions
to suit my unconventional development.” Thea’s eyes lit up suddenly,
they radiated gentleness, Joanna looked at the relatives’ shining eyes,
from her mouth the answer came: “It was not easy! Every now and
then you see the light, it will go on!”

The encounter was special for both of them; experiencing familiar
communication with the other world was rare. Thea soon visited her
after. Together they were drinking coffee, when Joanna inhaled a well-
known scent and asked: “Do you perceive the chrysanthemum scent?
Is that Peter?” Thea made contact with Peter, and in an indignant
tone Joanna heard: “I’ll always bring you roses!” Joanna laughed, then
became serious again. She now dared to ask two big questions that had
been on her mind for a long time: “How do you collect the information
in your world?” Thea’s eyes were fixed on the wall of the room. The
answer came slowly: “That’s not so easy. It’s a bit similar to the pattern
on your pants.” It was a fabric that was basically black, with visible
white threaded squares woven into it. The girlfriend looked at the spots:
“They look like balls. By that I mean, when a soul sees through me,
then my eyes fall on things that I don’t see otherwise. Now I discover in
his sense the pattern on your pants. Peter seems to recognize that as a
fitting picture.” Joanna did not quite understand. “Does he need you to
make eye-contact?” Thea nodded. “Without a communicator, they are
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present in some kind of balls. As a medium, I am someone through whom
perception focuses on something.” Thea recalled an example: “Once I
went to Tagore in my mind. The Indian poet, so I perceived was drawn
to everything that flew: For example, suddenly I saw the bee quite
differently. Then I was attracted to everything else that flew: the leaves
and the wind. It’s a kind of superior consciousness we’re pouring into.”
Thea looked up at the curtain rod. “Peter wants to know, what’s up
there?” Her friend looked concentrated on particular one spot. “Are
these bats?” “No,” answered Joanna with a laugh, “I used artificial
flowers to fix the curtains.” Joanna now recognized, Peter ‘saw’ through
the eyes of her mature friend. Thea continued, “He loves your blue eyes,
he looks at your earrings.” “My mother gave them to me.” “You wear
them with dignity,” her guest concluded.

9.3. Because there is good in this world, there

must be evil too.

“There is much suffering in the material world. Sometimes my return
really scares me, Jaune.”

“Violette, I want to remove this concern from you. We have recently
spoken of a divine order. Do you remember? First, evil in the material
world is created by the actions of people. The respective souls participate
in the Universal Soul and also have their own unique characteristics.
Plotin offers a surprisingly intriguing perspective: ‘Consider yourself
like a plant flourishing according to the conditions of your location. Is
it your fault if you thrive according to your environment?’

Maybe it’s not perfect at all, but it has everything necessary for life
to become what it’s meant to be. Our existence follows the world plan
(the logos) of the Universal Soul and again the human soul strives on
the next higher plane. In the Universe everything is subdue to the next
level, known as the hypostases: material world, souls, daimonions and
heroes (deceased, guides and angels, the nous (intellect or spirit), and
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the One. In this all-encompassing existence, the soul belongs. That
means, you are part of all with all your qualities, no matter how you
decide. Think of it like two brothers who have the same father. Good
and evil meet in the material world.”

Read Plotinus, Second Treatise On Providence, Ennead III, 3

(According to notes on the translation, the term ‘world plan’ corre-

sponds to the ‘rational plan’, the logos.)

Foresight and oracles played an important role; they were invoked
in antiquity until AD 300. From then on, these places like the famous
oracle of Apollo in Delphi were desecrated, because Christians had used
the temples to bury their martyrs. People were stopped from using
oracles. The defiled places were destroyed, astrolabes and oracles had
been declared devilish.

In order to use astrology more confidently, Joanna had begun a new
three-year astrology training course. Maybe she could have better
guessed the fate of Gunnar and Arnold? Joanna encountered a teacher
who met her expectations. To get to know each other the couple booked
a personal consultation.

Astrologer: “You need tangible contact with the earth and you like
working with material.” Joanna kept hearing this advice from the con-
sultation: “Living in contact with the earth.”

She wanted to celebrate her upcoming birthday in a region where
Gunnar was taking her at the beginning of their friendship. After more
than ten years together, they travelled again to this holiday region. They
rented an old house, but it seemed old and needed renovation. The area
was gorgeous and offered a lot for couples on a weekend retreat.

“Gunnar, we should buy or build a house here.” He was unsure and
rather critically replied: “Do you think we could finance it?” “If you’re
not convinced, make another appointment with the astrologer.” Gunnar
booked a telephone consultation, so that maybe he could talk his wife out
of this nonsense. The professional began: “You are thinking of building
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a house at the moment!” Gunnar was speechless, he was completely
flattened. “Make it happen as soon as possible.” The advisor continued
while Gunnar asked about the building lots they had looked at one after
the other. In the meantime he knew about astrology and how important
the exact time for a first encounter was. He could ask for more details,
as neighbourhood or noise and so Gunnar did choose the perfect site.
They started to plan the build and thus agreed in a low-energy house.

Once Joanna changed job eight years ago, she noticed a colleague from
a distance. They made friends and Ursula joined the circle. Challenged
by crises, the spiritual path led her to a training based on family
constellations which are wide spread in Germany. It was almost like
in Neuburg, where she had received support and encouragement from
Vivian. “Often I feel like my mother,” Joanna said. “She is always with
me and I get her way of thinking.” “I know that feeling,” said Ursula.
“I felt the same way when I typed my father’s wartime letters for my
mother. His energy was very noticeable, and I enjoyed those evenings
where mom deciphered his writing and dictated everything to me. Once
we respect the deceased, and finally acknowledge hidden family history,
we receive ample knowledge and power from our ancestors.”

Joanna knew exactly what the girlfriend was referring to. She just had
to remember those readings when her grandmother’s encouraging love
was present. “Do you remember? We sat in trance once and your father
showed me relatives he cared for after the war.” Ursula reflected on the
memory: “Our family was deeply moved how he helped the children
of his brothers, who lost their lives.” The girlfriend continued, talking
about her philosophy: “For a family, such cohesion is an important link,
even after death. When bad things happen, we must acknowledge their
endeavours and honour our ancestors.”

Joanna recalled a counselling: “A very mature and wise medium,
Mary Duffy once told me, we can do wonderful things when we allow
the spirit world to help us. Even when we are old, we are still their
children sailing through the challenges in life.”

One evening, Joanna sat in her study finishing papers for the next day
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ahead. The phone rang: “This is Thea.” She excitedly talked about a new
acquaintance. “He’s so open-minded about spiritual topics, maybe he
can help me with my mediumistic work.” “Give me his date of birth so we
can see if his way of life fits yours. I’ll be able to tell you something about
his character. How are your readings? After all, do you want to be more
public at some point?” “It’s difficult, I am not a born businesswoman.
Clients find out about me by acquaintances, but that’s not enough. To
be honest, I’ve retreated a lot since the sudden death of my beloved
daughter. It’s hard to handle, she provided me with great support.”
Joanna remembered, “As a child, she always gave us presents.” “Yes, at
the age of ten, she sewed me a dress, was that not cute? But I talk to
her a lot.” It was as if Thea were sinking into oblivion. After a short
silence, she said suddenly: “Do you know the word ‘fish-otter’? Peter
just told me. What’s this? I’ve never heard or used the word.” Joanna
responded with delight. “He says fish-otter?! Hidden behind the term
is a story. My second last summer with Peter we spent together at the
lake and there I saw such an animal under a tree on the bank. These
animals were considered extinct in the area. We told my father-in-law
but he laughed at me, arguing that a city dweller is easily mistaken.
The word fills me with happiness, it’s like a ‘postcard’ from eternity by
Peter.” When she hung up the phone, thoughts came to her mind: “You
should believe in, we’re around.” Peter had made himself heard again in
a witty and communicative way.

Something similar happened to her new friend Ursula, she also received
a surprising message. One birthday Joanna’s girlfriends met, Thea
couldn’t take her eyes off Ursula’s necklace without first saying: “The
necklace is from your mother. She is glad that you are wearing her
jewellery.” “How do you know that?” The message gave her goose bumps.
“What gave you this insight? This jewel was the only thing remaining
after a burglary, only because my mother wore it out.”

Ursula was gifted in the art of spiritual counselling. Her wish was to
develop in intuition, to listen, and to attune with higher consciousness.
“Joanna, I’m getting more and more curious about astrology. You
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have often said things to me that then worked out quite surprisingly.
For example, you announced ahead of time my son will enter into a
lasting partnership. That was unimaginable when he still lived in a
mental hospital. But if it is possible to foresee the future, then I would
like to be able known. I’m seriously interested in astrology,” Ursula
said firmly. “This thinking is so nicely worded in the Old Testament
(Preacher Solomon, 3): ‘Everything has its time . . . complaining and
dancing . . . ’.”

Joanna was looking forward to getting a conversation partner at eye
level in the friend: “ Mantics offer the right system for every question.
I-Ching, pendulum, astrology, readings, dreams . . . Statements are
presented to the medium or the questioner from the world behind.
However, there are difficulties like dealing with what is said ahead of
time, false understanding from the client and misinterpreting the medium
can also be very perplexing.”

“Oh, once I needed help for my son, I struggled to find support. Then
Ms Brunner provided me with a sense of orientation: ‘Your son should
not lose feeling for his own actions. He will become more self-assured
and discovers which path is right for him. This way, he can unearth his
meaning in life.’ It was very important for me to stay calm and limit
my influence to just talking to him so that he could uncover his own
life force. Therefore, I reject to support out of false motivation. It may
prevent someone from sensing the power of their own destiny.” “That’s
exactly what a good astrologer like Stephen Arroyo thinks: ‘Counselling
is the art of not giving advice.’ We must encourage people to escape
this dominance. Evidently, it is also present in medicine. Once, a doctor
gave me a frightening diagnosis to only be reassured by a second doctor
that everything was alright. He also agreed that my decision to refuse
treatment was correct. As mentioned above, it is visible in all counselling,
if the advice is wrong, you can destroy your health and life. But if you
receive bad advice it doesn’t necessarily mean, it’s all bad, go with your
intuition.”

Summer 2012 arrived. Gunnar and his wife had considered finally
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booking a visit in England again. Joanna looked at her horoscope in
the spring, but the transits to her radix didn’t seem fitting. Apart from
a little trip to their holiday home, she refused any further journeys. As
always, she wrote difficult constellations on a piece of paper and placed
them above her desk as a reminder. During this week several things
threatened to be quite problematic. Moreover, she wanted to become
more familiar with water aerobics. It was hot and on the way home,
along the river, along a narrow footpath, she lost consciousness. . .

She opened her eyes as if she had awakened after fainting. Gunnar
stood beside her as she laid in a hospital bed. Joanna looked at her
husband standing silently by the bed. She thought to herself, “The last
thing, I remember is that we walked down by the river.”

Soon after, he said goodbye. “Why he didn’t tell me what happened?”
She asked herself, angrily, tired and thirsty. Slowly she realized where
she was, watching the tubes and wires attached to her body. This had
to be the intensive care unit. She felt her body bloated and one of her
teeth had a crack. She kept shutting her eyes and transported into a
world of fantasies. She glided through the world viewing everything from
above. She saw wonderful landscapes, wildlife and found beautiful colour
harmonies in her visions. Special was a unique children’s playground, she
would have liked to preserve these pictures and draw a design from them.
These images were very different from those she knew from mediality.
Was it different because of medication?

On his next visit, Gunnar was finally ready to speak. Joanna was
growing furiously impatient. She wanted Gunnar to sit next to her.
Trembling illogically from head to toe, he began: “You must have
slumped. I went ahead on the narrow sidewalk. At some point I turned
around, and to my horror saw you with blue lips on the ground. I
shouted for help! Meanwhile, a woman from a house across the street
must have heard me, she immediately called the ambulance. I must
have screamed so loud that a man, who works for the Red Cross heard
my cries. He came running up the river. Quickly we started CPR until
the ambulance arrived. A defibrillator was used several times, and you
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were injected adrenaline. After fifteen minutes your heart began to beat
again, and they drove you to the clinic. You were treated for hours.
I waited outside in the hallway, while your body has been put into
an artificial coma, at 33 degrees. Day after day, I waited hoping you
would recover. I was terribly frightened and scared. So, I informed as
many as possible about the seriousness of the situation while sitting at
your desk. You’d written a note: August 22nd, 23rd ... difficult days,
what you wrote down was correct. It’s the hardest thing seeing you
and not knowing if you will regain consciousness. You were in coma
for five days! Even when you woke up, I still couldn’t imagine what
awaited us both. At first glance you were completely exhausted, and
your words were muffled. I didn’t know whether in the future you’d
be in a wheelchair or nursing care. Nevertheless, I didn’t allow these
scenarios to play on my mind.” “Would you have given up if I hadn’t
returned?” Joanna asked. “I don’t think so. We’ve both experienced
finding help in hopeless situations. First lesson is you’ll have to learn
to ask for help, second lesson is, accept the needed change.” Gunnar
sighed. “I’m glad we made our general powers in time. Four months
ago you thought I was overcautious,” his wife reminded him. Gunnar
smiled: “Here, I always carried the papers with me if a decision had to
be made. By the way: ‘Everyone says you’ve had a guardian angel!’”
Joanna smiled: “I do! But do they believe it or is it just a simple phrase?
The experience has been good for me. Now I know what it’s like to be
able to pass over from one moment to the next!”

She called her dear friend: “Thea, can you please ask Ms Hagen what
went wrong?” “Wait a minute, I’ll try . . . I hear: Distance! Does that
say something to you?” Thea answered hesitantly. Joanna was pleased;
the term meant something to her. For the last few years, she had lived a
busy life with many obligations. She even lived without meditation and
trance, without ‘spiritual medicine’. For the couple this meant there was
less and less exercises to practise the necessary calmness they needed.
They got involved and felt rewarded when they solved all their stressful
duties. It was similar to the battle of Heracles with the Hydra. In the
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myth: The hero beats off a snake’s head, and then as a cause, two new
ones begin to grow. The symbol is a good warning to those under stress.
From Aristotle’s perspective, he too gives a warning: They headed for
two extremes- restlessness and inertia. Their pendulum only spun in
one direction.

Ursula came to her bedside, she was the right visitor to give an answer
to Ms Hagen’s term. “How do you understand my problem: too little
distance?” “Yes,” Ursula smiled knowingly. “That tells me a lot! It is
not important that the people around me live up to my expectations, or
that I meet their expectations. You must gain more distance for yourself,
listen to your body! Then consider the partner, the outside world with
more distance. Don’t let yourself get too worried about the others.”

Did you notice anything during my time in coma?” “That’s when I
asked, where you are and how you are. I saw you dancing in my mind
among a group of people quite happily, but I didn’t know how it would
end.”

I saw you dancing
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9.4. On my Way to real Life.

Often, after waking up to myself from the body,
that is, externalizing myself in relation to all
other things, while entering into myself, I be-
hold a beauty of wondrous quality, and believe
then that I am most to be identified with my
better part, that I enjoy the best quality of life,
and have become united with the divine and sit-
uated within it, actualizing myself at that level,
and situating myself above all else in the intel-
ligible world.
Following on this repose within the divine, and
descending from Intellect into acts of calculative
reasoning, I ask myself in bewilderment, how
on earth did I ever come down here, and how
ever did my soul come to be enclosed in a body,
being such as it has revealed itself to be, even
while in a body?

Quoted after the translation of Plotinus,
The Enneads, Cambridge 2018

“The beauty of words radiates through the translation. Plotinus
begins talking about the ‘Descent of the Souls into Bodies’ with the
awareness of his being in the higher self. He speaks about the beauty
and its emergence in this security, which his essence experiences in the
spirit world. Only the ascending and descending in the spiritual is a
mystery to him. Explaining to his listeners the contrast between the
two worlds, draws on the symbolism of previous philosophers. They
talk about ‘imprisonment’, ‘solution to the shackles’, ‘judgment’, ‘fate’,
‘destiny and coercion’.” Jaune closes his speech.

Read Plotin, The Descent of Souls into Bodies, Enneads IV, 8

Joanna wanted to better understand the process of spiritual guidance.
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“My thinking is guided sometimes. I perceive certain things more clearly
and do I still have clairvoyant dreams despite my coma experience?”
The question was heard and answered. She should receive confidence
from inner guidance. Like always, on Peter’s birthday she had wonderful
dreams, this time a soul presented her with a very impressive dream:

“Gunnar, someone showed me Poland on a map. At the
top, you could see Gdansk, and at the seaside, the counterbal-
ancing coastline. A little further to the right I looked on the
border, which was drawn quite straight, and then further there
was the city of Breslau. I was shown two rivers that flowed
parallel in the direction of 10 o’clock to 4 o’clock passing
some hills. The visitor told me to look west of Strasbourg,
here he had lived.

Strangely, he pointed to a ruined Abbey near Strasbourg.
Then I heard the place . . . oz! I didn’t understand anything
more. There was a house, which had a garage door with two
side wings, on the right-side cars were repaired. It was like
being back in the 1930’s. On the left I saw a small alcove
transformed into a breakfast-kitchen, the people living there
made themselves comfortable in.”

“Joanna, what kind of puzzling message is that? Who do we know
from Poland? Strasbourg is situated west of our town.” “I know that
Strasbourg is not in Poland, but it was so clear that a message must be
encrypted in it.” She began to prepare for the next day. Suddenly, she
realized at her next seminar, she would meet again a young man born
in Poland. Two days later, she stood at the hall entrance in front of a
map of Europe. The young man whom she had thought of in connection
with the dream coincidently greeted her. “Well, Oliver, how are you?”
“Good, and you?” “I’m looking at this map, where do your parents
come from?” “Here on the side of Gdansk, on the border the former
Konigsberg, now Kaliningrad.” He pointed to the map below the straight
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line, “My parents were born here. You see the city of Lodz, and here’s
Warsaw. There’s a place we visit nearby, my aunt lives there.” Joanna
asked: “Do you know of any old houses there, which has a gate with two
doors and a garage or workshop on the lower level?” “Yes, that suits
the area, where my aunt lives. There’s loads of old houses built before
the wartime. In the area once the entire street was closed for filming
in front of a historical backdrop.” They talked extensively. Were the
spirit people worried about Oliver here? He talked about changing his
education. She had an uncomfortable feeling: “Oliver, in your present
situation, you will certainly overcome your difficulties, haven’t you found
any friends?” Joanna restrained from telling him there was a connection
with her nocturnal pictures.

Map of Poland
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At home she wanted to take a closer look at the dream and compare
them with her diary inscriptions. The rivers might correspond to the
Oder and the Vistula. . . . oz, was probably the name of Lodz. The
birthplace of the nocturnal visitor is located northeast of Strasbourg.
The destroyed abbey indicates that the town was founded before the
15th century. ‘The place is west of Strasbourg’ her nocturnal visitor had
said, and Oliver had pointed to the area above, where his parents were
born.

The spirit world knew that her historical atlas was one of Joanna’s
favourite books. When opening it, she immediately had found the only
map on the spot where Strasburg, today’s Brodnica, was to be found.

The extraordinary experience gave her courage that she would master
her own project. The inner voice: “If we want, we will give you words that
will continue to support you in your pathfinding. Regular meditations
help to read the mental images. According to Alice Bailey the term
‘reading’ means, if intuition is trained then ‘spiritual reading’ will develop.

More than two thousand years ago, Plato dealt in the dialogue ‘Par-
menides’ with the connection between transcendence and matter. He
remarks of the relationship of ‘the one to many’ and from ‘many to the
one’. One should pursue what is behind Plato’s theory of ideas. His
pupil Aristotle has further treated the relation of ‘Eidos’, the form in
intelligible world to matter. This is laid out in Metaphysics, the book
always was read in Plotinus’ academy.

In Plotinus’ Ennead III, 8.8 you find: “When contemplation as-
cends from nature to Soul and from Soul to Intellect, the
acts of contemplation are even more fully appropriated by, . . .
more unified (unity) with the contemplators. In the case of the
virtuous person’s soul, that which is known approaches becom-
ing identical with the substrate which contemplates, inasmuch
as it hastens to Intellect. In Intellect, it is clear that the two
are already one not by appropriation, as in the case of the
best soul, but in Substantiality because ‘thinking and Being
are identical.”
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The key phrase is: “In the soul of the wise, the knowing becomes
identical with the visionary through contemplation.” Modern life usually
associates such a philosophical stance with eastern thinking, but the
theme of community is found in Plotinus as early as in the year 250AD.

Today we differentiate the levels of sub-, super- or consciousness. So
the Psychologist David Fontana asks: “How and where can we imagine
the ‘unconscious’?” He recalls that the word is nothing more than a
definition that can be examined. He asks the fundamental question if
the word really explains the hidden dimensions of the mind. Moreover,
Fontana adds it doesn’t clarify in any scientific sense what the word
‘unconscious’ stands for. Where do the memories and dreams come
from? Fontana refers to the field of meditation (or contemplation),
in this connection you enter a kind of showroom in which you will
experience something similar.

David Fontana, The Meditator’s Handbook.

*
Dream:

“I’m in a hospital for an examination and tell of my
experiences. Two doctors, a man and a woman, stand at
the entrance of an old house. The woman gives me a small
children’s book. In my childhood this would cost only 50Cent.
It has the title ‘Eternity’. I feel as if I should include this
idea as simple as possible. The doctors stood left to the
sun, the place for the deceased. The meeting took place on
a castle ground. To the right in the shadow was a ruin. A
large hall was still preserved, where Gunnar and I attended
philosophical lectures. We realize that this is too top-heavy
for us. We help ourselves at the buffet with sweet bits and
leave the grounds over a sunny meadow.”
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The motive ‘eternity’ appeared now and then in Joanna’s life. Once,
on her first visit to college, she was lying on her bed when she felt there
was a triangle leading over her like eternity permeating her. Then on
the course with the Geshe from the Dalai Lama school, they received
a sentence: ‘My personal consciousness, the clear and knowing within
myself, is an uninterrupted continuum that has neither a beginning nor
end.’

The second motive was philosophy, it is necessary for her to balance the
sensuous (sweets at the buffet) and the rational (philosophical lectures).

She always remembered a sentence from Peter in the first recorded
reading: “Go fishing in your books, there you will find what you are look-
ing for.” (Pentecost 1998). She came across a recording of a conversation
with Thea. During that visit, Peter described through her friend, how
perspective develops in the spirit world. At that time she asked, “How
do you see us from transcendence? How do you collect your information
there?” Joanna was searching for an answer, until Thea gazed at her
during the conversation: “That’s not easy. It’s like your pants.” She was
wearing trousers with white squares woven into the fabric on a black
background. Thea continued, “He says, it’s something like balls.” She
remembered that conversation quite well while writing and did not want
to leave it escape her mind. So, she decided to search for a certain book:
‘Wasn’t there something like that when we moved to our new house. It
was a small book left by Peter, so it was kept. The cover was reddish
brown, with golden letters printed on it containing three lectures by
Rudolf Steiner, held in Dornach, Switzerland from January 20th to 22th
1917. She found the book and quickly scanned the pages and saw the
dotted circles, here the ‘balls’ were shown. Thea wasn’t familiar with
these lectures. The drawing was composed by circles. They represent
the intersecting circles of Archai, the Zeitgeist, Archangeloi, the Spiritual
Helper and our bright consciousness.

Rudolf Steiner goes on talking of our maturity, of our bright con-
sciousness, with which we work our way into this hidden world. In the
lecture, he emphasizes a lost attachment of the people which they once
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possessed, as they believed in a life after death.
Joanna remembered her last visit to the USA, the Cliff Dwellings of

the Anasazi. There in the underground, the Indians had built round
meeting rooms, their Kivas. If someone died, he was put there, the
dry air mummified him. So the deceased and living sat together for
conversations. The people communicated with them if they sought
advice. Steiner recalls in the lecture that dreams about the deceased are
a kind of exchange. This discovery overwhelmed Joanna. Superficially
she had heard from the anthroposophists but spiritual conversations with
passed ones are denied, not practised in this movement at all. That’s
why she was never interested in their lessons, but here she read the
opposite.

It was somewhat overwhelming because Steiner’s writing confirmed
what formed part of her own development. Her collection of dreams, as
well as the thoughts in the diary was confirmed by a century old lecture.
The author Steiner speaks of a ‘third state between sleep and waking’
reminiscent of the spiritualists’ trance.

Theosophy, Anthroposophy, and Spiritualism went their separate ways
after the late 19th century. All the more amazing for Joanna, that she
came across similarities to the practices she studied. Steiner wrote
that he wished a connection with the deceased could be possible in the
future. That was the exact path she followed in college. She observed
the mediumistic trained tutors, who communicated between clients and
deceased. Steiner wrote further: “One can also read to them in order to
approach them. On the other hand, they can enter into the thoughts of
the living as well.”

He also points out the difficulties that arise in the exchange between
the spirit (intelligible) world and our perception. We must be aware,
that communication with transcendence has to be translated into human
consciousness.

Rudolf Steiner, Lectures to members of the Anthroposophical Society

(The Secret of Life after Death), Dornach 20.-22.1.1917;
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Where did this knowledge originate? She searched for its source. Was
it reception of Buddhism or ancient philosophies? Suddenly a new door
opened. She came across a biography of Plotin, which was written
from his student Porphyry’s perspective. The student was a universal
scholar, who lived in the years around 233-305 AD. We owe to him that
the scriptures of Plotin were completely preserved and published. In a
biography the devoted Porphyry reports about Plotin and his life. The
scholar was born in 205, known as one of the three great disciples of
his teacher Ammonios from Alexandria. After ten years of travel, he
founded an academy in Rome that followed the spiritual tradition of
Plato and Aristotle. Like Socrates, Plotinus first passed his knowledge
on orally to his students. Only at their request did he formulate what
he said in writing. While reading the biography, Joanna came to terms
with the techniques she had learned from the spiritualists. Without the
relevant experience, she would certainly have gone over the passages, as
most philologists did.

The first example reminded her of ‘inspired speech or writing’ in
college. Porphyry reports admiringly on his teacher: “He mentally
prepared a future speech. He then spoke or wrote as if the text already
existed elsewhere.”

The second example was reminiscent of the phenomenon ‘Overshad-
owing’: “When he spoke, his intellect was manifest even in the way it
lit up his face. He was handsome to look at, but even more beautiful in
those moments.” Joanna had experienced together with other English
students a light around the head of a trance medium. Sometimes the
mediums pulled strange faces when in trance.

The third example: An Egyptian priest came to Rome. Wanting to
give a demonstration of his wisdom, he invited Plotinus to come and
see him summon followed his guardian daemon. He agreed and the
invocation took place in the temple of Isis. There the Egyptian began a
ceremony and called upon Plotinus’ guide to appear. It was a god that
came. As the Egyptian said: ‘You are blessed, since you have a god as
your daemon, and are not accompanied by a member of the lower genus.’
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Life of Plotinus.
This is why he wrote his book ‘On Our Allotted Daemon’, Ennead

III, 4.
The world view of Plotin can easily be combined with Steiner’s balls.

“From our worldly existence of the sensory world, the soul enters into
the universal soul . . . ”

Plotinus’ Hypostasis

We can assume that the intelligible world works its way into our mind
consciousness. If you put the thought of Plotinus’ Hypostasis in relation
to Plato’s doctrine of ideas, the dreamers like Joanna develop their own
‘vision’ in dream state and note a projection out of the realm of cosmic
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souls.
Joanna felt guided to find Plotinus’ books, there were the answers to

long searched topics that deeply mystified her. Studies and the practice
of the Spiritualists helped recognize these reliable source texts in their
goodness. ‘Entelechy,’ Aristotle says in his Metaphysics: ‘The beginning
has the end included.’

Peter gave her a dream:

“Peter is in the Stansted castle with me, all the doors
are open. Here I purify myself from the past with soap and
water. He says: ‘We aren’t ghosts. This is pejorative, we are
consciousness, we talk to you, we have sensual understand-
ing, we experience and enjoy.’ ‘Does that amount to a new
ancestor cult?’ ‘The mourners simply should be encouraged
in dialogue. Think about the saying: Are you abandoned of
all good spirits?!’”
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In this chapter, Joanna publishes a selection of records from visits with
English mediums dating back to 1998-2006.

What does a good medium do? Joanna learned that the mediums
express valuable information passed on by our spiritual guides. These
men and women knew nothing of Joanna’s life. Mostly, there was only
an appointment for a reading. Especially names surprised the newcomer.
Once she heard the name of a Wilhelm. Joanna could not place him, so
the medium did not develop the message. Later, she learned that it was
the grandmother’s brother who loved art.

Joanna was a stranger to the college. Based on a questionnaire,
students were assigned to a tutor according to their wishes and abilities.
Each of these educational tutors led a group of up to ten students.
English was the language of instruction and the students came from
Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Scotland, South Africa, USA,
Scandinavian countries or from the continent. At the beginning of the
courses on Saturday, all mediums presented themselves. With care,
Joanna chose various unknown names.

10.1. (Pentecost 1998) Go on fishing in your
Books.

“I do not know which country you come from. I’m being shown pictures
of industry, there’s a man around you who wants to support you. Now,
two years ago, your life changed. To make it clear to you, that had to
be, because it was already in a kind of self-destruction mode. There
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is a great sense of duty in your family. When you look at the family
hierarchy, I arrive at your father’s generation. This man did not grow
old when he died.” (Was that her uncle or her cousin, who gave her
dreams after their death?) So she said, “Right now, I do not know who
it might be.” “In your father’s generation, I hear bakery and Edward.
There was a great love for books, he loved books.” She thought, should
that indicate her uncle? From him she knew that the father was a
baker. But she did not know anything about his education until she had
her parents tell her soon after. He did a bookbinder’s apprenticeship
after graduating, artful books were his passion. Later after the war he
established an office in his beautiful home. (The medium asks for more
information.) “I’m shown dark furniture, an office, well maintained, a
friendly atmosphere. He tells me you are thinking about what to do
with your career.

You have been moving forward the past year. Your grandmother is
approaching, a great maternal love emanates from her, in the future it
will be better for you. She was very generous, a small woman, a smell of
violets comes with her. She tells me about the difficulties in your family.
There is no simple means of communication. This has already started
when you were young. She stresses that it is your right to remain an
individual. Since last year, you have started something completely new.
She’s so enthusiastically, claps her hands, you’ve done well, but leave
the past where it belongs.

I see trees, a slope. Communication with the spirit world is on the
rise. Did you move recently?” “No.” “It looks like it’s coming. Take care
of the emotional level, the colours of the aura point to healing power;
you need to go on with it. You have an instinct for certain conditions
and guess what is coming. You read a lot of philosophical, technical
books, as well as diaries. You require your mind for work. However, you
haven’t arrived at the right destination in your life, when you do then
you will meet fulfilment. There will be other possibilities in August.”
“I’ll be here in August!” “There’s a lot to be said, you’ll change jobs,
finances will change, and there’ll be new opportunities.
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Someone talks about fishing to me, there is a pleasant calmness. In
front of me there is water, it is a man’s memories, he has a lovely smile,
he radiates happiness and contentment. I feel like this man was not
old, when he went to spirit. He spoils you, he is a part of your life, he
asks you to fish in the books, you will find the truth there. With him is
also a young life, a miscarriage, he is with him. He asks you to not be
so self-critical, above all, be free. We bring you forward. This lovable
man is always with you, he has found his way in the spiritual world. He
draws my attention towards a piece of jewellery, a ring.”

The medium looked at Joanna’s hands, where a diamond ring stuck
to her right hand. “He speaks of a wedding ring.” Joanna raised her
finger. “Oh, you wear them on your right hand, we English wear them
on the left. He’s giving me anniversaries, May?” “He had his birthday.”
“He has a wonderful smile, he’s very happy.”

10.2. (August 1998) We danced.

1. “A friendly man welcomes me, he gives a nice feeling of being welcome.
He cares about you a lot, he actually adores you.” “Why does he do
that?” “He tells me it does not matter to him what she thinks, he
expresses what he his thinking. I must go back three years to a time
when there were tremendous family difficulties. They weren’t easy to
solve because you acted very independently. You sent your thoughts to
heaven, they should help and inspire you. That was the right decision.
Now, should I mention a father, is it your father?” “No, he’s still alive.
His father?” “He said the word father. You probably don’t know that he
went to the spirit world. You haven’t had any contact. He says, ‘we both
think the same, that’s ok, that’s a double confirmation, we both think
the same and share the same opinion.’ He shows me a bridge. You have
crossed many bridges in your life, but the last one was the major one.
You should share your knowledge with others. That’s something you
want to pass on, how do you deal with your grief! He is proud how you
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mastered this. He notes that your family should come together again.
There are two younger ones, you should give this happy get-together a
chance. (In the story this detail was changed from two nieces to one.)

2. Is there a connection to South Africa? It could be a short break in
the future. It’s as if these people know your father. When we reflect on
your development, you always have had a mental connection to the spirit
world. The knowledge you gain is intended to help others. The colours
of your aura suggest you should work with colours. The colour blue that
surrounds you indicates that your healing powers should provide you
with more freedom in your life.

3. The man who died suddenly from his heart complications, rapidly
ascended into spirit. (Pneumonia must have caused him to have a heart
attack. Tragically, Joanna knows from her answering machine that her
husband collapsed while on the phone.) The shock was great on both
sides, it hurt him what tragedy this had caused. He would have been
glad if he could have done something for the bereaved. He was ill when
that happened, but luckily he was not alone. He had still called, and
then it went very fast. He shares with you so much. He places the most
beautiful roses in front of you, but he keeps the ones you gave him. He
says: Mutter! Is that German? Oh you come from Germany. (It was
the Scottish week, most students came from there.) Do you have contact
with his mother? ... He says he wanted to contact his mother to relieve
her of suffering, but she does not want to know that. She’s not prepared
for that, you should send her healing.

Now he brings the joy of music over, he lets me hear music, then
he says: ‘We danced, it was such a lovely dance together.’” – “At his
funeral I let Canarian love songs play, which we both admired a lot. It
was only months later that I tried to hear them again. Then I moved
through the room as if he was there.” “He was not a real dancer, I feel
the movement, but he wants to take away your doubts. If we allow the
spirit world, they can help us.”
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4. “He shows me water, it is a memory, a lot of green vegetation and
again water, it tingles on my face, this place must have been beautiful. I
see clear water, it must have been very cold, it looks like mountain water.”
Joanna looked in herself, she gets the vision from the lake. Especially in
the early summer it was emerald green. The medium went on: “I see
bushes and trees around. He says: ‘Nobody can take away this memory,
it was a pleasure and love, it will never be forgotten, it was a magical
time.’ It does not matter how long it takes.” Do you attend courses
in a historical building? You go there to participate in several weeks
of lessons.” After a long pause, Joanna said, “He probably means the
college here because it’s my sixth week here in college.” “You are open
to learning different knowledge, and he confirms that this is the right
thing.” “Well, my guilty makes me wonder whether this is perhaps an
exaggeration.” “He is your direct voice, that’s no longer a fantasy for
you. There are other helpers, but he usually communicates. He says,
‘Just because he’s dead, he’s not omniscient! If he does not know, he
knows someone he can ask.” The medium slowly came to an end: “What
you experience is difficult to communicate to others. If you get attacked,
don’t forget how you helped him.’ This cooperation is something very
nice. He adapted very quickly to the spirit world. With this attitude,
standing in front of others is not easy. Remember, the answer is, ‘I
helped Peter!’” “Now you gave his name, you did not hear that from me.”
“Did I? Well, I feel the father’s presence ...” “Thanks for the wonderful
Reading.” “My helpers are clever.”

10.3. (August 1998) I see your Book.

“4-5 years ago, the spirit world came to you to expand your search.
You have achieved something academically and you could pass on this
knowledge. Your spiritual level evolves into more clairvoyance. Are
you already working as a medium?” “My desire is to establish a small
spiritual group.” “People are drawn to you. Here comes your maternal
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grandmother. She was quite modern-minded for her time. You are both
very similar. She is telling me about your activities, the opportunity to
grow with you and loves your attitude. She lived somewhere else than
you now, but wherever you go, she is with you, especially, when you
listen to it classical music.

Did you put things in your hair? That’s what she is showing me.
(Joanna had a whole drawer with hair accessories to matching her
clothes.) points to a church ..? Did she speak to people?” “No, that’s
part of my job.” “Your spiritual work leads in the direction of philosoph-
ical views. That will be good for Spiritualism, including your critical
thinking. You have an inclination to alternative healing methods. As
you progressed, you were sadly stopped. Speak to the people as Joanna,
even if it seems that’s not you.”

The medium named Joanna’s hometown, the place of her studies
and continued to communicate with her grandmother: “She says that
four people are close to her heart. Your mother needs her energy, she
wants to help her. It is her feelings that are currently attacking her
body. Around last October / November she gave you a lot of energy,
she carried you. Now she says something about a Kruger Coin ... South
Africa?”

“That’s what the medium said to me yesterday, too.” (There was an
impressive meeting on Victoria station.) “That’s where spirit wants to
draw your attention,” the medium continues. “It can also be a coin that
you transformed into a piece of jewellery.

Do you know someone who dressed like a judge in a robe? Are you
also interested in philosophy? He wants to speak through you. I will
ask for more information. He says: “I am very pleased with this soul,
my time is not limited, I am there when the time comes. I will enter
into her thoughts whenever it is necessary. We are not limited by time.”
Joanna was curious, “What does he say about the book?”

“Actually, that’s not my way of communicating, but I’m watching
what I get. Does the word endeavour mean something to you?” Joanna
guessed what the clue meant: “I care about mediality and how important
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it can be for future development.” “Oh yes,” the medium is very excited.
“He shows me a pale-yellow cover, it has to do with correcting ideas. I
really must emphasise to you that things that aren’t properly understood
should be reformulated by simply understanding reality. Now your helper
takes over what I say: “You have to write and you receive support! You
get the spiritual agreement with the spirit world, you should not take
any other views on board. There is nothing more convincing than your
own experience. I like what I feel with you, a venture into the unknown?
Departing to experience something new, enjoy what you intend to do.”

10.4. (Pentecost 1999) The Guardian Angel

“There was a great deal of melancholy around you which changed because
you’ve changed. You sat in your meditation, you did not want to run
away and play! You are on the path to a new beginning. There is a tender
man, who protects you. This is not a fatherly love, he wants to touch
you. Something between you was special, like a magical bond. Your
plans together were thwarted. He passed to the other side but decided
to become your guardian angel. He chose that to make a promise.” (See
counselling with Ms Brunner spring 1998. Chapter: The Joy of the
Spiritual Guides.) “You correspond as if you were writing in a dialogue.
You ask, he answers. This communication is wonderful, you work well
together.” (For Joanna, the perception of the medium was spot on, she
addressed written dialogues.) “He wants to remember France. He says
something about stars.” “I’m dealing with stars in astrology.” “He says
your fate was predicted. We speak of a teacher, before you came here
you have chosen your courses consciously. It’s important to start doing
the right work now.

He speaks of a time before you met and the hard time this meant for
him.” The medium named the place where he lived at this time. “His
mother needs healing now. Her birthday is in July. She misses him,
and every memory of him provides her with comfort. Here is a woman
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named Martha. The grandmother has a strong character.” “I have to
ask because I always thought grandma’s first name was Martha, but
her name is actually Joanna.” “She says the name you gave her belongs
to her. You know who she is. Grandmother is a strong character, she
did not bow to anyone. She acted independent and did what needed
to be done! She is worried about her daughter’s health. Your mother
considered herself independent, but she is not. She needs help. It’s as if
her limbs were stiff.

You have found a new partner, it’s going to be a good time, and it
was the best thing that could happen to him. He was uncertain and no
appreciation for himself. Your man from the spirit world says: ‘We were
together.’ But he gives you satisfaction, now comes the love from him.
The new love does you good, this is now of a different quality. The new
partner grows in his self-esteem, something grows up, and he can now
radiate more self-confidence. Keep the thought of a teaching centre in
mind. Teaching is your goal. You have received gifts from higher levels.
You’ve been disillusioned and you’ve learned to be quiet. . . .

There’s someone with an imbalance coming from the ear.” “Yes, that’s
his cousin.” “He sends her healing. He says: “If you didn’t know whom to
turn to, you could rely on her. He’s greatly devoted to her, she deserves
it.” (Peter points to Sonja’s tumour operation.). “He’s so glad you found
the right partner. It could not be just anyone, and the circumstances of
your meeting were very unusual. It worked out and that’s a relief.

Your former husband is going the path with you. There will be times
when you communicate with each other, call upon Peter when you need
his help. He has made new contacts in the second world which make
him feel comfortable. (Sometimes Peter appears in her dreams with
company.) Your development reminds us that life’s challenges make us
become a diamond.”
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10.5. (February 2000) Astrology refines your

Predictions.

“Your father has been depressed lately. He was afraid he would die.
Someone tells me that he was very worried about him. He is not easy
to understand, he can’t show his feelings. Is there a Peter in the family?
When he died, was that sudden? Because he tells me, one minute I
was here, the other there. He was not prepared for it. That was a
shock and he thought that was a mistake. However, he is still a big
part of your life, very interested in what you do. And furthermore very
happy you’ve found a new love. He is telling me: ‘She was my wife. She
worried and worked hard.’ He initially held back, but communicated
well. You must make sure that your new partner also becomes more
talkative. Fundamentally it was an issue in his previous relationship.
You pass on a healing energy, from which your new partner beneficially
feeds off. You need to know that you have organizational talent, which
helps him to get his life back in order. Peter says you will move, west of
the place where you live now, it is a big city. There you’ll discover more
open-minded people. You should make all decisions in May. He wants
your security, he says it’s good for you, it’s exciting, a fresh start. You
should only give your phone number to those important to you. His
mother isn’t feeling well, it’s been three years since he passed, she has
no life and no motivation for anything.

He met his relatives. He helps young people who come to the spirit
world.” (Joanna was glad to be confirmed about his tasks in her dreams.)
Your job will improve even more, you can achieve something that has a
financially positive effect. Rely on your abilities and show what you can
do.

Believe in your self-healing powers, there will be no worries anymore
now.” (Joanna had put her hands on herself. After being examined in
the hospital, the new apartment was found).
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10.6. (August 2005) A handsome Man

“Is your father in the spirit world? Here is a man from the countryside,
very attractive, great laugh. I feel a pain in my chest. He loved to work
with his hands. Then there’s a grandmother, mother’s mother, a very
determined woman. She did what needed to be done. She is so proud
of you and the life you lead. She could not do what she wanted in her
time. She lived in a big city, she shows me shops. She applauds. These
are warm people. They love you.”

(At that time, the medium interprets Peter as a grandfather in the
countryside and sees her determined grandmother in the big city. How-
ever, there is a self-evident fact that Joanna’s main communicators
always bring their typical verifications to different English Mediums.
Joanna holds back to see how the conversation will unfold.)

“They tell me you’re not home yet. You wish to achieve something
else. Over the last five years, you had problems, at one stage it was
like being stabbed with ‘a dagger in your back’. You wanted to run
away because the people around you were not very nice. However, these
problems cannot be taken away from you, this is your life. You are very
sensitive. Now I’m shown a big, dark dog.”

Joanna smiled and explained to the medium how Peter isn’t satisfied
with his grandfather role: “That dog belongs to my former partner.”

“You led a spiritual circle, but there was someone who didn’t belong
there. The spirit world intervened quickly and dissolved the circle for
you. There will be new friendships.” (Joanna had problems with a visitor
in the spiritual circle, he attracted spirits that Joanna saw as a danger
to the circle. Unfortunately the rest of the visitors were unaware of the
situation. So Gunnar and his partner went to see Ms Brunner for advice,
who confirmed how he endangered the circle.).

The English medium continued with his reading and to Joanna’s
astonishment said the name of a city close to where she lives. “There
will be a new circle there. The handsome man says she will understand
once the new circle commences. What she learns should be relayed
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to others. This man, who is telling me this, was around 50 when he
died: ‘I looked really good!” Joanna had to laugh: “I went to a therapist
for my interpersonal problems, she asked me to show her a picture of
my deceased husband. Then she looked at the picture and said: Your
husband was very good looking!”

Now the medium has to laugh heartily. “He really has a sense of
humour. He seems to be giving back what he has heard. When I feel in
my body, I have terrible back pain, my health worries me. He says: ‘I
was a fool, I was so busy with myself. My wife had done everything for
me.’ He was also worried about you, but couldn’t convey that. Near the
end, he was terrible lonely, he was so used to talking to you and relying
on you. He went to the hospital, he felt that he was not coming back.
In the clinic there was still a lot of research done.

But you have found your happiness now, he shows me a lake with
trees, high mountains, children play there and there are houses and
hotels. Have you been there on vacation?” “Not with Peter, that’s the
holiday home my husband and I bought some time ago.” “By the way, the
grandmother has a child in her arms. Perhaps a miscarriage?” Joanna
vaguely remembered her sister’s suggestion. It felt like a girl. This may
be a child belonging to my sister.” The medium changes energy: “Your
husband works hard and urgently should step back. Is he self-employed?”
“No, he oversees a department.” “Things have gone awry over the last
few months. Even at home, he keeps working. I don’t want to worry
you, but if he does not give the load, he’ll be forced to. At his age, it’s
time to take a step back. He must come to his senses, he does not need
to do all this work.

You’re sitting in trance together, that’s important for others. Now
they tell me they are worried about your father. He would love to live
closer to your town again. He will probably move. There your dad is so
lonely, he suffers very much.”

(Joanna already learned from Ms Brunner how lonely her father felt
near her sister.) “Peter utters that his wife helped him to get back on
track (wheelchair, sidewalk). I do not know what’s going on, but your
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sister is putting a lot of pressure on him.” “My sister has a general power
to make all decisions for him and to manage his finances.” “They try
to help him from the spirit world. Your father once greeted Peter so
warmly, he did not forget that. Your sister has to expect that he will
get older than she thinks, she likes to manipulate the people. Keep your
distance from her. Did I help you?”

Who knows what evil is, cannot do it anymore.
(Plato, Menon)
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The glossary explains terms of ancient Greece. Simple translations are
taken from the thinking of our worldview today, which do not always
fulfil the request of ancient Greece philosophy.

Agathón This essential term indicates that according to nature every-
thing strives to the Good. This also includes the self-realization
of man as man (Eudaimonia).

Antikythera mechanism Under the term you find a tool for astron-
omy. This ancient instrument helped calculating the cycles for the
eclipses in astrology and astronomy.

Apollo is the god of light, prophecy, healing, art and music (see mantic).
The name refers to: not much; the one - not much (Henology).
144, 221, 229, 318

Areté is virtue, the essential ability of the soul, which means ethi-
cal wisdom. The virtuous soul is a central concept in the self-
understanding of antiquity. Hegel criticized the Gnosis because
without the ability of the Areté there is no turning towards tran-
scendence. 31, 45, 92, 169, 257, 279, 297

Astrology Teaching of the stars, looking at the hour to be analysed.
This is the word meaning = horoscope. At a birth, you record the
right time of birth and design a Radix. This results in a drawing
based on the planets that belong to our solar system. In the Greek
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philosophy, every star god gives his share in the jar (Plato) from
which the Moirai mix and spin the destiny of the new-born. 9, 24,
25, 28–30, 36, 51, 65, 73, 78, 92, 93, 95, 96, 152, 168, 203, 211, 212,
261–263, 273, 274, 284, 285, 295, 303, 318–321

Astronomy: Pythagoras, 570-500 BC, suspects that the earth is a bul-
let.

Parmenides, 520-460 BC, speaks of earth and moon as a sphere.

Anaxagoras, 499-428 BC, the sun is a glowing body that irradiates
the moon, he describes solar and lunar eclipses.

Democritus, c. 460-380 / 70 BC, Milky Way is formed by stars, it
starts from an atomic doctrine. The events in the interaction
of the atoms form countless worlds.

Aristotle, 384-322 BC, starts from a geocentric view of the world,
a model in which each sphere is assigned a planet (Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn), behind which are
the fixed stars.

Aristarchus of Samos, 310-230 BC, the sun is orbited by the
planets, the sun is in the centre, the earth is also a sun
orbiting planet. He represents a heliocentric worldview.

Eratosthenes, 276-195 BC, worked in the library of Alexandria.
He wrote a three-volume work on the geographic insights of
his time. He proves that the earth is a sphere and makes a
largely exact calculation of the Earth’s circumference. He
recognized the crooked ecliptic, which he stated at 23 degrees
and five minutes.

Poseidonios, 135-51 BC, widely travelled geographer, makes esti-
mates about the circumference of the earth. His calculation is
taken over by Ptolemy, then got into the hands of Columbus,
who went west on this assumption and America discovered.
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Geminos, ca 70 BC, pupil of Poseidonios. He and his teacher,
later also Plotinus, agree that the earth is a point in relation
to the universe (Poseidonios, Karl Reinhardt).

Strabo, 63 BC - about 25 AD, acquires teachings of Poseido-
nius, publishes books on geography, observes the tides and
advocates a theory dependent on the moon.

Cleomedes, 1st century AD, author of astronomical texts. He
differentiates the above statement that the earth is a point in
relation to its distance from the sun. His observations of the
planets and the fixed stars make him recognize the ‘special
or opposite movement’ of the planets. That’s interesting for
astrology. The retrograde planets arising from the earth’s
perspective receive a special interpretation.

Pantheon, it was finished in 118 AD. The name could refer to
’all is God’. The building in Rome is a building equivalent
of the Roman worldview. In Roman times, these included
the planets, the star gods orbiting the sun. The monumental
building has a circular concrete dome, which has a similarly
circular opening of 8-9 meters at the apex. If the dome
is reflected downwards, then the entire structure envelops
a globe. The diameter is 43.45 Meter, a similarity to the
number of the earth’s circumference is to be assumed. This
largest dome construction was surpassed only in the Baroque
period. see Antikythera mechanism.

Daimonion (or Daimon or Daemon). The Daimonion in Socrates is
equated with Inner Voice. By this he understands a (spirit) being
that can intervene in human life. Romans talk about a guardian
spirit. A classical source is Plutarch. The Apollo priest of antiq-
uity, explains in his writing the Socratic Daimonion as an inner
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voice, which is heard inside without connection to the body. This
happens when the logos of a Daimonion transmits his thought to
our mind directly. (like audio frequency).The world of the dai-
mons has a hierarchical structure (Plutarch, Thomas Taylor). The
Christians started to spread the faith of evil daimonions, called
deamons.
In Plotinus’ writings you find detailed explanation on the under-
standing of daimons. (’On Our Allotted Daemon’, Ennead III, 4).
11, 26, 60, 62, 64, 144, 145, 165, 195–197, 200, 214, 215, 229, 243,
257, 271, 317, 330

Demiurge is the creator of this world, there is a connection with logos.
Like an artist, the demiurge designs the world by way of an acting
force that leads from chaos to order, to Energeia.

Energeia En ergo einai = living efficacy.

Entelechy En = in, tel = target, echeia = hold. The term is found in
Aristotle and means that every living being carries within himself
his goal or the purpose of his development.
For the understanding of this book, it is important to consider the
entire world view of antiquity was highly developed. There were
universal scholars whose knowledge spanned philosophy, astronomy,
astrology, mathematics, architecture and more. They passed on
their knowledge to their students. 332

Evil In Plotinus writings, evil is confined to the earthly world. The lack
of knowledge or an imperfect development leads to it. Evil is a bond
that determines to the subsequent fate. Socrates says summarized:
Who knows what is evil cannot do it anymore. (Plotinus, On
Intellect, Ideas, and Being, Ennead V, 9; Plato, Menon). 30, 72,
93, 116, 185, 196, 220, 243, 263, 264, 297, 305, 306, 317, 318

Good The first principle of all, alternatively designated as the Idea of
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the Good as the One. 25, 30, 44, 45, 53, 72, 93, 116, 185, 196,
204, 243, 256, 257, 297, 306

Intelligible world Used generally for the realm of Soul, Intellect, and
the One, and for other components of intelligible reality. 31, 103,
323, 326, 331

Liber Causis The Book of Causes. In this book, 31 sentences are sum-
marized and commented. It has his origin in the thoughts of
Neoplatonism. The essential idea is that matter comes from the
One. The theme of the first and second cause is dealt with in it,
but also terms such as intelligence, time, eternity and heavenly
soul are thematised. The doctrine is based on the emanation of the
indescribable One through stages to the material world, as light
emerges from a source. The writing shows how scripts spread to
Baghdad in the 9th-century. There was ‘a house of wisdom’ where
philosophical documents were collected. The Arabic script was
little considered, it found his way to Toledo and was translated
by Gerhard of Cremona into Latin. (Toledo is birthplace of the
Jewish father of Teresa of Ávila) The fathers of the Church, were
only little trained in Greek language. Fascinated by the script they
try to combine The Liber Causis (Neoplatonism) with Christianity.
It is quoted by Roger Bacon, from 1241 - 1245, and Meister Eckart,
around 1300, and Albertus Magnus comments on the book 1264
- 67. He considers this script to be a supplement to Aristotelian
metaphysics, but suggests that other authors must have partici-
pated. His student Thomas Aquinas realized that the book must
be influenced by other thinking, possibly by Proclus. This script
is another source that brings Neoplatonic into Christianity.

Logos Sense, mental ability, world reason, total meaning of reality.
Plotin summarizes the individual aspects of the logos concept. He
relies on the philosophical tradition of platonic philosophy. He
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argues that our soul is like a mental image of the cosmos, which
has a similar faculty to the world soul. The common and the
divisive is that the All-Soul affects the universe. Accordingly, there
are also forces coming from the soul.

A first early root of logos theology comes from Memphis, Egypt.
There, the idea of creation is developed by the logos on a memorial
stone as follows: Ptah creates the world by heart and tongue!
Ptah acts as a designer, creator (see Demiurge). In this picture,
there is once the meaning of the tongue as a source of language
and the heart as an organ of successful living. Because according
to belief of the Egyptians the heart of the deceased was weighed
for its more or less successful humanity in the last judgement.
The result was a theology that was symbolized by tongue and
heart or modernized intellect and feeling. The stone with this
inscription from 700 BC is now kept in the British Museum. It is
a memorial of Memphite theology and reminds us of the beginning
of the Gospel of John: “In the beginning was the word (= Logos
in Greek) and the Word/Logos was with God.” 45, 60, 72, 79, 81,
119, 239, 240, 280, 284, 317, 318

Mantic is the art of divination, Plutarch writes about. Read: The
Daimonion of Socrates, Plutarch, translated by Thomas Taylor.
Another source is the book of Poseidonios B.C., by Karl Reinhardt.
The author suspects that some of Poseidonius’ research papers on
mantics have gone missing in the Cicero’s collection. The book
analyses mantic and describes how this works in other countries.
It makes a distinction between artificial and natural prophecy.
Artificial mantic means you need a medium, astrologer, something
to convey. In the natural prophecy, the Inner Voice comes into
contact with the dreamer or audibly speaks in a person. 9, 24, 36,
131, 140, 237, 262, 271, 321

Meditation In Zen meditation an upright, calm posture is taken. Also
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sitting on a chair is possible. The view rests on a point about a
meter away from the slightly closed eyes, so that the thoughts can
come to rest. Some close their eyelids completely. Now attention
is directed inward by the observation of the breath. Concentrate
on the breath when it leaves your nostrils. Since it is not possible
not to think, the inner attention should be oriented so that you
do not actively pursue any thought. Through perpetual practice,
attention is focused. Thoughts rise and gently you let them go. A
picture: Thoughts are like clouds that you can observe, but they
move on. 26, 30–34, 73, 94, 97–99, 102, 117, 123–125, 132, 133,
141, 149, 150, 153, 162, 164, 170, 181, 184, 186, 199, 212, 217, 218,
223, 231, 238, 239, 250, 251, 257, 260, 261, 272, 273, 321, 326, 327,
339

Platonic Academy was founded by Plato in Athens, after the example
of the Pythagoreans. It was an equal teaching operation, which
also allowed women. Plotin later founded a Platonic Academy
in Rome that re-commented on the teachings of Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle, again, women were equal students. Important
philosophers, Porphyry, Iamblichus, Proclus passed on philosophy
in this academy. Later in the 19th Century this school was called
Neoplatonism. Starting from 529 the teachings were forbidden. 9,
36, 71, 138, 169, 195, 214, 258

Plotinus 205-270. He is the great philosopher who comments on the
metaphysics of Plato and Aristotle and makes it accessible to our
own thinking. Its duration of action lies in the time of origin of
the Christian doctrine. 9, 24, 30, 31, 36, 45, 72, 81, 92, 93, 119,
152, 153, 162, 172, 185, 191, 195, 196, 213–215, 221, 235, 243, 284,
297, 298, 323, 327, 330, 332

Porphyry 233-305, is a universal scholar. He is known today as a
philosopher and astrologer. From him comes a coherent house
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system for astrology. After Plotinus’ death he returns to Rome
and, at the request of the teacher, forwards the Platonic Academy
in Rome. He published the writings of Plotinus. He divided the
writing into Enneads, six books of nine fonts, to which he added
a biography of Plotinus. (6x9 numerology) His positions have
become modern in which he represents vegetarianism. He warns
of the affects that harm the soul, so there can be no divine wrath.
81, 92, 119, 138, 139, 152, 203, 330

Reason see logos. A general term for any unit of intelligible communi-
cation. 12, 25, 59, 72, 139, 169, 172, 173, 196, 215, 238, 239, 256,
297

Zen meditation see meditation. Enomiya Lassalle, 11.11.1898 - 7.7.1990.
26, 32, 33, 224
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The tragedy of Peter’s family went on: The grandma who had been
drawn by Carol Polge exactly one year before had three children and
every one of them got one child. In the meantime all her own children
had died and all three grandchildren passed to spirit within one year,
the last was the nephew the heir of the lake.
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